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ABSTRACT

Evaluations of 'environmental impact assessment' (EIA) effectiveness have increasingly been
undertaken in the last decade, but few studies have focused on the organisational 'black-box' as

the unit of analysis; that is, the way in which EIA changes (or does not change) proponent
decision-making 

-cultures 
and structures over time. This thesis develops a unique and systematic

evaluation frarnework for evaluating EIA and organisational change, and examines the influence
of the EIA system on two government organisations within South Australia (Transport SA and
ETSA which is an electricity generating authority).

A two-tiered approach to the evaluation is adopted in the empirical research, with an evaluation of
(i) the EIA sysiem in South Australia (the system-evaluation); and (ii) the organisational ability to
implement eiR ltne Capability, Culture, Perþrmance framework). Th" system-evaluation focuses
on the 'intentions' of EIA on paper and is structured around the concept of organisational
'controls' in EIA, which were originally borrowed from organisational theory and applied to the
EIA context in 1987 (for example, procedural control, judicial control, evaluative control). The
underlying assumption is that the nature and strengths of these controls will influence
organisational change and performance in EIA.

The Capability, Culture, Perþrmance (CCP) framework focuses on the organisational.response to
the EIÁ requirement, and the environment established for EIA's implementation. It is suggested
that for 'effèctive' change in the EIA context, there must be:

. an organisational capability for EIA (for example, procedures, goals, staff, structures, and
resources to support the EIA process);

. an organisational culture for EIA (for example, evidence of employee attitudes which _support
envirõnmental values and their incorporation into decision-making, and the power and ability
to do so); and

. the t ability and culture into EIA perþrmance (ie fhe 'CCP' match).
The mance is structured around four dimensions: EIA compliance,
EIS ess, and proponent responsiveness.

It was found, however, that the degree of 'CCP' match and effectiveness of EIA performance was

both facilitated and confounded by (i) changes in other areas of the organisation which were
unrelated to EIA (for example, the transformation of both organisations from operational
providers of services to managèrs and 'regul4o¡s), and (ii). multil le political, economic and social
iactors in the decision-making process. 

-Of significance is that the nature of the organisational
response to EIA \ilas not statìc, and, within the same organisation,_the res_ponse to EIA varied
between projects (depending in part on their public and politic.al visibility),. and over time
depending on the chariging sócial-þolitical-economic climate. In this respect, EIA was more of a

prôject rJfinement and management tool, rather than a tool for decision-making (le whether or not
to proceed with a proposal).

These factors are drawn together in the final part of this thesis which analyses patterns of
organisational change process in South Australia in comparison_ with experiejrce in the United
Státes. Explanations for the organisational responses to EIA and the_ slight CCP mismatch are

provided in terms of a model of four'contextual filters', comprising the_.broader social, political,
èconomic context (filter 1), the nature of the EIA system in South Australia (filter 2), the nature of
the organisations itudied in this research (filter 3), qnd the nature 9f !h_e project. V/ithin this
discusðion, recommendations are made to improve EIA at both the legislative level and at the
organisational level, and conclusions are made about the models of reform in EIA, and the value
of-the evaluation framework developed in this research.
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Introduction

Chapter One

INTRODUCTION

1..0 INTRODUCTION

It is over thirty years since the process of 'Environmental Impact Assessment' (EIA) was

formally introduced under the United States' National Environmental Policy Act 1969 (NEPA).

In essence, EIA was designed to change the behaviour of government organisations by requiring

them to consider environmental factors in their decision-making processes where previously

they had been ignored. Since the enactment of NEPA, the EIA process has spread worldwide

and has been adopted in over half the world's nations (CEQ 1995; Ortolano and Shepherd

1995). In the last decade, there have been increasing numbers of studies which seek to

understand and to evaluate the effectiveness of EIA, including the more recent international

study on EA (Environmental Assessment) effectiveness (Sadler 1996). Such effectiveness

studies have taken a variety of approaches, ranging from the more scientific which focus on

techniques and methods of assessing environmental impacts, to the more theoretical and policy-

oriented studies which examine legislative EIA requirements, procedural compliance to EIA, and

the actual impacts of EIA on decision-making. According to Sadler:

'In recent years, the world-wide adoption and adaptation of EA has significantly expanded the

theatre of practice, added new roles and professional responsibilities, and brought changing
perspectives on what constitutes sound performance. These developments are the subject of an

increasing literature to which there are hundreds of new entries each year in the English
language alone' (Sadler 1996: pl 1).

1..1. RESEARCH RATIONALE & SIGNIFICANCE

Despite the proliferation of research in the field of EIA, there are still relatively few systematic

studies which evaluate how EIA has influenced proponent organisations and changed their

behaviour (Ortolano and Shepherd 1995). Does EIA improve the decision-making of

organisations as was originally intended by the EIA process? There are as yet no clear-cut
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answers, and it is still not widely understood how EIA has influenced and changed the

organisational consciousness, structures and decision-making processes of proponent

organisations (Culhane I974; Culhane 1987; Ortolano and Shepherd 1995). This is a significant

omission in the research arena given that EIA was originally intended to modify behaviour at the

organisational level. According to Bartlett and Baber:

'Whereas a great deal of efïort has been invested over the last decade and a half in developing
techniques and procedures for environmental impact analysis, little conceptual, theoretical, or
empirical effort has been expended on the larger questions of the organisation and management

of EIA...What is known, or believed, by the practitioners of EIA has been learned principally
through ad hoc tinkering hardly motivated by considerations of larger purposes or of global
effectiveness... A considerable body of theoretical literature has emerged to explain, inform, and

even encourage this development [on organisational theory], but this literature appears to have

had as yet any influence at all on the extensive literature of environmental impact analysis. We
suggest that this lack of cross-fertilization is unfortunate' (Bartlett and Baber 1987: p606).

Although there are a number of factors which will influence EIA outcomes in decision-making,

the analysis of policy implementation within the organisational 'black box' is essential to

understanding the actual effects of the policy (Beyer et aI 1983; Gariepy and Henault). In a

broader policy context (not just EIA), van Meter and van Horn (1975) and Stewaft (1980) argue

that the nature of the implementing agency, in addition to economic, social and political

conditions, will influence the success of, and are central to understanding, a policy's

implementation and outcomes. Lyon and Maxwell (1999) similarly note that the way in which

an organisation responds to a government's environmental policy will have a major influence on

the effectiveness of policy outcomes.

Organisations will change as a result of major environmental policy reforms such as EIA,

particularly if these reforms threaten their survival (Heffron 1989; Ortolano and Shepherd

1995), but this reaction could take several forms depending on the nature of the organisation

including:

complete avoidance of the EIA requirement;

attempts to dampen its impact and carry on with'business as usual';

efforts to comply in a pro forma mannef only or treat it as a narrolv technical exercise where

EIA is not fully integrated with decision-making; or

the development of procedures which herald a complete change in business operations

(Liroff 1976; Ortolano and Shepherd 1995; Sadler 1998).

Given the political nature of decision-making in government, and the often competing goals of

economics and environment, the transformation to better environmental planning and decision-

making within proponent organisations is not automatic. This is a common problem in policy

implementation, and Coombs (19S0) suggests in a broader context that mere compliance to a

policy does not guarantee that the desired outcome is attained. EIA was originally designed in

a

a

a

a
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the United States to reflect the 'rational'model of decision-making so that organisations aim for

an optimum decision when planning their projects and other activities (see Chapter Two), but

this optimum is complicated by numerous factors such as the existing state of technical

knowledge, economic and political pressures, intra-agency politics and power balances between

environment and other portfolios, levels of public awareness, and characteristics of the

proponent organisation (le its purpose and degree of power, goals and internal politics,

knowledge bases, levels of technical expertise, staff and resources available, interest groups,

attitudes, and existing orr¡anisational structure among other things) (V/ichelman I9l6; Cortner

1916; Caldwell 1982;.favìor 1984; Ganet and Martins 1996; Marsden 1998).

The need to focus on organisations and their behaviour in EIA research has been further

higLrlighted by a nurnber of authors (Fishman 1913;Fairtax and Andrews 1979; Mazmanian and

Nienaber 1979; 'ï'irylor 1984; Bartlett and Baber 1987;' Gariepy and Henault 1994; Ortolano and

Shepherd 1995, Caldwell 1998). Horberry notes, for instance:

'The institutional framework, in particular the appointment of responsible persons, greatly
influence how much effect EIA can have on decision-making and project planning in reality...
Many of the desirable relationships between EIA and development planning can only come
about through changing the way organisations behave and by defusing personal responsibilities
combined with incentives and penalties in support of more environmentally sound decisions'
(cited in Anderson 1986: p2l).

Fishman (1973) and Taylor (1984) have suggested that an understanding of agency context is

necessar)/ for determining the impact of EIA on decision-making reform; whilst Gariepy and

Henault (1494) have stated that organisational culture (together with the nature of the project) is

a determiriing factor in EIA outcomes. That is, 'the structure, ways and means of an

organization can act as impediments to moving EIA upstream the planning process' (Gariepy

and Henault 1994: p1). Likewise, Bartlett and Baber (1987) state that an agency's choice of

organisational formatl for EIA may influence the degree to which EIA becomes integrated into

agency decision-making processes. Fairfax and Andrews (1979), who are highly critical of the

externally forced EIA process, also called for a greater understanding of the organisational arena

in EIA by arguing that agencies:

'contain interest groups and interactions of their own, and the range of views present on the

inside can be fully reflective of that without. This aspect of bureaucratic reality has been

insufficiently treated in academic literature on the subject... Students and would-be reformers of
the administrative process have much to gain from closer attention to and fuller appreciation of
the creative potential of public agencies' (Fairfax and Andrews 1979: p535)'

Several useful lessons about EIA in the organisational arena (with a focus on government

organisations) have already been learned from research undertaken in the United States during

I In other words, the choice among various alternatives tbr assembling an agency's EIA compliance personnel and

placing them within the agency's structure'.
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the 1970s and 1980s (eg Andrews 1976; Hill and Ortolano l9l6;Liroff 1976; Wichelman 1916;

Jenkins 1977' Jenkins and Ortolano 1978; Ortolano et aI l9l8; Mazmanian and Nienaber 1979;

Brendecke and Ortolano 1981; Ortolano 1983; Taylor 1984). As a result, a number of models

have been proposed which attempt to explain how and why EIA induces organisational change,

and these models are addressed in Chapter Two along with more specific details about the EIA

requirement contained within NEPA. There are also isolated and more recent examples of EIA

research at the organisational level in different contexts (eg Tu 1993 on Thailand and Taiwan;

Shepherd and Ortolano 1997 on Thailand; Gariepy and Henault 1994 on Canada).

Many of the lessons learned from the United States' research are still applicable, but the research

is over twenty years old and is not necessarily generalisable to other countries and EIA contexts

given differences in decision-making cultures, and given that EIA, as it has developed around

the world, 'is no longer totally synonymous with NEPA' (Ridgway 1995: p63). South

Australia, which is the subject of this research, developed an EIA system which was different in

many ways to the United States' system (although the principles are generally the same). Unlike

in the United States, for instance, EIA was first established by a Cabinet agreement in the early

1970s and not by law, but it was, like NEPA, intended to reform government agency behaviour.

However, when EIA was enshrined within legislation in South Australia in the early 1980s, it

was not intentionally aimed at reforming government agency behaviour or amending their

missions. Instead, EIA was focused on reforming and changing isolated proiects which may

trigger the EIA process, and this process is usually administered by a central authority (ie notby

the proponent as is the case in the United States). Thus, reform of agency behaviour as a result

of EIA is more indirect and implicit in South Australia when compared to NEPA in the United

States.

The decision-making cultures between the United States and Australia are also different in some

ways, which further inhibits the generalisation of the early United States research on EIA and

organisational change. The United States' decision-making culture has been characterised as an

adversarial one which has relied heavily on the courts (Howlett and Ramesh 1995; Mostert

1995). As is discussed further in Chapters Two and Three, the courts have been one of the

most significant factors in influencing EIA practice and organisational change in the United

States, by enforcing compliance and providing detailed interpretations of NEPA's requirements

(Lynch and Galligan 1996). The significant reliance on courts in the United States is well

illustrated by Holland:

'Opponents of large construction projects such as dams or highways have increased the demand
for activist courts and benefit from a judiciary eager on the whole to assume a political role.
The cultural, ethnic, racial, religious, and economic diversity of the United States, coupled with
the fragmentation of political power between levels and among branches of government, have
generated numerous points within the political system where an interest group can apply
pressure to achieve its ends. Nearly every group supplements its political lobbying with a

judicial strategy, especially if it considers itself somehow disadvantaged in the competition for
legislative or administrative largesse. Interest groups striving for both material and immaterial

4
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gains no longer view the courts as simple legal institutions but perceive them as policymaking
bodies with the power to resdistribute wealth and power from the "haves" and "have nots"
(Holland 1996: pl63).

In contrast, the environmental decision-making culture in Australia has been described as less

adversarial (ie consensus based), being premised on a parliamentary system that concentrates

decision-making power into the hands of the elected executive and the bureaucracy, with only a

limited role for the courts (Howlett and Ramesh 1995). The Australian High Court has had a

key role in high profile environmental decisions which involve Commonwealth/State

jurisdictional conflicts, but the Commonwealth government has carefully controlled and curtailed

the role of the courts in environmental decision-making and in EIA (Lynch and Galligan 1996).

This was also true for EIA at the Australian State and Territory levels (except for New South
'Wales), with governments adopting non-mandatory EIA processes which have opportunities for

significant discretion, and which restrict third party rights to trigger court proceedings2 (Lynch

and Galligan 1996). In fact in South Australia, all provisions for appeal and judicial review in

the EIA process have been removed, and this is further explored in Chapter Five.

Does this lack of court enforcement in EIA within Australia and in other jurisdictions mean that

government organisations (as proponents of major projects) will not, or have not, changed to the

same degree as was evident in the United States where the court influence was so significant?

Already it has been found in the Philippines that the EIA system is ineffective because it relies

primarily on EIA procedures and lacks provisions for judicial enforcement (Ortolano 1993).

Although not in the EIA context, Fuchs and Mazmanian (1998: p198) similarly argue that for

organisational change to occur, 'legislation needs to be backed up by enforcement, the threat of

liability and thereþre increasing costs of polluting activities'. Alternatively, are other factors

more important in the EIA and organisational change process? The answers to these questions

in the South Australia context are not yet clear. While there have been a number of government

reviews and academic evaluations of EIA,3 there has been no research of this nature in South

Australia. This type of research is also limited in the broader Australian context, and while

isolated studies exist, such as those by Formby (1987) who reviewed the implementation of EIA

at the national level and documented some bureaucratic resistance to EIA, the focus of research

2'standing' to appeal is usually restricted to parties who can establish that they have direct rights or interests

which will be impacted upon by a certain action.
3 For example, Harvey (1993) and Harvey (1995) examined the overall practice of EIA under South Australia'
Planning Act; Harvey and Ferguson (1994) examined the influences on practice under the Planning Act, whilst
noting the future directions of EIA under the subsequent Development Act; Fookes (1987a) provided a

comparative analysis of three EIA case studies in the context of integration between planning and environment;
and Fookes (1987b) reviewed the EIA system based on thirteen principles of EIA developed by the United
Nations Environment Programme. Fowler's (1982) historical account of the initial and more informal
requirements for EIA in South Australia is also a useful and informative reference.
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has not been on the organisational level per s¿.4 Formby (1990) has however, highlighted the

need for this type of research on EIA and organisational behaviour in an Australian context.

The United States' research on EIA and organisational change is also not entirely generalisable

because of its age. That is, the research was undertaken at a time when the public sector was

viewed in a traditional bureaucratic and administrative sense in serving the 'public good' (refer

Chapter Six). In the last two decades, fundamental changes have occurred, and are ongoing,

within government agencies in many countries, including the United States and Australia.

'Bureaucracies' are gradually being transformed into 'entrepreneurial' organisations, and

fundamental services which have traditionally been within the realm of the public sector, such as

the construction of roads or provision of electricity and water, are increasingly being outsourced

to the private sector. This transformation is briefly described in Chapter Six, and it is becoming

increasingly difficult to delineate between the roles of the public sector and the private sector.

The 1990s have also been characterised by the widespread introduction into organisations of

broader Environmental Management Systems (EMSs) as a self-regulatory mechanism. How

will these changes affect the way in which EIA changes organisations or decisions are made (if

at all)?

The rationale for research at the organisational level in EIA within different jurisdictions is clear,

particularly given the potential for proponent organisations to influence the outcomes of EIA.

Understanding how EIA changes organisations, how people operate within these organisations,

and what factors influence organisational behaviour, will facilitate a better understanding of

how, why and whether EIA works or not. That is the intention of this thesis; to understand how

and why EIA changes organisations, and how effectively these organisations implement the EIA

process. The evaluation of EIA at the organisational level of analysis is, however, hindered by a

lack of systematic evaluation frameworks. What characterises 'effective' organisational change

as a result of EIA, and what criteria does one use to actually measure this? How does one

isolate changes occurring within the organisation as a direct result of EIA compared to other

influencing factors (Ortolano 1993)? As noted by Mazmanian and Nienaber:

'The task of evaluating change in large, complex organizations is difficult because it requires,

first, a decision on the proper criteria to be used, and second, a systematic measurement of the

extent to which these criteria are met. A number of scholars have addressed these issues from
time to time,...but despite much recent interest in the topic of organizational change, as yet

there is no general set of indices by which to measure change' (Mazmanian and Nienaber 1979:

p3).

4The.e are, however, isolated examples of research in Australian government organisations in terms of general

environmental management or implementing sustainable development (as opposed to EIA in particular). This

includes research by Stewart (1991) who examined environmental management initiatives and change in
departments involved with rural water management (Victoria, New South Wales and Queensland); and research by

the Commonwealth government which evaluated the implementation of ecologically sustainable development
(ESD) by Commonwealth government organisations (Commonwealth of Australia 2000).
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This statement still essentially holds true today, although Mazmanian and Nienaber did develop a

set of four indicators of change (see Chapter Four). More recent progress has also been made

for instance by Tu (1993), Gariepy and Henault(1994), Shepherd and Ortolano (1997) and

others.

1..2 RESEARCH AIMS AND OBIECTIVES

Within the above-noted context, this research aims to:

develop a systematic framework for evaluating 'effective' organisational change,
and toãpply this framework to two government organisations in South Australia
to determine the level of change achieved as a result of the EIA requirement.

In order to achieve the broad research aim, the accomplishment of eight more specific objectives

is necessary:

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

(6)

(7)

(8)

a review of the theoretical literature on models of organisational change, models of
reform in EIA, and policy implementation theories which explain how and why new
policies are implemented within organisations (Chapter Two);

a review of existing research on EIA and organisational change in the United States to
draw lessons for comparison with experience in South Australia, and to identify
strengths and limitations in the models of reform in EIA (Chapter Three);

the development of an evaluation framework which defines indicators and criteria for
evaluating (i) the degree and effectiveness of organisational change, and for (ii)
evaluating the EIA system in South Australia (Chapter Four);

an evaluation of the EIA system in South Australia to assess and compare its
requirements with international principles of 'best practice', an{ t9 identify different
coñtrols which may lead to more effective EIA performance and change within the case

study organisations (Chapter Five) ;

an historical review of the case study organisations to understand their missions and their
responses to previous and current change requirements, and to identify the
organisational, cultural and political setting for EIA practice (Chapter Six);

an examination of how the case study organisations responded to the EIA requirement
at the official level with the development of an organisational capabilifl for EIA
(Chapter Seven);

an exploration of attitudes and values towards EIA of individuals emo-loyed within the
case study organisations (ie the presence of an organisational culture for EIA)
(Chapter Eight); and

an evaluation of EIA performance in the case study organisations in terms of
procedural compliance to EIA, quality of EISs, proponent openness and proponent
responsiveness in the EIA process (Chapter Nine).
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The underlying assumptions of this research are that (i) EIA will change an organisation's

behaviour; and in turn, (ii) the nature of the organisation's history and response to EIA will

influence how effectively EIA is performed in practice; but that (iii) the degree of change

achieved and effectiveness of EIA's implementation will invariably be influenced by external

social and political contextual factors. It is also assumed that other environmental initiatives

other than the EIA requirement, such as greenhouse strategies, 'ecologically sustainable

development' (ESD) strategies, and/or Environmental Management Systems will also trigger

change within organisational decision-making processes, which as noted earlier, makes it

difficult to attribute change solely to the EIA requirement.

It is suggested that for effective change to occur in the EIA context, there must be (ideally) an

organisational capability to implement EIA (eg the creation of environmental goals, EIA

procedures, environment staff and structures); there must be an organisational cultur¿ which is

conducive to EIA (ie willingness and authority to act), and that both capability and culture

should translate into effective EIA perþrmance (ie the CCP match). However, as noted

previously, the latter will be confounded by political factors in the decision-making process. In

exploring these factors later in this thesis, the focus is on government organisations rather than

private proponents of projects. This is because government organisations tend to propose

several projects which undergo the EIA process, and hence have the most need for behavioural

change and an internal infrastructure which supports the EIA process (as opposed to

organisations which might only undergo the EIA process once or twice). The focus is on two

government organisations within South Australia, comprising a road transport authority

(Transport SA) which is a government department, and an electricity generating authority

(ETSA)5 which is a public corporation (refer to Chapter Six for a description of these

organisations). These organisations were essentially chosen because they had the most

experience in EIA within South Australia. Further rationale for the choice of jurisdiction and the

case study organisations is provided in Chapter Four.

1.3 THESIS STRUCTURE

The structure of this thesis is illustrated in Figure (1.1) and is framed around the eight research

objectives. Part I of the thesis provides the theoretical and evaluation framework for the

research; Part II presents the EIA and organisational context to the study in South Australia, and

Part III presents the empirical research conducted in the case study organisations, including

discussion, conclusions and recommendations.

5Th" fo.ur is on Electranet SA which is a subsidiary of ETSA corporation (Electricity Trust of South Australia),
and the history of its evolution is presented in Chapter Six. While the focus is on Electranet which is

responsible for transmission lines, the attitudes of employees within the original ETSA organisation are also

incorporated into the research given that the research conrmenced before Electranet was formed.
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Introduction

L.3.1 Theoretical Framework

One of the challenges in this research was to cross link a number of different disciplines in the

literature such as EIA, organisational theory (which in itself has several subdisciplines), policy

implementation theory, environmental management, planning, law, history, public policy, and

public administration theory, among others. This was no easy task given the vast bodies of

literature within each particular arena. Chapter Two reviews general theories on organisational

change; models of reform which were designed specifically to account for EIA outcomes; and

policy implementation theories, including the nature of the policy itself (EIA in this case),

organisational characteristics (eg resources, structures, attitudes), and the nature of the

organisation's environment (eg state of the economy, public attitudes). Very little reference is

made to the case study organisations, and the purpose of this Chapter is to provide a broad

understanding of the concepts necessary for exploring EIA and organisational change later in the

thesis. Chapter Three links EIA and organisational change together and examines the existing

research in the United States to draw lessons from experience which may be useful for

understanding the South Australian context, and for developing an evaluation framework.

Chapter Four draws the information from Chapters Two and Three together, and reviews

existing evaluation studies in EIA to define an evaluation framework for assessing change within

the case study organisations. A two-tiered approach is adopted with the development of two

ev aluation frameworks comprising :

a CCP framework (Capability, Culture, Performance) which assesses change at the

organisational level as a result of EIA; and

a system-evaluation framework which evaluates the EIA system in South Australia at the

legislative/procedural level.

Also discussed in this Chapter are the research methods used, the process of gaining access to

the case study organisations, and an outline of research limitations.

L.3.2 The Context

Part II of the thesis presents the EIA and organisational context for the empirical research

presented in Part III. Chapter Five begins with an evaluation of the EIA system and the nature

of the policy requirement in South Australia. It is difficult to understand organisational change

without first gaining an understanding of the EIA requirement which induces this change. How

does the system compare to concepts of ideal EIA systems? What are the key features of the EIA

policy which may influence organisational behaviour? These latter two factors are evaluated

using the system-evaluationframework defined in Chapter Four.

o
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From this point, the thesis focuses on the case study organisations, beginning in Chapter Six

with an analysis of the organisations within their historical, social and political context. This

Chapter provides a baseline context similar to that undertaken in Mazmanian and Nienaber's

(1979) and Taylor's (1984) research on EIA and organisational change in the United States. In

this respect, the historical context provides some understanding of how and why the

organisations changed (or not) as a result of EIA. As noted by McHugh and Bennett:

'...changing public sector organizations is a mammoth task, which is made even more difficult
by the long term stability and the deeply embedded culture which exists as a relic of the past'
(McHugh and Bennett 1999: pl99).

Given that this research was undertaken after the EIA requirement was introduced in South

Australia, the 'before' scenario, by necessity, relies on employee memories and historical

narrations.

L.3.3 The Empirical Research

Part III of the thesis presents the research conducted on the two case study organisations in

South Australia, from the broadest level to the more detailed level. Chapter Seven addresses the

organisational capability which was developed to implement EIA in both Transport SA and

Electranet SA. The organisational capability is also discussed within the broader environmental

management context within each organisation because, as noted earlier, it is difficult to isolate

EIA's impacts on organisational changes (ie other factors may trigger the change) (Renwick

1938). This approach is also significant given that much of the research conducted into EIA and

organisational change has tended to examine the EIA process in isolation from other

environmental initiatives. This fails to recognise that other environmental initiatives may actually

influence and strengthen the legitimacy and practice of EIA.

Chapter Eight focuses on the less visible nature of change at the organisational culture level and

examines individual and group attitudes within the organisations towards the EIA process. In

addition to factors which force behavioural change, such as EIA procedures, changing mindsets

and attitudes in EIA has often been cited as important in improving the effectiveness of EIA.

Caldwell (1989: p14) notes that the 'larger challenge to EIA is not technical; it is political ... if
EIA is to be more than ritual, further change in the attitudes and behaviors of political leaders

and public fficials wiII be necessary.' Therefore, the aim of this Chapter is to identify these

attitudes within the organisations and how they have changed (if at all) and, in the terms of

Taylor andBogdan (1998: 135), to'...give readers afeeling of walking inthe [participant's]

shoes... and seeing things from their point of view'. From a phenomenological research

perspective,'the important reality is what people perceive it to be' (Taylor and Bogdan 1998:

p3).
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Chapter Nine examines the outcomes of the change process with an evaluation of EIA

performance in eight project case studies, with supporting detail in Volume II of this thesis. The

underlying assumption of this Chapter is similar to Harvey's statement that it is'impossible to

understand the role of EIA by examining the EIA legislation in isolationfrom EIA procedures in

practice' (Harvey 1996: p39). The same is also true when examining organisational change at a

procedural and cultural level. The organisation's capability and culture to implement EIA may be

strong, but this may not necessarily translate into practice (ie the degree of CCP match). Are

the organisations actually complying with the EIA requirement for instance? Are they devoting

sufficient efforts to produce good quality EISs to inform decision-making? Are they open to

dialogue with external parties in reaching the best solutions in decision-making? Are they

responsive to the information emerging from the EIA process and actually adopting the'best'

solution in environmental terms? What internal and external factors are influencing EIA

performance overall? Each of these factors provide indicators of the degree of organisational

change achieved as a result of EIA.

Finally, Chapter Ten draws the information together from preceding chapters with an analysis of

EIA and how it has instigated change (or not). How do the organisational responses fit with

experience and patterns of change in the United States? To what degree is there a 'CCP' match

in the case study organisations? 
'What factors are useful in explaining the change process? This

latter question is structured around a proposed 'contextual filters' model which identifies

multiple factors at four levels which help to explain change outcomes. Recommendations are

also made in this section to improve EIA at both the formal legislative level and at the

organisational level. Finally, conclusions are made about the value of the evaluation

frameworks developed for this research, and the change outcomes in both organisations.

Before beginning the evaluation, it should be noted that it is difficult to identify a direct cause

and effect relationship between organisational capability and culture with the actual outcomes of

EIA practice. The aim to directly link cause and effect is a common problem in evaluation

research, and in the recent international study of EIA effectiveness, Sadler suggested that:

'EA [environmental assessment] processes involve a complex sequence of activities, which is

influenced by the play of real world events. So many variables intervene between specified
objectives and the actual results and impact outcomes (themselves difficult to determine and

monitor), that only a proximate or contingent determination can be made of effects and

relationships' (Sadler 1995: p6),

Nonetheless, the analysis of organisational capability, culture, and performance, each on their

own provide some indication about the degree of organisational change achieved and how

effectively EIA is implemented in practice in both organisations.
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Chapter Two

MODELS OF CHANGE &
POLICY IMPLEMENTATION

2.0 INTRODUCTION

Implicit within any evaluation of organisational change is the need to first understand the

manner in which organisations change, and the factors which influence the implementation of

new policy requirements such as EIA. The organisational theory literature comprises a vast

body of work encompassing, for instance, organisational change, design, structure, goals,

culture, climate, motivation, communication, power, conflict, leadership and decision-making,

all of which will impact on the change process to some degree. Rose suggests that this

'explosive' growth of organisational theory is believed to be one 'of the most extraordinary

features of contemporary intellectual life' , but it has resulted in a 'shambles' rather than a

synthesis of theory (cited in Pitt and Smith 1981: p1). This is perhaps one reason why there is

limited research on organisations in EIA given the difficulties of grappling with such a wide

array of organisational theory topics. In addressing research objective (1), this Chapter

endeavours to synthesise key aspects of organisational and policy implementation theories

which may be useful to understanding how and why organisations change as a result of the EIA

requirement.

2.1. DEFINING ORGANISATIONAL CHANGE

Survival and legitimacy ane key concerns of all organisations, whether they be public or private,

and they are protected only so long as their actions are considered legitimate by entities in the

organisation's environment (Perro in Pitt and Smith 1981). Compliance to external

requirements to maintain legitimacy is often about adhering to new legislative requirements due

13
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to the threat of prosecutiono (Petts et al 1999), but it can also be defined more broadly in terms

of 'social compliance' and being a 'good neighbour' (although this was found to be a less

commonly held view in research by Petts et aI1999). In the private sector, market pressures are

also influential in that negative publicity (and the impacts on competitiveness) can exert at least

an equal pressure for compliance and change when compared to threats of prosecution (Petts e/

al 1999). These findings in the private sector are becoming increasingly relevant to public

organisations given that they are now competing with the private sector to provide the same

services (refer Chapter Six).

There is also an expectation that government organisations, which are under significant public

scrutiny, are responsive and operate in the public interest. Public employees may be

constrained by complex rules and conventions, but their department exists within changing

social and political boundaries within which they must operate (Harris 1983; Doyle and

McEachern 1998). Wilenski (1986) notes that government organisations will not ignore new

legislative requirements:'Public servants are, in general, law-abiding and laws do change

behaviour in a lasting way, particularly where avenues are open for iudicial review of

administrative actions' (Wilenski 1986: p180). Because ministerial roles and their associated

policies are also constantly changing (Pitt and Smith 1981), government organisations must

demonstrate a level of adaptability. As noted by Meyer:

'A characteristic of bureaucracies...is that most decisions result from administrative or political
judgements rather than technological imperatives. For this reason, contrary to stereotypes,

bureaus tend to be very open and vulnerable to their immediate environments... increasing
bureaucratization of public agencies through additional rules and layers of hierarchy results in
part from their openness to their environments' (Meyer in Rainey and Milward 1983: p137).

Organisational change can take many forms and there are several definitions in the literature, but

there is yet no single theory on how change or reform occurs within organisations which can be

applied to the EIA context. Glick et al suggest that change can be designed of not designed,

proactive or reactive, and discrete ot continuous in nature (in Strickland 1998). There can be

adaptive change, discontinuities, natural or evolutionary change, and anticipatory, planned,

strategic or revolutionary change (Caiden 1969; Tansick and Radnor I9l1; Goodman and

Kurke 1982; Lundberg 1990; Nadler and Tushman 1990; Strebel 1990). Organisational change

can also be equated with organisational learning which involves knowledge acquisition,

information distribution, interpretation, and organisational or corporate memory (eg refet

Argyris 1992; Mills and Friesen 1992; Dodgson 1993; Antal et al1994; Gladwin 1994; Field

and Ford 1995; Dawson 1996; Petts et a|1998).

OFor instance, Epstein (1996) notes an increasing concern of employees in United States' corporations about
personal liability associated with violations of environmental legislation, and this was also increasingly the case

in South Australia during the 1990s (refer Chapter Seven).
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Government organisations in particular must respond to the process of 'administrative reform',

which implies a moral goal or an improvement in the status quo (Backoff I9l4). Although

lacking universal definition, Caiden (1969: p8) defines administrative reform as planned change

with the 'artificial inducement of administrative transþrmation against resistance'. The notion of

administrative reform is particularly relevant to the EIA requirement because it is a planned

requirement for reform (or an 'artificial inducement'), and is often, although not always, based

on an externally-imposed requirement which may evoke resistance (refer Chapter Three).

Reform is also associated with greater risk (Caiden 1969), but can in fact, be the culmination of

incremental steps: '[i]n time, ...incremental changes must lead to episodic changes or to more

comprehensive reorganizations (reþrms) resulting from internal maladjustments' (Caiden 1969:

p66).

2.1,.1 T argets of Change

Like the different perspectives on change, targets of change can vary significantly within

organisations, and may involve fundamental modifications to formal and/or informal elements

of an organisation (Heffron 1989). They are briefly noted here because they are important

elements in the models of reform in EIA (see next section) and are used as a basis for

developing an evaluation framework for analysing change in Chapter Four. Hellriegel and

Slocum (1976) and 'Wilenski (1986) identify four targets of change including the task or

process, an organisation's structure, its people, and its technology. The most useful

classification of change targets is that proposed by Friedlander and Brown who distinguish two

types of change: techno-structural (eg modifications to technology or organisational structure

and procedures), and human-process or human-relations (eg interpersonal relations, skills,

attitudes) (in Conlon 1983). Conlon states that:

'in techno-structural change, behavioral change is presumed to follow from changes in the

structure and/or task employed by the firm, and the permanent change in structure causes the

new behavior to persist. In human-relations approaches, some change in the individual
(knowledge, attitude, skill, erc) causes change and persistence in a new behavior' (Conlon

1983: p366).

As suggested in Chapter One, attitudes are frequently cited as a major target of change (eg

Russo and Fouts 1997), but some authors criticise this assumption. Beer et al atgte thatl.

'most change programs don't work because they are guided by a theory of change that is
fundamentally flawed. The common belief is that the place to begin is with the knowledge and

attitudes of individuals. Changes in attitudes, the theory goes, lead to changes in individual
behavior. And changes in individual behavior, repeated by many people, will lesult in
organizational change. According to this model, change is like a conversion experience. Once

people "get religion", changes in their behavior will surely follow'
This theory gets the change process exactly backward. In fact, individual behavior is

powerfully shaped by the organizational roles that people play. The most effective way to
change behavior, therefore, is to put people into a new organizational context, which imposes
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new roles, responsibilities, and relationships on them. This creates a situation that, in a sense,

"forces" new attitudes and behaviors on people' (Beet et al 1990: pl59).

Crane (1997) also disputes the links between culture (attitudes) and performance; whilstPetts et

al (1998) and Harrison (1987) suggest that attitudes are not good predictors or predeterminants

of behaviour; that is, behaviour is also influenced by perceptions about social norms and

behavioural controls (Harrison I98l; Azjen in Petts et al 1998). Thus, the techno-structural

approach may be the best starting point, although a combination of approaches which are

mutually reinforcing is likely to be the most effective in planned change.

22}lOW EIA INDUCES CHANGE: MODELS OF REFORM

Several different theories have been proposed to explain how EIA induces change in decision-

making, but they all tend to fall within three broad models which are reflective of the techno-

structural and human-process approaches. The models are defined in this Chapter and comprise

(i) the rational model; (ii) the internal model; and (iii) the external model. Preconditions of the

models are explored in more detail in Chapter Three, and are later related to the two case study

organisations. Although developed in the United States'context, Bailey (1994) believes that the

models can apply to other jurisdictions so long as the differences in EIA systems are noted.

These models are not mutually exclusive and some authors integrate all of these perspectives

into a broader view of EIA and change. The models also do not guarantee change, and some of

their potential limitations are also discussed later in Chapter Three. It should be acknowledged

in this respect that'NEPA is a complex and subtle piece of legislation, not susceptible to simple

explanation or interpretation' (Bartlett 1997: p51). Before defining these models, the

requirements of NEPA are briefly summarised.

2.2.L NEPA in the United States

In addition to establishing an influential Council on Environmental Quality (CEO (Whitaker

1916),1NEPA facilitated organisational change and reform in two fundamental ways. First,

under Section 101 of the Act, NEPA outlined a declaration of national environmental policy and

six more specific environmental goals, the latter of which are presented in Table (2.1). This

Section essentially represented the substantive component of the Act. Second, given that such a

broad policy was unlikely to have a major impact on agency behaviour in practice (Culhane et al

1981: p25), the EIA process was introduced under Section 102 as an 'action-forcing'

mechanism (Caldwell 1982). This requirement, which is also outlined in Table (2.1), formed

1 tn" Ceq was, among other things, given an oversight role for monitoring agency compliance with NEPA,
and was the 'guardian of environmental concerns' at the Executive level of Government (Liroff 1976).
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the procedurql component of the Act, and the 'detailed statement' required of government

agencies is now commonly known as the 'Environmental Impact Statement' (EIS).

Tabte 2.1: NEPA's goals and EIA requirements

In short, the EIS process in the United States is characterised by a number of key stages

including:

a public scoping process used to identify the key issues to be addressed in the EIA process;

SECTION REQUIREMENTS

NEPA's goals

(Section 101)

Government agencies are required to:

1. fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as trustee of the environment for succeeding
generations;

2. assure for all Americans safe, healthful, productive, and aesthetically and culturally
pleasing surroundings;

3. attain the widest range of beneficial uses of the environment without degradation, risk to
health or safety, or other undesirable and unintended consequences;

4. preserve important historic, cultural, and nalural aspects of our national heritage, and
maintain, wherever possible, an environment which supports diversity, and variety of
individual choice;

5. achieve a balance between population and resource use which will permit high standards
of living and a wide sharing of life's amenities; and

6. enhance the quality of renewable resources and approach the maximum attainable
recycling of depletable resources.

EIA requirement

(Section 102)

Government agencies are required to:

a) utilize a systematic, interdisciplinary approach which will insure the integrated use of the
natural and social sciences and the environmental design arts in planning and in decision
making which may have an impact on man's [sic] environment;

b) identify and develop methods and procedures,...which will insure that presently
unquantified environmental amenities and values may be given appropriate consideration in
decision making along with economic and technical considerations;

c) include in every recommendation or report on proposals for legislation and other mgjor
Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment, a detailed
statement by the responsible official on -

(i) the environmental impact of the proposed action,
(ii) any adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided should the

proposal be implemented,
(iii) alternatives to the proposed action,
(iv) the relationship between local short-term uses of man's environment and

the maintenance and enhancement of long{erm productivity, and
(v) any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources which would be

involved in the proposed action should it be implemented.

o
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preparation of a Draft EIS, including alternatives to the proposed action which is available

for public comment for a minimum of 45 days (public hearings are also sometimes

conducted);

preparation of a Final EIS which responds to public comments on the Draft EIS which is

also available to the public for 30 days; and

a decision by the responsible authority which is informed by the information attained

throughout the EIA process (Ingram and Ullery 1980; Ortolano 1997).

o

o

The final decision is usually documented within a'decision report'which explains how the final

decision was made, and how environmental and other factors were balanced (Ingram and Ullery

1980; Ortolano 1997). Agencies were now expected to incorporate environmental factors into

their decision-making processes, and according to Fairfax and Andrews, there was an

assumption (which they believed was mistaken) that:

'reform must be forced on reluctant if not incompetent administrators', ... [and that] if action is

not forced, agencies [will] adhere to established patterns of policies, procedures, and programs

whereby they endeavor to maintain predictable relationships with clientele groups which they

do not want disrupted' (Fairfax and Andrews 1979: p505).

This leads us to the models of reform which explain how and why EIA was intended to 'force'

change.

2.2.2Rational Models of Reform

Rational models of reform in EIA are premised on the idea that rational and more scientific

procedures/information such as the EIA process will ultimately lead to more rational planning

and better decision-making (Pfeffer 1981; Taylor 1984; Bartlett 1986; Munro et aI 1986;

Culhane et a|1987; Gormley 1989; Caldwell I99l; Dawson 1996). The model essentially

reflects a change to the 'task', and is a component of the techno-structural approach to change

noted previously. The requirement to consider alternatives in the EIA process and to evaluate

the consequences of each alternative is partly reminiscent of rational approaches to decision-

making. According to Culhane et al (1987: p7),'NEPA's key provision (at least in retrospect)

prescribes the rational-comprehensive decision model as a cure for the incrementalist maladies

ffiicting federal re sources policy' .

'Incremental' decision-making, which rational models such as EIA aim to overcome, is a

process of 'muddling through' and is closely allied with the concept of 'satisficing' by adopting

the first adequate solution that arises (Corbett 1992; Ham and Hill 1984; Liroff 1916).

Lindblom suggests that participants in decision-making attempt to achieve consensus through a

process of bargaining and negotiation via 'partisan mutual adjustment', which is a process

based on pluralist values (Palumbo and Wright 1980; Thompson 1983; Ham and Hill 1984;
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Culhane et aI 1987). Decisions evolve incrementally via a sequence of limited comparisons

between alternatives which have already been identified from previous experiences (Corbett

1992). Evaluation is restricted to minor variations in expected consequences, and the aim is to

mitigate rather than accomplish an ideal or optimum state (Ham and Hill 1984). In contrast, the

comprehensive/classical rational model aims for an optimum decision (ie the å¿sr decision as

opposed tothefirst solution that is agreedupon). The classical rational approach to decision-

making was characterised by its originator, Herbert Simon, as a four stage process whereby

decision-makers:

(i) agree on the goals which guide the final decision (ie what needs to be achieved);

(ii) identify all alternative courses of action that are relevant to these goals;

(iii) identify all relev ant consequences of each alternative; and

(iv) compare the alternatives and their consequences, and choose the best alternative

(Simon 1947 in Culhane et al1987: p2).

There are, however, some problem with this approach which are explored in Chapter Three. In

addition to the classical model of rationality, there are a number of variations on the theme

within the EIA context. These include science-based rationality, objective rationality (eg

Caldwell 1982; Culhane et al1987), and less rigid views such as ecological rationality (Bartlett

1986; 1990) and adaptive rutionality (Gariepy and Henault lgg4). These are defined in Table

2.2.

A useful review of the rational approach in EIA has been also provided by Weston (2000). The

idea that EIA was reflective of a science-based rational approach, for instance, stems from

concepts in NEPA's procedural requirements such as 'alternatives', 'interdisciplinary'

'ecological information', 'science', 'methods', 'quantified', and 'systematic' (eg refer Culhane

et al1987;Bartlett 1986). Ecological rationality, although not always discussed in the context

of EIA, has been advocated by authors such as Doyle and McEachern (1998), Bartlett (1986;

l99O; l99l), and Paehlke and Torgerson (in Doyle and McEachern 1998). Bartlett (1990: p89)

suggests that change is induced as agencies are required to utilise a new 'procedural ecological

reasoning'. The optimistic view is that:

'...the environmental project comes to colonise the administrative mind, displacing economic
rationality by ecological rationality, which is then driven deeper into social and political
processes by the routines of the administrative mind' (cited in Doyle and McEachern 1998:

pts2).

It is believed in the ecological rationality model that even if compliance with environmental

initiatives such as EIA is undertaken by organisations simply for pragmatic purposes, and even

if they demonstrate some degree of cynicism, the mere virtue of practice may result in changes

to the organisation and behaviour (Doyle and McEachern 1998).
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MODEL EXPLANATION

Rational-scientific Most demanding model. Caldwell (1982; 1989a) states that although EIA is not
science, it is premised on the use of 'state of the art' science and methods to guide
decision-making. This model adopts a holistic, multidisciplinary approach in evaluating
the impacts of agency actions, and assumes that 'u¿ise science-driven decision-maker
would not eschew any environmentally destructive proiect (Culhane et al 1987: p14),.

Rational-objective Less vigorous than the rational-scientific approach, and based on early court decisions
in the United States. Does not require a pedect analysis, and as a minimum legal
requirement, this approach requires ElSs to be technically informed, 'reasonably
thorough' and most importantly, unbiased (Culhane ef a/ 1987: p15).

Ecological
Rationality

Bartlett (1986: p109) suggests that EIA should not be viewed simplistically by focusing
on scientific rationality, nor should ilbe a'warmed over and disguised revisitation of the
rational comprehensive decision making model . EIA works by introducing a new form
of reasoning and thinking which ical rationality'' Procedural
ecological rationality occurs bec individuals are required to
think 'ecologically' and consider whilst subsfantive ecological
rationality is achieved by using and legitimising ecological criteria as standards for
actions (Bartlett 1990).

Adaptive Rationality Gariepy and Hen ns as rational in terms of

objectiúe models rganisations is viewed in

terms of learning s to maintain or increase
their realm of infl 'ElA process can ".be
analysed as a context where the "rationality" of various actors is at play as a learning
coníert where actors will adapt to obstacles met, and will evolve different strategies to
improve their pertormance in subsequent proiects, in order to make the future EIA
environment more predictable'(Gariepy and Henault 1994: p2)'

Table 2.2: Models of Rationality in EIA

2.2.3Internal Model of Reform

The internal model of reform in EIA (like the external model) recognises that EIA is a political

process where consensus of goals is not assumed (unlike in the pure classical rational model).

In this model, EIA is believed to change an organisation by altering its intra-agency politics and

dynamics (Taylor 1984). Although not in the EIA context, Heffron (1989) suggests that one of

the best ways to facilitate change is to create a new structural unit in the organisation with new

staff, which is based on both techno-structural and human-relations approaches. It is believed

that the introduction of new units and staff, which have autonomy and influence, will bring new

values, enthusiasms, attitudes and behaviours into the organisation (Taylor 1984; V/ilenski

1986; Heffron 1989).
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Prior to NEPA, government organisations in the United States were usually dominated by a

single profession (eg engineers in the Army Corps of Engineers, or foresters in the Forest

Service), and Culhane et al (1987: 15) suggest that theft'...professional blinders tended to

exacerbate the most damaging features of an agency's resource development mission'.

However, the 'interdisciplinary' requirement under NEPA suggested the need for a greater

range of staff and expertise in decision-making (Taylor 1984; Culhane et al1987; Bailey 1994).

Even in EIA systems without such an'interdisciplinary'directive (eg South Australia), Culhane

et al(1987) and Taylor (1984) note that interdisciplinary teams are a practical necessity for

producing EISs because of their technically demanding nature'

New staff employed to implement a new task have different 'mental blinders', and their skills

and values bring 'voices of challenge and confrontation' (Crampton and Berg 1973; Culhane

1974; Culhane et al l98l Kennedy 198Sb). Essentially, they become 'in-house advocates for
environmental consciousness' (Culhane et al 1987), or in other words, 'change agents', or

'environmental champions' (refer also'Walley and Stubbs 1999). In addition to changing intra-

agency politics, Wichelman (I976) notes that they facilitated change in the United States by

establishing training programs, producing environmental guidelines, reviewing project

proposals, and improving co-ordination in the EIA process. By doing so, the human-

process/relations approach to change is facilitated as existing staff gain new knowledge and

skills (Wichelman l9l6). According to Wichelman (I916), an increase in environmental staff

was more likely to lead to the internalization of NEPA's environmental ethic.

2.2.4External Model of Reform

Advocates of the external model of reform in EIA make the assumption that organisational

reform and the institutionalisation of environmental values in decision-making will arise only

when forced by external pressures (Buckley in Tu 1993; Culhane et al 1987; Bailey 1994).

Although not referring to EIA, Katz and Kahn (1912) suggest that external pressures for change

are more significant than internal factors, and that reform will be limited in the absence of these

external requirements. In this sense, EIA could be called a form of 'democratic' reform

(V/ilenski 1986; Yeatman 1990), because it involves opening bureaucracies up to public

scrutiny. Prior to NEPA, government agencies actions were considered 'privileged

communications' (Wood 1915), but the EIA requirement changed the parameters of decision-

making by enabling public and government access to agency decision-making processes

(Culhane et aI1987; Andrews 1976c). The external model in EIA operates through:

provisions for public and agency comment on agency EISs;

court oversight of agency compliance to NEPA; and

CEQ and Environment Protection Authority (EPA) oversight and reviews of EISs.

a

a

a
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Liroff notes that NEPA's requirements were to:

'...lay bare the values, assumptions and calculations underlying processes ofagency choice, the
presumption being that if particular environmental costs were neglected or undervalued,
increased public participation and inter-agency coordination would ensure their full and fair
evaluation' (Liroff 1976: p8 l).

As external oversight authorities, both the CEQ and the EPA were influential in the change

process (see Chapter Three). While they lacked the power to force compliance (Cortner l9l6),

Wichelman (1916) suggests that compliance would have been slower without this oversight.

As noted in Chapter One, judicial review was the most significant external factor in pressuring

organisational change in the United States, even though there were no explicit mechanisms for

court oversight in NEPA (Wichelman 1916 Culhane et aI1987). The courts could not change

the decisions of agencies, but they could enforce procedural compliance, and so, because of

potential delays and costs, this avenue served as a major threat to government agencies resulting

in a greater focus on public and agency comments on EISs (Andrews 1976c Culhane et al

1987; Liroff 1980). Andrews (1916c) has argued that'...few if any agencies voluntarily made

strong commitments to the implementation of NEPA's procedures, let alone its purposes in the

absence of such pressures'. Similarly, Blumm (1988: p190) asserted that '...the threat of

litigation is absolutely essential to the effective functioning of the NEPA process' . However, as

demonstrated later in this thesis, it is not essential in all cases, and organisational change can

occur without this threat of court action as long as other external controls are present to

influence behaviour.

2.2.5 An Integrated Perspective

The models of reform could be viewed as mutually exclusive, but they are in fact, mutually

reinforcing and all three models can operate simultaneously to varying degrees (eg Culhane et al

1987). Bartlett states that:

'which is the one most important way that NEPA causes policy change is not the important
question. Rather, what is needed is an understanding of how these alternative explanations are

complementary and interactive and, if they collectively remain inadequate, what else should be

considered?' (Bartlett 1997 : p56).

In the EIA context, Liroff (1916), Wichelman (1976), Fairfax and Andrews (1979), Taylor

(1984), Renwick (1988), and Shepherd and Ortolano (1997) all believe that decision-making

quality is influenced by both internal and external forces. Wichelman (1976) suggests that

external oversight and pressures increases the legitimacy of internal agents of change (to protect

the organisation), and that externally-enforced compliance precedes the change process

instigated by internal officers. Taylor's (19S4) 'redundancy hypothesis' assumes that EIA is

more effective when there is mutual dependency between insiders within the organisation and
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outsiders, rather than when one group operates alone. This has also been described as a

process of 'boundary spanninE'(r-g Taylor 1984: see also Tu 1993), and the political tactics

used to mediate between, and initiate the confidence, of internal officers and external groups

(Taylor 19S4). According to Liroff, this two-way interaction was particularly important in the

reform process:

'Recruitment of new types of personnel may indicate agencies' openness to change, but new
recruits may have only limited influence in the short run if they cannot find influential
supporters outside the agency to endorse their views. Internal reorganisation may promote
compliance with NEPA, but only if it significantly alters communication flows and enhances

access to the agency by supportive external sources' (Liroff 1980: p157)'

Also of relevance to the internal-external model is the theory of 'entrepreneurship' (¿g

Wandesforde-Smith and Kerbavaz 1988; Wandesforde-Smith 1989; Tu 1993). In this case,

political entrepreneurship operates where individuals-leaders within and outside the organisation

strive for change. Shepherd and Ortolano (1997) combines these theories into three main

influences on EIA within organisations involving:

'(l) a mutually reinforcing system of internal and external support for environmental values in
general and EIA in particular; (2) one or more political entrepreneurs within the organisation
who see advantages in seizing opportunities to implement environmental policy; and (3)

internal environmental advocates who are able to enlarge their influence and thereby transform
existing intra-agency power relationships to accommodate new environmental requirements'
(Shepherd and Ortolano 1997: p322).

OrgønisøtionøI Controls in EIA

The concept of organisational 'controls' in EIA fit within all three models of reform. The idea

of behavioural controls was borrowed from organisational theory and applied to the EIA context

originally by Ortolano et aI (1987) and later by Leu et al (1996a). According to Ortolano et al

(1987: p286),'control mechanisms are intraorganizational and interorganizational processes and

structures intended to assure that lead agencies (or project proponents) account for
environmental impacts in planning and decision making' . The different types of controls are

summarised in Table (2.3) and include externally-based controls (legislative, judicial, public,

evaluative, administrative, instrumental and international), and internally-based controls

(professional and procedural control). Procedural control reflects rational models in EIA and

tends to overlap between external-internal perspectives because it makes the assumption that

procedural compliance will only occur if the proponent considers the procedures valid

(Ortolano et al1987).

However, March and Simon suggest that individuals will voluntarily comply with rules and

procedures even if they prefer not to (in McCaffrey 1983). This is most likely if individuals are
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ambivalent, single preferences not strong, and where rules or obligations are clear (McCaffrey

1983: p63). Rules and procedures also afford some protection to individual bureaucrats, by

allowing them to operate within 'permissible limits' and reduce the potential for criticism from

superiors (Pitt and Smith 1931). Moreover, as compliance to procedures occurs, internally

based professional controls may become more pronounced. Ortolano asserts that:

'As EIA gains increased acceptance among project planners, and as planners learn about EIA
through training, experience and contact with environmental specialists, planners themselves

will increasingly call for EIAs. Impact studies will be conducted as a matter of good
professional practice, even in circumstances where neither governmental EIA requirements nor
pressures to do EIA as a condition for obtaining funds...exist....."professional control"...refers
to cases in which an "EIA is motivated by the internalized values of planners resulting from the

expert knowledge and ethical standards that their training and experience instill"' (Ortolano

1993: p359).

Despite the benefits of procedural and professional controls, Ortolano also suggests that EIA

needs some form of enforcement and that procedural control on its own is ineffective, whereby

EIA can be ignored unless combined with evaluative or judicial control (Ortolano 1993). This

was demonstrated, in part, by the lack of compliance to NEPA in the United State until court

activity became pronounced, which is further discussed in Chapter Three. These controls in the

EIA context have been refined and tested by a number of authors within different jurisdictions,2

but Ortolano (1993) also notes that they are not the only ways to facilitate effective EIA.

Change also requires modifications in power relationships (formal and informal) and

communication processes within organisations (Ortolano 1993). Nonetheless, controls are a

useful way for explaining EIA effectiveness (or lack thereof), and as such, they provide a

structural base for the system-evaluation framework, which is defined in Chapter Four.

2including (Ortolano 1993) who explored EIA controls in the context of the Philippines, United States and

Brazilian EIA systems; Hirji and Ortolano (1991) who evaluated the role of controls for water resource

developments in kenya; Tu (1993) who examined the influence of controls and other factors on EIA in Thailand

and Taiwan in the power sector; Leu et al (I996a) who adapted Ortolano's original controls and applied them to

EIA in the United Kingdom; Leu et al (1996b) in their evaluation of the United Kingdom and Taiwan EIA
systems; Leu et al (1996c) in Taiwan; and Leu et al (199'7) in an evaluation of three south-eastern nations

including Taiwan, Malaysia and Indonesia.
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Table 2,32 Organisational Controls in the Context of EIA

CONTROL Ottolano et øl (1987); Ortolano (1993) Leu et øl (l996al

Legislative Provision ol a legal loundation and
guidance for the development and
implementation of the EIA system

Judicial Court has power to judge allegations of
inadequate attention to EIA but does not
have direct control over the project
proponent in relation to EIA compliance

Provision of channels for resolving judicial
appeals regarding the legal process of ElA,
to safeguard the procedural legality and
fairness of EIA implementation

Procedural Centralized administrative unit promulgates
environmental impact assessment
requirements but does not have power to
modifv oroiects

Stipulation of clear sequential steps to be
followed by all participants and the
associated activities to be undertaken in
the EIA process

Evaluative Centralized administrative unit issues
recommendations to decision-makers based
on an appraisal of the proposed project and
the EIA

Assessment of the proposed project
before, during and after its EIA study, as
well as the auditing of the EIA system itself

lnstrumental
or Development
Aid Agency
Control

Multilateral or bilateral lending institution
offers material incentives to the lead agency
(or project proponent) in return for
performance of requisite tasks, which
include environmental impact assessment

(termed lnternational Control). Use of
pressure and support (political, financial,
technical and manpower) [sic] from
international forcers to initiate and/or
develop the national EIA system, as well as
strenqthen its capacitv buildinq

Direct Public
and Outside
Agency

Citizens or government agencies apply
pressure to influence the EIA process, but
outside the context of the above listed
controls

The involvement and contribution of the
public, interested groups and relevant
agencies in strengthening the
effectiveness of EIA

Administrative Provision of a mechanism for the
management and administration of the EIA
system by the responsible core
governmental agency, and channels for
dealing with administrative appeals
occurrinq in EIA implementation

Professional Project planners have professional
standards and codes of ethical behaviour
that lead them to undertake ElAs for
proposed projects

The qualification of various participants
(ElA administrators, reviewers, consultants
and proponents), and the improvement of
their knowledge, experience and skills
related to EIA

Follow-up Monitoring the compliance and enforcement
of EIA results to ensure that the decisions
on EIA cases are truly and effectively
implemented
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2.3 THE CHANGE PROCESS & DEGREES OF CHANGE

Once a new policy is introduced (such as EIA), it has been suggested by several authors that a

linear process of change occurs within an organisation. Given that there is so much complexity

in change, it becomes easy to focus on relatively simple models of the change process, and by

doing so, to break it down into a series of definable and readily understandable steps.

However, such models do not account for fluctuations in change outcomes, due in part to

political decisions, losses in corporate memory, or changes to budgetary resources (eg refer

Petts et al 1999). Brewer (1995: p7) argues that there is no 'fail-safe' way to manage change

and that rational type approaches (which most models suggest) assume a simplistic cause and

effect, are prescriptive, and attempt to provide a'generic template' which assumes that people

are 'passive receptors' to change. From an 'action-oriented' perspective as opposed to a

rational one, Brewer (1995) views change within organisations as a'negotiated social reality',

with interrelations between events, experimentation, communication, reflection and learning.

Nonetheless, Petts et al (1998; 1999) argue that the more simplistic models of change provide

useful frameworks for comparing change between organisations (as long as the limitations are

acknowledged). Understanding in this sense becomes more manageable, and patterns of

change are addressed in the United States' context in Chapter Three, and in Part III of this thesis

which evaluates change in the two case study organisations. There are essentially two types of

change models (although it is sometimes difficult to delineate between them). One type

delineates the process of change; whilst the other is categorical, which involves a portrayal of

the degree of change achieved at a given point in time (refer also Hass' 1996 distinction between

model types). Lessons can be drawn, not only from general change models, but also from

private sector models of 'corporate greening' where companies develop environmental

management initiatives in response to both internal and external requirements.3 Shrivastava and

Scott (1992: p12) term change in this context as a process of 'greenewal' (Green + Renewal).

The corporate 'greening' literature is only a recent development which has rapidly expanded

during the 1990s (eg Gladwin 1993; Fischer and Schot 1993; Schot and Fischer 1993; Steger

1993; Post and Altman 1994; Wehrmeyer and Parker 1995; Bhatgava and Welford 1996; Hass

1996; Lober 1996; Lenox and Ehrenfeld 1997; Stikker 1991; Wycherley 1997; Fuchs and

Mazmanian 1998; Gladwin 1998; Petts et al 1998; Stanwick 1998; Stead et al1998; Tilt 1998;

van de Bosch and van Riel 1998; Altham and Guerin 1999 Lamming et aI 1999; Lyon and

Maxwell 1999;Petts et al1999; Ransom and Lober 1999; V/alley and Stubbs 1999; Baas and

3In the last thirty years, corporations have been forced to change to accommodate environmental management.

V/illiams et at (7993), Roberts (1995) and Stikker (1997) list a number of reasons for this change including
increasingly tough environmental legislation and potential for liability, growing awareness of environmental
impacts, increasing numbers of environmental accidents, media attention, costs associated with pollution control,
commercial pressures, and increasing public expectations and influence (eg 'green consumerism').
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Boon 2000 Ballard 2000; Jorgensen 2000; Schaefer and Harvey 2000; Strachan 2000). It

should, however, be noted that many of the 'greening' models are not always empirically-based

or tested (Hass 1996), and rather than building upon knowledge, authors frequently define their

own models of change. This lack of cumulative knowledge-construction is also a criticism

made by Gladwin (1993), but knowledge is advancing quickly.

2.3.1 Process-Based models

There is an abundance of process-based models of change in the literature (Stead et aI 1998) (eg

Tansik and Radnor l97l; Post 1978; Yin 1981; Gray and Gray 1983; Patrickson and Bamber

1995), some of which are summarised in Table (2.4). It is not necessary to review them all

here because, despite differences in terminology and numbers of phases, they are all quite

similar. Many assume a:

. period of awareness for the need for change (including the potential for resistance);

. stage of interpretation of the change requirement;

. stage of adoption (øg focusing on targets of change and communication of information);

. stage of implementation, maturation, integration, routinisation or, in Lewin's terms,

'refreezing' of the change requirement so that it is no longer a new behaviour; and

. learning and monitoring the change procoss (although this phase is not as common).

Many of the change models tend to build upon Lewin's 7947 theory of change, which is

frequently referred to in the literature (eg Hellriegel and Slocum 1976; Steadman 1980; Conlon

1983; Heffron 1989; Rashford and Coghlan 1989; Argyris 1992; Cherrington 1994; Brewer

1995; Senior 1997; Strickland 1998). Essentially the process, which is again viewed by some

as too static and linear (eg Brewer 1995; Senior 1991; Interview 741999), involves unfreezing

past undesirable behaviours (State A), and replacing them with new behaviours which are then

'refrozen' into an organisations' activities (State B).

In Lewin's model, unfreezing involves removing any factors which motivated the traditional

behaviour to be changed, and many of thee factors reflect the techno-strutural and human-

process/relations targets noted previously. That is:

a formal organisational influences: changing formal structures including rules, procedures,

reward systems, job requirements, establishing coercive measures (øg threats of job loss or

undesirable assignments) (an example of the techno-structural approach);

social influences; changing informal group rewards and punishments, groups

norms/standards which increase positive reinforcements and social approval; and

a
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intrinsic influences: modifying individual skills, beliefs, attitudes and values (an example of

the human-process/relations approach) (Conlon 1 983 ; Chenington 1994),

Table 2.4: Examples of Process-based Models of Change in Organisations

AUTHOR MODEL OF CHANGE

Lippitt,
Watson,
and Westley
in Brewer
(1 ees)

. scouting: exploration of issues;

. entry: development of expectations between participants;

. diagnosis: identification of change goals;

. plênnlng: outline of action steps and potential resistance to change;

. action: plan implementation;

. stabilisation: determining change success and need for further action;
termination: completion of project or exit from situation.a

Tansik and
Radnor
(1e71)

penetration-missionary phase: internal and external forces combine to provide opportunity
for entry of new technology. Exposure and attainment of skills to practice new technology.
Selling effort by missionaries, and aim to get sponsors from top management for
legitimacy;
organisational resistance and difficulties phase: new technology not accepted by all
parties for personal, organisational and/or environmental reasons;
organizational and deprofessionalism phase: resistance declining, entering phase of

bargaining with give and take between missionaries and resistors. New technology may
becôme compromised and less than intended as adjustments are made to 'practicalities of
the given organizational situation', and as a result of the 'progressive loss of the more
professionally oriented personnel who find the compromised environment unacceptable'
(p6aB);
è'peciálist and maturity phase: Alternatively there may be little 'deprofessionalization' if

technology supported/protected, and the value is gradually accepted. May be demand for
new technology (or becomes "reprofessionalized") resulting in specialist period where
technology matures - defined as the 'full and routine organizational acceptance of the
function' (p649).

a

Yin (1e81) a

a

lmprovisation: creation and implementation ol ad hoc procedures for change;

Expansion: involves a series of 10 events which are necessary to maintain any new

organisational practice such as procedures, budgets, personnel, and training;
Diéaopearance: although the process continues, it is no longer a new innovation, and it
has become part of routine operations.

Lewin (1947
in Heffron
1 989;
Conlon
1 983)

. Unfreezing: Removing influences on, and facilitators of the behaviour to be changed;

. Moving: Adopting change mechanism/actions;

. Refreezing: lntegrating and maintaining new action.

Hage (in
Heff ron
1e89):

a

a

Evaluation: involves the identification of a performance gap which requires change,

whether from an external or internal requirement;
lnitiation: involves specific plans for change in response to an internal or external crisis;

lmplementation: involves the allocation of financial and personnel resources to implement

the change; whilst
Routinisation: involves a refreezing of behaviour and attitudes.
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Table 2.4 Continued: Process-based Models of Change in Organisations

Rashford
and Coghlan
(1 e8e)

Denial: Deny need for change. Focus on processing information, disputing value,
relevance or timeliness. Movement requires acceptance of data as valid and relevant;
Dodging: Evidence shows change is likely, but ignore the need for change, or question the
need for critical change, although may be agreement on small amount of change.
Equivalent of organisational anger at imposition of external change. Effort to stop change
or find way to be peripheral to it. Characterised by frustration, lack of ownership, fear. May
shift focus to another action;
Doing: Occurs quickly after frustration voiced with belief that change deserves a try. May

also involve other moves such as restructuring, hiring, budgeting to facilitate major
change. Focus moves from change generators to change implementors. Tendency may be

overload; may require bargaining for change content;
Sustaining: less well defined. Focus of energy to follow through on programmes and
projects. Similar to refreezing stage. lnvolves integration of the change into habitual
patterns of behaviour and structure.

a

a

a

Post (1978) Awareness: of public issues (eg public pressure, legal change, management scanning);

Commitment to Action: may develop from bottom up pressures or top down commitment of

management;
Response selection & implementation: determine appropriate action response, assign

responsibility for implementation.

a

a

a

Buckley and
Perkins in
Brewer
(1 ee5)

. unconscious: begins to change unthinkingly;

. awakening: observe signs and symptoms of change;

. re-ordering: questions past assumptions;

. tlanslatj.o-u-;. integrates new information and interprets what is going on;

. commitment: accepts responsibility for change;

. embodiment: integrates change into existing practices;

. integration: evidence of acceptance among organisational constituencies.

Patrickson
and Bamber
(1 es5)

a

a

a

main thrust of change: identification of goal of change - new directions in policy (eg to

become more accountable), or more localised changes within specific departments or
sections;
staged process: environmental scanning and strategic response which passes though
senior management, middle management and other employees (must be significant
changes in bèhaviour, values, beliefs and evaluation) (opportunity for reflection and
reappraisal before refining change process);
consequences of change: changes in structures, reporting relationships, beliefs and

values, procedures, products, and services.

Logistics
Manag.
lnstitute in
Edosomwan
(1 ee6)

a

a

a

a

envisioning: which involves developing a vision, building awareness through training,

evolving a mission statement and commitment, establish a steering committee to lead
change;
enabling: which involves developing top management commitment, and cultivating
champions, shaping the environment by creating support systems, removing barriers,
estabiishing rewards systems and driving out fear of change; providing resources through
training, time and obtaining facilitators; empowering the organisation by involving
everyone, providing authorities and focusing effort;
focuðing: which involves establishing goals based on mission and which are practical,

communicated through the organisation, and made relevant to each individual; deploy
goals and policy and translate goals into practice and align effotls with goals; involve
customers;
improving: which involves defining and standardising processes and measuring
pedormance against current standards; assessing process performance and identifying
targets for improvement; improving processes; and measure progress;
leaining: which involves identifying learning needs and assessing knowledge shodfalls;
obtaining learning materials; developing learning methods, integrate on-the-job training;
and train and education groups and individuals.
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The 'moving' stage of Lewin's model involves action, and ideally, new behaviours are

identified with the development of new values, attitudes and internalisation of new skills

through training (Conlon 1983; Cherington 1994). Refreezing is where the change is stabilised

and becomes an ongoing component of behaviour (Conlon 1983; Cherrington 1994). This

mistakenly assumes a static progression of events which will be maintained, and the model fails

to incorporate indicators of the actual change outcomes. Social and intrinsic influences in the

unfreezing process are also much more complex and difficult to change relative to formal

organisational influences (Conlon 1983), and Wilenski (1986: pI79) notes that attitude change

in the reform process is'slow, painful and uncertain'. In this respect, resistance is a key

characteristic of the change process because:

'Most organizations have a powerful tendency to do today whatever they did yesterday.
Organizations deal in more or less the same currency because established patterns represent

enormous irretrievable commitments. Their behavior reflects investments of money, time, and

effort, and the accumulation of experience about how to deal with an issue' (Ingram and Ullery
l98O: p674).

According to some, both private and the public sector organisations rarely anticipate social

topics which may lead to change, but rather, only react to those areas which are immediately

relevant, and associated with massive pressures for change or as a result of 'shocks' (eg

environmental disasters, unanticipated legislation) (Gray et al1983; Brunsson and Olsen 1998;

Antal et aI 1994). Resistance to a proposed change such as an environmental policy/legal

requirement can be subtle, passive, and 'smoldering'beneath the surface and characterised by a

reluctance and unwillingness to participate; it can involve 'selective inattentiveness' and delay

tactics; or it can be active with overt conflict and 'unregulated warfare' (Montjoy and O'Toole

1979; Pitt and Smith 1981; Conlon 1983; Wilenski 1986; Heffron 1989; Cherrington 1994;

Bolman and Deal l99l).

Resistance is also a characteristic of the corporate greening models, many of which are reviewed

by Hass (1996) and Bhargava and Welford (1996). They are very similar to the general change

models and have been criticised for lack of clarity, and for assumptions that the stages of change

are distinct, measurable, cumulative and progressive (Hass 1996). Five similar models which

were reviewed by Hass (1996) are presented in Figure (2.1). Most of the greening models

clearly suggest an initial stage of non-compliance to environmental management requirements,

followed by a period of reactive behaviour, with gradual progressions from compliance-based

behaviour to more proactive and innovative behaviour, which is sometimes premised on the

concept of sustainable development. Hunt and Auster's model in Figure (2.1) is one of the

original and most popular models (Wehrmeyer 1999), and is particularly detailed in terms of

criteria which identify each stage, and as such, is used as basis for determining the phase of

change achieved in the case study organisations in Chapter Ten.
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Four process-based models of greening are also illustrated in Figures (2.2-2.5). Post and

Altman's model (Figure 2.2) for instance, involves:

an adjustment process on an 'as needs' basis, which is incremental, narrowly focused and

triggered by external pressures;

a phase of adaptation and anticipation, where environmental values become linked to other

corporate values, with commitment at the executive level. Unlike the first stage,

environmental staff become crucial to maintaining and reinforcing the new environmental

objectives; and

an innovation stage which is rarely achieved, but indicates that environmental goals are

institutionalised in all areas of the organisation's behaviour.

Walley and Stubbs (1999: p27) reported on Post and Altman's earlier research which found that

successful companies in this greening process had 'environmental champions' (ie internal

agents which promote 'environmental progress' within an organisation), and that 'most

innovative companies tried to create many champions at different levels throughout the

organization'. This reflects the internal model of reform noted earlier. There has, however,

still been little research on the role of environmental change agents or 'environmental

champions' within organisations (Walley and Stubbs 1999), and this is further addressed in

Chapters Three, Seven and Eight.

Stikker's (1991) greening model in Figure (2.3), whilst involving more stages than the Post and

Altman model, is similar in its progression, and perhaps idealistically, suggests that 'zero

impact' can be attained. Although Shrivastava and Scott's model (Figure 2.4) is also similar, it

does not imply attainment of such a lofty goal, and they acknowledge that their approach is

oversimplified and that the greening process is not as 'discrete, separate and sequential' as the

diagram implies (Shrivastava and Scott 1992). Unlike the other models, Altham and Guerin's

model (Figure 2.5) is different, in that it does not assume that change is a linear process, but

rather, involves cyclic and continuous improvements. At any given time, a company can be

along different points of the continuum of environmental performance (Altham and Guerin

1999). Thus environmental improvement is not automatically assumed as a static state.

a
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Sourc Model Stages or Categories

Hunt and Auster
(1990); lPutman,
Hayes & Bartlettl

Stage I
'beginner'

Stage 2

'fire fighter'
Stage 3

'concerned citizen'
Stage 4

'pragmatist'
Stage 5

'proactivist'

Greeno (1993)

[Arthur D.
Litrlel

Stage 1

problem solving

Stage 2

managing for compliance
Stage 3

managing for assurance

Newman (1993)

IBooz-Allen &
Hamiltonl

Reactive Proactive Innovative

Muller and

Koechlin (1992)
Inactive
rgnofe

'ostriches'

Reactive
respond

'chicken lickens'

Proactive
anticipate

'green hornet'

Hyperactive
provoke

'Robin Hood'

Roome (1992) Non
compliance

Compliance Compliance PIus
Commercial &
Environmental

Excellence

Leading
Edge

* Name of consultancy firm which proposed the model is given in [brackets]

Figure 2.L Continuum environmental management strategy
models/typologies (Hass 1996: p61)

Innovation

Find the business

opportunities.
Sustainable

development focus

Adaptation
Anticipation

Desire to get "ahead

of the curve" in
addressing issues

Adjustment

Compliance oriented
& reactive

High

[¡w
Time

Environmental
Performance

Figure 2.22 Post and Altman's Corporate Greening- Model: The Environmental Performance- Curye (Post and Altman 1994: p70; formatting modified slightly)
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Sustainable Business

Cradle-to-Grave approach

Environmental Auditing

Environmental Care

End-of-Pipe

Effort &

Proactive

Figure 2.3: Environmental Learning Curve
(Stikker 1997: p225; formatting modified slightly)

Regulations

Public Safety Concerns

Public Pressures

\ r'

,, \
Social Expectations

Strategic Threats and Re'visioning' Objectives

Incremental Ad Hoc Strategic Programmes

Testing Competiti ve Benefits

Expansion of Organisational Systems,

Insti tutionalisation and Cultural Changes

Figure 2.42 The process of Greening
(Shrivastava and Scott 1992: pI7; formatting modified slightly)
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Company

Company
'locked'in -)

Time

__{>

\

environmental management

improvement cycle

environmental management

improvement cycle

Environmental
Performance

lmprovements
'locked'in

Figure 2.5: Improvement of environmental perform?Ilcg in a company- (Altham and Guerin 1999: p70; formatting modified slightly)

2.3.2 Categorical models of Change

The categorical models of change are very similar to the process-based models, in that they

imply a progression of events, but they also seek to evaluate the degree of change achieved at a

given point in time. Degrees of change can include for example, developmental to

transformational change (Cherrington 1994); single loop to double loop learning (Argyris

1992); or contextual shifts to contextual transþrmations (Clitheroe et aI 1998). Nadler and

Tushman (1990) identify four degrees of change comprising tuning, adaptation, re-orientation,

and re-creation, whilst more detailed criteria are provided in Dunphy and Stacey's similar

typology of change (1993 in Senior l99l) (refer also Chapter Ten). In terms of single loop

learning, a problem is identified and corrected, but without changing or questioning the

fundamental values of the organisational system, whereas double loop leaning involves more

extensive change, when corrections are made after a review and modification of the governing

values (Argyris 1992). Gariepy and Henault (1994) for instance, found evidence of both single

and double loop learning in Canada as a result of the EIA process. The latter was characterised

by major restructuring of planning processes, development of public consultation programmes,

and an increase in the status of environment groups within Hydro-Quebec (a public electricity

utility) (Gariepy and Henault 1994).

In the 'greening' models, change categories can include impact amelioration to corporate

responsibility (James 1992), or deep green, shallow green and mid green change (Roome

1997). Other models use more parochial terminology such as the why me's, smart movers and
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the enthusiasrs (Simpson in Bhargava and Welford 1996), or Welford's typology of

organisational responses involving ostriches,laggards, thinkers, and doers (cited in Bhargava

and Welford 1996). Bhargava and'Welford (1996) have provided a useful summary of the

various categories of greening which is presented in Table (2.5).

Table 2.5: Ten Point Strategy for Measuring Organisational Performance in Response to
Change (modified slightly from Bhargava and Welford 1996: p22)

STRATEGY DESCRIPTION

1 Ostrich Companies that assume environmental challenge is a passing fad.

2 Resistant Companies that hinder the passing of environmental laws and
regulations.

3 Why Me's Companies in which some well-publicised event or accident acts as a
catalyst.

4 lndifferent, noncompliance,
stable, passive, laggards,
ignored

Companies have low environmental risks, Iow environmental returns,
difficulties in changing due to cost constraints, lack of trained
personnel, knowledge.

5 Thinkers Companies waiting for others to take the lead; know something
should be done.

6 Offensive, smart movers Companies having high environmental returns; considerable
potential to exploit environmentally-related market opportunities.

7 Defensive, compliance,
reactive, localized action

have high environmental risks, cannot afford to ignore environmental
issues because jeopardises survival; action often triggered by
legislation; minimum level of compliance.

8 Compliance-plus, anticiPatorY,
doers, corporate action

move beyond compliance, more proactive; integration of
environmental management within overall management system

9 Commercial and environmental
excellence, entrepreneurial

clean technology and organisational reform; strive towards state of
the art management; environmental management is good
management.

10 lnnovative, enthusiasts,
leading edge, business scope
action

have high environmental risk, and high environmentally-based
opportunities for growth.

Again, the approach of these models is similar in that they all tend to rate organisational

performance in environmental management in categories of non-compliance and compliance to

proactive or innovative behaviour. The problem of these categories is that they are not always
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mutually exclusive, which makes it difficult to assign any one particular description to an

organisation (Hass 1996).

There may also be change without'real' change, suggesting responsiveness on the surface, but

not to a degree that threatens the fundamental nature of the organisation. De's (1983) research

on Indian bureaucracies found that organisations resisted change by simply introducing new

information into the existing institutional framework rather than making substantial changes. In

the environmental management context, change requirements can simply be 'tacked on' to be

politically correct (Shrivastava and Scott 1992), and Barrow (1997: p97) has stated that many

' ...politicians have been quick to grasp that the quickest way to silence critical 'ecofreaks' is to

allocate a small proportion of funds for any engineering project for ecological studies.'

Similarly, Petts et al (1999: p16) suggest that 'environmental perþrmance itself may not be

improved only the outward signs or the public perception of that performance'. These types of

behaviour have been referred to by Pitt and Smith ( 1 98 1) as the 'legitimating function' of formal

goals. That is:

'an organization which can use a formal charter, for example, to underwrite its activities and

convey the impression that it has a detìned purpose worth pursuing may shield itself from
hostile groups and individuals in its environment' (Pitt and Smith l98l: p43).

Child (1917) also refers to this as a process of 'grafting' of new behaviour onto the existing

organisation.

2.4 POLICY & CHANGE IMPLEMENTATION: THE CONTEXT

The problem with many of the change models is that they tend to focus on change adoption

rather than its implementation or outcomes. Although there is some overlap, the literature which

assesses the implementation of new policy requirements is sometimes quite separate to the

literature on organisational change theories. This is because policy implementation can involve

a much broader range of actors and institutions beyond that of one implementing organisation.

Nonetheless, the policy implementation literature provides some useful explanations of why (or

why not) new policies are complied with and integrated into organisational behaviour. The

number of variables is high, but they can essentially be divided into three interacting categories:

(i) the nature of the new policy or legislative requirement, (ii) the characteristics of the target

organisation, and (iii) the social, political and economic context'
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2.4.1.Tlre Nature of the Policy & its Administration in the Change Context

The nature of a policy (in this case EIA) and how it structures the change process has often been

cited as an important influence on the degree of change achieved (eg Backoff 1974; van Meter

and van Horn 1975; Rodgers in Wichelman 1916; Montjoy and O'Toole 1919' Bullock 1980;

Coombs 1980; Rosenbaum 1980; Sabatier and Mazmanian 1980; Stewart 1980; Beyer et al

1983; Heffron 1989; Ortolano l99l; Fuchs and Mazmanian 1998; Cicimil 1999;Petts et al

l9g9). On its own, the nature of a policy is not a sufficienf condition to induce effective

change, but it is anecessary condit\on for change (Rosenbaum 1980: p575), which is why the

EIA policy in South Australia is evaluated in Chapter Five, and further explored in Chapter Ten

in terms of the case study organisational responses. Several policy characteristics which may

influence organisational behaviour are summarised in Table (2.6) and include policy legitimacy

andvatidity, specificity, enforceability, resources/incentives, scope, magnitude, pervasiveness,

innov ativ en¿ss, and duratiort/rate of chan g e'a

In essence, where policy legitimacy, validity, specificity, enforceability and resources are high,

there is a greater chance of organisational compliance to a new policy requirement. Ambiguous

policies may result in non-compliance given the discretion afforded to implementors (van Meter

and van Horn 1975; Montjoy and O'Toole 1979; Coombs 1980), but it is rare to find specific

policy requirements because of a desire by governments to maintain political discretion, to avoid

difficult decisions, and to avoid conflict by making the requirement more acceptable to other

parties (Coombs 1980; Rosenbaum 19S0). Like policy specificity, policies also frequently lack

adequate enforcement mechanisms (Rosenbaum 19S0). The degree of enforcement required is

in part dependent on how far the policy requirement deviates from an organisation's existing

behaviour (Rosenbaum 1980) (this also relates to policy innovativeness and magnitude). If
consistent goals already exist between a policy requirement and an organisation's behaviour,

then it is argued by Rosenbaum (1980) that the requirement will be self-enforcing. The greater

the disparity between goals and behaviour, the greater the need for enforcement to overcome

resistance (Rosenbaum 1 980).

4Th" t".-t magnitude, pervasiveness, innovativeness and duration are used explicitly by Beyer et al (1983),but
other authors refer to similar concepts using different terminology.
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Table 2.62 Characteristics of ne\il policy directives which may influence
compliance or resistance to change within organisations

POLICY CHARACTERISTIC EXPLANATION

Legitimacy
Rodgers in Wichelman 1976

'The extent to which the regulated agree both that a legal standard has been
established by a legitimate source and that the standard requires
compliance'.

Validity & Measurability
modified from Sabatier and
Mazmanian 1 980; Ortolano
1997 refers to monitoring of
policy

The extent to which a direct link can be made between the required
behavioural change and the desired outcome. lf the desired improvements
are not made, the policy may be ignored or modified. This also relates to the
'measurabilitl of the outcomes - how do we know that the desired outcomes
have been achieved (eg measurement ease, knowledge, expense); and the
communication of this information to tarqet orqanisations/individuals.

lmplementing Agency or
Administering Authority
Bullock 1980; Sabatier and
Mazmanian 1980; Ortolano
1997

Agencies developed to oversee policy implementation which must have
officials committed to the policy objectives who have resources and are willing
to enforce them where necessary. Can either assign oversight to agency with
consistent objectives, or create new agency.

Specif icity
van Meter and van Horn 1 975;
Rodgers in Wichelman 1976; Montjoy
and O'Toole 1 979; Bullock 1980;
Coombs 1980; Rosenbaum 1980;
Sabatier and Mazmanian 1980;
Stewafi 1980; Ortolano 1997; Cicimil
tgsg

The degree of specificity and clarity of the goals to be achieved in the policy,
the manner or process in which they are to be achieved, and the scope of the
requirement (egwho, when, what, where),

Enf orceability
van Meter and van Hom 1 975;
Rodgers in Wichelman 1976;
Rosenbaum 1980; Stewart 1980;
Ortolano 1997; Fuchs and Mazmanian
1998

The strength of enforcement mechanisms included in the policy to facilitate
compliance such as fines, court enforcement, provisions for public
intervention and/or external checks on behaviour (also depends on
perceptions of agencies about whether sanctions will occur).

Resources & lncentives
Montjoy and O'Toole 1979;
Rosenbaum 1 980; Sabatier and
Mazmanian 1980; Ottolano 1997

The degree to which the policy provides resources for its implementation (eg
financial, expertise). Other incentives may be present such as maintaining a
government programme if the behaviour requirement is complied with.

Scope & Complexity
Backoff 1974

The type of changes required of the organisation (eg structural, procedural,
decision-making processes, product). How easy the policy is to understand
and to use

Pervas i ven ess
Sabatier and Mazmanian 1980;
Beyer etal1983

'...the proporiion of total behaviors occurring within an organization that will be
affected by implementing the policy'(ie how many people will be affected and
must change their behaviour, and how frequently these individuals will be
required to behave in this way).

Maonitude
Backóff 1974; van Meter and van Horn
1975; Rosenbaum 1980; Sabatierand
Mazmanian 1 980; Beyer ef a/ 1 983;
Heffron 1989

Amount of change required -'the amount of displacement of existing
organizational states that implementing the policy will enfall(this may involve
existing beliefs, attitudes, behaviour, structural arrangements, and resource
allocation). Or in other words, the degree of policy 'distance' from existing
behaviour.

I n n ovativeness
van Meter and van Horn 1975;
Bever ef a/ 1 983

Relates to previous experiences, routines and programs which are useful for
implementing the change or policy (similar to magnitude).

Duration and Rate of
Change, and Timing of
Effects
Backoff 1974; Beyer et al 1983

Defined as the period for which the policy is applicable (eg it may be temporary
or a permanent change in behaviour). Rate of change refers to the speed of
which the change is required to take place. Timing of effects refer to whether
the changes will be long term or short term. Politicians often prefer short term
commitments.
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Thus, the nature of enforceability mechanisms should be flexible and tailored to the particular

context or organisation (eg whether there is a focus within a policy on external 'stick-based'

regulation or self-regulation). Rather than the typical 'command and control' type approach to

regulation, Ayres and Braithwaite (1992) refer to the concept of 'responsive regulation' and

present a pyramid of regulatory enforcement which can be tailored to an organisation's

response, with the most stringent at the top of the pyramid (eg cancellation of a licence to

criminal penalty) when cooperation to the regulation is not forthcoming, and the most flexible at

the bottom where compliance is voluntary (eg cooperation and self-regulation) (refer also Laws

and Aust 1994; Altham and Guerin 1999b). Altham and Guerin (1999) also acknowledge there

is a need for both the 'carrot' and the 'stick' approach, and refer to Gunningham's comment that

'The bigger the stick at the disposal of the regulators, the more it is able to achieve results by

speaking softly' (in Altham and Guerin 1999: p7l).

The validity of a policy relates to causal theory (Sabatier and Mazmanian 1980). In other

words, the greater the certainty that the policy will directly result in the desired outcomes, the

greater its validity and the greater the potential for compliance. As noted in Table (2.6) this

depends on both the ability of the policy outcomes to be measured (can we identify an

improvement as a result of the policy?), and the communication of this information to

participants in the implementation process to reinforce (or not) their perception of the policy's

validity. For effective implementation and behavioural change, policies also need to provide

adequate resources for implementation (particularly where the targeted organisation lacks

resources), otherwise compliance will be lower or'piece-meal' (Montjoy and O'Toole 1979;

Coombs 1980; Sabatier and Mazmanian 1980). Policy resources not only includes financial

resources, but may also include the provision of technical expertise (eg in an administering or

implementing authority). In conjunction, incentives or threats ('bribery') may also facilitate

change (eg if you do this, then we will maintain a particular government programme; or if you

fail to comply, we will withdraw funding from a particular programme).

In contrast to policy validity and specificity, policies which are more pronounced in terms of

pervasiveness, magnitude, innovativeness and duratio,n will lead to greater resistance (Beyet et

at 1983), although policies of long duration may increase the likelihood of routinisation due to

the greater sunk costs involved (Heffron 1989)' For instance:

o pervasive policies will require more co-operative actions from several parts of an

organisation (Beyer et al 1983). The greater the numbers of people involved, the greater the

potential for organised resistance (ie the'lone wolf is unlikely to speak out against a

requirement; refer also Kaufman l97I);

if a new policy is ínnovative, it is unlikely that previous experiences will be useful for policy

implementation, and change may be difficult due to a lack of knowledge (Beyer et al 1983);

O
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the greater a policy's magnitude or scope and rate of change (or suddenness of

requirement), the greater the displacement and possibility for resistance, and change is more

likely when the change requirement is small (Backoff I974; van Meter and van Horn 1975;

Sabatier and Mazmanian 1980; Beyer et al1983; Heffron 1989).

2.4.2 Organisational Characteristics in the Change Process

The characteristics of an organisation which may be influential on the change and policy

implementation process depends in part on the school of thought adhered to in organisational

theory (eg human relations, cultural, political, classical). Some view change implementation as

a structural problem (ie the existing internal environment of procedures, policies, controls;

resources); some view it as an attitudinal problem (eg support of top management, attitudes of

employees); others perceive it as a political problem (eg vested interests of some groups in

opposing change to retain power), but most view it as a combination of these factors.

Organisations vary enormously in terms of size, functions and structures, but Dawson reveals a

number of common themes:

'1. Organisations are interactive systems, with change in one aspect having repercussions for
others...

2. ...are highly complex systems in which there is a great deal of uncertainty

3. There is no one best way to act in organisations

4. Resources are always scarce, and any action is likely to have financial or social costs as

well as benefits

5. Organisations are arenas for the activities ofdifferent interest groups which are linked

through patterns ofconflict, consensus and indifference

6. People in organisations perceive varying sources of opportunities for, and constraints on,

possible action

7. Activities in, and outcomes from, organisations can be analysed in terms of the level of
the individual, the group, organisation or society,,.' (Dawson 1996: p268),

Formøl €¡ InÍormøl Elements of Orgønisøtions

A salient feature of organisations is the division between their formal and informal components,

both of which can affect the change and policy implementation process. Based on research by

Hellriegel and Slocum, the metaphor of the organisational iceberg is used by Mazur (1997)s

(Figure 2.6), where the surface and most visible level represents formal aspects such as

organisational goals, structure, personnel, technology and finances. Existing structures,

procedures, resources and knowledge barriers may have a significant influence on change

5Senior (1990: p99) also graphically illustrates the organisational iceberg based on work by French and Bell
(1 ee0).
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(Backoff 1974; van Meter and van Horn 1975: Liroff 1976; Coombs 1980; Stewart 1980;

Taylor 1984; Post and Altman 1992; Ashford 1993; Post and Altman 1994; Ortolano 1997;

Fuchs and Mazmanian 1998; Petts et al1998;1999), although there is not much detail in the

literature about exactly how this occurs. The formal elements of change as a result of EIA are

addressed for the case study organisations in Chapter seven (le organisational 'capability').

Contrary to points noted earlier, it has been argued that bureaucratic organisations are

particularly resistant to change (Pitt and Smith 1981; Kirby 1994). Stewart (1991: p253) finds

that'[i]magining an environmentally-sensitive bureaucracy is no easy task'. The ability of

organisations to absorb a new requirement depends in part on the innovativeness of the policy

(see last section). An organisation may already have similar decision-making structures and

staff expertise in place, and can thus adopt the new function without major changes. However,

if the policy imposes substantially new behaviour, then the organisation will lack the technology

and knowledge, and the decision-making structures to implement the change (eg Post and

Altman 1992). The organisation will thus have to commit new resources to the change process,

and obviously, a lack of slack resources in terms of funding, staffing, expertise, or time will

minimise the potential for change (Backoff 1914;Litoff 1916;Coombs 1980).

Figure 2.6: The organisational iceberg
(after Mazur 1991)
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In this respect, Coombs (1980) refers to the problems of 'action-based non-compliance' where

individuals may believe in the effectiveness of a policy and value its intentions (see culture

below), but the requirement itself is onerous because it involves substantial economic, time or

psychological costs. The use of slack resources for the adoption and implementation of change

is also unlikely if it means sacrificing other more traditional goals (Liroff l9l6), and is

dependent on the state of economy (refer below). Change can also be inhibited by a lack of

formal feedback mechanisms, and new information needs to be shared and records need to be

established to maintain corporate memory and to contribute to organisational learning (Field and

Ford 1995). A loss of corporate memory about the requirements and ways of implementation

may occur as a result of information overload, downsizing and loss of staff who hold this

knowledge, and over-reliance on contract staff (ie they take their lessons away from the

organisation) (Field and Ford 1995).

Change and policy implementation can also be influenced by an organisation's age and size

(Beyer et at l983;Wehrmeyer and Parker 1995; van den Bosch and van Reil 1998; Altham and

Guerin 1999; Petts ¿/ a|1998). Change may be more difficult in older agencies because they

have an accumulation of 'rigidifying' procedures, they have become 'set in their ways', and

have more 'sunk' costs which makes it difficult to transfer resources into a new programme

(Pitt and Smith 1981; Bullock and Stewart 1984; Heffron 1989). This too relates to

organisational size: that is, the level of resources available for change (greater in larger

organisations), the numbers of staff requiring coordination (greater in larger organisations),

organisational complexity (greater in larger organisations), and internal cohesion (usually

greater in small organisations) (Beyer et al1983). Larger organisations are more able to create

new units to implement a new requirement, although they can suffer from problems of

compartmentalisation (Petts et al1998). It has also been suggested by Kaufman (1971) that

larger organisations may be better at being 'jarred out of their ruts' because of their greater

internal diversity, greater repertories of behavior and flexibility. Although Beyer et aI (1983)

note that there may be greater resistance when change affects a greater diversity of people,

Kaufman (197I) suggests that larger organisations may be more successful in bringing larger

numbers of specialists together as a 'critical mass' to develop new approaches.

The informøl aspects of organisations, and probably more significant factors in influencing

organisational behaviour, are represented by the larger, deeper and yet less visible base of the

iceberg in Figure (2.6) (Mazur 1997), and this element of change in the case study organisations

is addressed in Chapter Eight (le organisational 'culture'). Informal elements include individual

attitudes, communication patterns, group processes, personalities and conflict, and are reflected

by norms of behaviour and interactions between individuals and groups (Connolly 1983; Mazur

1997; Mullins 1996). Many of these informal elements (and some formal elements) can be

represented by the notion of organisational culture. Organisational culture is a complex, multi-
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level concept which has often defied universal definition (for example, Ott 1989 identified 58

different definitions of organisational culture), but it is generally understood as the dominant

and persistent norms, beliefs, values, and underlying assumptions of individuals within an

organisation that shape behaviour (eg tefer Ott 1989).

The prevailing culture of an organisation, or even subcultures within different units, implies

stability and provides meaning, direction and a shared frame of reference which is learned from

generation to generation through a process of socialisation (Lebas and Weigenstein 1986;

Roskin 1986; Ott 1989; Lundberg 1990; Schein l99l; Fletcher and Jones 1992; Brown and

Starkey 1994; Marcic 1995; Niemirowski 1997). This frame of reference, which is not always

obvious to employees (Wright 1996), and hence is difficult to measure and change, will

invariably influence the communication of information within decision-making (Thompson and

Wildavsky 1986; Brown and Starkey 1994; Marcic 1995) (eg who has access to vital

information, who can influence this information).

The influence of an organisation's culture[s] on change and policy implementation has been

noted by several authors (Tansik and Radnor 19lI; Backoff I974; van Meter and van Horn

1975; Coombs 1980; Rosenbaum; 1980; Yin 1981; Taylor 1984; James 1992; Post and Altman

1994; Ashford 1993; Gray et al 1993; Antal et al 1994; Wehrmeyer and Parket 1995; Lober

1996; Senior 1997; Altham and Guerin 1999; McHugh and Bennett 1999;Petts et al 1998;

1999). As noted earlier, links between attitude or culture and performance have not been

proven (Crane 1997; Petts et al1998). Nonetheless, there are cultural barriers to change, and

the reasons for resistan ce at a cultural level are many. There may, for instance, be:

'existing loyalty to the status quo
indifference, social conditioning and habit
no appreciation or imagination for the untried
and suspicion of the reformer's ulterior motives' (Caiden 1969: p24).

Change may involve individuals and organisations giving up status, power and control in

decision-making (Wilenski 1986; Brewer 1995; Bolman and Deal 1997); it involves

considerable uncertainty and loss of security and predictability (Kaufman 1971; Hellriegel and

Slocum 1976: Steadman 1980; V/ilenski 1986; Bolman and Deal 1991); it suggests criticism of

existing skills and behaviour (Wilenski 1986); it means becoming a'novice at a new trade after

having been a master craftsman [sic]'(Kaufman 1971: p13; Steadman 1980); it reminds

individuals or organisations of their lack of independence and autonomy (Steadman 1980;

Bolman and Deal 1997); and there may be an inability to understand the new 'language'

associated with the change (Tansik and Radnor 1971; van Meter and van Horn 1975).

Alternatively, if change benefits an individual or group they may accept it more readily (Heffron

1 98e).
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Post and Altman (1992) and Ashford (1993) also list a number of culturally-related barriers,

some of which refer to top management attitudes (eg lack of commitment and understanding,

and differences between'espoused'values and action which sends conflicting messages). The

attitudes of top management and their support for a change has frequently been cited as critical

preconditions in the change process because they control the location of the new function and

the resources (eg Tansik and Radnor lgll; Yin 1981;Taylor 1984; James 1992;Gray et al

1993; Lober 1996; Senior 1991 McHugh and Bennett 1999). Informal attitudes towards a

change requirement are also dependent on policy characteristics noted earlier (eg policy

magnitude, pervasiveness, innovativeness, legitimacy and validity), and on the attitudinal

receptivity of the organisation (or different groups within): that is, the distance between the

policy goals and the existing attitudes and behaviour (Rosenbaum 1980). In contrast to the

concept of 'action-based non-compliance'noted earlier, Coombs (1980) also refers to'policy-

based non-compliance'which occurs where the goals of the new policy are inconsistent with

both the betiefs and values of those required to implement the policy (for example, an

organisation or individuals may not value environmental protection highly, or may not believe

that EIA will result in environmental protection). According to Petrick, '...human groups find it

ctfficutt to carry out effectively acts for which they have no underlying beliefs' (1968 in van

Meter and van Horn 1975: p473).

The adoption and implementation of a policy may also be influenced by level of participation in

the change process (van Meter and van Horn 1975), and perceptions about the seriousness and

immediacy of the problem and policy (van Meter and van Horn 1975; Sabatier and Mazmanian

1980; Petts et al 1998). For instance:

more positive cultural responses within organisations may be achieved if those being

regulated have some involvement in the development of the policy or change process (van

Meter and van Horn 1975). It has been suggested that'subordinates will tend to resist any

innovation that they are expected to implement if it is iniliated solely by their superordinates'

(van Meter and van Horn 1975: p459);

if a problem or policy is perceived to address a serious issue, there will be a greater

likelihood of policy adoption (van Meter and van Horn 1975);

the seriousness of a problem also relates to its immediacy, or whether or not individuals can

see a direct link between non-compliance and its impacts, and how these impacts relate to

themselves or to others (this in turn relates to policy validity). In the environmental

management context, for instance, it has been argued that because non-compliance will have

no immediate or serious impact on the individual, and will not be highly visible, the

incentive for compliance may be lower (Petts et aI 1998). This contrasts with safety

policies, for instance, where non-compliance may result in direct injury or even death to

one's self or to a colleague (Petts et al 1998).

a
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Determining the immediacy of a problem or effects of non-compliance, is however, confounded

by the difficulties of identifying the effects of a new requirement, particularly in public

organisations because of a lack of valid output measures and formal feedback mechanisms

which was noted earlier (refer also Heffron 1989).

Like an organisation's formal structure and procedures, culture and receptivity to change is in

part, dependent on the organisation's size and age (le 'administrative heritage') and the

assumptions that have built up over time (Heffron 1989; Post and Altman 1994). In the former

case, the 'deviant' in instigating change (eg new environmental staff) may be more visible in

smaller organisations, resulting in greater pressures to conform; whilst in a larger system the

internal change agent may feel less threatened (Kaufman l97l). In terms of organisational age,

Heffron (1989) suggests that long-term members of older organisations will tend to commit

themselves to the organisation itself rather than to its formal goals. As a result, they will show

greater resistance towards changes which modify existing social relations (or the fundamental

nature of the organisation), but will demonstrate support for modifications to goals which

ensure the organisation's survival (Heffron 1989; refer also Bullock and Stewart 1984). For

instance:

'as organizations age they learn more about how to cope with the environment, and the

environment thus becomes safer, more predictable, and more stable. As they age, the "we've
seen it all before syndrome" develops and procedures and behavior become more formalized and

routines and standard operating procedures are established... goal commitment of members

declines as their primary commitment is switched to the organization itself' (Heffron 1989:

p168).

However, it has also been suggested that members of older organisations become conservative

and may thus resist change in general (Heffron 1989; Petts et al1998).

2.4.3 Social, Political & Economic Context in the Change Process

Clearly, the organisations which implement change are also affected by their environment,

which in turn influences how they change or implement new policies such as EIA. There are a

multitude of factors in an organisation's environment which may influence the degree of change

achieved (Backoff l9l4; van Meter and van Horn 1975), and not all factors can be reviewed

here, but key and interacting variables include, for instance:

degree of political support for the policy requirement (and the implicit goals imposed within

a political context which may conflict with explicit policy goals) (egLiroff 1976; Sabatier

and Mazmanian 1980; Stewart 1980;Doyle and McEachern 1998);

o
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public and interest group attitudes and their degree of influence on an organisation's

behaviour (and on the government) (eg Rodgers in 'Wichelman 1976; Sabatier and

Mazmanian 1980; Taylor 1984;Fuchs and Mazmanian 1998);

organisation's public image, visibility, and media activity (eg Sabatier and Mazmanian 1980;

Ortolano 1997; Fuchs and Mazmanian 1998);

economic climate (egLiroff 1976; Sabatier and Mazmanian 1980; Pitt and Smith 1981;

Doyle and McEachern 1998);

knowledge levels, and availability and costs of technology outside of the organisation

(Ashford 1993; Ortolano 1997) (where availability is low and costs are high, change will be

impeded even if there is a desire to change).

a

o

a

For effective change to occur there needs to be among other things, both public and political

support for the policy requirement (Stewart 1980). Public attitudes, which influence political

attitudes, on their own are not sufficient, and it is also about the degree of action and influence

(and access to the policy process) that public and interests groups have in either supporting or

opposing a policy requirement (refer Taylor 1984; Rodgers in Wichelman I976). This is

further addressed in the case study organisations in Part III of this thesis. Where this support

and potential influence exists, organisational image, visibility and media coverage are also

influential in the change and policy implementation process (Sabatier and Mazmanian 1980).

Organisations which are highly visible in the public and media arena have a greater incentive to

change to reduce hostility, than organisations that are not highly visible (van Meter and van

Horn 1975; Fuchs and Mazmanian 1998) (refer also Chapter Three).

Organisational visibility may fluctuate over time and may become high in response to a

particular action (or project), but decline shortly after, and this is reflected in part by the level of

media attention. As noted by Sabatier and Mazmanian (1980: p550), the media has a short

'issue-attention span'. Public attitudes, which interact with this media attention, are also cyclic

in nature which makes continued political support for a policy difficult (Downs I9l2; Sabatier

and Mazmanian 1980). Downs notes, for instance, that 'we should not underestimate the

...public's capacity to become bored-especially with something that does not immediately

threaten them, or promise huge benefits for a majority, or strongly appeal to their sense of

injustice'(Downs 1972: p49). Sabatier and Mazmanian similarly note that there will be a

decline in public support over the longer term:

'The basic dilemma confronting proponents of any regulatory program seeking a change in the

behavior of one or more target groups is that public support for their position will almost
invariably decline over time. Normally, such statutes are the result of very heightened public
concern with a general problem such as environmental quality or consumer protection. Such

concern soon wanes as the public and the media turn to other issues and as the costs of such

programs on specific segments of the population draw away previous supporters and intensify

opposition' (Sabatier and Mazmanian 1980: p551).
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Organisational attitudes to change and new policies will also be influenced by the state of the

economy. Obviously, where the economic climate is strong, growth and greater use of

resources will be encouraged, whilst during economic down-turns, activities will be constrained

and organisations may be forced to minimise expenditure (Pitt and Smith 1981). Variations in

the economic climate will also influence public and political perceptions about the seriousness

and importance of the problem addressed by the policy (relative to other issues), and the costs

of improvement, and hence, the degree of support given to the policy (Sabatier and Mazmanian

1980). In an environmental management context, for instance, Doyle and McEachern (1998:

p 1 51) note that where economic growth is the prevailing status qu.o, ' environmental concern, to

the extent that it is given an administrative dimension, is likely to be handled in a way that

favours this prevailing set of social/political assumptions'. Similarly, Liroff (1916) argues that

if survival means espousing traditional values of economic development, then other roles such

as environmental protection may not be embraced to a similar degree.

As a result of these factors (economic, public, political), the effectiveness of a policy may wax

and wane, and 'sovereigns' (eg legislature, chief executives, courts, or superior agencies) may

weaken the ability of implementing or administering authorities to oversee the policy

implementation process (eg reduced staff and financial resources), and/or revise and reduce the

power of the legislation which contains the policy for change (Sabatier and Mazmanian 1980).

This has occurred to some degree in the South Australian EIA context where economic

development has become the priority (refer Chapters Five and Ten). In such a scenario, the

enthusiasm and commitment of oversight agencies may decline. Sabatier and Mazmanian

suggest:

'...the commitment of agency officials to statutory objectives--and the consequent probability
of their successful implementation--will be highest in a new agency with high visibility which
was created after an intense political campaign. After the initial period, however, the degree of
commitment will probably decline over time as the most committed people become burned out
and disillusioned with bureaucratic routine, to be replaced by officials much more interested in
security than in taking risks to attain policy goals' (Sabatier and Mazmanian 1980: p553).

Thus, the change and implementation process may become inhibited over time, despite the initial

adoption of a new policy requirement.

2.5 SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

Change in organisations to maintain legitimacy and survival is essential, but the change process

is highly complex and there are a multitude of intervening and interacting variables in the

organisation's internal and external environment. The models of reform in EIA, including the

rational, internal, external, and external models, provide useful explanations for how EIA

induces change, and reflect both techno-structural and human-process approaches to the change
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process. While there is a range of change models, including corporate greening models, they

are similar in that most tend to define linear, identifiable and cumulative stages in the change

process. However, change is a much more complex and non-linear process, and is often

characterised by resistance. The models do, however, provide useful guide posts for evaluating

patterns in the change process. The categorical change models are also useful for determining

the degree of change achieved, and for identifying where change has occurred without 'real' and

fundamental changes to organisational behaviour. This Chapter has also revealed that there are

numerous influences on the organisational change and implementation process for new policy

requirements including:

a the nature of the policy: ie legitimacy, validity, presence of an administering or

oversight agency, specificity, enforceability, presence of resources for implementation,

scope and complexity, magnitude, pervasiveness, innovativeness and duration (this is in

addition to the presence of external 'controls' in the EIA system such as legislative, judicial,

procedural and evaluative control) ;

the nature of the organisationz ie formal structures, existing decision-making

procedures, available resources (eg action-based non-compliance), existing knowledge

bases, organisational age and size; and informal perceptions about the policy's value,

cultural barriers and the degree of receptivity to the policy (eg policy-based non-

compliance), which in turn is influenced by the degree of organisational participation in

policy development and perceptions about policy immediacy and seriousness (the presence

of internal professional control and environmental 'champions' are also important factors in

the change process); and

the organisational environmentz ie state of the economy, political support for the

policy, changing public attitudes, public and media visibility of the organisations, and

availability and costs of knowledge and technology.

a

a

Many of these concepts are further explored and applied to the South Australian context in

Chapter Ten. The following Chapter reviews patterns of change in the EIA context within the

United States to draw lessons from experience and, together with this Chapter, to provide a

basis for the development of an evaluation framework in Chapter Four.
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Chapter Three

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT
& ONGANISATIONAL CHANGE

'insofar as environmental impacts were rarely, if ever, a part of agencies' decision equations
beþre 1970, NEPA must be iudged a success on its face'(Culhane 1990: p690).

3.0 INTRODUCTION

Cnapter Two provided a basis for understanding organisational change processes, how the

EIA requirement was assumed to induce change, and what factors influenced the

implementation of a new policy such as EIA. In addressing research objective (2), the aim of

this Chapter is to draw lessons from experience for the South Australian context by first,

identifying how successful NEPA and the EIA requirement actually was in triggering

organisational change; second, ascertaining any patterns of change over time; and third,

exploring strengths and limitations in the models of reform defined in Chapter Two. The focus

is on the United States given that this is where EIA was first formally introduced in 1969, and

given that most of the existing research on this topic stems from this jurisdiction (refer Chapter

One). The Chapter also draws further upon organisational theory in understanding the

workings of the different models of reform in EIA. Because it is not possible to identify the

different responses of all of the seventy different government agencies which fell under NEPA's

jurisdiction (CEQ 1995), only broad trends are highlighted but some examples of individual

agency responses are given where relevant. According to Liroff, the response of government

agencies to NEPA was mixed:

'The various indicators of agency response - procedures, impact statement adequacy, personnel

actions...- provide for the most part a portrait of agency uncertainty, inertia, and outright
hostility, although amidst this rather gloomy picture a few instances of agency innovation,
creativity, and responsiveness can be identified' (Liroff 1976: pl27).
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Before exploring patterns in the change process, the following briefly examines the context to

NEPA's introduction and contrasting views about the effectiveness of the NEPA process in

changing organisational behaviour.

3.1. THE INTRODUCTION OF NEPA

The enactment of EIA under NEPA was set against a backdrop of escalating public awareness

of environmental issues (eg refer Whitaker 1976), the establishment of greater numbers of

vocal, well organised community groups, and an increasing recognition by the United States'

Federal government of environmental problems (Ortolano and Shepherd 1995; Culhane l9l4).

These environmental problems were caused, in part, by government agencies, their narrorw

mission statements, their 'unquenchable appetites' for economic development, and their

incremental processes of decision-making which failed to consider the broader and cumulative

environmental impacts of their activities (Ortolano and Shepherd 1995; Culhane et aI 1987).

Faced with'unanticipated embarrassing' environmental consequences, the United States'

Congress introduced NEPA after only ten months of debate (Culhane et al I98l; Andrews

1976). When approving the Act, President Nixon stated, 'the 1970's absolutely must be the

years when America pays its debt to the past by reclaiming the purity of the air, its waters and

our living environment. It is literally now or never'(V/hitaker 1976: p50).

Despite the significance of President Nixon's statement, the introduction of NEPA was initially

uncontroversial, and was, for many legislators, a symbolic gesture'akin to voting for
motherhood and apple pie' (Liroff 1970: p5). Some viewed it as'just one more rhetorical

bandaid to mollify a concerned public - Iong on symbolism but short and cheap on substance'

(Andrews 1976: pxv). Yet few realised the substantial impact it would have in practice, and it

has been described as one of 'the most important and far-reaching environmental and

conservation measures ever enacted' (Senator Jackson in Yost 1990: p534). It has been

argued by some that EIA in the United States has been successful to a'surprising extent'

(Blumm 1988), and that it led to government reform with the incorporation of environmental

concerns into project planning and agency constitutions (Fishman I973;Drcyfus 1983; Taylor

1984;Blumm 1990; Culhane 1990). In the mid 1980s, Yost claimed that:

'Fifteen years since NEPA's enactment, one may confidently assert that the National
Environmental Policy Act has fulfilled the fond hopes of its authors. It has succeeded in
making environmental considerations part of federal decisionmaking. The law works.
Moreover, those involved in the NEPA process - business, environmentalists, state and local
government, the federal agencies themselves - all agree that it works. It is that consensus, the

very absence of strif'e over its provisions or its implementation, that most clearly reflects
NEPA's success. In short, NEPA has made environmental sensitivity an accepted part of all
government decisionmaking and activity' (Yost 1985: p38).
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Many of the potential direct and indirect benefits of EIA which were experienced in the United

States are also recognised worldwide including the adoption of new environmental policies and

administrative mechanisms, the employment of environmentally-oriented staff, increased

environmental research and training, the 'anticipation' effect where environmentally unsound

proposals are not even proposed to begin with, the refusal of environmentally unsound

proposals, the consideration of more appropriate alternative locations and operations, cost

savings for the proponent (ie prevention is better than reparation), and the formulation of

management measures to mitigate impacts (eg Brown and McDonald 1993; Bailey 1994;

Ortolano and Shepherd 1995; Sadler 1996). Many of these benefits of the EIA process are

summarised in Table (3.1).

Table 3.1: Potential benefTts of EIA
(compiled from Sadler 1996; Sadler 1996; Brown and McDonald 1993.,

Bailey 1994; Ortolano and Shepherd 1995)

Despite these benefits, and despite Yost's claims about the widespread consensus on NEPA's

success noted earlier, the performance of EIA has in fact endured ongoing debate since the

process was introduced. In a broader international context, Sadler (1998) notes that the

effectiveness of EIA is frequently questioned, doubted and undervalued by academics,

DIRECT BENEFITS INDIRECT BENEFITS

a

a

a

a

a

prevention: last recourse stop to proposals
found to be environmentally unacceptable;

relocation of development to more appropriate
sites;

redesign to minimise, reduce or avoid impacts;

rescheduling of activities to accommodate
concerns;

mitigation of impacts including rehabilitation and
compensation;

attaining 'equity' benefits for communities
affected by a proposal;

savings in capital and operating costs if
environmental problems have not been
considered at the beginning and require
rectification later;

avoidance of risks, penalties and liabilities that
come from overlooking important aspects of
envi ronmental peÉormance.

a

a allocation of additional resources to'environment';

development of, and streamlining of, procedures;

enhanced interagency co-ordination;

Restructuring and employment of environmental
staff within proponent organisations or
environmental consultants;

learning from experience and internalisation of
environmental awareness including a 'greening of the
boardroom';

improvement of future decisions via anticipation and
fore-knowledge of what is acceptable/unacceptable;

improvements in broader policies, programs,
regulations and standards ('policy reform');

incentive for further environmental training,
education, research and monitoring;

promotion of design of environmentally appropriate
technology and green business opportunities'.

a

a

a

a

a

a
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proponents, and decision-makers alike, and suggests that many participants view the process as

'falting short'of its potential as a decision-making tool. In the United States' context many

authors indicated that NEPA has been both a success and a failure (Sandler 1910; Fishman

1973; Strohbehn l9l4;Andrews 1976b; Friedman 1985; Caldwell 1989;Blumm 1990; Culhane

1990; Dennis 1997). Caldwell (1989), Culhane (1990) and Dennis (1997) suggest that,

although NEPA has reformed organisational behaviour when seriously and consistently applied,

its impact has been imperfect and inconsistent. In the late 1970s, Fairfax argued that:

'NEPA does not constitute a new approach to administrative reform and is actually a poor

vehicle for a reformation of agency decision-making. ...The tragedy of NEPA is that it turned

energy, attention, and effort away from a redefinition of agency authorities and spent it on

proliferating paper' (Fairfax 1978: p268 and272).

In the broader international context of EIA, some of the specific problems identified with the

process have been many (egBIE 1990; Ensminger and Mclean 1993, Leeson 1994; Lee and

Wood 1995; Ortolano and Shepherd 1995; Ridgway 1995; Harvey 1996; Sadler 1998). These

include for instance:

attempts by proponents or governments to avoid the EIA process because it is viewed as a

'hurdle' to development with high costs and long delays;

high levels of political discretion in the process;

an overemphasis on EIA of projects rather than assessment of broader policies, plans or

programmes (environmental assessment of these broader decisions is often termed 'Strategic

Environmental Assessment' or SEA);

methodological deficiencies and inadequate EISs (eg too long, too short, biased, too

technical, duplication or incorrect information, superfluous information);

limited consideration of indirect and cumulative impacts;

failure to adopt mitigation measures;

lack of monitoring or feedback on actual environmental impacts or level of environmental

protection achieved;

inadequate public participation with limited opportunities for public input; and

lack of integration into planning and decision-making.

In this latter case, EIA is often not conducted until after a proposal is already well-defined and

likely to be funded and approved, thus giving the EIA process minimal opportunity to influence

proposal design and location (Ortolano and Shepherd 1995). Ortolano and Shepherd (1995)

describe this as an ex post facto rationalisation for projects. This is further addressed in the

following section which examines patterns in the organisational change process.

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
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3.2 PATTERNS OF ORGANISATIONAL CHANGE

Like the process-based models of change defined in Chapter Two, the organisational change

process as a result of EIA in the United States has been delineated into a series of stages over

time, which assumes a period of interpretation and initial resistance, procedural compliance, and

then more innovative behaviour. The very similar models defined in the United States' context

by Ash (1913), Wichelman (1976), CEQ (in ELA 1915c), and Muhic (1984) are comparatively

illustrated in Figure (3.1), with Wichelman's stages including the interpretative phase, the

compliance/procedural phase, the integrated planning phase, and the predicted programmatic

phase. Immediately following NEPA's enactment, CEQ also denotes an awareness phase

which preceded Wichelman's interpretive phase and Muhic's phase L V/ichelman's model is

the most detailed, and is thus reviewed further. The predicted programmatic phase is not

examined in detail (because it never fully eventuated), but according to Wichelman (1976) it is

characterised by the integration of environmental factors into levels of decision-making which

are broader and more strategic than the project level of EIA (eg Strategic Environmental

Assessment of programmes and policies).

NEPA's
inception &

enactment

CEQ oversight
powers increased;

CEQ guidelines

1969 1970 l97t 1912 1973 1.974 19',75 t976 1917 1978 19',79

Muhic
(r e84)

Phase I Phase II

Awa¡eness
Phase

Transition Phase Admin,

CEQ€LA
t97s)

Dev.

Interpret. Compliance
Phase Phase

Integrated
Phase

Predicted Programmatic Phase
'Wichelman

(1e76)

Ash
(1e73)

Intpret. Proced. Integrat.

Engineers)

CEQ

Regulations

Figure 3.1: Patterns of change from 1969-1979 as a result of EIA
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3.2.1 The Interpretative Phase of Change in EIA

The interpretative phase, according to'Wichelman (1976) lasted from 1970 to 1971. These early

years of implementing NEPA were fraught with uncertainty and resistance, and agency efforts

were focused almost entirely on interpreting the Act. As a result, there was limited impact on

organisational structures, procedures and decision-making, and compliance to the law was

imperfect (Wichelman 1916). Consistent with the rational model of reform in EIA (refer

Chapter Two), the Council of Environmental Quality (CEO required agencies to develop their

own procedures for implementing the EIA process (Reilly l9l0; Culhane 1974; Bear 1989).

The initial reluctance which characterised V/ichelman's intetpretive phase, was indicated by the

fact that only eight agencies had filed their new procedures with CEQ in the first seven months

of NEPA's operation (Sandler 1910; Liroff 1916). It was a time of 'token compliance'

(Ortolano I9g7), and many agencies attempted to avoid NEPA's requirements by not preparing

EISs (Ortolano 1995). The CEQ's requirement for public notification of proposals,'did little to

assure that agencies would shoulder this burden' (ELA 1915b: p10012), and the only agency to

comply with the CEQ's request for a quarterly submission of project lists was the Forest

Service. It was thus suspected at an early stage that NEPA would require a judicial mandate for

agencies to comply, rather than voluntarily doing so (ELA I9l5b).

Many agencies believed that NEPA was inelevant to their activities, and that EIAs were simply

a'finishing touch'for agency approvals (CEQ in ELA 1915c; Liroff 1916). Other agencies

believed that because they already considered environmental factors in their decision-making

processes, no major changes to goals were deemed necessary (eg the Department of

Transportation,l Soil Conservation Service) (Reilly 1970; Fishman 1973; Andrews l9l6c:

Liroff 1976). This perceived goal compatibility with NEPA and lack of action in the early years

is interesting given that it conflicts with findings in Chapter Two (le increased goal compatibility

between a policy and the implementing organisation was believed to increase the potential for

change and compliance, not decrease it). In some agencies, there was also evidence of goal

conflict and problems of prioritisation between biophysical protection on the one hand, and

social issues on the other. For instance, the Department of Housing and Urban Development

(HUD) believed that'if a project had the beneficial impact of providing a decent home and

suitable living environment - HUD's major goal - this would normally outweigh any adverse

environmental impacts' (Montjoy and O'Toole 1979: p468). As a result, the Department failed

to prepare EISs in situations where they should have been prepared (Montjoy and O'Toole

tete).

lLegislation prior to NEPA already required a consideration of environmental impact for those state proposals

whiõh requirãd federal funding, but this requirement was not as broad as NEPA, it did not require detailed

measures for assessing impacts, and it had no public involvement requirements (Reilly 1970).
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Resistance towards EIA also emerged because NEPA was imposed upon agencies, and because

it took away their autonomy and control and was an 'affront' to their expertise (Cortner 1976;

Bausch l99l; Caldwell 1993; Ortolano 1993). Rather than the concept of 'policy-based non-

compliance' noted in Chapter Two, Coombs' (1980) concept of 'action-based non-compliance'

appeared more pronounced. Cortner (I916 noted for instance, that some agencies supported

NEPA's intentions, but were resistant to the enormous costs and delays associated with its

implementation. Other agencies such as the Forest Service and the Corps of Engineers had

already begun to be responsive to public attitudes (hence the policy was less innovative). As a

result their response to NEPA was less resistant, although there were still pockets of resistance

within the organisations and uncertainty about the implementation process (refer Ackermann

1990 regarding the Forest Service).

The delayed response to NEPA in many agencies can be attributed to a number of other factors,

some of which were identified in Chapter Two. For instance:

o

o

a

o

a lack of policy specfficity about goals, processes and scope of change which resulted in

considerable uncertainty about how to implement the process, and about the 'magnitude' of

the changes required (Liroff 1976). Much of the interpretation of NEPA's requirements

was left to the discretion of individual agencies (Andrews l9l6b; Caldwell 1976). High

levels of uncertainty were exacerbated because frequent interpretations in court actions kept

on changing the expectations of NEPA every few months (Taylor 1984);

bigh magnitude and innovativen¿ss of the EIA requirement (ie because the policy departed

from traditional government behaviour, existing behaviours were often not useful for

understanding or implementing the process - although some large agencies were already

considering environmental factors to a limited degree);

no resourc¿s were provided by government to implement the process (eg funding or

personnel to enforce compliance). The CEQ partly fulfilled this role, but they had

insufficient resources and staff to review all EISs and to oversee compliance (Cortner 1976;

'Wichelman I9l 6; Caldwell 1989);

lack of enforcemenl mechanisms encapsulated within the Act (Nole 1910; Ortolano 1997).

The CEQ lacked statutory authority to enforce compliance (Cortner 1916), and the process

was essentially self-regulatory given that it relied on implementation by the very agencies

targeted for reform which 'invites'non-compliance (Boggs 1993). This soon changed with

increased couft enforcement of the process;

low attitudinal receptivity of agencies. Wichelman (1976: p212) found that'the greater the

perceived conflict betvveen NEPA implementation activities and an agency's pre-NEPA

mandate, the more likely the agency was to go slowly and cautiously in implementing the

Acr' ('Wichelman 1976:p272); and

a
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it involved a change of long duration, and thus could not simply be ignored or effectively

delayed until it was too late to implement.

One government agency was, however, more advanced in their response to EIA, and this was

the Army Corps of Engineers primarily because the organisation believed that NEPA invoked a

new mandate (Andrews 1916; Andrews 1916c; Liroff 1976;Mazmanian and Nienabet 1979)'

The Corps' civil role was primarily a construction-oriented one which emphasised economic

development, and its main mission was to construct public works projects (eg dams and

channels to reduce flood damage, provide municipal water supply, and recreation among other

things) (Andrews 1976;Mazmanian and Nienaber 1979). Shortly following the enactment of

NEPA, the Corps expanded its objectives to include environmental quality (Mazmanian and

Nienaber 1979). The Director of the Corps stated:

'It wasn't until the passage of the National Environmental Policy Act that we really had in our

hands the authority to spend money, time and effort in this field over and above what were the

precedent-setting studies in which economic development and the benefit-cost ratio were the be-

al1-and-end-all' (in Andrews 1976: p306).

In other words, with the introduction of EIA, the consideration of environmental factors became

a'legitimate' goal. While many agencies were initially reluctant to implement NEPA with a

delay in compliance, Andrews (1976; 1976c) claimed that the Corps responded 'immediately

and affirmatively' to NEPA's procedural mandate, with the internal dissemination of numerous

circulars and policy guidelines which required the 'spirit of NEPA' to become part of all agency

activities. Ash (1973: p30) on the other hand, observed that the early phase of interpretation in

the Corps was characterised by a'Iot of talk, not much action, Iong unproductive debates and

meaningless reports'.

The Corps of Engineers also stood out among agencies with the immediate development of EIA

procedures and guidelines for implementing NEPA shortly after the enactment of the Act

(Andrews 1916;1976c Liroff 1916). These guidelines were described as'exemplary'by

Andrews (1976c) for three main reasons:

the delays and reluctance evident for most agencies during the early interpretation period,

were not evident in the Corps, and their procedures were prepared prior to the CEQ

guidelines;

NEPA was interpreted as a substantive mandate as well as a procedural one;

the Corps demonstrated initiative with a stronger emphasis on public participation and on the

integration of EIA into planning processes than was evident in the CEQ's policy provision

(Andrews 1976c).

o

o

o
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Consistent with the thoughts in Chapter Two, Andrews (1976c) and Mazmanian and Nienaber

(1979) attributes the Corp's responsive behaviour, in part, to the high degree of public visibility

associated with their'environmentally-destructive' mission, and because they had already been

'targeted' by environmental groups as a result of this visibility. The Corps also had a greater

organisational capacity and flexibility to change due to its large size, budget, existing

multifunctional purpose and planning abilities, and administrative autonomy (Andrews l9l6c;

Mazmanian and Nienaber 1979). In contrast, agencies such as the Soil Conservation Service

were slower to comply because they were less visible in the public arena, and they were not

perceived to have the same degree of environmental impact (Andrews 1976c). Nevertheless,

the Corps' guidelines were still limited in some areas, with a lack of substantive guidance on

how and to what extent decisions and agency priorities should change, thus leaving ample

discretion to the district offices in interpreting the process (Andrews 1976c). EIS quality was

also poor during this interpretative phase, primarily because of a lack of experience. Some of

the EIS deficiencies are highlighted in Table (3.2).

Table 3.2: Quality of EISs within the Corps of Engineers in 1970'1971
(compiled from Andrews 1976c: P60)

1970 1971

Deficiencies

o'paperwork documentation exercises';
. superf icial;
. lack of new studies/reassessments;
. lacked information on the magnitude and

significance of effects;
. no consideration of uncertainty, or secondary

impacts;
. no review of alternatives;
. restricted to view of the District engineer, often

unsubstantiated by documentation, or evidence
for independent review.

lmprovements

. more detailed, figures/maps;

. improved sections on interagency coordination;

. included summaries of review comments;

Deficiencies

. only one summary paragraph of possible effects;

. limited discussion of alternatives;

. Still based on general views of District Engineer;

. limited detail overall - often only 9 pages;

. lack of consideration of several relevant issues
(eg effects of spoil disposal, water quality
changes, and ecosystem changes);

. no distinction between facts and value
judgements - ElSs used as justification
documents;

. limited treatment of the broader human impacts.

During the interpretative phase, the impacts on organisational culture were also minimal in most

agencies. There is a paucity of literature on this topic of culture in the EIA context, but

Kennedy (1988b) did find that the cultural phenomenon of 'groupthink' was challenged within

the first few months of NEPA's enactment. Originally identified by Janis in 1967, the concept

of groupthink refers to a tendency of organisations to become'unduly proud, cohesive, and

confident,.. It results when organizational members fear being judged disruptive or disloyal,
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andfait to challenge critically their groups'beliefs and decisions' (Kennedy 1988b: p123). The

outcome is often a rigid and predictable organisation based on traditional goals, with illusions of

invulnerability, morality, mindguarding, and shared stereotyping among other things (Kennedy

1988b).

A degree of groupthink or cohesiveness is necessary for the effective functioning of groups (eg

provides a support network) (Kennedy 1988b), but it can also cause defects in decision-

making, with limited consideration of alternatives, rejection of expert opinions, and bias of

information (Roberts and Hunt 1991). Using the Forest Service as an example, Kennedy

(198Sb) suggests that groupthink was confronted by NEPA by opening up the agency's

existing culture to internal and external politics (ie the internal and external models of reform).

The need to avoid external conflict resulted in a more adaptive agency which was responsive to

external change requirements (Culhane in Jones and Mohai 1995). It should however, be noted

that it is difficult to attribute all changes to NEPA given that numerous changes in the Forest

Service also resulted from the National Forest Management Act (refer Ackerman 1990; Jones

and Mohai 1995). The concept of cultural groupthink and EIA is addressed in the South

Australian context in Chapter Eight.

3.2,2Tlire Compliance Phase of Change

The initial interpretation period appeared to be brief in most agencies, and it was believed that

the future of NEPA's implementation was fixed only one year after NEPA's enactment (ELA

lg74). Government agencies moved into a second phase of operation; namely the compliance

or procedural phase which, according to Wichelman (I916),lasted from 1971 to 1973. The

move to this phase was facilitated by two factors which are reflective of the external model of

reform defined in Chapter Two. First, the courts became increasingly involved in interpreting

the Act's purpose and reviewing agency compliance (Ash 1973; ELA 1974; Wichelman 1976)'

This essentially increased agency perceptions about the legitimacy of the EIA requirement.

Procedural matters which were frequently challenged in court included inadequate agency

procedures, failure to prepare an EIS when appropriate, and the preparation of poor quality

EISs (Dreyfus 1983; Cortner 1916; Caldwell 1935). The process of judicial review also served

to fulfil some of the policy characteristics which were missing during the interpretative phase (le

enforceability, specificity), by providing both an enforcement mechanism and a clearer

interpretation of NEPA's requirements (Wichelman 197q.2

2Murchison (1984) provides a useful review of some of these court interpretations of EIA relating to, for
instance, when an BIS shoutd be prepared, what should be included in an EIS, and the consideration of
alternatives, among other things.
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Second, the CEQ increased its oversight and guidance powers under Executive Order (No.

11514), and developed more specific guidelines in the early 1970s (ELA 1914; Wichelman

1916). Together with informal reviews of agency EISs, these guidelines also alleviated much

of the uncertainty which was evident in the earlier interpretation phase (ELA 1915b). The

Environment Protection Agency (EPA) also had an important role in reviewing the EISs and

this:

'routine scrutiny of the substance of their EIS's by EPA quickly forced them [government
agencies subject to NEPAI to develop implementation procedures that would permit their
agencies to be responsive to EPA's review standards' (Wichelman 1976: p277).

While the court action and CEQÆPA oversight increased responsiveness to NEPA, the threat of

court action simultaneously exacerbated resistance from some government agencies (Gillette

1972; ELA 1915a; Cortner 1916; Liroff 1976). Despite the fact that the Federal Highway

Administration (FHWA) had prepared more EISs than other agencies in the early years of

NEPA, the agency had'shouldered its NEPA obligations grudgingly', and only as a result of

the external court enforcement mechanism (ELI l9l5a,pl0l77). As a result, the FHWA aimed

to reduce its NEPA responsibilities and staff commitment (ELI 1975a), as did the Federal

Power Commission (FPC) and the Department of Transportation (DOT), which both pushed for

legislation to grant them dispensation from NEPA during this phase (Gillette 1972: p30;ELA

1915a).

Despite this remnant resistance, the responses of many agencies to NEPA increased during this

compliance phase, and a great deal of energy was directed towards a continued interpretation of

the Act, and towards conducting training, establishing EIA procedures to comply with the Act,

employing new staff and modifying structures (Wichelman 1976 Caldwell 1993; Bausch 1991;

Bartlett and Baber 1989). Liroff suggests that:

'...an agency's willingness to hire new personnel might reflect an openness to the changes that
might follow an influx of personnel having training and values different from the agency nolm;
therefore, agency recruitment practices can provide some insight into agency concern with
NEPA's substantive goals' (Liroff 1976 pll6)

The way in which organisations structured environmental staff and the EIA process is discussed

in Section (3.3.2). The employment of such staff may have occurred anyway, but Taylor

(19S4) argues that NEPA accelerated this trend. Overall, approximately three thousand

'specialists' were enlisted in government agencies as an indirect result of NEPA's requirements

(Caldwell 1982). New and younger employees in the traditional disciplines such as engineering,

were also influential in the change process because their attitudes were apparently more

compatible with the new environmentally-oriented staff (Taylor 1984).
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The numbers of environment staff employed between agencies varied depending on available

resources (V/ichelman l9l6), existing staff profiles, the level of environmentally significant

activity, and of course, the organisation's attitudes towards NEPA. Some agencies made no

effort to increase staff or resources to implement NEPA, and simply relied upon expanding the

duties of existing staff, or increased their staff only in response to court activity (eg Atomic

Energy Commission) (Culhane 1914;1990; Liroff 1976; Andrews 1976b). Others used external

contractors to prepare the EIS (eg Department of Energy), even though this practice was lobbied

against by environmental groups because they believed that by using external contractors, the

results of the EIA could be ignored by the internal planning staff (Funk 1990). However, the

results of internal environmental offices which prepared EISs could similarly be ignored (see

Section 3.3.2) (Funk 1990). Even in the 1990s (outside of this phase of change), Dickerson

and Montgomery (1993) noted that EIA expertise was limited in many agencies.

In addition to the creation of an infrastructure for EIA such as new staff, the emphasis during

this phase was on procedural compliance to NEPA and producing more and better quality EISs.

However, the EISs that were produced were still ad hoc, of poor quality, and frequently

prepared late and separate to the agency's decision-making process (Wichelman 1976). The

lack of EIS quality was not always a reflection of inadequate commitment to NEPA, but could

be explained by organisational factors such as limited time, staff, resources, and ambiguity in

legal requirements (Fishman 1973; Wood 1975 Andrews I976c). The public were also critical

of the EIA process during this phase because plans were usually 'crystallized' before comment

was requested by the agencies (ELA 1975b). For instance, local communities often heard about

Navy proposals via rumours and distorted information, thus evoking greater controvetsy, and

hence, risk of litigation (Strohbehn l9l4). Box (3.1) provides an example of a Navy housing

project where there was uncertainty about when to submit an EIS, failure to comply with public

notification procedures and preparation of a poor quality EIS which resulted in a court

challenge.3

As a result of agency endeavours to comply with NEPA during this phase (and later phases),

volume began to outweigh substance as agencies generated extensive paperwork to comply with

NEPA's legal requirements (Muhic 1984). Administrative theory suggests that because public

officials must justify the legality of their actions, they act 'bureaucratically' where means of

administration become more important than ends (Pitt and Smith 1981: p30; Finer in Harris

1983; Dawson 1996). As noted by Munro et aI (1986: p20)'codification [via procedures] often

leacls participants to "play the book: rather than seek the best solution"'. Up to 6,000 EISs of

often limited quality were produced and filed in the first five years of NEPA, whilst over

1 1,000 had been filed by 1978 (Andrews 1976b; CEQ in Clark 1997).

3Blumm and Brown (1990) also provide several examples of court cases relating to non-compliance and agency

failures to prepare an EIS where appropriate.
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Box 3.1: EIS for a Navy Housing Project (source: V/ood 1975)

A story of non-compliance, inadequate resourcing,
bias, communication gaps, & EIS quality

The US Navy's usual practice was to file formal ElSs only for 'significant' projects, and with those falling in
'grey' areas, io rely on internal and informal environmental protection measures. ln.planning a housing projec_t

oJ ObO units on wooded sand dunes, a number of alternatives were assessed based on economic and political

feasibility. The final site chosen had severe environmental problems, but the department was now committed
and the iunds had to be used by a certain time. An EIS was prepared by a consultant at half the time and
resources necessary for an adequate study. lt was also decided not to officially file the formal EIS with CEQ
(thus avoiding publió comment requirements). This project was determined to be a'borderline case', and it
was believedlhat NEPA's requirements had been fulfilled with internal environmental protection

considerations and measures. '/n fact, the Navy's environmental authorities regarded the ...proiect as a

"showcase" for the Navy's internalized NEPA program. They believed that the Nauy's system had again

identified and "mitigated" environmental impacts without a filed impact statemenl (Wood 1975: p50060).

The public eventually became aware of the project, but the Navy was unwilling to modify it to respond to public

requ'ests for an alternative site. This resulted in a court case which focused on the inadequacies of the EIS

ratirer than on substantive alterations to the project. The EIS was forwarded to the EPA, and was condemned
for its inadequate assessment of alternatives, air and noise pollution from traffic. The project was criticised
by an independent witness because of the displacement of wildlife, ground cover loss and dune erosion, and
pôllution from storm water runoff. The proposed safeguards were simply'hortatory generalities'.

Many of the problems could be attributed to lack of resources and time, and there were claims that the Navy

had doctored' the EIS so that it was 'pro-project'. The EIS had in fact been revised by the Command section

of the Navy to understate the impacts, and no attempts were made to correct these 'errors' in the document.

Thus, an inaccurate picture was presented to an internal review panel which made the decision to file or not to

file an EIS with the ifO. fne Judge stated lhal'when seemingly impoñant facts and views of expefts are
deteted from the DEIS [Draft EIS];if tends to destroy the authorities which suppott the view that adequate
consideration by the agêncy is att that is required.'(Wood 1975: p50063). An injunction was issued,
preventing action until an EIS had been officially filed.

This case study clearly hreshold decision-ma
impact significánce and ), lack of procedural c
to bEO), þreparation of ternal communication
decision based on poor and the real risks to
dissatisfied public and court action.

The frenzy of activity in accumulating paperwork did eventually decline, and EIS quality

improved. Research by Ferester (1992) and others found that the number of EISs declined

significantly from lgl4until1990 with approximately 1,900 EISs in l974to roughly 400 in

1989, and 576 in 1996 (CEAA 1991; refer also Dickerson and Montgomery 1993). Ferester

alleged that this trend was indicative of reducing compliance and that agencies were once again

disregarding NEPA's intent. It could be inferred from this, that Andrews' (1976b) more

pessimistic prediction in the mid 1970s that NEPA's action-forcing mechanisms could lose

force through 'bureaucratic nibbling' and direct attack, had eventuated. Ferester (1992), the

CEQ (1995), and Kent and Pendergrass (1936) also found a decline in the number of court

cases against agencies, and Ferester suggests that this was because environmental groups were

disillusioned and unwilling to enforce NEPA procedures when it was not possible to attain a

substantive result (Ferester 1992).
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Nonetheless, there is evidence which contradicts Ferester's conclusions of agency non-

compliance to NEPA, and Grassetti Qters. comm. 1997) states that procedural compliance is

still relatively good today. The decline in EISs may not mean non-compliance but may be

simply be explained by EIS backlogs. In other words, EISs were initally required for a backlog

of activities (Andrews 1976), thus increasing the EIS output in the early years. Once this

backlog had been rectified (which according to Clark 1997 was mostly achieved in the mid

1970s), then the quantity of EISs would naturally decline. The decline in court cases can also

just as easily be interpreted as increased agency compliance to NEPA; that is, as agencies

learned to comply with the law, litigation simultaneously decreased. It could also be related to

the 'issue-attention' cycle noted in Chapter Two, and changing public opinion. Cortner (1976)

states that during the 1960s the environment dominated public awareness, but this later changed

to subjects of energy and inflation crises, thus reflecting a reduced number of court challenges

3.2.3 The Integrated & Programmatic Phases of Change

According to Wichelman (1976), the integrated phase of change lasted from 19'73 to 1915,

whilst the programmatic phase was predicted from 1976 onwards. The integrated phase was

characterised by an increasing emphasis on integrated planning and substantive improvements to

decisions as organisations learned from experience. This transition tended to depend on the

type and extent of changes undertaken in the compliance phase (V/ichelman I976). In other

words, '...the more pervasive an agency's efforts formally to implement NEPA, the more likely

it will be to exhibit the SOP s lstandard Operating Procedurcs] most likely to facilitate a

transition to the Integrated Planning Phase of implementation' (V/ichelman 1976: p29l)'

NEPA's procedural requirements, together with the further employment of new environment

staff to implement NEPA,4 served to challenge the more traditional beliefs and norms of

agencies, and it is likely that the internal model of reform was becoming more pronounced as

experience was gained. Leaders were beginning to have more faith in the positive outcomes of

EIA (ie increased validity of the policy), the attitudes of employees were less resistant, the

process became increasingly routinised and integrated into decision-making, and consultation

and negotiation began to occur prior to EIS preparation (Wichelman 1976). The status of EIA

procedures also improved during this phase, and most agencies had prepared their procedural

guidelines by 1975 (Andrews 1976b;Wichelman 1976).

4For instance, the Corps of Engineers increased their environmentally-oriented staff from 75 in 7969, to 575 in
1971 , and to 600 in 1980, although some environmental roles were simply reassigned to existing staff (Culhane

1974;Mazmanian and Nienaber 1979;'laylor 1984). This appears to be a large number of staff, but they only

comprised a small portion of the Corps' 30,000 staff of civilians under the direction of 250 engineers (Andrews

1976). The numbei of staff employed was in fact believed to be inadequate for NEPA's implementation (Andrews

1976c).
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There was still some uncertainty, however, about the process in many agencies during the

beginning of the integrated phase. A study of agency guidelines for EIA in the mid 1970s by

Andrews (1976b) found that few agencies had prepared internal guidelines which went beyond

the general guidance of CEQ, and many were of limited quality. Overall, Andrews concluded

that:

'despite five years of experience and the current flurry of expensive 'cookbooks' for
environmental assessment, the agencies' substantive guidelines for NEPA implementation still
are quite general, quite varied, and fragmentary, and leave many central questions unaddressed'

(Andrews 191 6b: p50004).

The lack of emphasis on substantive goals in EIA procedures was also illustrated by a more

recent analysis of the scientific content of agency procedures in the 1990s (Malik and Bartlett

1993). Using 18 criteria5 based on the explicit and implicit standards of NEPA and the CEQ

Regulations, it was concluded that '...[t]he procedures of most agencies were wholly

inadequate with respect to several of the criteria that many fi.eld scientists might argue were most

important...' (Malik and Bartlett 1993).

Nonetheless, there was evidence of substantive changes in agency projects even in the earlier

compliance phase (Cortner 1916; Andrews 1916b; 1976c). Yost (1985) argued that litigation

which gave credibility to NEPA and ensured procedural compliance, served to indirectly

improve federal decision-making. As experience was gained, agencies learned the'the rules of

the game'(Cortner l9l6: p335), and the associated 'rule of anticipation' improved decision-

making. For instance:

'the agency, in its desire to avoid conflict proactively is receptive to the public's response to its

activiiies. According to this theory, if the agency anticipates that an upcoming decision might
be challenged, it may alter the decision to ameliorate the objections and avoid the challenge, or

at least obiain a more substantial scientific justification for the decision prior to pursuing it'
(cited in Jones and Taylor 1995:p333).

The decline in EISs noted earlier could also be attributed to the increasing preparation, albeit still

limited, of EIAs on higher decisions such as policies, plans and programmes which was noted

by Andrews (1976b) (ie'programmatic EIA' or'Strategic Environmental Assessment'). A key

feature of this process in the United States was, and is, 'tiering' whereby project EIAs may not

need to be required, or are prepared with less detail if EIA is completed at the higher policy or

plan level (Bregman and Mackenthun 1992). One could thus assume, that with more SEAs,

there may in fact be less project EIAs.

5 It *as acknowledged in this study that these criteria were limited, and provided only crude measurements. They

were however, coniidered to be of value in highlighting general strengths and weaknesses of agency procedures'

It was also noted that more informal handbooks which guide EIA were evident in some agencies, but these were

ignored in the study on the basis that they were 'inadequate substitute[s] for the emphasis and salience that formal
procedures give to agency guidance' (Malik and Bartlett 1993: p43).
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Despite substantive improvements to projects as a result of EIA during this phase, there is still

some question about whether the integrated phase (and the programmatic phase) was reached by

some agencies, or even continued into the 1980s and 1990s. For instance, in the late 1990s,

Ortolano (1991) noted that programmatic EISs were still rarely prepared. Moreover, Friedman

asserted that, while NEPA had been successful overall in institutionalising environmental

analysis into project planning:

'There is still substantial validity to early criticisms of the NEPA process as an expensive
means of collecting data in unreadable large volumes, resembling the Manhattan telephone
directory. There are legitimate concerns still that EISs have little impact on the environment,
and that they are measured in litigation by the literal "weight" of the evidence' (Friedman 1985,

p43).

Agencies were also not learning from experience by monitoring the actual impacts of their

actions (Ensminger and Mcl-ean 1993), and despite the findings of integration by Wichelman

(1976), the substantive changes in decision-making had been minimal, and most related to

project delays rather than substantial changes or project refusals (Andrews I976;Taylor 1984).

In a broader context, it has been argued that in bureaucracies, the EIA process simply becomes

an approval and justification mechanism which results in incremental changes (Doyle and

McEachern 1998: pl52). In other words, '...expressions of environmental concern are used to

fine-tune and justify development plans, not to replace them with environmental care itself

(Doyle and McEachern 1998: pl52). It has also frequently been assumed by proponents that

all impacts are generally manageable as a result of technology (ie the technocrat view). As a

result, mitigation measures are more commonly found in EIA, rather than more fundamental

changes such as proposal refusals or changes to locations (Ortolano and Shepherd 1995). Thus,

the focus appeared to remain on procedural compliance. For instance:

'Great scrutiny has been devoted to whether or not impact statements discuss every category of
impact that might be considered significant; but no action has yet been rejected because it failed
to approach the maximum attainable recycling of depletable resources, or because it failed to
promote the achievement of NEPA's other stated goals and objectives. The fascination of both
administrative agencies and courts with NEPA's procedural requirements has so far neglected, if
not obscured, the policy purposes which the procedures were intended to serve' (Andrews
1976b: p50007).

Even though the Corp's policies were more'enlightened'than some, there was still evidence of

the preparation of superficial EISs (Andrews 1976), and Mazmanian and Nienaber (1979: p183)

found that'...the capabilities for meeting the agency's traditional missions [were] still dominant;

environmental quality [was] an auxiliary function of the agency'. Similarly, during the

supposed transition between the compliance and the integrated phases, both the Department of

Interior and the Water Resource Agency believed that the EIS was still a separate report from the

decision-making process; that is, it was a 'byproduct' for 'public consumption' (Andrews

1976b). The Forest Service is yet another example of contention. Positive pictures of this

agency were painted by Mohai (1995), but Ackerman noted:
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'There are legitimate questions about whether the ultimate decisions that the Forest Service
makes through its NEPA process are "better" than pre-NEPA decisions. Certainly more
information is available to the decision makers and the public, and the public is more openly
involved. It is clear that a wider range of alternatives is being considered. And it is also true

that the Forest Service has developed a more broadly trained and informed employee base, better

able to make and document resource decisions. However, in many instances, final decisions

represent only incremental changes from existing plans, decisions that probably are not
significantly different than decisions that would have been made without the costly, time-
consuming, and cumbersome NEPA process' (Ackerman 1990: p732).

Negative assertions have also been made about the Department of Defense's EIA process which

remained isolated from decision-making in the mid 1980s with (i) attempts to ignore NEPA's

requirements by requesting exemptions for important projects; (ii) preparing EISs after the

design and site selection was complete, thus making the process a'disclosure document'with

little effect on the decision and project; and (iii) undertaking EIA parallel to the planning

process, but still not linked to decision-making (Mangi 1985). Although the links between

NEPA and the Department's decision-making processes had improved over 14 years, Mangi

noted that there'was still a'disconnect' problem:

'...the EIA process is an awkward construct built upon a hastily conceived foundation. The

authors of NEPA may well have believed that the process of foreseeing the impacts of a project

would stimulate its proponents to avoid the adverse impacts whenever possible. However, this

fundamentally important linkage became almost completely obscured as judicial and regulatory

action elaborated the form and format of EIA. Today the unwieldy process includes

Environmental Assessments, Impact Statements, Programmatic Statements, Tiered
Assessments, Findings of No significant Impact, Categorical Exclusions, Records of Decision,

and more. The process is full of legal pitfalls and bears relatively little relationship to carrying

out the National Environmental Policy. A great deal of EIA practitioners' and managers' efforts

are focused on the form, on "going through the hoops" of writing and publishing documents'

(Mangi 1985: p4).

Even in more recent years the debate about EIA's integration into agency planning processes is

still apparent, and somo still consider NEPA an absolute failure given that environmental factors

are not yet an integral part of decision-making in all government agencies, particularly at the

strategic level (Blumm 1990; Ensminger and Mclean 1993; CEQ 1997; Clark 1997; Ortolano

l99l). In the most recent study by the CEQ on NEPA's effectiveness over 25 years (refer also

Welles lggl), it was agreed that NEPA was an overall success, but that it still fell short of the

substantive goals:

'According to many federal agency NEPA liaisons, the EIS process is still frequently viewed as

merely a compliance requirement rather than as a tool to effect better decision-making'.
Because of this, millions of dollars, years of time, and tons of paper have been spent on

documents that have little effect on decision-making' (CEQ 1997: p7).

Many of those interviewed in the CEQ study believed that EIA still resulted in delays and

excessive costs; that training was inadequate, and that the overall process was still undertaken

too late in planning to be fully effective. Limitations were also found for public participation,
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which although improving substantive project design in some cases, was sometimes undertaken

after important decisions were made, thus increasing the risk of litigation, which in turn,

resulted in the preparation of 'litigation proof' documents. Thus the integrated and

programmatic phases did not appear to be fully reached as predicted by Wichelman (1976).

3.3 PRECONDITIONS & LIMITATIONS IN THE MODELS OF REFORM

Given that change was not perfect within many organisations in the United States, and given the

importance of the rational, internal and external models of reform in explaining change in EIA

(refer Chapter Two), it is important to understand more clearly how the models operate and

what their preconditions and limitations are in practice.

3.3.L Preconditions & Limitations in the Rational Model of Reform

In the mid-late 1980s, Culhane et al (1987: p261) examined 29 EISs in the United States and

found that they fell'far short of the ideal of technically rational, comprehensive, optimizing

analysis' . They further argued that'the empirical record and real-world limitations of the NEPA

process present a grim prognosis for the rational, comprehensive, optimizing, scientific model

of the prescriptive literature on EISs' (Culhane et aI 1987: p270). The pure rational models of

reform are based on an ideal which have rarely been applied successfully and its limitations are

well recognised (Culhane et a|1987; Weston 2000). Even the originator of this model, Herbert

Simon, later believed that this approach was unattainable in the human world of decision-

making given the diversity of human values and lack of commonly agreed objectives.

Consensus of goals and neutrality is assumed in idealistic rational models; indeed, 'rationality

cannot be defined apart from the existence of a set of goals' (Pfeffer 198 1 ; Van de Van 1 983;

Friedland in Pfeffer 1981: p19).

But this consensus is often difficult to achieve. Goals do not stem from homogenous entities

and they are often multiple and conflicting, which is a point ignored by the rational model (Van

de Van 1983; Ham and Hill 1984; Culhane et aI1987; Corbett 1992; Minkes 1994). In the

very act of facilitating greater accountability in EIA, the introduction of new participants into

decision-making increases the potential for different interests and values, and hence conflict.

Doyle and McEachern (1998) state that conflict is a perpetual characteristic of environmental

politics and policy-making, whilst Beattie (1995: pll2) suggests that EIAs 'will always be

political'. The political nature of EIA and decision-making has also been emphasised by

Ortolano and Shepherd who state that:

'decisions on significant public or private development projects are not, in fact, made following
the logic of the rational model, Instead, decisions are influenced by 'non-scientific' factors,
such as agency and corporate power and interest group politics. Courses of action are often

determined more by the project sponsor's narrow goals, intra-organisational politics and inter-
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organisational rivalries than by scientific studies of environmental impacts' (Ortolano and

Shepherd 1995:p4).

The EIA requirement within NEPA also lacked some of the explicit components of

comprehensive rational models. It did not require the consideration of all alternatives, only

those relating to the proposed activity (Culhane et aI1987). The problem of choosing the 'best'

alternative was confounded by the lack of specific goals in EIA which made it difficult to make

choices (Culhane et al1987). Most importantly, the requirement to choose the 'best' alternative

was not explicit under NEPA (Culhane et al1987; Bartlett 1997), and as noted in the previous

section, an agency could still adopt an environmentally unsound project if the procedures were

adequately complied with. As Culhane et al (1987) state: 'NEPA led the horse to the waters of

rational-optimizing decision making, but it did not require them to drink', whilst Reilly (1970:

p37) states that the 'Act is not a one-sided, development-be-dammed effort to stand astride

history and yell "Stop!" to the engineer' .

Optimal decisions in EIA are also difficult to attain because of problems in processing

information. Although not in the United States' context, Walker (1994) notes that EIAs are

commonly criticised for failing to consider all important information, yet at the same time,

criticisms of the comprehensive approach emphasise that such information is often unavailable

or too complex to fully analyse. Even though significant time and money may be expended by

an agency to gain more comprehensive information in EIA, there are still problems in 'knowing

how to use it', particularly given that the emphasis still often remains on economic factors rather

than conservation factors (Rickson 1990). The rational model assumes that decision-makers

have access to perfect information which is able to be recalled and processed, and that they have

the time and resources to collect this information (Corbett 1992; Cherrington 1994). However,

knowledge is limited and fraught with uncertainties (Ham and Hill 1984; Corbett 1992; Minkes

1ee4).

Bailey (1994) thus notes that EIA will more realistically follow the process of bounded

rationality or'satisficing' in incremental decision-making, rather than the more comprehensive

rational models (refer Chapter Two). Ham and Hill (1984), Walker (1994) and Steadman

(1980) similarly suggest that rationality's antithesis - incrementalism - will tend to predominate,

where the reality is a process of 'satisficing' rather than optimisation. Like incremental models

of decision-making, 'bounded rationality' recognises that decision-making rationality will only

work where there are few choices and delimited circumstances (March and Simon in Lebas and

Weigenstein 1986; Cherrington 1994). Unlike pure or comprehensive models of rationality

which EIA was originally designed to reflect, bureaucratic models place more emphasis on

procedural rationality (Pfeffer 1981). This is also one reason among many that EIA in the
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United States' focused on procedural aspects of EIA rather than its more substantive aspects. In

this context, Pfeffer (1981) suggests that bureaucracies will:

use less extensive information searches and analyses;

rely more on rules, precedent and standard procedures;

will allocate less time and resources on decision-making; and

will consider fewer alternatives before decisions are made;

Rules and procedures also tend to promote minimal acceptable behaviour (due to strict

adherence to rules and procedures), and responsibility avoidance (where individuals are

protected by rules and procedures) (Steadman 1980), with a focus on means as opposed to

results. In fact, Corbett (1992) argues that it will never be possible to identify a perfect long-

term solution, thus the substantive impacts of EIA and organisational change will always be

limited.

3.3.2 Preconditions & Limitations in the Internal Model of Reform

Preconditions and limitations in the internal model of reform can also help to explain why the

organisations did not fully change in the way that NEPA intended, and this is for reasons of

socialisation, power and conflict, and the organisational restructuring process.

Sociølisøtion

New environmentally-based staff can be important agents of change within an organisation, but

they are at risk of being socialised into the existing and traditional norms of the organisation.

Organisations attempt to manipulate and shape the values of new staff, and to'instruct them in

what they must do if they would like to get ahead' (Kaufman l97I: pl7). Although not in the

EIA context, Kaufman suggests that:

'Directives, orders, commands, instructions, inspections, audits, reports, and all the other
means of organizational control, however irksome they may once have been, are gradually

accepted as one's own premises of thought and action, until compliance with them is no longer
relujtant, or even indifferent, or obedience but an expression of personal preference and will'
(Kaufman 1971: pl8).

In the EIA context, Wichelman (1976) observed that new environment staff were often

socialised in a manner consistent with the organisations' norms and customs, and suggests that

they favoured the certainty associated with existing structures and procedures, as opposed to the

uncertainty associated with reform. Even Kennedy (1988b) who noted the changes in

groupthink, acknowledged that the more fundamental changes in organisational culture

necessary for successfully implementing EIA were not always apparent, and that production and
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loyalty to the a1ency were still rewarded in the Forest Service. Twight and Lyden similarly

suggest that:

'little substantive attitudinal and behavioral change in an agency like the Forest Service is
possible because the socialization and identity-building mechanisms in the Forest Service that
result in conformity and "group think" themselves have changed very little over this time (in
Mohai 1995: p248).

Bolman and Deal (1991) also argue that new employees will undergo an unspoken initiation,

particularly in strong cultures: 'the stronger a culture, the stronger the message to newcomers

that"youaredffirentandnotyetoneof us"' (BolmanandDeal 1997:p226). Thus,whilenew

staff may aim to promote environmental values because of their professional values, they must

simultaneously strive to remain loyal to the organisation in order to maintain their position of

influence (refer also Taylor 1984; Ortolano 1997). Being the bearer of bad news (¿g

environmental constraints on development) or 'devil's advocate' within an organisation is a

difficult process and requires courage (Mazmanian and Nienaber 1979; Rickson 1990). The

ability of internal reformers6 to change decision premises and to overcome conflict (if the

dominant culture is resistant to a new policy) is also dependent on their 'critical mass'. In other

words, Kaufman argues that:

'The lone deviant, with no one to reinforce him [sic], will feel too powerless to impress his

views on the system and too insecure to cleave to those views....social pressures induce

outward conformity with group consensus....the isolate is apparently likely to become more

conventional than anyone else... Thus, ifrepresentatives ofvaried backgrounds are brought into

organizations in order to encourage nonconforming contributions to decision-making processes,

thè purposes will be defeated unless the number of nonconformists attains some "critical mass"'

(Kaufman 1971: p58).

Power €t Conflict

In addition to critical mass, the ability of new internal staff to trigger change (whether

consciously or unconsciously), relies on the degree of power that they have. Taylor (1984)

refers to this power in terms of the competing concepts of 'autonomy' (eg power to decide

what to study, and how) and 'influence' (eg degree of influence on decision-making). The

degree of power of environmental officers (and of engineers) in the South Australian context is

addressed in Chapter Eight for the two case study organisations. Sources of legitimacy and

power, although still not fully explored in the EIA context, can include:

. legitimate position power (formal authority);

. information and expert power (ie the disciplines required to prepare and review EISs);

. control of resources, rewards and ability to deliver jobs money, political support;

6 According to Caiden (1969), internal agents of change would describe themselves as 'decision-makers or expert

advisers' rather than'reformers'.
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coercive power (ability to constrain, block, interfere, punish);

network power (types of alliances and networks available);

access and control of agendas ('a seat at the table');

referent or personal power (eg charisma, energy, political and articulative skills) (Kanter

1982; Hellriegel et aI1995; Bolman and Deal 1997).

Even if critical mass is achieved, the problem is that staff responsible for environmental issues

are often given low status within organisations which is reflected in part by their salaries,

promotional prospects, staff turnover and limited access to executive decision-makers (Rickson

1990). In the United States context, Andrews (I976b) found that environmental offices for

EIA were often restricted to staff levels, and rarely integrated into lines of authoritYi whilst

Armour (1991) found that the roles of environmental staff were often marginal and deferent to

traditional engineers.

However, legitimacy and power of an environmental officer is also dependent on their role[s] in

EIA and its importance to the organisation. Jenkins (1911), Price and Ortolano (1981),

Ortolano et al (1978), and Ortolano (19S3) distinguished six possible roles for environmental

officers in EIA within infrastructure agencies:

l. Planning (active member of planning group, and coordination of environmental

information);

2. Report Preparation (writer of the EIS or equivalent);

3 . Internal Report Review (evaluator of EIS prepared by other staff members);

4. Design (member of detailed design group);

5. System Monitoring (monitor project operations to ensure environmental quality maintained);

6. External Report Review (review of EISs from other agencies).

The power and influence associated with each of these roles tends to vary. Position and

coercive porwer may for instance, be available via the 'internal report review' role with checks

on the quality of the EIS (¿S environment staff may have the power to delay a project until

information is adequate, or may have the power to refuse clearance for a project due to

unacceptable impacts, although this latter is unlikely to occur). Expertise power is present in all

roles, but particularly in the 'report preparation' role; whilst power associated with a'seat at the

table' may be provided under 'planning' or 'design' roles'

Experience in the United States indicated that some organisations gave environment staff the

role of EIS report preparation, but that this focus tended to result in isolation of the environment

staff from the planning process and hence, influence on the planning of both objectives and

alternatives (Ortolano 1983). According to Ortolano (1983: pl23), the '... ability of
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environmental specialists to influence these two planning activities [objectives and alternatives]

is of fundamental importance if environmental factors are to be fully integrated into

infrastructure planning'. Evidently, there is also greater influence on the planning process if
environmental officers are'active'planners rather than just advisors (Liroff 1976; Price and

Ortolano 1981; Ortolano 1983). Liroff notes, for instance:

'where environmental specialists functioned as active planners instead of serving as mere staff
advisors, where the specialists communicated frequently and informally with engineering
planners, and when the specialists had duties beyond mere EIA...environmental information
exerted a relatively strong influence on planning outcomes' (Liroff 1980; p156).

Power and influence is also associated with (i) role uniqueness and substitutabllity (ie if other

staff or units can do the same job, then the power of environmental officers may be reduced),

(ii) the degree in which external factors are threatening the organisation's survival, and (iii) the

ability of the staff to deal or buffer the organisation against these pressures (if high pressures

and high ability, then power may be increased as the staff become a valued resource for the

survival of the agency) (Hickson in Pfeffer and Salancik 1978: p23I). In line with the

integrated model of reform noted in Chapter Two, many environmental analysts believed that

they gained most of their internal influence from external pressures (V/ichelman l9l6; Taylor

1984). Credibility and hence influence, was gained because of a need to protect the agency from

increasing litigation, and the associated costs and delays. However, these informal links to

external groups may have also resulted in animosity and distrust between staff, resulting in

isolation of environmental officers from particular stages in the planning process (Taylor 1984).

In addition to a lack of power, the internal model of reform may also be inhibited by conflicts

between different groups that are functionally separated within an organisation (see also next

section on structure). Organisational theory suggests that growth of an organisation results in

greater segmentation and specialisation of different subunits (Lebas and Weigenstein 1986).

Although not in the EIA context, Wolf (19S3) notes that organisations which are structured

around functions can generate 'functional blindness' which is'an inability to understand other

departments, a superior attitude toward other departments, and competition with other

departmenrs' (Wolf 1983: p257). Although organisations may specify the overall goals to be

achieved (which in themselves may be conflicting), the organisations are comprised of

individuals, and interest groups with differing views, and values which can result in 'goal

differentiation' (Liroff 1916; Jenkins 1983; Minkes 1994). This 'differentiation' may, on

occasion, result in a significant diversion in the overall course of actions taken by an

organisation from the original policy-driven course (Buekers, pers. comm. 2000).

Furthermore, these diversions may remain, from a policy viewpoint, 'covert', that is, they are

often at odds with the organisation's stated policy (Buekers, pers. comm. 2000).
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Although not in the EIA context, research by Post and Altman (1994) found adversarial

relationships between environmental staff and other personnel because environmental staff were

often perceived as 'auditors' or 'environmental white knights' as opposed to 'partners' in

business. Similarly, in the EIA context, an engineer in the Army Corps of Engineers' stated:

'Engineers fancy themselves as planners, and only grudgingly admit that economists and
envìronmentalists have anything to add. Environmentalists are viewed as a holdup, a problem.
You don't plan for least-cost solutions for 50 years, and then marry up new considerations
overnight' (cited in Taylor 1984: p96).

Some organisational goals can be subverted as units and individuals bargain with each other and

strive for power and status (Pitt and Smith 1981;Lebas and Weigenstein 1986). As a result,

Cyert and March state that some groups of employees may form a dominant coalition which

controls the 'decision premises' (in Liroff l9l6).Information in decision-making may be

restricted, unconsciously or deliberately, via a process of filtering which leads to simplification

and bias of information which protects the dominant paradigm (Liroff 1916;Dawson 1996).

This propensity for politics appears to be inevitable, given that it is virtually impossible to

design an organisational structure which prevents personal bias and competing political interests

in the flow of information (Rickson 1990).

This has implications for EIA because the process relies on the dispersal of extensive amounts

of information between a multitude of parties. The co-operation required of more pervasive

policies such as EIA may be difficult if there is already conflicting beliefs and values between

the different groups affected. The establishment of EIA procedures which give environmental

officers power, legitimacy and a 'bargaining asset' (Taylor 1984), may also invoke greater

resistance from others, because rules and procedures, whilst seeking to control behaviour, can

reduce individual or group autonomy and discretion (Pondy 196l). In this sense, a lack of

power also corrupts, with employees becoming increasingly concerned about 'guarding their

territory' rather than with collaborating with others (Kanter 1982).

Conflict and the exercise of power between groups in decision-making is not always visible,

and it is often difficult to measure within an organisation (Dawson 1996). Indeed, Pondy

(1967) suggests that participants in organisational process may never perceive conflict. Covert

conflict can occur where, for example, some individuals will simply refrain from pushing their

view because either they believe they will be unsuccessful, or they fear the consequences, or

they view the dominance of another party as more legitimate (Dawson 1996). This again

reflects the concept of 'groupthink' described earlier. In this way, the status quo may be

retained (Jenkins 1983), and via a process of accommodation, surface harmony is maintained

and disagreements 'smoothed over' (Blake and Jouton in Jenkins 1983). It should also be

noted, however, that overt conflict is not always destructive because it prevents stagnation and

stimulates discussion (Deutsch 1969 Minkes 1994). It can also result in greater internal
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internal cohesiveness (Deutsch 1969), and may in this sense give internal environmental

analysts in EIA greater legitimacy because their roles tend to alleviate conflict with external

parties about environmental issues.

Orgønis øti onøl Restructuring €+ Influence I Autonomy

As already suggested, conflict and the ability of environment staff to change organisations in the

internal model of reform, is also influenced by organisational structure. The importance of

exploring the structural location of environmental officers has been emphasised by Jenkins and

Ortolano (1978). Given that there is no 'right' way of structuring the EIA process (Bartlett

and Baber 1987), government agencies were faced with the difficult question of whether to 'add

on' separate environmental offices or to 'integrate' new staff throughout the agency (Caldwell

1982). Three models of organisation, which appear to encompass most agency's structural

responses to NEPA, have been outlined by Taylor (1984: p108):

integral group model: a separate group of environmental officers supervised by an

environmental officer;

mixed group model: existing and dominant staff interacted closely with the environmental

officers in EIS preparation;

dispersed model: environmental officers were spread throughout the organisation. In this

case, each environmental officer would be responsible for the entirety of the EIS, albeit

under the supervision of the dominant profession.

This latter model tended to weaken the power of environmental officers, because of reductions

in influence, reduced autonomy and specialisation (Taylor 1984). Some agencies made no

changes at all simply because they already had environmental offices prior to NEPA

(Wichelman l9l6).

The structural approach chosen ultimately depended on the manner in which NEPA was

interpreted, the existing organisational structure, the organisational mission (Caldwell 1982),

and the six types of role in EIA noted earlier. For instance, Jenkins (1917) relates EIA to

'contingency' schools of thought, and argues that the most appropriate structural location for

EIA and environmental officers depends on the degree of task interdependence and

differentiation. In an active planning role, which involves greater task interdependence with

planners, the location of environmental officers in the same unit as engineering planners

'facilitates the task integration and coordination' (Ortolano et al I9l8; Ortolano 1983: pl24).

This is reflective of Taylor's mixed or dispersed structural models noted above. In contrast,

roles involving EIS report preparation, review, and system monitoring require greater

objectivity and independence (ie greater task differentiation), and it may be best in this respect to
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locate environmental specialists in a location external to the planning unit to alleviate bias

(Jenkins and Ortolano 1978; Ortolano et al l9l8; Ortolano 1983). This is reflective of Taylor's

integral group structural model.

The majority of US agencies, particularly the larger resource management agencies tended to

establish the first 'integral group model' or 'add-on' approach which was characterised by

visible, high-level and separate environmental offices that usually comprised multidisciplinary

staff (Culhane l9l4; CEQ 1976; Caldwell 1982), In the Army Corps of Engineers for instance,

staff responsible for EIA were situated within separate environmental offices often consisting of

10-20 specialists in district offices (Taylor 1984). The integral group offices were often

responsible for implementing NEPA, developing procedures and guides, training agency staff,

preparing the more significant EISs, and coordinating the internal and external (public and

interagency) review process (CEQ 1916). Liroff (1976) found that environmental offices which

comprised multiple disciplines tended to prepare EISs of greater quality than those

environmental offices which contained traditional occupations such as engineers (Liroff I9l6).

There was significant rationale for the add-on approach to structuring environment staff and

EIA, because it required minimal reorganisation, involved minimal disruption to agency

operations, and enabled more efficient use of the new environment staff or existing expertise

(Caldwell 1982;Bartlett and Baber 1989). Agencies may have also attached a greater symbolic

value to separate environmental offices, as opposed to concealing the EIA process in existing

structures (Caldwell 1982). Such 'symbolic transparency' was important in demonstrating that

the EIA process was not co-opted by traditional agency approaches (Bardach and Pugliaresi

1971; Caldwell 1982). Also of significance in this separate group approach was the

cohesiveness, and development of a strong support network and 'group spirit' (Taylor 1984).

This also relates to the need for 'critical mass' noted earlier. Caldwell (1982) has suggested that

the separate status of these offices may have been particularly useful where there was minimal

environmental awareness and significant agency resistance to EIA.

Yet, as already alluded to, this form of structural reorganisation was not without its problems.

The creation of an environment office may be viewed as symbolic, but it also meant that

environmental responsibilities were compartmentalised, and 'ostracised' from the existing

decision-making processes within other offices (Mangi 1985; Funk 1990). It could, according

to Andrews (1976c) become a form of 'window dressing', and any results originating from the

environment office could be easily ignored simply because it was outside of the main stream

decision-making structure (Andrews 1976c; Bardach and Pagliaresi 19'77; Caldwell 1982).

Other components of the agency thus remained 'uncontaminated' by 'exotic', multidisciplinary

influences, and as a result intra-agency education and change became limited, and the true

decision-makers still frequently represented the dominant profession of the agency (Culhane
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1974; Caldwell 1982; Mangi 1985; Bartlett and Baber 1989). This isolation is well illustrated

by the following quote:

'During the comment period, the program office considered comments on the proposed rule.

The Assistant Secretary's office [for environment] considered comments on the draft EA or EIS,

if there were any. The comments on the proposed rule might result in changes to the rule.

Comments on the draft EA or EIS might result in changes to the final EA or EIS, but the

comments on the EA or EIS were never considered by the program office, so they never had an

impact on the rule. NEPA's form was scrupulously observed while its substance was ignored'

(Funk 1990: p764)

Some of these issues related to the isolation of environment staff were partly overcome by the

larger agencies. Environmental offices were still often separate to planning ones, but they were

less isolated from decision-making because they worked under the leadership of one coordinator

responsible for both offices (Caldwell 1982), thereby increasing the interaction between the

two. Agencies such as the Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management attempted to bring

their staff closer to agency operations by following Taylor's (1984) 'mixed group model', and

by integrating environmental staff into ad hoc, and later permanent, planning groups, which

were supported by separate environmental units (Taylor 1984). No clear distinction was made

between EIS writers and the main professionals within these planning groups (Taylor 1984).

The early ad hoc approach used by the Forest Service is similar to the concept in organisational

theory, of 'matrix' organisations, which was originally applied by Bartlett and Baber (1987) to

the EIA context. In this approach, temporary project groups are created which comprise

multidisciplinary members who also retain their permanent roles in their relative 'functional'

departments (one would assume then that the environmental officers would still have a separate

environmental office as \üas the case in the Forest Service). Although there is still no clear

definition of matrix approaches (Ford and Randolph 1992), Roberts and Hunt (1991) note that

matrix structures are best for actions which involve more than one sector, involve uncertainty,

complex and interdependent tasks, and require a sharing of human resources and maintenance

of flexibility, all of which are characteristics of the EIA process. V/olf (1983) has also

suggested that the matrix approach is the best way of overcoming functional differences and

conflict, and lack of understanding between different groups and roles within an organisation.

This approach apparently has a greater impact on planning processes (le Taylor's notion of

'influence'), and serves to both clarify the status of EIA groups and retain their independence (ie

Taylor's notion of 'autonomy') (Bartlett and Baber 1987). Bartlett and Baber further argue that

this approach was in fact implicit in NEPA's mandate, although it has rarely been recognised

because of the gap between EIA and organisational theory literature (Bartlett and Baber 1987).

However, his matrix or mixed group approach was also not without its problems, and whilst

originally advocating this approach, Bartlett and Baber later discounted the value of matrix

organisational theory in the EIA context (Baber et aI1990)' They noted that:
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'it may be that the persistence of a strong bureaucratic structure overwhelms whatever positive

effect of the matrix approach that may be present. Perhaps matrix organization is a very

special and fragile organizational arrangement that can succeed and thrive only in very
exceptional circumstances' (Baber et al 1990: p246).

In particular, there may be problems of coordination (Baber et aI 1990), and potential conflicts

in roles and reporting arrangements given that a member is answerable to two different

managers (ie 'functional' and'project'), where relative authorities are not really clear (refer also

Ford and Randolph 1992). Moreover, even though environmental staff may be less isolated

from planning in this matrix approach, their autonomy and influence could still be undermined

by the traditional culture and mission of the agency, particularly if the dominant profession

directed the EIA or project teams (Taylor 1984). For instance, the planning groups within the

Forest Service tended to be pragmatic and avoided 'environmental purism' so that decisions

could be appropriately balanced, and environmental officers, upon conflicting with the team,

could easily be isolated from the whole process (Taylor 1934). Similar problems were also

evident with the 'dispersed model' of organisation noted earlier, and it was possible that

environmental results were lost in the 'business as usual', with minimal influence and resource

justification because environmental officers were integrated under the dominant profession

(Caldwell 1982; Taylor 1934). In addition, the support networks which were often

characteristic of the separate and more homogeneous environmental offices, were often slower

to develop in the dispersed model (Taylor 1984).

The above clearly highlights the difficulties of finding the best way to manage the EIA process'7

If integrated and more influential, environmental officers ran the risk of being co-opted (Taylor

1984). If 'added-on'in a separate group they ran the risk of being irrelevant to decision-

making, despite having greater autonomy (Taylor 1984; refer also Shepherd and Ortolano

1997). Examples of some of the strengths and weaknesses in each approach are summarised in

Table (3.3). Given the often multiple roles of environmental staff, Jenkins and Ortolano (1978)

suggest that more than one approach may be adopted (eg viathe matrix approach in addition to

dispersal of staff throughout the organisation), which was becoming evident in the first case

study organisation assessed in this research: Transport SA (refer Chapter Seven).

Tshepherd and Ortolano (1997) also provide a useful summary of the pros and cons of restructuring in EIA,
although in Thailand rather than the United States.
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Table 3.3: Structural approaches to EIA: Potential strengths and weaknesses

STRUCTURE STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

Add-on
Environment
Group
(integral group
model)

More transparent and symbolic of
environmental commitment;

Evidence that the EIA process has not
been co-opted by'business as usual';

More efficient use of exPertise;

Stronger suppon group for environmental
off icers;

Minimal reorganisation, and disruption to
agency operations;

Potential for'critical mass' of
environmental officers to develop;

Facilitates EIA roles of EIS review and
system monitoring (ie greater lask
differentiation and independence).

May inhibit roles of active planning in ElA,
with separation from the planning and
decision-making process, and hence ability
to influence decision outcomes;

Potential for conflict between different
groups (le'functional blinders').

lntegrated Model
(Mixed Models,
matrix structures)

(may have both
separate group
status and
membership on
project teams)

Benefits of both add-on approach and
dispersed model;

Access of environmental officers to
information in the planning process;

Common goals (ie completing a project)
may unite functionally different groups;

Facilitates active planning and design
roles in EIA (,e task interdependence);

Still allows more independent review roles
given separation of environment group;

Greater potential for internalisation of
environmental values if dominant discipline
becomes involved in the EIA process
alonqside environment officers.

Potential conflicts in roles and reporting
relationships (if member of both functional
and project group);

lnhibits EIA roles of review and clearance
(which require some objectivity);

Staff numbers may be insufficient to
become involved in a// project meetings or
teams (thus lack information and ability to
influence decision-making at a broad
scale).

Dispersed Model

(environmental
staff spread
throughout
organisation and
dominated by
traditional
disciplines)

Greater potential for integration into
decision-making processes (facilitates
planning and design roles in EIA);

Access to information in the planning
process;

Potentially less conflict than add-on group
(ie individual may be perceived to be a
lesser threat than a group);

Potential for internalisation of
environmental values if dominant discipline
becomes involved in the EIA process
alongside environment officers.

Environmental officers are 'hidden', and the
benefits of symbolic environmental
commitment are lost;

lnhibits benefits of system monitoring in
EIA and review roles due to lack of
separate environment grouP;

Potential lack of power (te individuals less
likely to criticise dominant approach when
compared to larger grouP);

May be an over-reliance on the one
environmental expert in a particular
section.
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Despite the problems of socialisation, power, conflict and structure in the internal model of

reform, Taylor (1984) suggests that in the Corps of Engineers and Forest Service,

environmental officers learned to increase their legitimacy and degree of influence on decision-

making through a process of 'routinization and mutual accommodation'. Conflicts between

traditional staff and the environmental officers decreased in intensity and became a routine of

compromise (Taylor 1983). Loyalty to the agency, and credibility was achieved by following

an 'internal track' and by appearing 'cooperative', defensive of the agencies' decision-making,

and not always 'anti-project' (Taylor 19S4). More significant environmental changes in

decisions were often worked for more indirectly, by altering design assumptions over the longer

term, when the agency was more flexible, and when the costs were not so high (Taylor 1984).

Environmental officers thus retained their credibility, yet remained consistent with their

professional roles. As a result of this internal process of routinization and accommodation, the

attitudes of those in more traditional disciplines, such as engineers in the Army Corps of

Engineers, gradually began to change. Increasing experience of engineers led to a decreasing

fear of the EIS process (Taylor 1984). The small changes in decisions may have gradually

accumulated, and organisations may have changed'without anyone being fully aware of what is

happening and without anyone even consciously willing ir' (Kaufman I9'7I: p44) '

3.3.3 Preconditions & Limitations in the External Model of Reform

Potential limitations in the external model of reform may have also limited the degree of

organisational change as a result of EIA. Despite systems of accountability and control (such as

EIA), Thynne (1983) and Harris (1983) argue that they do not guarantee organisational

responsive to government or community concerns because government organisations can also

espouse goals of prestige, and power. 'Better' decisions are also constrained by the problems

of responding to conflicting external demands, which are a key characteristic of government

organisations, and response to one demand may mean constraints to responding to other

demands (Pfeffer and Salancik 1978). This was indicated by the Department of Housing and

Urban Development's problems noted earlier, in weighing up the need for EISs against the

provision of quality housing environments. Thus, a choice must be made about which demands

or groups to respond to or ignore, and the organisation may attempt to avoid or minimise some

external pressures (Pfeffer and Salancik 1978). Successful external influences may also threaten

the long-term survival of some organisations (Pfeffer and Salancik 1978), and once an issue

becomes publicly visible and 'politicized', the bureaucracy's sense of control is diminished

(Thompson 1983).

Secrecy in this context may become advantageous (Thompson 1983), and organisational power

might rely on preventing threatening issues from reaching the political agenda and controlling
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the level of information released (Child 1977; Pitt and Smith 1981; Thompson 1983).

Outsiders may aim to influence and improve project decisions through EIA, but their influence

becomes limited due to a lack information about inside operations and assumptions. Even with

the introduction of EIA, there may be exemptions on the types of information released. This

was indicated in part by the case study noted earlier about the US Navy failing to officially

submit their EIS to the CEQ (and hence initiate formal public participation procedures). The

increasing use of EAs with lesser provisions for public comment is also an example of the

control of information released to the public. Although not in the United States' context, Pitt

and Smith ( 198 1 : p83) state that:

'Organizations can choose to ignore, or restrain the influence of developments within the

environment and may be able to exercise authority over other organizations and individuals.
The Department of the Environment [in the UK], for example, tries to manipulate the local
response to large physical development projects such as motorways by restricting the public
inquiry process to the question of alternative sites rather than overall need for the proposed

development. In this, it may ally itself with major road-user interests' (Pitt and Smith 1981:

p83).

This represents a form of agenda control, whereby issues and alternatives are not raised, thus

reducing public awareness, and increasing bias or maintaining the status quo (Walker 1994). At

the same time, Walker (1994) argues that while EIA may be biased towards a proposal, simply

because it is usually prepared by the proponent, deliberate suppression of information is

unlikely because it involves 'conscious public deceit', and it is more likely a result of failure to

seek out all possible information or an underestimation of impacts.

External influences on the EIA and change process may also be reduced if organisations

endeavour to 'capture', 'co-opt' or'nobble'potential critics (Pitt and Smith 1981: p31). 'Co-

optation'essentially means a'...process of absorbing new elements into the leadership or

policy-determining structure of an organisation as a means of averting threats to its stability or

existence' (Selznick 1912). This may be attempted because most organisations will not directly

avoid input from external groups or refuse their demands, but will prefer to avoid expression of

demands in more subtle ways (Blau and Scott l9l2;Pfeffer and Salancik 1978). Interests may

be controlled by bringing external groups into the bureaucracy, and representing them on

committees (Pitt and Smith 1981). Alternatively, more informal networks and contacts with

external groups may be established, which provide opportunities for interaction and information

exchange between insiders and outsiders, and the creation of 'friendships' (Pfeffer and Salancik

197S). These new external elements or'friends' may be influential and result in changes to an

organisations' policies or decisions (eg Blau and Scott 1972), but because the external parties

now have a 'stake' in the organisation as a result of this influence and access, their support for

the organisation tends to increase (or at least outright hostility is reduced) (Pfeffer and Salancik

1978). For these reasons, the external model of reform can be limited and organisational

change inhibited.
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3.4 CONCLUSION

Because of the potential strengths and limitations in the models of reform, the EIA requirement

can be viewed as both a success and a failure. Andrews (1976c: p89) found for instance, that it

was '... tempting to conclude analyses of the Corps with categorical generalízations that

support either a glowing endorsement or a damning indictment of it'. The above discussion on

organisational change presents a depressing picture. So too does Ortolano's (1995: p15)

statement that the debate about a move towards more environmentally sound projects is 'moot'

because in many cases '...officials often promote environmentally damaging proiects if the

economic benefits outweigh their negative impacts'. Cortner (I916) similarly suggests that to

survive, an agency's existing mission will always outweigh environmental factors. Yet NEPA

was never intended to replace existing missions with an environmental one (Culhane l9l4).

Overall, and consistent with thoughts in Chapter Two, organisational change appears to have

occurred without 'real' change (ie'grafting' behaviour) and there was evidence of this with the

focus on procedural compliance as opposed to substantive change. This double-edged outcome

of NEPA was well expressed by Andrews in the 1970s, who argued that:

'NEPA's "action-forcing mechanisms" have been extraordinarily effective in raising the level of
¿ebate over the consequences of proposed actions, but not yet very effective in resolving these

debates. They have forced procedural action ... but not much substantive action to implement

NEpA's poliiy goals. They have been successful beyond any apparent expectations of their

authors in drawiãg attention to environmental problems and issues, in a vivid and case-by-case

fashion, but they have not yet resulted in coherent and consistent environmental policy making'

(Andrews l9'7 6b: p5008).

Preconditions and limitations in the models of reform need to be acknowledged in this respect.

The models make several assumptions and if these assumptions or preconditions are not met,

weaknesses emerge in the change process. The strengths, assumptions and potential limitations

are summarised in Table (3.4). However, it should be noted that Fairfax and Andrews (1979:

p505) discount concepts commonly referred to in social science inquiry such as 'capture and

survival strategies', and argue that organisations are not unwilling or unable to protect

environmental issues.

Thus, on a more positive note, the fact that NEPA is now incorporated into many agency

operations is significant, and Zlllman (1990) suggests that the effects of NEPA may evolve

towards more substantive ones in the next twenty years. The value gained from NEPA in

agencies such as the Forest Service and Corps of Engineers, was demonstrated by their

expressed willingness to continue implementing the principles of NEPA even if the Act was

later repealed (Caldwell 1982). As noted at the beginning of this Chapter 'insofar as

environmental impacts were rarely, if ever, a part of agencies' decision equations beþre 1970,

NEPA must be judged a success on its face' (Culhane 1990: p690).
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Table 3.4: Strengths, Assumptions and Limitations in the Models of Reform in EIA

MODEL
STRENGTHS ASSUMPTIONS POTENTIAL LIMITATIONS

Rational
(pure
models)

lmplicitly aims for optimum

Comprehensive use of
information & interdisciPlinary
science

Objectives defined uPfront

Optimum is attainable

Availability of information
& capacity to process

Consensus of objectives

Lacks explicit mandate for best
outcomes or optimum

lnformation processing limited;
science often lacking in reality

Consensus difficult to achieve;
ignores politics

I nte rna I New participants influence
organisational culture

Expand decision premises

Recognises political nature
of EIA

New staff are advocates of
environmental values

There are adequate numbers
of environment staff or a
'critical mass' sufficient to
pervade operations

Staff have influence &
status (eg structure, roles)

Procedures & external
conflict increase staff
leqitimacv

Socialisation

Conflict with dominant coalitions

Low status & influence

Procedures may invoke
resistance from others due to lost
autonomy

Environmental values may be
diffused due to interest
differences & process of
compromise

Exte rnal New external participants and
institutional inf luences
promote compliance

Recognises political nature
of EIA

External agents advocate
environmental values

lnternal information
accessible to outsiders

External padies have
resources/ti me/i nterest

Conflicting demands

May lead to procedural
compliance, legal justification &
inertia rather than substantive
outcomes

'Agenda control' or'co-optation'

Organisations may be non-
responsive to paties without
resources or status

Environmental values may be
diffused due to interest
differences & process of
compromrse
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Chapter Four

EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
& n¡SEARCH METHODS

'Given the inherent complexity of the EA process, the choice of
method by which its performance is to be assessed needs careful
consideration' (Lee et al 1994:p63).

4.0 INTRODUCTION

'Wnit" 
there has been much research on EIA and organisations in the United States, it is rare to

find systematic and comprehensive frameworks for evaluating what'effective' organisational

change means in the EIA context. In addressing research objective (3), the next stage of the

research involves the translation of indicators of change identified in previous chapters into

evaluation criteria which can be applied to the South Australian context. First, other EIA

evaluation approaches are briefly explored, and the two levels of evaluation used in this research

are defined - the CCP framework and the system-evaluation framework The second half of

the Chapter outlines the research methods used, the approach to data analysis, and finally, some

of the limitations in this research. Given that this type of research is highly subjective (Sadler

7996), the acknowledgement of its limitations is particularly important. As stated by Gibson

(1993: p13), there '...is probably no one perfect designfor a proper environmental assessment

process, or any final test of whether any one approach is worthy of pursuit' . Similarly, van de

Gronden (1994: p33) argues that ' ...a clear objective measure for assessing the effectiveness of

EIA does not exist'.

4.1. DEFINING THE EVALUATION APPROACH

4.L.1 The Evaluation of Effectiveness: Existing Approaches

Since the widespread adoption of EIA worldwide, several views have emerged about what

characterises an effective EIA system, and these views are in part dependent on one's role in

EIA (eg the proponent, the public, the government) (Mostert 1995; Ridgway 1995; Sadler 1995;
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Wood 1995). Despite some differences in interpretation, Carbon states that'there are common

or widely shared ideas about the value and objectives of effective EIA' (in Sadler 1995: p4). In

relatively simple terms, effectiveness can be defined in terms of whether or not the programme

or policy meets its intended goals (Sharp 1994; Ridgway 1995; Garrett and Martins 1996;

Ehrlich 1998; Sadler 1998). Thus, the goals to be measured must be clearly defined, and

according to Spalding et aI (1993: p68) the '...greater the specificity and clarity of goal

statements, the more amenable EIA is to evaluation by this approach'. The goals which

structure an evaluation of EIA can be implicit or explicit in legislation or guidelines, and will

vary depending on the local EIA context. This highlights a difficulty in EIA evaluation research;

that is, the criteria or goals for evaluating effectiveness need to be relevant to the local context,

but also framed in such a way that the evaluation is comparable with evaluations in other

jurisdictions, to facilitate the construction of knowledge.

Marsden (199S) notes that, up until the recent international study of EIA effectiveness (Sadler

1996), there has been little coordination of the different evaluations of EIA performance and like

the different goals in EIA, the scope of EIA evaluations has varied substantially (refer also

Parrott 1998). Spalding has observed for instance, that:

'Some examine the conceptual or philosophical underpinnings of EIA... Others assess the

effectiveness of implementing a statutory or policy procedures, comparing the prescribed

intention with actual operational practice... Still others disaggregate EIA into its main
components of tasks and scrutinize their scientific basis' (Spalding et aI 1993: p64).

Some studies also target their focus on key participants in the process such as the public's role

in influencing EIA outcomes (egHarvey 1996), or EIA Commissions and their influence on

EIA performance (eg Mostert 1995). Multiple terms have been developed to describe various

evaluation approaches, some of which are summarised in Table (4.1) including for instance,

audits, procedural evaluations, substantive evaluations, structural/decision-making evaluations,

goal-achievement evaluations and so on (eg Clark et al 1985; Spalding et aI 1993; Lee et al

1994; Sadler 1995; 1996; 1998). Useful summaries of some of these different approaches have

been provided by Spalding et al (1993), Lawrence (1991) and Sadler (1998).

Lawrence (1991) makes a further distinction between quality analysis and effectiveness

analysis, where the former refers to inputs to the EIA process (eg institutional arrangements,

documents) whilst the latter refers to the outcomes of the EIA process (eg goal-achievement,

project quality). Parrott (1998) makes a similar distinction but with different terminology: that

is, empirical and interpretative approaches to EIA evaluation, where the former refers to

measurement against external yardsticks (eg legal compliance, reviews of EISs), whilst the latter

refers to the evaluation of EIA's impacts on decision-making (eg via analysis of public

inquiries, interviews, document analysis). In contrast, Sadler (1996; 1998) refers to the

triangulation approach to evaluating EIA which links policy, practice, and pedormance. Policy
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refers to what is required; practice to what happens; and performance relates to results and

whether or not they correspond to what is required (Sadler 199S). Sadler has also summarised

various other types of effectiveness reviews including (i) auditing and reporting for EIA

systems, (ii) implementation review and follow-up studies, (iii) effects monitoring and impact

auditing, (iv) review of EIS quality, (v) decision-centred analysis, and (vi) post-project analysis

(Sadler 1998).

Table 4.1: Different evaluation approaches and terminology
used in the assessment of EIA performance

AUTHOR TERMINOLOGY DEFINITION

Clark et al
(1 e85)

Draft EIS audits evaluates the draft EIS against its terms of reference'

Decision point audits examines the effectiveness of the EIS as a decision-making tool.

Procedures audits examines the per{ormance of EIA procedures at the macro level.

lmplementation audits determines whether EIS recommendations were implemented.

Performance audits reviews internal environmental management of projects within
companies and their ability to respond to incidents.

Project impact audit compares actual impacts with predicted impacts to verify or improve
predictive techniques.

CEARC
(1 e88)

Environmental
Assessment Audit

compares the actual project impacts with the pre-project conditions and
with predicted elfects to determine the accuracy of the prediction
process and management of impacts through mitigation/compensation.

Environmental
Assessment Evaluation

evaluates the effectiveness of processes used to manage impacts.
in the
monit
fer to sion
gene e'

Spalding et
a/ (1ss3)

Process evaluation assesses the nature of the process (eg legislative status, procedural
compliance).

Methodology evaluation assesses the scientific integrity of the methods used in ElA.

Goal-achievement
evaluation

assesses if EIA meets its intended goals.

Conceptual evaluation examines EIA from a philosophical or ideological standpoint such as

links to sustainable development and/or perspectives in modern
environmentalism.
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Table 4.1 Continued: Different evaluation approaches and terminology
us€d in the assessment of EIA performance

AUTHOR TERMINOLOGY DEFINITION

Lee et al
(1 es4)

Disaggregate evaluates EIA practice using pedormance indicators throughout each
different stage of the process, and examines the interdependencies of
pedormance at each stage. For instance, it may be asked whether
scoping was conducted; who was involved in scoping; or what was the
quality of the scoping rePoft.

Aggregate a broader approach by examining the overall outcomes of the process
rather than focusing on different stages of the process. Three broad
criteria are proposed including'environmental effectiveness'
(contribution to project modifications),'cost-effectiveness' and
'balanced decision making'.

Sadler
(1994;1996;
1 e98)

System-wide or macro
reviews

assesses the overall activity and outcomes of the EIA system

Decision audits or micro
(case-specif ic)
evaluations

uses test cases to determine how EIA is used for decision making

Activity or component-
specific evaluations, or
meso evaluations

assesses different stages in the process (similar to Lee ef a/'s
disagreggate approach).

Procedural research assesses the quality of EIA procedures. Do they conform to the ideal
or'best-practice' principles of EIA? ls there compliance to the
procedures as set out in law or policy?

Substantive research assesses the outcomes of ElA. Has it influenced and changed
decisions for the better? What is the degree of environmental
protection achieved in Practice?

Transactive research

Technical/scientif ic

assesses how efficient and equitable the process is in meeting the
objectives of ElA.

assesses:
a adequacy of baseline studies and pre-project monitoring

accuracy of impact predictions
suitability of mitigation measures.

a

a

Procedural &
Administrative

assesses:. efficiency of guidelines for EIA
. fairness of public involvement measures
. degree of co-ordination of roles and responsibilities.

Structural & decision-
making

assesses:
a utility of process for decision-making

implications lor develoPment.

Wood ef a/
(2000)

Post-auditing compares the impact predictions outlined in ElSs with the impacts
that occurred in practice following project construction. Facilitates
learning and improvement in prediction accuracy and mitigation'

a
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4,'].,.2 A Two-Tiered Framework

To date, there is no universal or 'right' way to evaluate EIA performance, but the existing

evaluation approaches provide useful guides to evaluating the EIA legislation and practice in

South Australia. However, none of these approaches are directly targeted towards evaluating

overall proponent performance in EIA. As noted earlier, several indicators of organisational

change and performance at this level in EIA do exist, but they have not been tailored into an

explicit and systematic evaluation framework, and as a result, this research has had to develop a

framework by extracting and tailoring criteria from the existing approaches. The focus of this

research is not just on EIA performance in government organisations, but is also targeted

towards the EIA system (eg legislation, guidelines, administration) in South Australia. The

importance of adopting both approaches is emphasised by Andrews:

'If one wishes to understand and predict administrative agencies' responses to a new legislative

mandate,...it is not sufficient to look merely at the language and legislative history of the law,

important though these are. To the extent that there is any room for interpretation in the

stitute, agencieJ maybe expected to interpret it in different ways depending upon the threats and

opportunities that it raises in their organizational and political environments.
Nor is it sufficient to look merely at the organizational arrangements and

administrative processes of the agencies that must implement the law, important though these

are also. These arrangements may illuminate important areas of constraints upon the agency's

response, but they are not themselves reliable indicators of that response: they are, rather,

intérmediate variables for explaining responses to legislated policy, influencing those responses

but influenced themselves by the pressures of the agency's political environment.
An adequate explanation requires attention to both the language of the law and the

organizational arrangemènts through which it must be implemented, but more than these, it
requires understanding of the political forces influencing each agency's behaviour over time'
(Andrews 1976c:p150).

Wood (1995) also states that EIA must be considered within the particular social, legal

administrative and political jurisdiction or context within which it operates.

Thus, the evaluation of EIA in South Australia is tailored to two levels of performance, which

encompass all three aspects of the triangulation approach in evaluation research. The

frameworks developed for this research are the:

(i) the CCP frameworkwhich addresses the organisational level (where CCP means EIA

Capability, Culture, Performance; see later discussion) ;

(ii) the system-evaluation frameworkwhich addresses the legislative level.

Virtually all of the approaches and terminology referred to in Table (4.1) are relevant to, and

encompassed by, these two evaluation levels. Both of the frameworks are discussed in more

detail below, beginning with the system-evaluationframework given that it is this system which

influences organisational behaviour and the change process to begin with'
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4.2 TIJE SYSTEM-EVALUATION

The EIA system-evaluation relates to the policy component in the triangulation approach, with a

focus on the theoretical and intended requirements of EIA in terms of legislation, procedures,

guidelines and administrative bodies. Practice and performance are not addressed at this stage,

although this is briefly refered to in terms of numbers and types of developments subject to the

process (see Chapter Five). The system-evaluation is based on an assumption that'...effective

EIA is related to legislative, policy or institutional design' (Spalding et aI 1993: p67). The

purpose of this evaluation approach is, therefore, to understand the theoretical requirements of

the EIA system in South Australia, and to ask whether it meets preconceived ideas of an

effective or ideal system. A structured analysis at this level will help to identify those factors in

the EIA system which influence the extent of change achieved at the organisational level. The

question is, what are the goals to be measured? What constitutes an effective EIA system, and

what evaluation criteria are most relevant?

4.2.1 Ev aluation Dimensions and Criteria

Wood and Bailey (1996: p4) state that evaluation criteria are simply 'shorthand versions of

principles for EIA' .t Such principles are sometimes used to structure EIA evaluation research

including for instance, accountability, transparency, completeness, and scope (IAIA 1996;

ANZECC 1991; Devuyst 1994;Leu et al I996a;1996b; Sadler 1996). Also relevant are the

policy characteristics defined in Chapter Two (re policy specificity, enforceability). The existing

literature on EIA principles indicate that EIA systems should be:

. specific with clear goals and means of implementation which relates to certainty and

consistency of application (CEPA 1994; Sadler 1996; Sadler 1999);

. flexible and adaptiue (CEPA 1994;IAIA 1996; Sadler 1996; Glasson 1999);

. integrated (social, economic and biophysical aspects) and complete (eg covers all relevant

proposals) (Valappil et aI1994;Devuyst et al1993; Gibson 1993; IAIA 1996; Sadler 1996);

. open, fair, transparent and participative (CEPA 1994; Valappil et al1994;Devtyst et al

1993; CEPAL994 IAIA 1996; Sadler 1996; Glasson 1999);

. manclatory, enforceable, and accountable (Gibson 1993; CEPA 1994; Sadler 1996);

. verifiable (withchecks for compliance) (Valappil et al 1994; Devuyst et aI 1993);

. practical and purposive or reliable (designed to inform decision-making about impacts and

to protect the environment) (CEPA 1994;IAIA 1996).

1For.a review of the relationships between objectives, principles and criteria in evaluation frameworks refer to

Marsden (1998).
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Appendix (1) presents some of these principles in detail (refer CEPA 1994: IAIA 1996),

although some tend to conflict (for example, certainty and consistency versus flexibility of

application). The concept of controls in EIA which were defined in Chapter Two, are also

excellent examples of this broad principle or dimensional approach to evaluation, where factors

such as legislative control,judicial control,procedural control,evaluative control, and

administrative control, provide a means for explaining why some EIA systems are effective and

others are not (Ortolano et al1987).2

Evaluations have also been structured around criteria which relate more specifically to

procedures, legislation, and/or administration, some of which are also summarised in Appendix

(1) (eS ANZECC 1991; Gibson 1993; Tu 1993; Devuyst 1994; Sippe 1994; Wood 1994: 1995;

Wood and Bailey 1994; 1996; Valappil et al 1994; Mostert 1995;Leu et al1996a; 1996b;

Sadler 1996; and others). In one evaluation study, Leu et aI (I996b) proposed seven broad

dimensions for examining the '...integrity, completeness, comprehensiveness, perþrmance,

and effectiveness of an EIA system'which are outlined in Figure (4.1). Four of these

dimensions are relevant to the system-evaluation framework encapsulating (i) environmental

policies, regulations and guidelines; (ii) administrative framework; (iii) EIA compliance

monitoring and enforcement; and (iv) EIA procedures. The latter procedural dimension includes

criteria similar to those developed by Wood and others (see below). This model is useful for

comparing EIA between different jurisdictions, but as Leu et al (I996b) themselves note, the

answers are not always clear cut, and the model has not yet been extensively utilised or

replicated. Nevertheless it is a good example of a comprehensive and systematic framework for

the evaluation of EIA, and Glasson and Salvador (2000) used it in their comparative evaluation

of EIA in Brazil and the United Kingdom.

Other studies have focused on very specific and non-categorised criteria which relate primarily

to EIA procedures. One of the best examples of this approach is work by Wood 099a;1995)

and Wood and Bailey (1994). Of fourteen evaluation criteria (Appendix 1), twelve are focused

on EIA procedural requirements, whilst the remaining two relate to the legal nature and the

overall benefits of the EIA system in practice. Procedural questions include, for example, 'must

screening of actions for environmental significance take place?'; 'must EIA reports be publicly

reviewed and the proponent respond to issues raised?'; 'must the findings of the EIA report and

the review be a central determinant of the decision on the action?', and so on. The value of this

model is its simplicity and ease of use in comparing EIA systems between different countries,

and a number of authors are increasingly referring to these criteria (eg Gattett and Martins 1996;

Marsden 1998; Lo and Yip 1999; Glasson and Salvador 2000).

2oth". controls specified relate to internal reform and are reviewed in the CCP framework li¿ attitudes relate to

'professional control').
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Environmental
policies, regulations

& guidelines Administrative
framework

Availability of
resoufces

. core

environmental
agency

. participating
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- international
donor agencies

. legal basis
. technical guidelines

. screening criteria
. requirements of EIS

. SEA
- guidelines of donor

agencres

- regional agreements

- international
conventions

. human resources
. physical
resources

. international
financial &

technical
assistance

- bilateral &
regional

EIA procedureEIA
implementation

in practice EIA
System

Role of actors
involved

. scfeenlng
. scoping/site visit
. EIS preparation

. public consultation
. revlew

. decision-making
. appeal & dispute

settlement
- requirements of

international donor
agencles

EIA compliance
monitoring &
enforcement

. political, social &
economic factors
. environmental

avr'areness
. attitude &

perceptions of
participants

. links to SEA
- global

environmental issues
- international

pressures & criticisms

. compliance
monitoring
programme

. public
involvement
. penalties &

sanctions
- involvement of

international
donor agencies

. applicants &
consultants
. competent
authorities

. environmental
agencles

. EIA review bodies
. public, NGOs,
relevant agencies

. superordinate body
. judicial agencies

- international env.

NGOs & donor
agencies

Figure 4.1: Leu et al's model for evaluating EIA effectiveness (1996b: p118)

Notwithstanding some minor variations in focus, the central themes which characterise good

EIA systems tend to focus on EIA as an external regulatory mechanism. That is, effective EIA

requires a firm legislative and accountable base rather than an informal base. This does not

mean to say that proponents cannot or do not take the initiative with voluntary adoption of EIA,

and there are indications that governments in Australia are moving away from prescriptive and

enforcement-oriented regulatory approaches, towards more 'responsive regulation' (Ayres and

Braithwaite 1992). As suggested in Chapter Two, this allows organisations to take initiative,

adopt voluntary standards and implement self-regulation, but only so long as they co-operate

with government requirements (Ayres and Braithwaite 1992; Laws and Aust 1994). In

responsive regulation, the absence of co-operation means that more stringent mechanisms come
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into play (Ayres and Braithw aite 1992). A major feature of the self-regulation approach is the

use of Environmental Management Systems (EMS) which is receiving significant attention in

the literature (eg Altham and Guerin 1999; Epstein and Roy 1996).

EMSs will not however, replace EIA. As Ridgway (1998) notes, there are key differences

where for instance, EIA is a one-off event whereas an EMS entails ongoing management by

proponents; EIA is applied to new projects whereas EMS is applicable to all operations; EIA

falls within a regulatory framework whereas EMS in independent of regulatory frameworks;

EIA is usually compulsory whereas EMS is generally voluntary; and EIA forces external

cultural change within organisations whereas EMS involves internal cultural change (Ridgway

l99S). However, as already indicated in Chapter Three, and later in the analysis of Transport

SA, EIA can also involve internal cultural change in reflection of the internal model of reform.

Nonetheless, there is still an assumption that threats of external legislative requirements and

sanctions are the best approach, because it enables the community and government to oversee

the development approval process (eg refer Kennedy 1988; Raff 1997). In a world of

increasing self-regulation, EIA as an external regulatory mechanism is becoming more of a

safety net, but it is still unclear how this increasing and internal self-regulation via EMSs will

affect the practice of external EIA requirements (eg will it reduce the numbers of EISs required

if environmental values become increasingly internalised into proponent behaviour,

remembering that this internalisation was what EIA was originally designed to do in the United

States).

4,2.2The System-Evaluation Model for South Australia

There are clearly a number of useful ways for structuring the EIA system-evaluation, but

Ortolano et al's (1987) organisational controls defined in Chapter Two provide a clear,

comprehensive, structured and simple approach to evaluating EIA at this level. Its value also

lies in the ability to immediately identify and compare those factors which may explain EIA

effectiveness and its impacts on organisations. It was thus decided to tailor some of the controls

and to incorporate several existing evaluation criteria such as those by Wood (1994), under each

control category. It should, however, be noted that the categories are not mutually exclusive in

this approach, and that some criteria could fit in more than one category; nor are the criteria

always used in the manner intended by the original authors.3 This is because, in addition to

structuring the evaluation around broad categories, it was also attempted to structure the

framework around a sequence of events, although this was difficult because the process is in

fact iterative. But there are some linear occurrences (eg the EIS is required, guidelines are

produced, public review ocsurs [but this can occur throughout the process including at the

3For instance, public and agency control were delìned as informal public pressures outside ofthe EIA system and

existing procedural controli by Ortolano et at (1987), whereas in this research, public/agency control incorporates

formal procedural requirements for public involvement'
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triggering stagel, evaluation and decision-making follows, finishing with monitoring and

follow-up).

The full evaluation framework is presented in Table (4.2), and is framed around six evaluation

categories: legislative-administrative control;judicial control; procedural control; public-agency

control; evaluative control; and follow-up control. In a similar manner to Lawrence (1997),

performance will be assessed on a three-point scale where: O=not addressed; O.s=partly

addressed; and 1=addressed. Partly addressed can also relate to informal practice where there is

no formalised requirement in the EIA system. Additional increments in grading performance

could also have been used as done by Lawrence (eg 0.75=somewhat addressed), but these were

not included because not all of the criteria could be assessed to this level of detail (see also

Section 4.4.4: data analysis).

It is also possible in the system-evaluationframework to attain an index of performance in many

of the EIA principles noted earlier. That is:

o purposive (criteria 1.6, l.l, 1.8, 1.9, 3.4, 3.7-3.12. 3.14-3.16,5.5, 5.8, 5.9);

. Specificity and certainty (criteria 1.8, 1.9, 1.10, 1.11,2.1,2.4,2.5,3.I,3.2,4.1,5'2, 5.5, 5'8);

. integrated and complete (criteria 1.6, l'7,1.9, l'10' l.ll, I.I2,3.1-3.17);

. flexible (criteria 1.5, LIz, 4.2, 5'3, 5.1, 6'6, 6'7);

. transparent and participative (criteria 1.8, 1.9, 2.3,2.4,3.1,3'2,3.13,4.1-4.16, 5.1, 5.5, 5'8, 6.1,

6.S);

. mandatory, enforceable, accountable (criteria 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4,2.1-2.3, 4.1-4'16,5'1, 5.3, 5'4,5.6,

5.'7 , 5.9, 5. 10, 5. I I , 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5, 6.6); and

. verifiable (criteria 6.1,6.2,6.3, 6.4, 6.1)'

The inclusion or omission of particular criteria to measure these principles and the controls is

ultimately subjective and more criteria could be included in some cases,4 but they do have

comparative value as long as they are used consistently between evaluations. The system'

evaluation framework is applied to the South Australian EIA system in Chapter Five, and is

further addressed in Chapter Ten in relation to factors such as the magnitude, pervasiveness,

innovativeness and resources of the EIA policy to understand government organisational

responses in South Australia relative to the United States.

4For example, specificity could also include all of the procedural criteria; verifiable could include all criteria

which relate to informatiôn provision against which outcomes can be measured, such as stipulation of mitigation

measures.
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Table 4.2: System-Evaluation Framework

1. LEGISLATIVE & ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL

1.1 ls the EIA system based on legislative provisions?

1.2 ls there a central environmental/planning agency which oversees and co-ordinates the process?

1.3 lf there is a central agency, is it independent of the proponent?

1.4 lf there is a central agency, is it independent from government?

1.S Are there opportunities for the Minister for Environment or Planning to trigger or call in an EIA?

1.6 ls the EIA process/legislation co-ordinated with the land use planning system?

1.7 ls the process co-ordinated with the environment protection system (eg pollution control)?

1.8 Does the process have clear environmental objectives outlined in legislation or guidelines?

1.9 ls the 'environment' broadly defined to encapsulate social, biophysical, cultural and economic factors?

1.10 Does EIA apply equally to both private and public works?

1.11 Does the EIA system apply to programmes, plans and policies, as well as to projects?

1 .12 ls the process flexible enough to include different levels of formal assessment which consider variations in

the scale of proPosals?

2.IUDICIAL CONTROL

2.1 Are there mechanisms for court action regarding a breach of compliance to the EIA process (ie judicial

review)?

2.2 Are there mechanisms for court action regarding the final decision (ie appeals)

2.3 ls there provision for third party judicial review (ie broad 'standing' rights)?

2.4 ls there provision for third party appeals?

2.S lf provisions for court action/appeals are present, are there clear guidelines available about when the action

is appropriate and the process involved?

3. PROCEDURAL CONTROL'T

3.1 Are clear steps of the EIA procedure outlined in legislation (or less mandatory guidelines)?

3.2 Are there prescribed generic contents for the EIS?

3.3 Must scoping occur resulting in project-specific guidelines?

3.4 Must the proponent outline the need for the proposal?

3.5 Must means of financing the project be detailed or guaranteed?

3.6 Must the existing environment be described?

3.7 Must the proponent consider alternative actions in the EIA process?

3.8 Must the proponent outline the direct effects of the action?
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Table 4.2 Continued: System-Evaluation Framework

3.9 Must the proponent consider cumulative effects?

3.10 Must the proponent consider the irreversible nature of impacts?

3.11 Must the proponent consider indirect effects?

3.12 Must the proponent evaluate the relative'significance'of impacts?

3.13 Must the proponent describe any public involvement in draft EIS preparation (or equivalent)?

3.14 Must the proponent outline mitigation and management measures?

3.1S Must the proponent define the effectiveness of any m¡tigat¡on or management measures (le note residual

impacts)?

3.16 Must the proponent stipulate monitoring measures, and details of implementation and contingencies?

3.17 Must the EIS make note of uncertainties?

4. PUBLIC AND AGENCY CONTROL

4.1 Are the requirements for public involvement transparent and certain?

Are there mechanisms for pubtic and government input into:

4.2 relerring proposals for the Minister to consider in triggering the EIA process?

4.3 determining the levels of assessment?

4.4 lhe scoping process when formulating guidelines (or equivalent)?

4.5 during draft EIS preparation (or equivalent)?

4.6 upon release of the draft EIS (or equivalent)?

4.7 public meeting/hearing?

4.8 the Government Assessment Report (where prepared) (eg at the highest level of assessment in Tasmania,

a draft assessment report is released for consultation prior to final assessment report)

4.9 ls there provision for the proponent to respond to public and government comments?

4.10 Are there provisions for the public to comment on the proponent's response if it is inadequate or
misinterprets public submissions?

ls there a requirement for the following documents to be published?

4.11 Guidelines for EIA process (or equivalent)?

4.12Drall EIS (or equivalent)

4.13 FinalElS (where relevant)?

4.14 Government Assessment Report (or equivalent)?

4.1S Decision (including a justification of the decision and how the EIA influenced it relative to other factors)?

4.16 Monitoring and compliance reports (where prepared)?
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5. EVALUATIVE CONTROL

5.1 ls there a list of actions which automatically trigger the EIA process?

5.2 Are there clear criteria for determining the need for EIA (if the decision is discretionary)?

5.3 ls the triggering process controlled by an independent authority?

S.4 ls there an explicit mechanism which postpones the decision until the EIA process has been completed
(unless criterion 5.5 aPPlies)?

S.5 ls there provision for an early refusal so that the EIA process is not undertaken unnecessarily?

S.6 ls there provision for a reviewing unit and/or Minister to request further information and/or amendment of the

EIS?

5.7 Are there mechanisms which enable a reviewing unit and/or Minister to prevent the use of inadequate ElSs

in the final decision?

5.8 lf ElSs are centrally reviewed, is there a clear outline of the criteria to be considered in the evaluation of the

EIS quality?

S.9 ls there provision for the reviewing unit to make recommendations to the decision-maker regarding the

decision and conditions?

S.10 ls there clear guidance on the factors to be considered in the final decision which identifies priority areas

and outlines impact acceptability?

5.11 Must the findings of the EIA be central considerations in the final decision?

5.12 Can the final decision involve refusal and the attachment of conditions on the proposed action?

S.13 For private sector proposals, is the final decision resulting f rom the EIA process made externally and is it

binding on the proponent (or advisory)?

S.14 For public sector proposals (ie crown development), is the final decision made externally and is it binding

on the proponent (or advisory)?

5.1S Can decisions and conditions be formally enforced by penalties/sanctions if the proponent fails to comply?

6. FOLLOW-UP CONTROL

6.1 Are there mechanisms for EIA outcomes to be linked to construction with requirements for Environmental

Management Plans (more detailed than mitigation measures outlined in the EIS)?

6.2 Are there mechanisms which allow the government to request monitoring or auditing?

6.3 lf monitoring provisions exist, are there provisions for monitoring be conducted by a party external to the

proponent?

6.4 Are there requirements for the proponent to submit regular monitoring and compliance reports?

6.5 Are there mechanisms for the government to impose contingency procedures on the proponent in the event

of non-compliance?

6.6 ls there provision for the EIA system to be monitored and, if necessary, be amended to incorporate

feedback from exPerience?

6.7 ls there a central database of all ElAs undertaken and decisions made?

Table 4.2 Continued: System-Evaluation Framework
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4.3 THE CCP FRAMEWORK: ORGANISATIONAL LEVEL

4.3.L A Universal Definition of Change?

Significant insight about change and EIA at the organisational level has already been gained in

previous chapters. However, three authors on the subject of organisational change, two of

which were referring to EIA, refrained from rigidly defining this issue in order to avoid

becoming 'bogged down in a semantic quagmire' (eg Mosher in Caiden 1969; Liroff 1976:'

Mazmanian and Nienaber 1919). Caiden (1969) suggests that the concept of reform is not

clear-cut, whilst Mosher suggests that:

'...any definition...would be either so encompassing as to call forth the wrath or ridicule of
otheis, or so limiting as to stupefy its own disciples. Perhaps it is best that it not be defined'
(in Caiden 1969: p10).

Yet because different approaches in research will ultimately produce different types of analysis

and outcomes (Caiden 1969), attributes of organisational change need to be clarified upfront.

Originally, it was intended to have one defining statement which encapsulated effective

organisational change, but similar to Liroff and others' conclusions, this became unwieldy.

Instead, a number of key goals to guide the evaluation were extracted from Chapters Two and

Three, including Mazmanian and Nienaber's (1979) four indicators of change: environmental

objectives, reorganisation (or capability), changes to substantive outputs (ie bettet decisions),

and moves towards more open planning (or'openness').

The identification of these goals for change (translated to criteria) is guided by the underlying

notion that certain preconditions should exist, not only within the EIA system, but also within

the organisation which will facilitate (but not guarantee) more effective outcomes in decision-

making. The use of multiple indicators and criteria across a wide scope of behaviours or

organisational characteristics may be more reliable than having 'one' broad indicator of change.

Drawing the information from previous chapters together, the measurement of organisational

change in this research focuses on three broad aspects of organisations which are encompassed

by the CCP framework (Figure 4.2); that is:

. an organisation's capabiliry to implement EIA;

. an organisation's culture for EIA; and

' ElAperformance.

A preliminary version of this framework was presented at the International Association of

Impact Assessment Conference in 1998 (McCarthy 1998). The three components of the CCP

framework are defined below.
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4.3.2 Cap ability for EIA

The criteria for the 'capability' component of the CCP evaluation framework are presented in

Table (4.3), and are assessed in Chapter Seven for the two case study organisations: Transport

SA and ETSA. The organisational capability refers to the broader organisational response to

EIA. It is in part reflective of the surface level of the organisational iceberg defined in Chapter

Two and, in this research, comprises the formal and visible response to EIA requirements. The

indicators of organisational capability encapsulate EIA goals, procedures (including other

environmental management processes), staff, structures, resources and knowledge which are

reflective of the techno-structural and human-relations approaches to change defined in Chapter

Two. Other researchers (eg Mazmanian and Nienaber 1979; Gray and Gray 1983; Lenox and

Ehrenfeld 1997) similarly refer to the concept of organisational 'capability' in the change or

policy implementation process.

Goals, Environmental Policies and Plans,
Staff , Structure, Procedures, Training

Programmes, Knowledge Bases,
Resources

I.EIA Capability

EIA System

Legislative Control, Judicial
Control, Procedural Control,
Public and Agency Control,

Evaluative & Follow-up
Control, Magnitude,

Pervasiveness,
lnnovativeness, Duration

ccP
Match

?

Attitudes, internalisation of 'environment'
into values systems, new rituals and

stories, power and influence of
environmental staff

2. EIA Culture

Other

Other Environmental
Legislation & lnitiatives,

Political Pressures,
lnformal Public Pressures

(outside of the EIA process),
Market Pressures &

Competition

3. EIA Perþrmance

Compliance, EIS Quality,
Openness & Responsiveness

Figure 4.2: Illustration of the CCP Framework
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Table 4.3: Evaluating Capability for EIA in the CCP Framework

1.1 OBIECTIVES AND PROCEDURES

1.1.1 Has the o environmental in its mission statement?

1.1.2 Have internal EIA been

1.1.3 Do these ures (where they exist) rate at least satisfactory according to the system-evaluation

1.1.4 Has the organisation developed broader environmental procedures, management systems, and/or
guidelines which may inform the EIA process?

1.2 STAFF AND STRUCTURES

1.2.1 Has the staff with enviro

1.2.2 ls there a 'critical mass' sufficient for these staff to pervade both EIA for new project developments
and other activities?

1.2.3 D staff have a ran ds?

1.2.4 Are these staff located in the organisation's structure to facilitate autonomy and independence in
revtewt isational

1.2.5 A re rhese staff located tn isation's structure to facilitate influence on the planning and

dec ts ron-ma

1.2.6 Do these staff have broader environmental management roles such as education, research, policy

which indi the EIA

I.3-L.4 KNOWLEDGE & RESOURCES

1.3.1 Do involved in the EIA have kn e of the EIA

1.3.2 Are employees aware of, and have sufficient knowledge levels of, external environmental policy

requirements which may guide EIA rocess?

1.3.3 Are employees aware of internal environmental policies, procedures or guidelines which guide the

EIA n rocess?

1.4.1 the financial resources red sufficient to nt EIA?

1.4.2 Are the time resources red sufficient to I lement EIA?

1.4.3 Are the staff numbers sufficient to lement EIA?

1.4.4 Are the levels of rtise considered nt to ment E

1.4.5 Are external consultants used where internal staff numbers are insufficient?

Organisational goals are also included in this research, not only because they were indicators in

research on EIA in the United States (egMazmanian and Nienaber 1979), but also because they

are considered an important 'first step' and 'roadmap' in the change process (Ransom and
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Lober 1999: p2). Similarly, resources are an important and obvious factor in the implementation

process, and must be adequate for 'without a minimum critical mass of resources, you become

consumecl with day-to-day firefighting and never make progress' (Maclean and Monty 1999:

p19). Yet they are not sufficient on their own, and environmental information also needs to be

valued and understood (Lenox and Ehrenfeld 1997), which leads us to the consideration of

culture.

4.3.3 Culture for EIA

As also indicated in Chapter Two, organisational culture is a complex concept and not open to

simple definition, yet if one was to dwell on this complexity and rhetoric of definition, then an

evaluation which attempts to encompass many contextual factors becomes difficult, if not

impossible. Organisational culture is treated in this research as one aspect of the organisation,

but others have stated that organisations are cultures (Meyerson and Martin 1981)' That is,

formal capability is simply a reflection of the organisational culture. But organisational

capability and culture are deliberately separated in this research to differentiate between the more

official, visible responses to EIA (ie capability), and the less visible and informal responses at

the base of the organisational iceberg (le culture). It is a restricted view of culture, with a focus

on subcultures within the organis ation (ie EIA participants) which may not be reflective of the

overall dominant culture (if there is one), which is similar to the approach taken by Petts et al

(1999). While attitudes are not always a good predictor of behaviour (refer Chapter Two), they

are impoftant indicators in EIA. According to Liroff:

'One certain indicator of agencies' desire to comply with NEPA was their willingness to speak

in opposition to the statute and its mandated procedures. If an agency launched an especially

strong attack on the statute, it was a sure sign that it cared little for compliance' (Litoff 1976:

pl 19).

An accepted and quick methodology for measuring culture does not exist (eg refer Ott 1989;

Tucker et al 1990),5 and the full depth of an organisation's culture is difficult to diagnose

accurately (Ott 1989). Ott (1989) defines culture as a dynamic 'concept' rather than a static

'thing' which is an important distinction given that the latter can be measured, whilst the former

is simply 'created in people's minds'. The difficulties of evaluating this aspect of organisational

behaviour have also been noted by Senior:

'It is significant that the metaphor of an iceberg not only points to the overt and covert aspects

of orginisations, but draws aìtention to the proposition that the informal systems, as well as

being tridden are the greater part of the organisational iceberg. However, as with an iceberg,

they-may not become apparent until one collides with them unwittingly. Thus the difficulties
in ã"tecilng the extent and characteristics of the hidden part of the iceberg are analogous to the

5However, some methods have been proposed (eg Tucker et al 1990; Fletcher and Jones 1992), and Ott (1989)

and Rousseau (1990) give a.ummary of the different qualitative and quantitative approaches, although

quantitative approaches are believed by Ott to be limited.
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difficulties encountered in examining and understanding the more informal, hidden aspects of
organisational behaviour' (Senior 1997: p100).

Nonetheless, aspects of the deeper culture[s] for EIA participants will arise from in-depth

interviews (see later reference to the interview process), and the criteria used in the evaluation

are presented in Table (4.4). The culture for EIA in the two case study organisations is

explored in Chapter Eight.

Table 4.4: Evaluating Culture for EIA in the CCP Framework

2.1 ATTITUDES & VALUES

2.1.1 Are individuals involved in EIA within the organisation committed to the values of EIA and

environmental protection,
it at least equallv with othe

particularly those who are from 'non- environmental' backgrounds (ie value
Í as technical or econo

2.1.2 D that has a ronmental commitment in th

2.1.3 Do employees perceive that there is a match between the organisation's commitment in theory to
tn

2.1.4 Do employees believe that E IA ts an rmpo rtant tool for ac hieving the organisati on's envtronmental

AS to or ublic

2.1.5 Are environment staff valued within the organisation?

2.1.6 ls there a culture which formally rewards good performance in EIA?

2.2 COMMUNICATION

2.2.1 ls communication considered to be effective in the EIA and planning process between all internal
EIA?

2.2.2 ls communication considered to effective particularly with environment staff?

2.2.3 ls communication considered to be effective in the EIA and planning process between the
n and external 2

2.2.4 ls EIA perceived to be a mechanism for improving coordination between the different parties in the

rocess?

2.2.5 ls the culture such that individuals are confident about expressing their opinions concerning

environmental factors in a peer group situation, particularly if this opinion is contrary to the dominant
ie lack of

2.3 INFLUENCE IN EIA

2.3.1 Are all internal groups involved in EIA perceived to have an influence on the EIA and planning

2.3.2 Are environmental staff in particular, perceived to have the power to influence, change or prevent

envt

2.3.3 2.3.3 ls the organisational culture open to influence from external groups such as the public and

conservation groups?
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4.3.4 EIA Performance

There is little point in evaluating organisational change in response to the EIA

without examining EIA performance in practice at the project level.6 Thus, eight project case

studies which have undergone EIA are examined and are addressed in further detail in Chapter

Nine. Some indicators of EIA performance were addressed in Chapter Three (eg compliance,

EIS quality, improvements in decision-making), but there are also several other studies which

measure EIA practice and performance at the project level. Many of the indicators and criteria

are summarised in Appendix (2). Ortolano et al (1987), for example, developed five broad

indicators of EIA effectiveness comprising procedural compliance; EIS completeness;

appropriate methods used; influence on decision-making; and weight given to environmental

factors (eg Ortolano et al 1987; Ortolano 1993; Tu 1993). The international study of EA

effectiveness used similar indicators including contribution of EIA to decision-making;

implementation of terms and conditions; and benefits to the environment (Sadler 1996).

These evaluation categories are similar to those identified by others including Lee et aI (1994)

who assessed EIA in terms of its influence on project modifications, cost-effectiveness, and

balanced decision-making; Kobus and Lee (1993) who used three criteria comprising timing of

EIA, degree of integration into planning, and the management of EA activities; Anderson and

Sadler (1994) who related EIA effectiveness to timing of assessment, EIA quality, and

outcomes (decisions and'on-the-ground'); and the CEARC (1988) which defined dimensions

of 'effectiveness', 'efficiency' and 'fairness' in EIA (for example, does the EIA information

contribute to decisions, are the predictions accurate?). One of the more important conclusions

commonly reached is that EIA should be integrated into planning at an early stage, although this

rarely occurs (eg refer Ortolano 1993; James 1995; van Eck and Scholten 1996).

Examples of other significant studies which outline or use indicators or criteria for evaluating

EIA practice and/or EIS quality, some of which are summarised in Appendix (2), include those

by Enk (1973), Curtis (1982), Ross (1987), Lee and Colley (1992), Lee and Dancey (1993),

Lee and Brown (1992), van de Gronden (1994), 'Wood (1995),'Wood and Bailey Q99Ð;
'Wood et al (1996), Devuyst (1994), Devuyst et al (1993), Valappil et al (1994), Ridgway

(1995), Mostert (1995), DEP(WA) (1996),Leu et aI (1996a;1996b), Sippe (1994a;1996),

Hirji and Ortolano (1991); Radcliff and Edwards-Jones (1995); Guilanpour and Sheate (1997)

Raff (1997), Salk et at (1999), and Byron et aI (2000). Although also important, criteria which

measure the actual impacts on the environment (re was environmental protection achieved?) are

rare, and one would have to examine the literature which directly refers to'auditing'to gain a

6Th" focus is on the project level given that in South Australia, EIA is not directly targeted at higher policies,

plans or programmes (lø Strategic Environmental Assessment). However, the organisations were asked whether

or not they practise a form of SEA regardless of the lack of formal requirements.
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better picture of this aspect of EIA evaluation (egBalley and Hobbs 1990; Wood et al2000). It

is not, however, a focus in this thesis given the limited presence of auditing and monitoring

documents in the organisations studied.

The structure of the EIA performance component of the CCP framework ,which draws upon

existing criteria and dimensions, is presented in Table (4.5) and in more detail in Appendix (3).

Four categories structure the evaluation comprising: EIA compliance; EIS quality; proponent

openness; and proponent responsiveness. A more detailed rationale for each of these categories

is presented in Chapter Nine which assesses EIA performance in the two case study

organisations. The quality of the organisation's EISs were evaluated based on eight categories

of information, and the criteria reflect a modified version of Lee and Colley's (1992) review

package (without the higher review areas). The EIS evaluation categories comprise the

proposal-policy framework, description of the environment, impact assessment, consideration

of alternatives, mitigation, monitoring, communication and presentation, and degree of

community and government controversy (see Chapter Nine). Grading of EIA performance is

similar to the approach used in the system-evaluation, although greater numbers of increments

are used based on Lawrence's approach. For instance:

a

a

1 =addressed (excellent);

Partly addressed was subdivided into:

0 .J 5 =lar gely addres sed (s ati sfactory/very good) ;

0. 5 =somewhat addressed (ust satisfactory) ; and

0.21=addressed to a limited extent (not satisfactory)

O=not addressed.a

This is further subdivided by equal increments of 0.12 (i¿ 0.88=B-A; 0.63=C-B; 0.37=D-C;

0.12=E-D). The approach adopted for analysing the data is briefly explored in Section (4.4.4).

4.4 RESEARCH APPROACH & METHODS

The case study research strategy is adopted in this research (refer Yin 1989) because it can be

used to both test and to generate new theories, and because there are several organisational and

implementation studies which have used this approach (refer Montjoy and O'Toole 1919;

Bryman 1989). Given that the approach is a combination of exploratory and explanatory

research (ie what, how and why), it is not guided or constrained by rigid hypotheses, and

involves in-depth analysis of both the phenomenon being studied (ie the organisations and EIA)

and its context, both of which are particularly important features of case study reseatch (eg tefer

Hellriegel and Slocum 1976;Bryman 1989; Yin 1989)'
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Table 4.5: Criteria for Evaluating EIA Performance

DIMENSION CATEGORY CRITERIA

1. Compliance 1.1 Legislative Compliance
1.2 Guidelines Compliance
1.3 Decision Compliance
1.4 Comoliance Plus

2. EIS Quality 2.1 Proposal 2.1.1 Project Rationale
2.1.2 Prcjecl Description
2.1.3 Policv Framework

2.2 Environment
2.2.1 Environment Categories Referred to?
2.2.2 Environmental Description Detai I

2.2.3 Future Environments and Capacity
2.2.4 Definition of Environmental Boundary

2.3 Description of lmPacts
2.3.1 lmpact Categories Referred to?
2.3.2 lmpacts Details
2.3.3 lndirect lmpacts
2.3.4 Evaluation of lmpact Significance

2.4 Alternatives
2.4.1 Alternatives Addressed?
2.4.2 Rankinq Alternatives

2.5 Mitioation
2.5.1 Mitigation ldentified?
2.5.2M

2.6 Monitorinq
2.6.1 Monitoring Addressed?
2.6.2 Monitorinq Detail

2.7 Communication &
Presentation

2.7.1 Description of Methods
2.7 .2 lnlormation Sou rces
2.7.3 All relevant Sections?
2.7.4 Arrangement of EIS
2.7.5 Readability
2.7.6 lntegrated Whole?
2.7.7 Lenglh?
2.7 .8 lnformation Emphasis
2.7.9 Conclusions Emphasis

2.8 Controversy 2.8.1 Public Controversy
2.8.2 Government ControversY

3. Openness &
Consultation 3.1 Attitude 3.1.1 Genuine

3.1.2 of

3.2 Timing/l ntegration 3.2.1 lntegration EIA with Project Conception
3.2.2 lntegration of EIA with Site Selection Planning
3.2.3 lntegration of EIA with Project Design
3.2.4 lntegration of EIA with Construction
3.2.5 Timinq of Public Consultation

3.3 Approach 3.3.1 Consultation Techniques
3.3.2 Transparency of lnformation
3.3.3 Resource and Time Table Flexibility

3.4 Controversy 3.4.1 Public ControversY
3.4.2 Government Controversv

4. Proponent
Responsiveness 4. 1 Alternatives-Weighting 4.1.1 'Best' Option Adopted?

4.1.2 Environmental Weiqhtinq

4.2 Changes 4.2.1 Process Changes
4.2.2 Proposal Changes
4.2.3 Evidence of Broader Learning?

4.3 Controversy 4.5.1 Public Controversy
4.5.2 Government ControversY
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The researcher's perspective is also an important factor in this type of research (Taylor and

Bogdan 1998), where the researcher can 'bring a distinct perspective...which does not deny the

possibility of achieving a degree of objectivity in investigation, but one which equally does not

cleny the presence and the significance of the values, the passions, and the subjectivity of the

observer'(Turner 1988: pl15). Taylor and Bogdan similarly note:

'What you see and report as findings depends on who you are and how you see the world.

Findings do not exist independently of the consciousness of the observer. All observations are

filtered through the researcher's selective lens' (Taylor and Bogdan 1998: p160).

This research is premised upon a perspective constructed from several years of study in the

environmental studies field; that is, the research is conducted from an academic and

interdisciplinary-advocacy view of environmental protection. This is likely to contrast with the

views of those being researched in the organisations, given that most are engineers who perhaps

have different priorities and a more pragmatic view of the world. Given the potential extremes in

perspective (and hence interpretation of results), the challenge in this research was to attempt a

balance between being overly critical (from the advocacy and sometimes 'idealistic'

perspective), and being overly complimentary (from the more pragmatic and 'realistic'

perspective).

4.4.1 Case Study Research & Selection Rationale

The case study approach is frequently based on only a small number of cases, and although

larger numbers of cases improves the generalisability of results, as the number increases, the

'clistinctiveness of the case study approach becomes questionable, especially since the emphasis

on the unique context that is a feature of the case study is easily lost' (Btyman 1989: pl72).

The depth of analysis associated with a small number of case studies has been criticised because

it cannot be generalised to other contexts, but this has been challenged (Bryman 1989).

According to Bryman (1989: pl73) the'aim is not to infer the findings from a sample to a

population, but to engender patterns and linkages of theoretical importance' . To attain as much

understanding as possible about organisational behaviour in the EIA context, it was believed

that an in-depth study of one jurisdiction and two organisations would be more valuable than a

superficial study of more organisations. As Taylor (1934) noted in his research on the Corps of

Engineers and the Forest Service, any more than two organisations would 'tax...research

resources or result in a supefficial understanding of each organization, while studying only one

organization would undermine one's confidence in the generalilability of findings' (Taylor

1984: p3a0). Although not in the context of EIA, calls for more in-depth studies of

organisations in the environmental change or 'greening' process have also been made by

Shrivastava and Scott (1992), Schot and Fische r (1993), and V/alley and Stubbs (1999).
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An 'embedded' case study approach was adopted in this research (refer Yin 1989) with case

studies at three levels: (i) the jurisdiction (ie South Australia),7 (ii) the organisations (ie

Transport SA and ETSA), and (iii) projects which have undergone EIA in both organisations,

with the organisation being the main unit of analysis. South Australia was chosen both for

logistical reasons (ease of access to information), and because it has an EIA process which is

similar in many ways to the United States' EIA process, but without mechanisms for court

enforcement. The choice of organisational case studies was restricted to those government

agencies which had the most EIA experience, and hence, potential for change. ETSA

Corporation (with a particular focus on its subsidiary Electranet SA) had the most experience

under EIA law and completed approximately 15 EISs (some prior to the formal enactment of

EIA under the Planning Act).8 No other government agency had a similar amount of EISs

under the formal EIA system, but Transport SA was chosen because of its significant

experience in informal and internal EIA (although in two sases, the formal process had also

been triggered). A more detailed introduction to the case study organisations is presented in

Chapter Six.

In terms of the project case studies, whilst it would be ideal to examine all projects undergoing

EIA in each organisation, this was not possible given that in-depth information was sought from

a variety of information sources. The number of project case studies within each organisation

was thus restricted to four which, although not comprehensive, still provides considerable

insight into the organisations' attitudes and behaviour in EIA. Two large-scale projects which

triggered the formal EIA process were selected within each organisation, in addition to two

projects which were either smaller in scale, or triggered an informal EIA process. It is

important to note however, that given the limited choices available, the project case studies

which underwent EIA are not directly comparable with each other in terms of level of

assessment and time-frames. Rather they simply serve to illustrate organisational behaviour and

decision-making at particular points in time during the 1980s and during the 1990s. The project

case studies are discussed in detail in Chapter Nine.

4.4.2 Organis ational Acces s

Another key criterion for the choice of case studies was approval from each organisation to

conduct the research, as was also the case in Ridgway's (1995) research on EIA in Australia.

Access is a key issue in organisational research, and has been described in methodology

literature as something of a unique experience (eg Buchanan et a|1988; Bulmer 1988; Bryman

Twhilst also comparing outcomes with trends in the United States, it is not technically a comparative study of
jurisdictions because the US information utilised in this thesis is based on secondary data, and a systematic

tomparison protocol was not adopted to generate primary information for both jurisdictions.
8Relative to the United States which has produced thousands of EISs, the number of EISs in South Australia is

considerably lower. Since the enactment of the Planning Act, only 41 EISs had been completed overall (Harvey

1998), although a number of EISs had also been completed prior to this Act.
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1989; May 1991). It has been said for example, that when seeking access, researchers are faced

with'seemingly unlimited contingencies... ranging from being gleefully accepted to being

thrown out on one's ear (Johnson in Lee 1993: pl21). Because of these difficulties, Crompton

and Jones (1938) note that in-depth studies of organisations are still rare. Fortunately, both of

the chosen organisations were co-operative, open to analysis and approved the research within a

very short time frame. The process of gaining access was relatively straightforward:

a key 'environmentally-oriented' contact was established and maintained in both of the

organisations (le what Buchanan et aI 1988 would call a 'gate-keeper');

preliminary interviews were held with this contact, during which the possibilities of gaining

research access to the organisations was discussed and contacts at the executive levels were

identified;

formal letters requesting permission and outlining a summary of the research, the benefits to

the organisations, and the importance of confidentiality of information were then forwarded

to the executive/corporate staff in September and October I99l; and

it was arranged that the organisations have access to the thesis, and a confidentiality

agreement was signed with Transport SA.

Permission to undertake the research was received from both Transport SA and ETSA in

October lgg7. Permission was also sought from the EIA Branch (then in DHUD) and

approved in August 1996. To protect participants in the EIA process, an 'invisible footnoting'

system is adopted in a similar manner to the one used by Ridgway (1995). In other words,

unpublished sources of information are coded and only made available to the examiner.

In organisational research there is sometimes an assumption that formal access automatically

grants unconditional access, but access is in fact an ongoing process of negotiation and is often

conditional (Lee Ig93). The research required an introduction to each project manager (which

had responsibility for the projects assessed in this research), to section managers, and to

individual staff members for interview participation. Access to internal reports was not always

guaranteed (eg Cabinet reports were confidential), and because access required ongoing

negotiation, it required some degree of persistence. According to Bresnen:

'The point that is often missed about research in the real-life social setting of an organization is

that many of the methods that are useful for obtaining reliable and valid case data rely upon

some degree ofcunning, deviousness, opportunism and persistence on the part ofthe researcher'

(Bresnen 1988: p47).

Persistence was necessary because requests for information were sometimes forgotten by

employees in the chaos and business of meeting time constraints in each organisation, but there

also needed to be respect for hierarchical protocols in organising interviews and questionnaires.

a

o
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4.4.3 Multiple Methods

As is often characteristic of case study approaches (Yin 1989; Hakim l98l), the assessment of

organisational change and EIA performance relied on multiple research methods to both cross-

check accuracy and to fill gaps in information which could not be provided by relying on only

one research method. Yin notes (1982: p85) that there is 'no adequate research craft in the

social sciences for studying the situation where phenomenon and context are intertwined.' The

methods in this research encapsulate a combination of interviews, a limited form of participant

observation, questionnaires, and document analysis. This resulted in a large amount of data but

as noted by Whitely:

'Because of the need to chart the way through a case, often having to fill in gaps and imagine

information that is not explicitly given, the linear approach and the 'one solution' are

discouraged. The idea is to generate as much data as possible about the situation including
ideas and concepts as well as the facts as they appear' (Whiteley'1995: pl30)'

This was facilitated in part with the use of a research journal, and by the end of this research,

four journals were filled with ideas for the evaluation approach and themes for discussion.

Interaiews

The'favoured digging tool' of the social researcher is the interview (Taylor and Bogdan 1998:

pS7). The research began with preliminary, open-ended and 'loosely' structured interviews

(refer Bryman 1989) which aimed to identify how the EIA process operated in each

organisation, who was involved, any common themes which might be worth pursuing, and

how to gain access to the organisations. The approach was similar in nature to Harrison's

(1987)'orientation' interview, although not as detailed. Many of the'what' and'how'

questions were answered in this phase so that other issues such as attitudes could be focused on

in subsequent interviews. Following the administration of a questionnaire (see below),

interviews were arranged with as many EIA participants as was possible, although some

individuals were unable to participate due to time constraints. The number of interviews selected

essentially involved'theoretical sampling'where a saturation point is eventually reached, and

additional interviews provide no significant new insights (Taylor and Bogdan 1998).

A total of 60 interviews were conducted within, and external to, the organisations, although

some people were interviewed more than once. Interviews ranged from approximately three

quarters of an hour to three hours. The primary group of participants included planners,

designers, project managers and environmental officers. The number of EIA participants

identified in ETSA (9) was considerably lower than in Transport SA, partly because ETSA had

fewer projects, relied heavily on consultants, and triggered the EIA process less frequently

(refer Chapter Seven). Interviews were also conducted where possible with other employees to
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gain a broader context of the organisations, although this was primarily achieved in Transport

(eg human resources, policy development, and the executive including the Executive Director),

Other interviews were also conducted outside of the case study organisations to gain insight into

EIA's evolution in South Australia. These included:

. an officer from the Department of Environment and Natural Resources (who was one of the

first environmental officers to administer EIA in the State within the then Department of

Environment and Conservation);

. the first environmental officer in Transport SA (then the Highways Department) who had

moved on to another organisation;

. three officers from the EIA Branch in Planning SA;

. an officer from the Commissioner of Public Employment Office; and

. t,,vo past Ministers who were responsible for the environment portfolio in the 1970s and

1 980s.

Several attempts were also made to arrange an interview with the current Minister for Transport

and Urban Planning, but these were unsuccessful.

The interviews were semi-structured or what Yin (1989) terms 'focused' interviews, so that

important issues were consistently addressed, but also so that participants had the opportunity to

expand on a topic or move to a related topic. In this way, several issues were picked up which

would have been omitted if the interviews had been rigidly structured. Three themes guided the

interviews for designers, planners and project managers within the organisations: (i) historical

perspective of the organisation's behaviour and individual attitudes towards EIA and

environmental protection (for long-term employees); (ii) organisational goals and culture; and

(iii) the EIA process and its implementation. Interview themes for other participants were

tailored differently, where environmental officers were also asked about their role and influence

in the EIA process.

Most of the interview participants were happy to help and were interested in the study, although

some were initially and understandably reserved about my role and the use of the information,

which is consistent with Whyte's (1991) summary of the interview process. Ethics in research

is a significant issue (Kumar 1996), and it was believed important to maintain the anonymity of

individuals. Participants were told that they could stop the interview at any time, and verbal

consent was sought to use the information in the thesis. Any comments included in this thesis

are expressed as an interview number rather than sourced by name. In most cases, the

interviews were taped (45 of the interviews) unless the participant felt uncomfortable with this

approach. Buchanan et aI (1988: p61) also taped interviews where they could to better'capture

the richness of the verbatim account', but they noted that the benefits are counteracted by the
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time required for transcribing. Nonetheless, it had advantages over note-taking which tends to

distract from the interview and the flow of 'conversation' (Whyte l99I)'

P ørti cip ønt Ob s era øti o n?

Every bit of time spent within the organisation, whether considered structured or not, can be

viewed as part of the research process, a point which is recognised in participant observation

research (Crompton and Jones 1988). Although this research was not an in-depth participant

observation approach, some insight into the organisation's cultures did become apparent just by

being present in both organisations over a number of months perusing EIA documents and

conducting interviews. The approach was thus a form of indirect and periphery participant

observation where the'researcher is constantly in and around an organization but does not

possess a work role in ir' (Bryman 1989: plal. This presence was significant because as

Bresnen (19S8) notes, research often relies on being at the right place at the right time:

'many issues that are important in the study of organizations and their management (for
example conflict) occur only sporadically and in relation to specific events. In order to get a

fuller understanding of the dynamics of the process (rather than, say, rely upon respondents to

classify a situation as more or less conflict-free), it is helpful to be able to witness these events

in'real time" (Bresnen 1988: p46).

One thus becomes dependent on chance events. Of course, this was not always possible and

much of the day-to-day operation was missed because the role of participant observer was not

more extensive. Full participant observation is not always practical given that one cannot

examine past events or force entry into all situations, and because it involves substantial time

and effort that is not always justified (Taylor and Bogdan 1998). It was originally intended to

have fuller involvement by attendance at project meetings, but this fell through. However,

greater participation was achieved on becoming a member (as an observer) of Transport SA's

'Environment Technology and Advisory Group' (ETAG) which comprised both internal and

external membership. Although not directly related to EIA, this group gave some insight into

attitudes and organisational commitments to the environmental management and research

process.

S elf - Administer e d Qu e sti onn øir es

Following the preliminary interviews, a self-administered questionnaire was designed to

ascertain the commitment and attitudes of EIA participants about the EIA process and its

effectiveness (it thus covered aspects of EIA capability, culture and performance). The

questionnaire was distributed to research colleagues and contacts in the case study organisations

for their evaluation of its ease of use, relevance, and quality (eg any leading or biased questions,

double-barrelled questions, ambiguities, and so on). Most questions were closed although there
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were opportunities to add comments. Several more questions could have been included but the

questionnaire was kept as short as possible to minimise intrusion upon the organisation's time

and to improve the response rate. The final questionnaire (Appendix 4) contained four sections:

. background information (eg age, gender, job title, year of employment, structural location);

. individual awareness of environmental goals and processes (eg priority personally attached

to the environment, familiarity with internal and external environmental policies and

procedures, knowledge levels) ;

. organisational commitment to environmental management (eg organisational priority

attached in both theory [espoused values] and in practice [observed values], the importance

of EIA for achieving the organisation's environmental goals); and

. EIA experience (eg stage EIA begins in project development, constraints and incentives, the

effectiveness of communication and influence of different internal and external groups on

the process, influence on planning and decision-making, and adequacy of resources among

other things).

The questionnaires were tailored slightly differently for each organisation in terms of knowledge

of internal policies. The questionnaires focused on the entire population (55 employees) rather

than a sample of the population. In this case the population was defined as all EIA participants

within the organisations which were identified by the organisations via a process of

'snowballing' (introductions and names from others). Again, the relevant numbers of

participants who responded were much less in ETSA (7 compared to 41 in Transport SA). In

Transport SA, the questionnaire was distributed with an accompanying internal memorandum of

support from the Environmental Unit which gave it more credibility and probably worked to

facilitate the overall response rate of 877o (48 participants from both organisations).

Document Anølysis

To supplement the interviews and questionnaire, archival research (Bryman 1989) was also

conducted over several months. This involved accessing project files for each project case

study. Thousands of documents were viewed including internal reports, memoranda, letters,

minutes of meetings, speeches, and copious notes were taken so that a picture of each case

study could be compiled (Volume II). This information could not however, provide insight into

the nuances and intricacies of communication between different groups, given that much of this

was not documented. Several other sources of information were used to gain insight into the

organisation's history, commitment to environmental management, and culture, and also

towards the evolution of the EIA system in South Australia:
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a corporate plans, policies, mission statements, change strategy documents, structure

diagrams, training programmes;

annual reports, community environment reports, internal newsletters;

public reports (eg draft EISs, Final EISs, Assessment Reports, Public Works Committee

Reports, Working Reports),

internal reports (eg technical design and planning reports);

media (newspaper articles, radio reports, television news broadcasts);

hansard reports; and

general literature (including historical narrations of both organisations).

Like the interviews and questionnaires, the analysis of documents did not assume that they

represented 'independent facts', and it was acknowledged that they could present bias and

provide different interpretations of events (eg tefer ll4:ay 1997)'

4.4.4 Data Analysis

In performance evaluations, it has been suggested that 'the methodology and assumptions

apptied to the scoring systems can have a greater impact on the results than the choice of criteria

themselves' (Peak in Jones and Alabaster 1999: p28). Two different approaches to grading

performance have been used in the EIA evaluation literature, one using categorical

representations of performance, whilst the other uses numerical representations which are

subject to mathematical manipulation (eg averuges). In the former case, reviews of EIS quality

by Lee and Colley (1992), and of EIA effectiveness by Hirji and Ortolano (1991), Devuyst

(lgg4), Vallappil et at (1994), and Sadler (1996), were based on 'ordinal' scales using

categorical names rather than numerical representations. Ordinal measurements are those where

an item or issue can be ranked or ordered in priority, but where there is no equality of difference

between the ranked items (Antonak and Livneh 1988; Salkind 1991). Lee and Colley's

approach orders categories from high to low, and encapsulates grades A-F, where A equals the

highest performance category (ie'relevant tasks well performed, no important tasks left

incomplete'), and where F is the lowest category (ie'very unsatisfactory, important tasks

poorly done or not attempted') (Lee and Colley 1992: pl3). They avoided using numerical

representations of these categories so that 'crude aggregation' of performance was not

undertaken. Similarly, Foster (1985) in her research on EIA in forward land use planning

avoided the aggregative quantitative approach and used a more qualitative, descriptive one.

In contrast, other authors have treated data emerging from EIA evaluations as a form of

'interval' data with the use of numerical scaling approaches to facilitate comparison by

averaging scores. For instance, Hill and Ortolano (1976) defined performance categories for

questionnaire analysis in EIA (eg'no! at all' to 'substantially'), assigned numbers 1-4 to these

a

o

a

o

a

o
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categories, and then presented a crude comparison of means for specific criteria (eg perceptions

about improved coordination in EIA). In Lawrence's (1997) approach, scores were summed

and averaged to obtain an aggregate score of overall EIA performance. A similar approach has

also been undertaken in several studies which measure performance in corporate environmental

reporting (although with different scale terminology and numerical representations) (refer Jones

and Alabaster 1999 for a review of several such studies).

The numerical approach is an attractive one because it allows for the management and

manipulation of large amounts of qualitative information, and facilitates comparative

benchmarking (Jones and Alabaster 1999). As such, this approach was adopted in this research,

but theoretical disputes about the different approaches are acknowledged. Based on Jones and

Alabaster's (1999) understanding, the type of scaling system used by Lawrence (1997) and

other corporate studies is actually based on ordinal and not interval data. Unlike interval scales,

it is generally considered inappropriate to subject ordinal data to mathematical manipulation (ie

addition, means, multiplication) because an equal distance cannot be assumed between the

numbers (Jones and Alabaster 1999). The average is however, applicable to interval scales

which are also categorised and ranked, but there is also knowledge about the differences

between categories; the distance and value between intervals is assumed to be equal; and there is

an arbitrary zero point (ie for convenience, but does not indicate the absence of an item/attitude)

(eg refer Antonak and Livneh 1988; Sproull 1995; Salkind 1997).

Nonetheless, many researchers treat ordinal data as if it were interval data (and hence subject to

mathematical manipulation) (eg Labovltz 1910; Bryman and Cramer 1994; Salkind 1997).

Labovitz in particular notes that any errors will only be minimal and that they will be

outweighed by the advantages of this approach. Salkind goes further to state:

'Most researchers take some liberty in treating ordinal variables (such as scores on a personality

test) as interval level variables, and that is OK as long as they remember that the intervals may

not be (and probably are not) equal. Their interpretation ofthe data needs to take that inequality

into account' (Salkind 1997 : pllT)'

The other problem is that there is no 'rule of thumb' to define exactly when data is ordinal or

interval (Bryman and Cramer 1994; Aaker et al 1995). Sproull (1997) states that the

responsibility lies with the researcher to defend a choice about whether it is ordinal versus

interval data. The data used in this research is ordinal, but the question was, could it also be

considered interval data? Can one assume an approximation of equal intervals between the

grading categories? According to Aaker et al (1995: p257)'usually it is doubtful that the

intervals between categories are exactly equal, but they may not be so unequal as to preclude

treating the whole as an interval scale'. V/hat is becoming apparent is that some data may not fit

neatly into any of the classifications of ordinal, interval orratio. Salkind (1991) notes thatthis

typology, which was originally developed by Stevens in 1946 (Bryman and Cramer 1994), has
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been challenged: '[i]n other words, the taxonomy might be too strict to apply to real-world

cJata. As with so many things in the world of research, this four-level taxonomy is a starting

point to be worked with but not to be followed as law'(Salkind 1997: plIT).

Bearing these points in mind, different approaches are applied to different levels of analysis

depending on how close the data approximated either ordinal or interval data. For instance:

o

o

a

in the system-evaluation analysis it is highly improbable that the distance between intervals

is equal given that there are only three categories of grading performance (0, 0.5, 1). A

'partially addressed' (0.5) in one criteria may not equal a partially addressed in another

criteria, and thus, the data should be treated as ordinal data where averaging of scores is

inappropriate. Instead, performance will be evaluated using frequency bar graphs (le how

many criteria were graded at'1' or'0.5') which is appropriate for ordinal data. A similar

approach is adopted in the 'capability', and 'culture' dimensions of the CCP framework;

analysis of the questionnaire results was more difficult to clarify. There were slightly more

scoring categories, but because multiple respondents were grading petformance for different

questions, the assumption of equal distance could also not be adequately supported. At the

same time, the mean provides an excellent visual comparison of relative performance

between the organisations (as was done by Hill and Ortolano 1976). Thus, mean

performance will be used, but given the contention about this approach, frequencies will

also be presented to illustrate the actual distribution of scores; and

for the detailed evaluation of EIA performance in Chapter Nine, the data are treated as an

approximation of interval data. In other words, the larger number of increments in the

scores (refer back to Section 4.3.4) (relative to the system-evaluation and the questionnaire

responses) indicates a knowledge about distance between grades which is sufficient to make

subtle gradations in the scoring process. This in turn suggests 'equal' distance between the

grades. Moreover, several criteria were used to gain an index of performance (eg several

criteria for measuring 'EIS quality' or proponent 'openness). This, according to Bryman

and Cramer (1994), is a type of interval data. They suggest that there are two types of

interval data, the first of which is true interval data, whilst the second is a form of ordinal

data which can be treated as interval data. In this latter case, there are several similar

questions or criteria which all form an index of one attitude or issue being measured. Thus,

averages to compare performance are used, in addition to more specific frequency

distributions to highlight differences in scores.

Because of the controversy on this topic, however, the limitations of this approach are

acknowledged and the point is made that, rather than indicating absolute performance, any

comparison of averages merely illustrates relative performance (ie Transport SA may perform

better in this criteria or vice versa).
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4.5 RESEARCH STRENGTHS & LIMITATIONS

The quality of an evaluation framework is primarily dependent on three factors: the criteria used

(and excluded), the interpretation of those criteria; and the level of information and time

available to asses these criteria. More specifically, the value of the evaluation framework can be

assessed against a number of criteria defined by Lee and Colley (1990) and McAllister (1980 in

Devuyst 1gg4) to evaluate EIA methods. In this respect, the evaluation approach should be

unambiguous, well defined, quick, inexpensive, simple, comprehensive (yet at the same time

have few criteria which can be assessed in a reasonably objective manner), and systematic to

facilitate replicability. The frameworks meets most but not all of these criteria.

The evaluation framework used in this research is inexpensive to apply, and is systematic with

comparable evaluation dimensions and criteria which should be universally applicable to all

government organisations which implement the EIA process. The criteria cover a

comprehensive range of issues (at the EIA system, organisational and project level), yet the

number of criteria to be assessed are still manageable. At the same time, however, the

replicability of research may be hindered by the extensive time and detail required to evaluate

EIA performance (the project-evaluations in Volume II), the potential problems of gaining

permission to access organisations, the high degree of subjectivity in grading performance,

and the ambiguity of some criteria (particularly those relating to 'culture' and determining the

level of proponent openness and responsiveness). As noted by Ott:

'ultimate truths about organizational culture...cannot be found or discovered...When someone

claims to have identified an organizational culture that discovery represents nothing more than

the results obtained from applying that person's concepts of organizational culture. Another
discoverer who uses a different concept-driven deciphering process will hnd a different culture in

the same organization'(Ott 1989: p100).

This is also a problem in corporate planning where indicators are sometimes subjective, difficult

to quantify, and relate to process rather than outcome (Buekers 1990; Sharp 1994). Process

goals or indicators in the EIA context are relatively easy to measure (eg compliance), but

outcome goals are more difficult to measure because they are not readily quantifiable (how does

one actually know if a proposal is more environmentally 'sustainable')?

Another point to note in defining evaluation frameworks in EIA research is that the evaluation

criteria are not weighted for significance and that they can be easily manipulated. The choice to

include or exclude particular criteria can make an EIA system look strong or weak.

Unconsciously, an individual developing a framework who already has strong knowledge of

the EIA systemfs] to be evaluated can incorporate criteria which already reflect the contents of

these EIA systems. Thus, the EIA system which is evaluated will invariably look good on

paper. This is why it is so important to establish standard evaluation frameworks which are
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consistently applied in different research projects between jurisdictions, rather than each

researcher developing their own framework (as was also the case in this research). The

difficulty is, however, in determining which evaluation framework to use as a standard.

It is also important to note that many of the principles and criteria in the evaluation frameworks

are based on an ideal, but such high standards are often difficult to meet in the political world of

decision-making. According to Hirji and Ortolano (1991 : pI67), one will tend to find that'in

many cases EIA wilt not be 'effective' or 'ineffictive'. It will be somewhere in between'.

Despite these limitations in the evaluation frameworks, Sadler (1995: p6) argues that many of

the problems in EIA evaluation research are not insuperable as long as they are acknowledged.

Likewise, Hirji and Ortolano suggest that:

'although the measures used to gauge EIA effectiveness are not unambiguous and they could

not suÑive rigorous tests of internal validity...they have important virtues... For the purposes

of analysing ìhe role of EIA in a planning study and providing a basis for comparing

dimensions óf gIA effectiveness for one study relative to another, the measures are useful and

not difficult to apply'(Hirji and Ortolano 1991: pl56).

In addition to those already noted, there are other limitations in the research which need to be

acknowledged. For instance:

as noted in Chapter One, there are only vague links between cause and effect between

different variables (as also noted in Chapter One). Sadler (1995: p6) notes that'many

aspects of EIA effectiveness are dfficult to evaluate. ...the relationship of environmental

benefits or cJecision influence to the EIA process will often be 'circumstantial' rather than

'provable', Ieaving a wide latitude for interpretation and variance of participant iudgements''

Would change have been achieved in the organisations even in the absence of EIA for

instance (Lee et aI1994; Mostert 1995), particularly given the increasing public awareness

and pressure and other environmental initiatives? In the United States'experience, Renwick

(1988) suggests that the substantive role of NEPA has been superseded by other

environmental legislation; Caldwell (1982, p54) states that NEPA was not the only Act to

reform agency behaviour with the use of scientific procedures; whilst Fairfax (1978) argues

that mechanisms were already in place prior to NEPA which required the consideration of

environmental requirements.

a

o there are limitations in the interviews and questionnaire techniques. Whyte (1991: p117)

notes that interviewing '...can never pin down with absolute certainty 'what actually

happened'. Because of the distance between researcher and participant, the 'cultural

incompetence' of the researcher, and the fear that the research may be released to superior

officers, those being researched can put on a front (Lee 1993). They may also wish to

please the interviewer and appear politically or socially 'correct' (Whyte I99l; Taylor and
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Bogdan 1998; Petts et at 1999). Participants may also be ambivalent about some attitudes,

and believe or say something different under different circumstances or at a different time

(Whyte I99l; Taylor and Bogdan 1998). The interviewer may also misunderstand the

language of the participant, and the participant may generalise and make assumptions about

the interviewer's level of knowledge (Taylor and Bogdan 1998).

there are limitations in participant memories. This research is similar to what Williamson ¿/

at (1977) refers to as a 'one-shot study', in which a group of people is researched after

exposure to a programme for change. Thus, the research lacks an adequate baseline. This

can be overcome by asking participants about their memories of the situation prior to the

change programme, but memories are limited and influenced by subsequent events

(Williamson et al 1977).

there are problems in duplicating the type of information available in each organisation. It

was virtually impossible to replicate the amount and quality of information in both

organisations (le less participants to interview in ETSA, but more documented information

available in ETSA relative to Transport SA);

there are problems of direct comparability between the project case studies due to different

time frames, although they do provide good indicators of behaviour within the

organisations.

a

a

Buchanan et at (1988) distinguish between the 'theoretically desirable' and what is 'practically

possible' in organisational research, where the ideals are frequently compromised by the

realities of the situation being studied. Bearing these points in mind, the next part of this thesis

(Part II) focuses on the EIA and organisational context to the CCP framework (which is applied

later in Part III), beginning with the application of the system-evaluationframework to the EIA

system in South Australia.
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Chapter 5

EIA IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA:
THE SYSTEM-EVALUATION

5.0 INTRODUCTION

There have been several accounts of the EIA system in South Australia since its informal

introduction in 1974. For instance, there have been extensive government reviews of the

process (eg PARC 1985;EIA Review Committee 1986); and illuminating academic assessments

of EIA's evolution in its early years (eg Evans I976; Fowler 1982;Hazell and Whyte 1985);

and of procedures and EIA trends in practice in more recent yearc (eg Harvey 1994;Hatvey and

Ferguson 1994; Harvey 1995; Harvey 1996; Harvey 1998). Yet none of these accounts have

systematically compared the EIA process and legislation with principles of 'best practice' in a

manner similar to the system-evaluation framework defined in Chapter Four. An exception to

this trend is Fookes' (1937) comparison of EIA in South Australia with the United Nation's

Environment Programme (UNEP) goals and principles of EIA,l but this evaluation was

conducted at a time which predated significant changes made to the EIA process in the 1990s.

In addressing research objective (4), this Chapter sets the EIA context to the case study

organisations by evaluating the EIA system in South Australia. Key features of the EIA system

are linked to Transport and ETSA's response to the EIA requirement in Chapter Ten. This

Chapter begins with a summary of EIA's evolution which covers EIA's inception under a

Cabinet requirement in I914, the enshrinement of EIA into legislation in 1982 (the Planning

Act),the re-enactment of EIA under the subsequent Development Act 1993, and amendments to

the EIA process under the Development Act in 1996/1991. The second part of this Chapter

evaluates the EIA system in terms of the six types of 'controls' defined in the last Chapter, and

makes conclusions about improvements (or otherwise) over time.

1Th"." principles related to EIA coverage and timing, EIA content, expert and public involvement, relationship

of EIA to decision-making, and the importance of follow-up in EIA'
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5.1. THE EVOLUTION OF EIA

As was the case in the United States, EIA was introduced during a time of increasing public and

government awareness about the 'price of progress' in the late 1960s and early 1970s. An

overview of the lead-up to EIA's inception in South Australia is provided in Appendix (5), with

reference to a 'forced industrialisation' process and lack of social or environmental concerns

during the 1950s, and the 'political transformation' which was evident over three subsequent

governments, and which turned the focus towards improved planning and social reform during

the 1960s and 1970s. In December 7973, South Australia's newly created Environment

Protection Council (EPC) recommended that EIA be applied to private and public works in

South Australia (Fowler l9S2). This recommendation was 'approved in principle' by Cabinet

in 1914 (Lothian and Welsh 1978), but a circumspect approach was initially adopted and it took

nearly ten years to gain legislative backing for EIA. Since the initial recommendations, the

establishment of EIA in South Australia has undergone several evolutionary stages, as

governments aimed to increasingly co-ordinate and control decision-making at a more strategic

level, and to entice development to improve the State's ailing economy. The stages of change in

EIA are summarised in Table (5.1) and are discussed below.

5.1.L Cabinet Requirement (1974)

Soon after the EPC's original recommendation for EIA, the State Cabinet required in l974,that

all government departments forward their development proposals to the Department of

Environment (DoE) for appraisal (Lothian and Welsh 1978; Shepherd 1980; Fowler 1982;

Hazell and Whyte 1985; Fookes 1986). This Cabinet requirement was reinforced in l9l7 and

1979 with an official Cabinet agreement on the EIA process. South Australia was not the only

State to follow this path, and most jurisdictions in Australia introduced non-statutory

Government requirements for EIA procedures in the early 1970s, which were later replaced by

legislation (Lothian and'Welsh I9l8;Hazell and Whyte 1985).2 Although there was a lack of

official EIA guidelines to support the initial L9l4 Cabinet requirement, the DoE produced

detailed procedures in 1978 which reflected current EIA practice (Lothian and'Welsh 1918;

Fowler lgS2). Specific stages in the procedures (for the EIS) are illustrated in Figure (5.1)

including the submission of a 'Notice of Intent', preparation of guidelines (the scoping

process), preparation of a Draft EIS, public review of the EIS for 28 days, preparation of a

Final EIS, assessment of the EIS by the DoE, and a final decision by the Minister of

Environment (usually made by Cabinet) (Lothian and Welsh 1978;Whitaker 1981).

2 These requirements differed in form. Fowler (1982: p10) noted that'..the attempt to establish a uniþrm
national apþroach to EIA procedures did not succeed, and in consequence, each State has pursued subsequently an

independent course inframing procedures, with considerable variations emerging betvveen the various schemes

now operative at State level.'
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Table 5.1: The Evolution of EIA in South Australia

DATE EIA REQUIREMENTS AUTHORITY

1974-1979 lnformal Cabinet EIA requirement (reconfirmed in

1977 & 1979) and production of EIA Handbook in

1 978

EIA administered by Department of
Environment and Conservation (later
Department for the Environment)

1974 - 1999 Commonwealth EIA requirement' Environment
Protection (mpact of Proposals) Act 1974lor
proposals involving Commonwealth interests, land
or funding (for example, national highways)

Administered by Commonwealth
Environment Department (changing
portfolios since 1974, but now called
Environment Australia)

1974-1976

1 979

Draft EIA Bill for South Australia - Environment
Protection (mpact of Proposals Bill) 1976

Draft Regulations for proposed Environment
Protection (Assessment) Act

Drafted by Environment Protection
Council and Department for the
Environment

1982 lntegration of EIA into lhe Planning Act 1982 EIA administered by Assessments
Branch within the then Department of
Environment and Planning (DEP)

1 983-1 985 Minor review of the EIA process resulting in greater
State government control over the EIA process

Planning and Review Commission (PARC)

'1984-1987 Major EIA review of EIA practice leading to White
Paper

EIA Review Committee

1 989 White Paper outlining proposed changes to
Planning Act EIA Process

Government of South Australia

1994 Development Act 1993 replaced Planning Act and
linked to Environment Protection Act 1993

EIA administered by DePartment of
Housing and Urban DeveloPment

1 996-1 997 Major amendments to EIA under Development Act
(came into effect 1997)

EIA administered under Department of
Transport, Urban Planning and the Afts
(ElA Branch situated in'Planning SA')

1 999 Review of the administration of the Development
Act (in process)

Minister of Transport, Urban Planning and
the Arts

1 999-2000 Major review of ess
(commenced in :

Environment P
Conservation Act 1999 (to come into effect July
2000) (Conacher and Conacher 2000).

Environment Australia, Environment
Protection Group
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Notice of Intent submitted to Department for the

Environment

DoE recommends approval, non-approval or that a DEF or EIS be required

Minister requires EIS

Guidelines prepared by the Department

Draft EIS prepared by proponent

Adequacy of draft EIS assessed by Department

Draft EIS released for public exhibition for 28 days or more

Proponent may be required to hold public meetings for controversial proposals

Proponent prepares Final EIS based on public and other submissions

Final EIS assessed by DoE within 3 weeks with recommendations

Final decision made by Minister or Cabinet

Figure 5.1: EIA process under the 1978 Handbook
(Cabinet Requirernent) (compiled from Lothian and Welsh 1978; Whitaker 1981)

The EIA process at this time was predominantly focused on public works rather than private

ones, despite the recommendation of the EPC for EIA to encapsulate both forms of works under

legislation. EIA was essentially considered an'optimisation'process to balance environmental

factors, with economic, social, technical and political factors, as opposed to attributing the

environment greater significance (Cabinet Agreement on EIA 1919; Interview 70 1999)'

Although EIA was not designed to veto existing agency missions (Interview 70 1999), the

introduction of EIA in South Australia marked a'revolutionary departure from established

bureaucratic practices of secrecy and paternalism' (Evans I976: p34). Implicit within the early

EIA process was a strong education base which aimed to improve the environmental attitudes

and knowledge of government proponents:

'Adoption of a strong educational role within the process, at least in the immediate future,

means bringing about changes in attitudes, awareness, policies, and development of process -

changes whi"h a." unlikely to regress but would strengthen with time until they become the

normal way by which decisions are reached' (Lothian and Welsh 1978: p4).
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This approach was clearly analogous to the reform nature of NEPA and because of this

educating role, the proponent was required to undertake the EIA rather than a central body or

consultant, to'enhance the developer's appreciation of, and competence in, environmental

matters'and to prevent EIA from being an add-on (Lothian and'Walsh 1978: p3).

5.L.2 Commonwealth Requirements (1974)

In addition to the South Australia Cabinet requirement, significant proposals in South Australia

which had Commonwealth involvement (eg highway developments) were also subject to the

Australian Commonwealth's EIA procedures contained with the Environment Protection

(Impact of Proposals) Act 1974 (EPIP Act). The Commonwealth process was largely based on

the United States' model, albeit designed in a more discretionary manner to avoid the courts and

associated delays which were experienced in the United States (Hazel and Whyte 1985) (refer

Chapter One and Three). The specific process is similar to the process outlined within the 1978

Handbook under the Cabinet requirement, and a second level of assessment was added in 1984

for less significant proposals (the Public Environment Report) (Lothian and'Welsh 1978;Hazell

and Whyte 1985; Harvey 1995). Due to some confusion about which proposals involved

Commonwealth/State involvement, 'joint assessment arrangements' were established in July

19jj which resulted in only one EIS being prepared, and essentially gave a greater role to the

State government in EIA (Whitaker 198I;Hazell and Whyte 1985). An even greater role for the

States was provided with the introduction of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity

Conservation Act 1999 which replaced the EPIP Act, and was planned to come into effect in

mid 2000 (Conacher and Conacher 2000).

5.1.3 The Development of State Legislative Requirements

While EIA was conducted under the Cabinet and Commonwealth requirements, the DoE

continued to draft legislation for EIA (EPC 1975 -1916). The EPC also pushed for the enactment

of EIA believing it was of 'the greatest importance, second only to noise legislation' (EPC

1915-16: p6). The first attempt at legislation was entitled the Environment Protection (Impact of

Proposals)Acf which reflected the Commonwealth's approach to EIA, but draft, confidential

regulations were also evident in 1979 (Environment Protection (Assessment) Regulations). A

key aim of the legislation in these early years was to avoid court action and to provide

Ministerial discretion in EIA's implementation (Interview 10 1999). However, the EIA

legislation failed to be enacted for four key reasons:

first, limited resources were allocated to the DoE to prepare a Brief on the Bill to
Parliamentary Counsel;

a
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a

second, the government was cautious about committing the State and developers to binding

requirements;

third, there were a number of questions about how to define proposals of 'significant'

effect, and how to define the process of approval following assessment; and

finally, there was significant debate about whether the process should be enshrined within

the planning or the environmental protection system (Fowler 1982).

In this latter case, the Parliamentary Counsel suggested that EIA shouldbe'engrafted

harmoniou.rly' onto the development control system already in existence, given that there was

no clear evidence that this system had been unsuccessful in promoting environmental protection

(Fowler Ig82). It is likely that the enactment of EIA was also delayed because of a major

review of the existing planning system which was instigated by the Planning Minister in 1971,

and undertaken by Stuart Hart with his report prepared in 1978 into the 'Control of Private

Development' (Hart 1978; I1razell and Whyte 1985; Hansard 10 March 1993). This was a

significant undertaking given that there were 80 Acts which regulated private development in the

State, and one recommendation of several, suggested that EIA should accompany planning

approvals for projects of major significance (Hart 1978).

The Plønning Act 1.982

As a result of the Hart Review, the earlier attempts to enact separate EIA legislation were ceased

and EIA was integrated into the planning portfolio in November 1982 under the Planning Act

1982 (Government of Australia 1989).3 It had finally been decided that legislative support for

EIA was necessary, but the establishment of a separate EIA Act which could 'be imposed at will

on any private development'couldresult in'potential conflict'whereby a developer may be

'faced with uncertainty, delays and added costs'(Hansard 10 June 1981: p4I37). The

integration of EIA with the planning system, which also occurred in New South'Wales, was

justified because it provided one single system of administration which simplified existing laws,

streamlined and integrated planning and environmental decision-making, and provided flexible

methods to regulate development (Hansard 10 June 1981: p4135). Ho,uvever, Hook (1985: p5)

argued that one consequence of the direct link to development control rather than the

environment protection system was '...that EIA is seen only as a process to prevent

environmentally undesirable development, rather than a process to advance an environmentally

desirable future.'

I

3 Thir app.oach was not adopted in all jurisdictions in Australia where, for example,'Western Australia enshrined

EIA reqìirements within poilution control legislation - the Environmental Protection Act 1986; whilst Victoria
establis'hed separate EIA iegislation under the Enyironment Effects Act 1978. In contrast, in New South Wales

EIA was integiated into planning legislation under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act.
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The process of EIA under the Planning Act was contained in Section 49 (refer to Figure 5.2),

and has been well described by Harvey and Ferguson (1994) and Harvey (1995). The process

was essentially similar to the Cabinet procedure, although there were some changes relating to

the triggering process, public involvement, assessment and decision-making. For instance:

discretionary criteria were included to determine the need for an EIS (see evaluative control).

The Governor also had the power to require an EIS under Section 50 in order to take control

of either individual developments, general types of development, or development within

specified areas (Harvey 1995)

o

a

a

a

the time frame for public submissions on the draft EIS was extended from 28 days (from the

earlier EIA handbook of 1918) to eight weeks;

a mechanism to 'officially recognise' a complete EIS was included to signal the end of the

EIA process; and

the avenues of decision-making were broader with seven avenues of decision-making (refer

Figure 5.2).

Section 7 of the Planning Act applied to crown development (eg development by the two case

study organisations assessed in this research: Transport SA and ETSA), and although an EIS

could also be called under this Section, any directions made by the then Minister of

Environment and Planning (MEP) were not binding. Some Crown actions were also exempt

such as the alteration, reconstruction and maintenance of roads, and the construction of

transmission lines below 33kV (refer also Harvey and Ferguson 1994). Nonetheless, for larger

projects, the South Australian Planning Commission (SAPC) could recommend an EIS, which

could then be called in by the Minister for Environment and Planning. It was usually the case

that the normal EIA process (as outlined under Section 49) was followed in practice by crown

developers (Harvey and Ferguson 1994; Harvey 1995), and where an EIS was required, a

report prepared by the SAPC was put before both Houses of Parliament (Harvey and Ferguson

1994).
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Notice of intention given, or application submitted for
development or production tenement

Minister* or Governor determines need for EIS

Informal guidelines prepared by the DEP in liaison with
proponent and other government agencies

Draft EIS prepared by proponent

Draft EIS placed on public exhibition for comment for 8 weeks

(changed to 6 weeks in 1985)

Informal public meeting may be held

Proponent responds to submissions in a

Government comment

DEP assesses Draft EIS, submissions andproponent response

Minister may require amendments to draft EIS

EIS is officially recognised and published

Avenues of Decision Making

s. 63

Proposals
Governor

deeide.s

s. 59

propoals

MME decides

or refers to
Cabinet

s.50
Declaration
Governor

decides

Pt V Proposals
Planning

Commission
decides

Exempt
Proposals from

Planning Act (eg

National Parks &
V/ildlife Act;

indentures)

Section 7 for
Crown

development
MEP may

issue

directions to
proponent

xMinister means either the Minister of Environment and Planning or the Minister for
Mines and Energy for mining proposals

Figure 5.2: Planning Act 1982 EIA process
(after Harvey 1995: pl5) (italics denotes informal practice; not required by legislation)
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EIA Reoiews

Only two days after the proclamation of the Planning Act, there was a change of government

and a review into the EIA process was instigated in 1983 (Hodgson 1996). At the time, the

Minister responsible for the environment and planning portfolio (Hopgood) was quite senior

and was also Deputy Premier in 1985, which is unusual given that this portfolio was often

given to junior members with less power (Interview 7l 1999). Unlike the 1970s where the

government was focused on social and democratic reform (refer Appendix 5), the new

government adopted a persona of economic responsibility, and the aim was to be'good

economic manager[s/', to diminish the size of the public sector, and to once again entice new

industries to the State (Donovan 1991). The government thus amended the EIA process to give

the State government more control over development approval, by removing the decision-

making powers of local councils for proposals involving EIA, and by reducing the formal

public exhibition period on Draft EISs from eight to six weeks (PARC 1985; refer also Harvey

19es).

In Septemb er 1984 a second, more significant review of the EIA process was instigated which

culminated in a V/hite Paper (EIA Review Committee 1986; Morris 1987 Government of

Australia 1989), but the recommended changes (see Appendix 6) were never adopted due to

another change in government in 1989 and the instigation of yet another review into the

planning system in 1990 (DEP June 1992).

The Deoelopment Act L993

The 1990 planning review aimed to establish a more strategic approach to development, with

greater coordination of different government interests, and a recognition of a community that

was'...increasingly well-informed, educated, articulate andvocal'(DEP June 1992: p3). The

planning system review culminated in a'2020' vision for South Australia (egDEP 1991; DEP

June 1992), a Planning Strategy (Department Premier and Cabinet January 1994a;1994b), and

new legislation including the Environment Protection Act 1993, and the Development Act 1993.

The Development Act replaced the Planning Act and became operational from January 1994

following three versions of an earlier Development Bill (Harvey and Ferguson 1994; Hansard

10 March 1993; Hansard 30 March 1993). An illustration of the new 'integrated planning

system' is presented in Figure (5.3).
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PLANNING
STRATEGY

(policy document)

DEVELOPMENT
PLANS

DEVET,OPMENT

ASSESSMENT

Environment
Protection Act 1993

Development Act
1993

Environment, Resources & Development Court Act

Council Action

<- Incorporates EIA

State
Government

Action

Figure 5.3: Integrated Planning System in South Australia- (modified from DHUD 1993: P4)'

These major changes to the planning and environmental protection system were developed

because of significant dissension about the existing process:

'planning authorities lacked the confidence to plan, developers lost the incentive to develop, and

the broider community lost faith in the ability of the system to maintain and extend their
physical environment...

The result has been an all pervasive perception that the South Australian community

is incapable of supporting imaginative, value added development' (Crafter, Hansard 10 March

1993: p2433).

The Act was also developed in the context of a particularly unhealthy economic climate

(Hansard 30 March 1993) which re-emphasised the need for increased development activity.

Thus, according to the government, the Act aimed to 'free up some of the constraints on the

development industry', to provide greater certainty, simplicity, more efficient resolution of

conflict and less ad hoc planning (Hansard 30 March 1993: p2709; p2720). Other likely

influences on changes to the EIA process were the National Approach to EIA formulated in

1991 by the Australian and New Zealand Environment and Conservation Council (ANZECC)

(ANZECC Iggl), and the Intergovernmental Agreement on the Environment (1992) which

outlined principles of environmental policy'
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The EIA process under the Development Act (refer Figure 5.4) remained similar to the EIA

process under the Planning Act, but with some changes in public accountability, EIS content,

the government's assessment, and decision-making avenues. For instance:

public accountability was increased with new mechanisms for public comment on the EIS

guidelines for four weeks, and for public exhibition on any major amendments required in

an EIS (Hansard 10 March 1993);

o

a

a

a

a

formalised links were established with the environment portfolio with requirements that the

guidelines and the draft EIS be referred to the newly established Environment Protection

Authority (EPA) for projects of environmental significance (environmentally significant

projects were listed in Schedules 21 and 22 of the Development Act);

the requirement for 'official recognition' of the EIS was removed;

the assessment report which had been previously been prepared informally was given

legislative status;

the basis for decision-making was expanded with closer ties to the planning system (see

later section on evaluative control);

the proponent, in preparing the EIS was also required to outline the consistency of their

proposal with other planning and environmental requirements such as the Planning Strategy

(see evaluative control);

decision-making avenues were reduced to four compared to the previous seven under the

Planning Act;4 and

there was new legislative provision for an early refusal if the proposal was considered

inappropriate at an early stage (Hansard 10 March 1993; Harvey 1995).

a

a

a

The approval process for Crown development was now encapsulated under Section 49 and it

was still possible to trigger an EIS under this Section. Some of the actions proposed by

Transport SA (then named the Department of Transport) and ETSA continued to be exempt (in

areas similar to those noted earlier) except in areas of State heritage.

4 Section 49 replacingthe original Section 7 for Crown Developments, Section 48 replacing the original Section

50/51 decision-making avenue (although the Governor could now delegate this role to the Development

Assessment Commission), and Section 75 replacing the earlier Section 59 for decisions by the Minister for
Mines and Energy.
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Application submitted for development

or mining production tenement

Minister or Governor determines need for EIS

Guidelines set by the MHUD in liaison with proponent, EPA & other government

Provision for public comment for four weeksagencres.

Draft EIS prepared by proponent

Draft EIS placed on public exhibition for comment for six weeks

Informal public meeting may be held

Proponent responds to submissions

G ov ernment a I e ncy c omment

DHUD assesses Draft EIS, submissions and

proponent response in Assessment Report

Minister may require amendments to draft EIS
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from Planning Act
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MHUD=Minister of Housing and Urban Development;

MME=Minister for Mines and Energy

Figure 5.4: Development Act 1993 EIA process (after Harvey 1995)
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The Deaelopment Act Amenilment 7996

Shortly after the enactment of the Development Act, the government once again decided to

change the EIA process via a Development (Review) Amendment BiIl 1995. This failed to be

passed in the Legislative Council (Hansard 29 May 1996), and the proposed changes were

subsequently revised and incorporated into the Development (Maior Development Assessment)

Amendment Bitt 1996. The new EIA process (refer Figure 5.5), which came into operation in

lgg'7, was substantially different to previous EIA procedures with the incorporation of three

levels of assessment, comprising the 'Development Report' (DR), the 'Public Environment

Report' (PER), and the 'Environmental Impact Statement' (EIS).5 The inclusion of different

levels of assessment was significant given that PERs had been informally prepared in the past,

but planning authorities were technically unable to have regard to them, and they were given

less weight than an EIS (PARC 1985; Fookes 1986). Other changes under the Development

Act Amendment included:

. modifications to the triggering process which was now the role of the Minister (responsible

for the planning portfolio) (Governor declarations wefe removed);

. the creation of an 'independent' and multidisciplinary 'Major Developments Panel'(MDP)

for determining the level of assessment and scoping process;

. the preparation and publication of an 'Issues' paper by the MDP for determining the scope

of issues to be addressed and the appropriate level of EIA assessment (with public input);

. formalisation of the public meeting under legislation, which became mandatory for the EIS

and PER, but not the DR;

. a protection from legal proceedings clause (refer later section onjudicial control); and

. changes to public review periods, with comment periods on the EIS redefined as 30

working days, whilst comment periods on the PER were the same, and the DR comment

period amounted to a minimum of 15 working days (Harvey 1998) (see also section on

public-agency control).

Moreover, if an EIS was called for Crown development then the Crown approval process under

Section 49 no longer applied (DHUD 1997a). This essentially increased accountability because

the decision by the Governor then became binding. In 1999, the Development Act was again

under review. A survey on the implementation of the Development Act was initiated and it was

concluded that the system is 'one of the best in Australia', but that it was 'not realising its full

potential' (Laidlaw 1999). Improvements were recommended for a better integration of

decision-making (an improved 'one-stop shop'), increased focus on State Strategy and policy,

5This change was likely a result of recommendations from previous EIA reviews to incorporate a second level of
urr"rr-"nito cater foi projects which did not justify an EIS, but were still more significant than proposals

undergoing normal planning processes (Government of Australia 1989).
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greater efficiency and accountability of Councils, improved rules and processes, and improved

information and education (Laidlaw 1999).

by the relevant authority for'projects'

The Minister triggers assessment with a declaration under section 46 for a

'project' or 'development' of major importance

The Governor may reject the proposal or may declare a 'development' or

'project' to be exempt from the EIA process

The proponent lodges a project proposal or development application with the Minister

The Minister refers the development or project to the Major Developments Panel to

determine if procedures for EIS, PER, or DR apply, and to formulate guidelines

The Major Developments Panel prepares a document outlining the proposal and

significant issues. Released for public comment for period prescribed by Regulation

The Major Developments Panel creates a final report, which is then referred to the

Minister. This report outlines the level of assessment and the guidelines

The Minister requires the p¡oponent to prepare EIS, PER' or DR

PER
DR prepared for

'development' onlyEIS

EIS, PER, or DR referred to relevant govemment authorities

The relevant document is released for public inspection. EIS and PER (at least

30 business days); DR (at least l5 business days)

A formal public meeting held for EIS or the PER

during public insPection Period

The proponent may respond to

submissions for DR
The proponent must publicly respond to public and

government submissions: EIS or PER

The Minister prepares a public assessment report

The EIS, PER, or DR may be amended. If changes are substanatial,

they are oPened for Public comment

Final Decision

by Governor for'develoPment'

Figure 5.5: Development Act Amendment (1996)-E-IA Process- (modified slightly from Harvey 1998: p32)
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5.1.4 Trends in Practice

Despite the extensive time and effort devoted to establishing a legislated EIA system in South

Australia, the process has rarely been triggered in practice when compared to, for instance, the

United States where thousands of EISs were produced. Only a very small proportion of

developments undergo the full EIS process, and Harvey (1998) notes that only 60 EISs had

been required between 1982 and 1994. Harvey (1993; 1995) provides a useful summary of

projects which triggered the EIA process under the Planning Act 1982 in terms of proposal

type, the proponent and consultant, timing of the process, public involvement, decision-making

avenues and so on. Of the EISs required under the Planning Act (most of which were marina

developments):

a

O

617o (n=37) were completed (other projects were abandoned due to public opposition, or

due to changes in government policy: refer Harvey 1995);

of the 37 EISs completed, 64Vo (n=24) of the projects were approved, I8Vo (n=7) were

refused (but Harvey and Ferguson 1994 note that only 2 were effectively refused), whilst

the others had not had decisions at the time of Harvey and Ferguson's research; and

of those projects approved, only 54Vo (n=13) had commenced construction, which

amounted to 27Vo of all EISs required.

a

Although some of the projects were still being assessed at the time of Harvey's research, and

some were abandoned due to policy changes, it is perhaps for this reason (ie the low numbers

of projects getting through to construction) that the government had become concerned about the

delays involved with the EIA process and losses in development oppoftunity.

5.2 EVALUATION OF EIA IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Clearly, the development of EIA in South Australia has undergone considerable delay, debate

and refinement since the EPC's first recommendation in 1973. The first legislative requirement

for EIA under the Planning Act was'canvassed to a fuller extent' than in other Australian

jurisdictions (Fowler 1982: p89), yet even with these extensive deliberations, the EIA system

fails to meet some of the criteria of an 'ideal' system and there have been a number of criticisms

of its operation (eg Fowler 1982;Hazell and Whyte 1985; Parkin and Patience 1992; Harvey

1995). The following evaluates the EIA system (including the Planning Act, Development Act

and its Amendment) using the system-evaluation framework to determine how EIA compares

with 'best practice', and the degree to which it has improved (or not) over time. It needs to be

borne in mind throughout the evaluation, that most of the project case studies assessed later in

this thesis triggered the EIA requirements under the Planning Act.
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5.2.L Legislative-Administrative Control

Performance in Legislative-Administrative Control is illustrated in Figure (5.6) and Table (5'2)

which indicates a slight improvement over time with the best performance under the

Development Act Amendment 1996 (eg 66Vo of criteria were 'fully addressed' compared to 507o

under the Development Act 1993 and 4lVo under the Planning Act 1982). Strengths of all the

Acts in legislative-administrative control included: the legal basis of EIA; the presence of a

central administering body which is independent of the proponent; opportunities for the Minister

for Environment and Planning (later the Minister responsible for the planning portfolio) to

trigger EIA; and the broad definition of 'environment'. The following evaluates the system in

terms of legislative-administrative control, including co-ordination with other systems, EIA

objectives, and application and coverage ofthe process'
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Figure 5.6: Performance in Legislative and
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1.. LEGISLATIVE & ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL
Pl.Act Dev. Act Dev. Act

Amend.

1.1 ls the EIA based on ative
1 1 1

'l .2 ls there a central envi annt which the rocess? 1 1 1

1.3 lf there is a central is it of the nt? 1 1 1

1.4 lf there is a central is it set to be from rnment? 0 0 0.5

1.5 Are there opportunities for the Minister for Environment or Planning to trigger or

call in EIA?

1 1 1

ls the EIA n co-ordinated with the land1

0.5 1 1

with the environment'l .7 ls the co-o
0 0.5 0.5

1.8 Does the process have clear environmental objectives outlined in legislation or
idelines?

0.5 0.5 0.5

1.9 ls the 'environment' broadly defined to encapsulate social, biophysical,
cultural and econ factors?

1 1 1

to both and lic works?1.10 Does EIA
0.5 0.5 1

1.11 Does the EIA system apply to programmes, plans and policies, as well as to

ects?

0 0 0

1 .1 2 ls the process f lexible enough to include different levels of f ormal
assessmeni which consider variations in the scale of proposals?

0 0 1

Table 5.2: Performance in Legislative and Administrative Control
(O=not addressed; 6.J=partly addressed; 1=fully addressed)

Administrøtion €¡ C o or ilinøtion with Plønning-Enaironment Sy stems

As suggested earlier, the issue of who or which department should have jurisdiction over EIA

has been an issue of contention since the EPC's recommendations in the early 1970s (evaluation

criterion 1.2). Prior to EIA's legislative requirements, EIA was administered by six

environmental officers within the Environment Division of the Department of Environment and

Conservation, with links to the planning portfolio (State Planning Office) contained with the

same department (Hazell and Whyte 1985; Interview 70 1999). V/ith the decision to move the

Planning Office to the new Department of Housing and Urban Affairs in 1976, the links to

planning were lost, but the issue was partly resolved with the subsequent amalgamation in 1981

of the two departments into the Department of Environment and Planning (DEP) (Whitaker

1981;Fowler 1982; Porter 1985; Fookes 1986; Miller 1988). This amalgamation was driven

predominantly by problems in the EIA process associated with integrating environment and

development, although isolation of each of these factors continued despite the amalgamation

(Interview lO 1999).
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Being part of a government department, the administering authority for EIA was not

independent of government, but was independent from proponents which proposed actions for

approval (evaluation criterion 1.3; 1.4). The administration of EIA essentially included

activities such as proponent liaison and guidance on the EIA process, scoping of issues (and

resulting EIS guidelines), guidance on and assessment of EIS quality (or Declaration of

Environmental Factors: DEFs), and preparation of an Assessment Report outlining

recommendations to the final decision-maker. In 1981, the number of environmental officers

responsible for the EIA process had increased to twelve with disciplines of geology, chemical

engineering, botany, ecology, sociology and geography, among others (Whitaker 1981). The

Environment Protection Council (EPC) was also involved in reviewing EISs, but this practice

stopped in the late 1980s because the EPC believed that this was more appropriately conducted

by the relevant administering department (EPC 1989-1990)'

The DEP was eventually divided and the environment and planning departments again became

separate entities, both of which have undergone several different name changes. It has been

suggested that'when the Department was split up, it was just as if they'd 7ot an axe and

chopped it down the midclle and whatever fell that way, went that way...and its never really

been sorted out since'(Interview 13 1999). In recent years, EIA was administered within the

Department of Housing and Urban Development (DHUD) which later became part of the

'mega' Department of Transport, Urban Planning and the Arts (DTUPA). The number of

officers to administer EIA gradually reduced to a very small environmental group within

'Planning SA' which was a division of DTUPA, and in the year 2000 there were only five

environmental officers responsible for EIA compared to twelve in 1981.

However, as noted earlier, the links to the environment protection system were strengthened

under the Development Act 1993 (ie with provisions for project referral to the Environment

Protection Authority), and the issue of independence from government improved slightly (from

a theoretical point of view), with the introduction of a 'Major Developments Panel' (MDP)

under the Development Act amendment. The MDP was responsible for determining the levels

of assessment and scoping the major issues in EIA, but has not escaped criticism in terms of

delays (Interview 60 lg99), bureaucratic duplication and potential lack of independence in

practice (Hansard Reports, 3 July 1996: p183a). Duplication of expertise was also apparent

given that, under the Development Act amendment, the administration of the process,

assessment of EIS quality and the formulation of recommendations in an Assessment Report

were roles which remained with the EIA Branch in DTUPA. Nonetheless, the EIA Branch was

not'independent' of government in a similar manner to the MDP.
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Defining the Enaironment ønd EIA Obiectiaes

None of the Acts which incorporate EIA in South Australia have included an explicit definition

of the 'environment' (criterion 1.9), but the scope of the environment, including physical,

biological, social and cultural factors, has been defined through statutory EIS contents and

through guidelines (eg DEP 1981) (see also procedural control). More specific obiectives of

EIA have also been limited (criterion 1.8), being non-statutory and predominantly process-

oriented (for example, consider environmental factors in the process, incorporate public

participation). Unlike in the United States under NEPA, EIA in South Australia has always

lacked an upfront and broad environmental policy to guide the EIA process, which may in part

be related to EIA's integration into planning legislation as opposed to environment protection

legislation or a stand-alone Act. Broad guidelines for the Planning Act simply stated that:

'The capacity of the physical, social and economic environment needs to be considered when

making land use and ãevelopment decisions. Environmental impact assessment procedures seek

to ensrire that any environmental impacts and constraints are identified early in the planning and

design process and that the impacts on the environment are minimal'(DEP 1986: p18)'

The specificity of goals improved slightly under the Development Act 1993, with greater

emphasis on process-based goals, but this improvement was not sufficient to increase the grade

to 'fully addressed'. Of particular note for all of the Acts is the lack of explicit reference to

substantive and outcome-oriented concepts such as sustainable development, maximising

environmental benefits, or preservation of particular aspects of the environment such as

biodiversity. Clearer objectives for the EIA process were recommended by the earlier EIA

Review Committee (1986: p19), but these recommendations do not appear to be have been

adopted (although some are subsumed into the broader guidelines).

Some idea about substantive goal expectations could be derived from other sources, but they

have been fragmented and not always directly tied to the EIA process. For instance, specific

objectives for EIA under the Development Act and its Amendment could be indirectly interpreted

from criteria used to determine the need for an EIS, and from the State's Planning Strategy,

Development Plans and Environment Protection Act, particularly given that decisions were

required to be consistent with these policies. Moreover, in non-statutory guidelines, the process

was becoming increasingly linked to principles of ecologically sustainable development (ESD),

and the Intergovernmental Agreement on the Environment (IGAE) noted earlier (DHUD 1993:

p1; Commonwealth of Australia 1992). This increasing clarity of objectives in the development

control system was a strength, but participants must still refer to several sources for a list of

upfront expectations. In this respect, the evaluation criterion regarding goals is only partially

met under all of the Acts outlining EIA. This is also a weakness in evaluative control (see later

discussion).
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Applicøtion ønd C oa er øge

An effective EIA system should be one that encompasses all possible actions which may have a

major deleterious effect on the environment, but in South Australia, the coverage of EIA has

only been partially addressed under all of the Acts (evaluation criteria 1.10; 1.11). Harvey

(1995) provides a detailed outline of EIA's coverage under the Planning Act, and notes that

there were two levels of EIA: minor and major (although at the time there was no guidance as to

what constituted a major or minor proposal).6 In the'major'EIA process, which is the subject

of this Chapter, the process did not equally cover private and public works (evaluation criteria

1.10). Public works were the focus of the earlier and less formal Cabinet agreement on EIA,

but under the Planning Act, the focus turned to private works. As noted earlier, Crown

developments were subject to a separate section of the Act, and although an EIS could be called

under this Section, decisions were not binding and some actions were exempt from planning

control. Goodall (1982) provides a useful summary of some of the arguments used against

binding the Crown with planning laws. The 'public benefit' argument for instance, is often

used:

'A major difference between public and private development is that the motive of private

development is frankly commercial, whereas in the case of public development it will often be

claimeà that the public benefits of the development will more than offset any adverse planning

or environmental effects' (Goodall 1982: p5).

Hart believed, in his review of the planning system, that it was inappropriate for the Crown to

enforce itself (Goodall 1982). Similarly, Minister Wotton (the then Minister of Environment

and Planning) believed that:

'Administrative and legal problems arise when legislation authorises one arm of Government to

carry out a public work, yet other legislation gives another arm of the same Government a

discietionary power to approve or refuse the work with rights of appeal to an administrative

tribunal and'the courts. It is difficult to prosecute the Crown (Hansard 19 June 1981: p4138)'

However, under the latest Development Act Amendment, public works were more equally

treated given that if an EIS was called, the discretionary Crown approval section no longer

applied (DHUD 1991a) (refer also evaluative control).

The coverage of major-level EIA has also been limited in that it has not explicitly encapsulated

policies, plans and programmes (le Strategic Environmental Assessment) (refer also Hooks

6In minor proposals under the Planning Act, environmental factors were considered via the normal planning

approval processes which were determined by local counci
(SAPC) (Harvey 1995). The SAPC based their decision upon

of Environment and Planning (Harvey 1995)' Under the Dev
with the State's Developmeni Plan, the proponent was required to prepare a 'Statement of Environmental Effects'

which, among other túings, outlined the locial, economic and environmental effects of the proposed action

(Development Regulation l'l l4l).
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1985; Harvey 1995) (evaluation criterion 1.11). EIA in South Australia essentially covers

major 'developments' or 'projects' which are defined in Table (5.3). 'Development' and

'projects' could both be interpreted broadly in terms of a 'change in the use of land', or as an

'activity or circumstance', but these interpretations are restricted in theory and practice, and

there is virtually no evidence of SEA under EIA legislation.T Attempts to introduce a form of

SEA under the Development Bill during the early 1990s were also unsuccessful. In this

respect, a government Minister suggested that if development is in 'compliance' with the

existing Development Plan, it should not undergo the EIA process. He argued that'...if we get

the policy right, if we get the development plan correct with community input first, .... Once we

get that right,...and it is a permitted development, we should be able to proceed without an EIS'

(Hansard 30 March: p2714). More specifically the Minister recommended that two new

subclauses be inserted whereby the Governor (under Clause 48) and:

'The Minister [under Clause 46] cannot require that a proponent prepare an environmental

impact statement under subsection (2Xb) if the development is of a kind described as a

complying development under the relevant Development Plan'(Hansard 31 March 1993:

p2198)

In this respect, the need for a broader level of EIA such as Strategic Environmental Assessment

(SEA) of Development Plans is clearly evident to ensure that environmental factors are

considered at this higher level in getting the policy 'right'. V/hile the recommendation to get the

policy right in the first place was a good one, the recommended clauses were not adopted due to

opposition from the government about the risks involved (Hansard 31 March 1993). This was

perhaps fortunate given that Development Plans, no matter how well researched and designed,

cannot possibly foresee every possible circumstance related to future development, and thus

EISs should not in this case be automatically precluded'

The lack of provision for SEA in South Australia is notable given the increasing national

recognition of the need for SEA,8 and given that it was recommended by the EIA Review

Committee in the mid 1980s in South Australia (albeit not termed as such). However, the lack

of SEA provisions is not unique to South Australia, and most jurisdictions of Australia have put

SEA in the 'too hard basket' (with the possible exception of 'Western Australia). Hook (1985)

7 A possible exception to this lack of SEA is the EIS prepared for the Upper South East Salinity Management

Plan which could be considered a programmatic EIS of options for reducing long term salinity problems

(Whisson 1998). Moreover, ad åoc SEAs are sometimes performed outside of EIA requirements (see McCarthy

1995; Harvey 1998).
8 For instance, the 'National Strategy for Ecologically Sustainable Development' (NESD) has a number of
guiding principles including 'a recognition of the environmental impacts of actions and policies at the global

level. Similariy the 'National Approach to EIA' argues that EIA is best considered in the context of ESD, and

suggests that pioject EIA 'works best in a policy context which is already environmentally friendly'; whilst the

'IniJrgovernmèntal Agreement on the Environment' which also embraces ESD, endorses a form of SEA under

Sectiõn 3 which 'requi."t an integration of environment and economic issues into all levels of decision-making

including the project, program and policy level'.
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postulated that most western govemments would be unlikely to allow a Minister of Environment

a right of veto on all policies and programmes, which is a point similarly noted by Gibson

(1993). Thus, Jenkins (1990: p2) holds that EIA 'is by design a reactive process in that an EIS

is only required in reaction to a proposed development.' Overall, the coverage of EIA in South

Australia remains a weakness in terms of both public and private works and the inclusion of

SEA, but has improved slightly by encapsulating smaller projects which may have escaped the

EIA net in previous years. This was achieved with the introduction of the three levels of

assessment noted earlier (ie the DR, PER, and the EIS) (criterion 1.12), although some have

criticised this approach as a potential fast-tracking mechanism (see judicial and public control).

Tabte 5.3: Defining 'development' and 'projects'
encapsulated by the Development Act L993

S.2.2ludicial Control and Appeal Rights

Parnell (1996) distinguishes between judicial review which involves a review of the legal

'process' and whether or not it has adequately been complied with (ie the courts can only judge

an action in terms of its compliance to the law such as whether decisions had 'regard' to an

issue); and appeals which involve changes to the actual decision on a proposal which can be

made by a separate appeals body (refer also ARC 1994). Unlike legislative-administrative

control which has improved over the years, judicial control and provisions for appeal have

weakened (although they were not strong to begin with). This decline in judicial and appeal

rights tends to reflect the government's increasing emphasis on facilitating economic

DEVELOPMENT IS DEFINED AS: PROJECTS ARE DEFINED AS:

(a) building work; or
(b) change in the use of land; or

nol""""pt by the Crown, a
ority - but not to derogate

from a State heritage place) of a road, street or
thoroughfare on land (including excavation or other
preliminary/associated work); or
(e) in relation to a State heritage place - demolition,
removal, conversion, alteration of, or addition to, the
place, or any other work (except painting) that could
materially affect the heritage value of a place; or

by regulation from the ambit of this definition (DHUD
1 997a).

an activity or circumstance that does not require
approval under this Act (because it is not within the
ambit of the definition of "development" under
this Act), but that may require approval under
another Act.
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development in the State and on increasing certainty for developers. Performance in Judicial

Control (and appeals) is summarised in Table (5'4).

Table 5.4: Performance in Judicial Control and Appeals
(0=not addressed; 0.5=partly addressed; 1=fully addressed)

*Not on decisions made by the Governor in EIA, only on decisions by the SAPC

Under the Planning Act 1982 a restricted form of judicial review could be triggered by local

councils or the Planning Commission with provisions for civil enforcement proceedings

(Section 36) in the event of a breach of compliance to the Act. A full grade was given because

the provision appeared non-restrictive: 'Where a person contravenes or fails to comply with a

provision of this Act, the Commission or a council may apply to a District Court for an order..'

(Section 36t11). The Development Act had similar provisions, and it was noted in guidelines,

that the failure of a Crown agency to comply with Ministerial approval could lead to couft action

(DHUD 1997a). This contrasts with earlier propositions that the Crown should be immune to

such proceedings.

Despite the provisions for judicial review, these could not be instigated by third parties under

the Planning Act (evaluation criterion 2.3), andunlike the Commonwealth government which

had the Administrative Decisions (ludicial Review) Act 1977,e there has been no similar

legislation in South Australia. There may have been indirect provisions for a third party review

of non-compliance via the Ombudsman's office, but the actual viability or practice of this does

not appear to have been documented. Under the Development Act, however, there were broad

standing rights for judicial review, and under Section 85(l)'Any person may apply to the Court

9Ho*"ue., these Commonwealth Acts have rarely if at all been triggered for EIA given the lack of jurisdiction

over the EIA legislation (egHazell and Whyte 1985; ARC 1994)'

2. JUDICIAL CONTROL & APPEALS Pl.Act Dev. Act Dev. Act
Amend.

2.1 Are there mechanisms for court action regarding a breach of compliance to the
EIA

1 1

2.2 Are there mechanisms for court action regarding the final decision (ie appeals) 0.5. 0 0

2.3 ls there provision for third party judicial review (ie broad 'standing' rights)? 0 1 0

2.4 ls there provision for third party appeals?
0.5 0 0

2.5 lf provisions for court action/appeals are present, are there clear guidelines

available about when the action is appropriate and the process involved?

0 nla nla
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for an order to remedy or restrain a breach of this Act or the repealed Act (whether or not any

right of that person has been or may be infringed by or as a consequence of that breach'). The

court was established under the Environment, Resources and Development Court Act 1993.

According to Harvey (1995), however, the EIS process has never been directly challenged,

although there have been court cases on related matters'

Appeals based on the merits of a decision were also possible under the Planning Act (Division

IV), and the Planning Appeal Tribunal was able to overturn or reverse substantive decisions

(Section 54;.to However, decisions on Crown developments under this earlier Act were not

binding anyway, so appeals were not relevant, and under the subsequent Development Act

1993, there were no appeals against Ministerial decisions on Crown proposals. Judicial control

and appeals have therefore not had a major influence on the impact of, and effectiveness of, EIA

in South Australia, nor have they been a major player in triggering organisational change in

Transport SA and ETSA (as was the case in the United States). These mechanisms are also

unlikely to be significant in the future with the recent addition of Section (48E) to the

Development Act Amendment entitled 'Protectionfrom Proceedings' . This section goes so far

as to elimin ate any possibility for proceedings against procedural compliance or the merits of a

decision by stating that:

,No proceeding for judicial review or for a declaration, injunction, writ, order or other remedy

may be brought to challenge or question-

(l) a decision or determination of the Governor, the Minister or the Major
Developments Panel under this Divrston; or

(b) proceedings or procedures under this Division; or
(c) àn act, omission, matter or thing incidental or relating to the operation of this

Division.

As noted earlier, if an EIS was called on a Crown development, the discretionary Crown

process no longer applied and this 'protection from proceedings'came into play.

lOB"fo." going to full appeal, the process involved a'conference ofthe parties'and ifthe issues were resolved,

then full pio""ãding. 
"oui¿ 

U" uuoid"d (Section 27). Of particular interest is that appeals vr'ere available to third

parties under Sectlon 53 of the Planning Act which stated that, 'Where notice of an application has been
'given...any 

person who desires to do so may, in accordance with the regulations, make representations to the
'íelevant ptà""ing authority in relation to the granting or refusal of the application' (evaluation criterion 2.5).

nates qté92; hoids that thése statutory provisions best rwed individuals making representations with a 'special

interesì' in the proposal, and hence, stãnding to appeal. Fookes (1987a) similarly notes that individuals who had

for.mally objected io the proposed action could app"ar before the Planning Commission.. However, the subtleties

in wording"indicated thåt tÀese rights for third party appeal were restricted, by only being available to those

persons entitled to be given 'notice' of a development
appeal were also not guaranteed access to a full heari

The decision to proceed was at the discretion of the

later restricted the continuance to a full hearing because

of pubtic importance'(Hodgson 1996). Only 20Vo of third party appeals in 1985 went beyond the conference

phåse lHodgson 1996), and there have apparently been no appeals for the EIA level of assessment. Appeals were

älso restrictéd in that they could not be instigated against decisions made by the Governor, which is a significant

lirnitation given that the bovernor was often the decision maker in EIA under Section 50-51 of the Planning Act,

and for EIÃ under the Development Act (refer Harvey and Ferguson 1994;Harvey 1995)' According to Hodgson

(1996), the rights ofthird party appeals have increasingly been constrained since their introduction.
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It has been argued that the South Australian government in the 1990s has had a'paranoid

attitude to clevelopment' , with a belief that the State is seen as a'problem state for development'

in part because of a complex legal system and a'meddling community' (Patnell 1996; Kennedy

1995). Kennedy (1995) is cynical about the government's approach to fast-tracking which aims

to overcome a'development vacuum' that stemmed ftom'development debacles' by the

previous Labor Bannon government in the 1980s. Apparently, the Bannon government had

been heavily influenced by a small group of 'rich, noisy and articulate Liberals' triggered by the

NIMBY (not in my backyard) syndrome, which effectively resulted in lost development

opportunities which carried through until the late 1990s (Kennedy 1995). This 'development

vacuum' and associated attitude is clearly reflected in the broad protection mechanism of Section

48E which affords the government significant discretion and flexibility when implementing the

EIA process. According to one government employee, the government has been keen to get any

development going - the'cranes on the horizon' scenario (Interview 70 1999).

Not surprisingly, the 'protection from proceedings' mechanism, which is highly rare and

unusual in legislation (Hansard 3 July 1996: p1834), has caused some controversy given that,

even if the government 'blatantly disregards' the law, they cannot be challenged by the

community (Parnell 1996). The reasons for this unusual protection mechanism is unclear given

that Government decisions on major projects have rarely been challenged anyway (Hansard 3

July 1996: pI834; Parnell 1996). It appears to have been a precautionary approach because

appeals can result in substantial delays on projects to the extent that a window of opportunity is

lost and the proposal becomes economically nonviable (Interview 73 1999). According to a

government Minister:

'[the Bill] ...will undoubtedly be of tremendous benefit to development in South Australia and

one about which developers and investors will say, "Right; South Australia is a place where we

can now look seriously at investment and development, because the processes now in place

will give us a degree of certainty, At least we will now know quickly whether or not we will
able io proceed *itþ a development. Also, they will know, particularly in the case of major

developments, that, once the decision is made, the decision itself will not be subject to appeal,

and this therefore gives them a considerable degree of certainty' (Hansard I August 1996:

p2262).

The original intentions of EIA appeared to be becoming defunct in the midst of promoting

development. The EIA process in this respect can technically be used to promote development

via a fast-track approval process (eg triggered as a project of major 'economic' significance

under the existing criteria for triggering EIA). The traditional proponent view that EIA is a

costly hurdle, may be a thing of the past in South Australia because it is now possible that small

developments, which previously may not have constituted 'major' development, can trigger the

EIA process at the lowest level of assessment (DR) to take advantage of these protection from

proceedings (Parnell 1996). Although it is too soon to evaluate practice in this respect, there
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have been indications of trends in this direction. For example, the recent and major proposal to

construct Pelican Point Power Station avoided the formal EIA process altogether, but it was

originally noted by Liberal Premier Olsen (in a document leaked to the opposition) that'[g]iven

the size and importance of the project, the major proiect provisions of State legislation would

appear to be applicable and could be used to fast track planning approvals if necessary'

(Hansard, Parliament of South Australia, 26 ly'ray 1999: p1396). 'Major projects' refers to the

Section outlining the EIA process, although no reference was made to this point.

In another example, a television report in 1999 (Channel Nine News, 18 December 1999)

revealed that a private developer had requested the government to declare their project, which

involved the construction of lighting towers at Adelaide oval, a major development in order to

avoid legal action which had been threatened by community members. If granted, the influence

of community members would be restricted to formal public submissions on the environmental

assessment document. It was also interesting that the media report on this project, although

referring to the 'major development' provision under the Development Act, failed to mention

that it was in fact the trigger for the EIA process, which tends to highlight the changing focus of

this Section of the Act. In other words, the 'Major Projects' section is increasingly being

equated to a fast-track process rather than an EIA process.

5.2.3 Procedural Control

The 'procedural control' evaluation dimension focuses on the presence of detailed procedures

for EIA (in law and/or guidelines), and on the proponent's role in the process via the EIS

(whereas other factors in the process are addressed in separate dimensions such as public

control or evaluative control). Performance in procedural control is illustrated in Figure (5.7)

and Table (5.5) which indicates that the number of criteria 'fully addressed' was low for all of

the Acts, but that performance was better overall under the Planning Act which had the least

number of criteria 'not addressed' (1 lVo compared to 297o for the Development Act and 64Vo

for the Development Act Amendment).

Consistent strengths in this dimension included: clear procedural steps for EIA outlined in law;

statutory contents outlined for the EIS; statutory requirement for scoping and project-specific

guidelines (except under the Planning Act); statutory requirements to consider direct effects; and

statutory requirement for mitigation measures to be outlined. South Australia, unlike other

States such as Victoria,ll has relatively detailed EIA procedures outlined in legislation which

means that they are mandatory, enforceable (except for the protection from proceedings under

the Development Act Amendment), and thus provide increased certainty to developers and the

public alike (criterion 3.1). The only exception in South Australia was the earlier Planning Act

llVictoria's procedural detail is outlined in non-statutory guidelines and the Act itself is very short'
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where procedural detail in the legislation was less than that evident in the more recent

Development Act and its Amendment, and there was a greater reliance on non-statutory

guidelines (eg the government's Assessment Report had no statutory basis, hence the grade of

0.s).
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Figure 5.7: Performance in Procedural Control- (with a focus on EIS content)

The EIS content requirements, although required in law, also provided minimal detail and this

did not change under subsequent Acts. Appendix (7) summarises the content requirements for

EISs under each of the Acts. Nonetheless, the statutory procedural steps and EIS content

requirements have also been supplemented with very detailed non-statutory guidelines and/or

procedural manuals, particularly for the Planning Act.r2 Scoping of issues for the EIS content

was also a legal strength under both the Development Act and its Amendment (criterion 3.3),

and although there was no explicit and statutory requirement for scoping under the Planning

Act, there was statutory provision for the Minister to require additional information (hence the

grade of 0.5). Fookes (1987) also noted that scoping occured in practice.

l2For exa-ple, the Procedures Manual (DEP 1987) for the Planning Act, the'Generic Guidelines for EISs'

outlined by ihe DEP which appear to have been active for both the Planning Act and the Development Act, and

the 'Guide to the Assessmenf of Major Developments or Projects' (DHUD 1997b) for the Development Act
Amendment.
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3. PROCEDURAL CONTROL
Pl.Act Dev. Act Dev. Act

Amend.

3.1 Are clear steps of the EIA procedure outlined in legislation (or less mandatory

uidel

0.5 1 1

ntents for the EIS?3.2 Are
1 1 1

tn 23.3 M occur
0.5 1 1

the need for the ?Must the nent
0.5 0.5 0

beMust means of financi the or 0.5 0.5 0

environment be descMust the
0.5 0.5 0.5

consider alte in the EIA3.7 Must the
0.5 0.5 0

nt outline the direct of the action?3.8 Must the
1 1 1

consider lative effects?3.9 Must the
0.5 0 0

consider irreversible nature of3.10 Must
0.5 0 0

consider indirect effects?3.11 Must
0.5 0.5 0

nt eval the relative ofi3.12 M
0 0 0

3.13 Must the proponent describe any public involvement in draft EIS preparation

or

0.5 0.5 0

and measures?3.14 M the nent outline

3.15 Must the proponent define the effectiveness of any mitigation or management
measures note residual i

1
'l 1

0.5 0 0

3.16 Must the proponent stipulate monitoring measures, and details of

implementation and contingencies?

0.5 0.5 0

Table 5.5: Performance in Procedural Control
(O=not addressed; g.J=partly addressed; 1=fully addressed)

Performance tended to fluctuate between the Acts for the remaining criteria, and most were

'partially addressed' under the Planning Act because the requirements were outlined in the

Procedural Manual and/or the generic contents for the EIS rather than in law' There were,

however, no requirements either in the law or in procedures which required proponents to

consider the significance of impacts (criterion 3.12). Moreover, in practice, proponent

treatment of many of the guideline requirements have been inadequate in practice, partly because

proponents have aimed to present the proposal in the 'most favourable light' (Fookes l98la:

p2O7). Performance in procedural requirements was similar under the Development Act, but

there was also no requirement for the proponent to consider cumulative effects (criterion 3.9),

the irreversible nature of impacts (criterion 3.10), or the effectiveness of mitigation measures.

By contrast, the Development Act Amendment addressed very few of the ElS-related criteria in
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the system-evaluation framework, despite the presence of detailed guidelines on the EIA

process. Issues not addressed included explicit requirements for the proponent to outline:

. proposal need;

. costs and financing ofthe project;

. alternative actions;

. cumulative effects;

. the irreversible nature of impacts;

. indirect effects;

. the relative significance of impacts;

. a description of public involvement during draft EIS preparation;

. effectiveness of mitigation; and

. monitoring measures.

This poor performance is interesting given that in the other controls (such as public control,

legislative control, evaluative control), performance has tended to improve under the most recent

Development Act Amendment. The omissions of these requirements does not, however, mean

that the criteria were not required in practice, and in fact, many of these aspects are explicit

requirements for the Major Developments Panel to consider when determining the level of

assessment (refer also evaluative control), and are also probably required in the project-specific

guidelines (ie the scoping stage). Thus, this performance, rather than indicating weaknesses in

procedural control, only means that the requirements are not transparently outlined in general

guidelines or in law. This is not accounted for in the evaluation framework because project-

specific guideline requirements are not evaluated (only generic guidelines).

5.2.4 P sblic-Agency Control

The provisions for public involvement in South Australia's EIA system have been frequently

criticised, particularly in terms of the lack of follow-through on public submissions made on

draft EISs and at the final decision stage (eg Hazell and Whyte 1985; Hook 1986; Fookes

l98la; Miller 1988; Parkin and Patience 1992). Parkin and Patience (1992) in particular note

that the final decision-making stage is 'shrouded in secrecy' and it has been rare for the rationale

for decisions to be made public, whilst Fookes (1987) criticised the process for only allowing

one opportunity for formal public input via comments on the draft EIS. Similarly, Fowler has

stated:

,...public comment would seem to be a formality in relation to review of the draft EIS' The

reál emphasis is placed upon the examination of the EIS by the Department of Environment

and planning... filis -"ani that review is essentially a closed, bureaucratic process, rather than

a public, open procedure' (1983 in Hazell and Whyte 1985: p69)'
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The process of public involvement has improved slightly over time (refer Figure 5.8 and Table

(5.6), but there are still limitations under the most recent Act. In particular, only 5OVo of criteria

were 'fully addressed' under both the Development Act and its Amendment compared to 25Vo

under the Planning Act. Nonetheless, the visible and formal improvements to public control

contrast with experiences in other Australian States such as Victoria, where public involvement

opportunities have been reduced in the planning and EIA system. Conacher and Conacher

(2000) ask'is public participation being dismantled?', and note that the 'general effect [in

Victoria for instancef has been a dilution or neutralising of the Acts' powers as development and

planning proposals are increasingly removed from public scrutiny, iudicial review or merits

appeal'(Conacher and Conacher 2000: p2S5). While public participation mechanisms have

been improved at the surface level in South Australia, there are some significant limitations

which are noted below.
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Figure 5.8: Performance in Public-Agency Control
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4. PUBLIC AND AGENCY CONTROL
Pl.Act Dev. Act Dev. Act

Amend.

4.1 Are the requirements for oublic involvement and certain? 1 1 1

Are there mechanisms for public and qovernment input into:

for Minister to consider in the EIA4.2
0 0 0

determinin the assessment?
0 0 1

4.4the when form
,) 0 1 1

4.5 du draft ration ?I
0.5 0.5 0

4.6 of the draft EIS
1 1 1

4.7
0 0.5 0.5

4.8 the Assessment rt
0 0 0

4.10 Are there provisions
it is inadequate or misinte

for the public to comment on the proponent's response if
submissions?

1 1 0.5

0 0 0

ls there a ment for the foll ocuments to be s

for EIA 24.11 Guide rocess or
0 1 1

4.12 Draft EIS or
0.5 1 1

EIS ?4.13
1 1 1

4.14 overnment or
0.5 1 1

Decision justificatio of th dectston and how the E IA4. 1 5 n e
infl to other

0 0 0.5

4.16 Monitoring and compliance repons (where prepared)? 0 0 0

Table 5.6: Performance in Public'Agency Control
(O=not addressed; Q.J=partly addressed; 1=fully addressed)

Under all of the Acts, the provisions for public input have been transparent, certain and the

time-frames explicitly noted, albeit with limited periods for review in some cases. There was,

however, less certainty during the early years of the Planning Act, where for instance, the

proponent's response to public submissions on a draft EIS was discretionary, but following the

1985 amendments to the Planning Act, the proponent's response became mandatory. There

were also a number of other similarities (both strengths and weaknesses) under all of the Acts

and EIA guidelines/procedures as follows:

Strengths:
. there have been implicit requirements in guidelines for public involvement during EIS

preparation to be instigated by the proponent for both the Planning Act and the Development
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Act. The guidelines which implicitly required this did not appear to remain applicable to the

later Development Act Amendment (criterion 4.5);

. the draft EIS has always been publicly available, with formal provisions for public input via

written submissions. However, guidelines (DEP 1986; 1987) under the Planning Act

specified that parts of the draft EIS could remain confidential to protect the interests of the

proponent (hence the grade of 0.5). This may have also been the case for the subsequent

Acts, but it was not explicitly noted (hence the grade of 1) (evaluation criteria4.6;4.12);

. there has always been provision for publication of the final EIS, except prior to the 1985

amendments (ie the proponent's response to the public submissions) (criterion 4.13):

. there has always been provision for publication of the government's Assessment Report,

although under the Planning Act this report lacked legislative status (hence the grade of 0.5)

(criterion 4.14);

Weaknesses:
. there have been no provisions for third parties to refer proposals for consideration by the

Minister in triggering the EIA process (ctitetion 4'2);

. there have been no opportunities for the public to comment on the proponent response to

their submissions (particularly if the proponent's response was inadequate or has

misinterpreted public comments) (criterion 4. 1 0) ;

. there have been no opportunities for public input into the government's Assessment Report

(criterion 4.8);

. there have been no requirements for the decision-maker to justify their decision to the public;

and

. there have been no provisions for public access to monitoring reports (where prepared)

(criterion 4.16).

However, the amendment of the Development Act aimed to established increased safeguards

and representation of the public in the development process (Hansard I August 1996: p2262).

These public and agency involvement improvements included:

new mechanisms allowing public input into determining the level of assessment under the

Development Act Amendment (criterion 4.3);

requirements for referral of proposals of environmental significance to the EPA;

formalised public input via submissions into the scoping process under both the

Development Act and its Amendment (criterion 4.4);

the formalisation of the public meeting under law in the Development Act Amendment (for

the PER and EIS) where previously they had been informal (criterion 4.7); and

the requirement for the decision to be published in the Government Gazette under the

Development Act Amendment (criterion 4.15).

a

a

a

c

a
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Despite the improvements under the Development Act Amendment, some were not graded at the

full score because they did not cover all levels of assessment. The formalisation of the public

meeting for instance, only applied to the PER and EIS and not the Development Report (DR)

level of assessment, and a proponent response to public submissions was also only required for

the PER and EIS. There have also been criticisms of the inadequate period for comment in

South Australia (Interview 60 1999).

In light of these limitations, it is interesting to compare the consultation provisions for the

lowest DR level of assessment in EIA with normal planning approval processes (le those that do

not trigger the formal EIA process under the 'major development' Division), because it appears

that for some types of less significant developments, there have actually been greater

opportunities for public input. Under the Development Act's normal development control

processes there were three categories of development, each with different public input

requirements (category t had minimal requirements). These are summarised in Table (5.7) and

compared with the DR process.

Table 5.7: Comparison of consultation rights for
normal planning processes with the DR level of assessment

NORMAL PLANNING
(cATEGORY 2 8E 3)

EIA PROCESS (DR LEVEL)

For Category 2 type developments, the public which
are adjacent owners or occupiers to a proposed
action must be notified of a proposed action
undergoing the approval process. This direct
notification is also the case for Category 3
developments, but in addition, the general public
must also be

These categories do not appear to apply in the EIA
process and it appears that notification is usually via
the general media rather than direct notification to
adjacent owner-occuPiers

Any persons notified of the proposed action have ten
to make a submrsston ulation

This is compared to 15 days for the Development
R under the EIA

There is also provision for the proponent of the
proposed development to respond to the public
submissions for category 2 and 3 developments

on

The proponent response for the DR in the EIA
process is not mandatory, unlike for the EIS and PER
levels

ndivid uals making a submission also h
to make a representation at

ave the

opportun ity hean ng on

the proposed action (Section 38[ 1 0l ) (this IS

dtsc retiona (y for Category 2 developments, but a

mandato ht for 3

Again, there is no such right at the DR level of
assessment in the EIA process. However, at the
higher PER and EIS levels, those people who made a
written submission are notified of public meetings;

lndividuals who made representations at a hearing
for category 3 developments also have the right to
appeal the decision (Section 38[12]).

As noted earlier, there are no appeal rights under the
EIA process

Any person who made a representation are also
Oiréitty notified of the final decision (Section 38[12])

This is not the case in the EIA process and the
decision is only published in the Government Gazette
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The distinction between normal planning processes (and what Harvey 1995 would term as

'minor' EIA) and major EIA at the DR level is somewhat ambiguous in terms of consultation

rights. There are differences, of course, which distinguish the DR from the normal planning

process,13 but one may still wonder whether or not the DR in the EIA process is in fact a fast-

track mechanism (as suggested earlier under judicial control), given the lack of mandatory

public meeting, lack of mandatory proponent response to submissions, and lack of follow-

through and appeal rights, all of which are available to normal planning processes (for certain

types of development).

5.2.5 Evaluative Control

Performance in Evaluative control is illustrated in Figure (5.9) and Table (5.8) which indicates a

slight improvement in the Development Act Amendment relative to the previous two Acts.

Under the Planning Act, 407o of criteria were 'fully addressed' compared to 6O7o under the

Development Act, and66Vo under the Development Act Amendment.

Triggering EIA

Criteria 5.1-5.3 refer to the screening and triggering process in EIA (ie the decision about when

it is appropriate to apply the EIA process to a proposed action) which has been a weakness in

the EIA system. In some jurisdictions such as New South 
'Wales in Australia and in Thailand,

the decision to apply the EIA process is clearcut with a list of projects which automatically

trigger the EIA process (eg rcfer Tongcumpou and Harvey 1994) (criterion 5.1), whereas

jurisdictions such as Canada have a list of projects that are 'likely to have significant adverse

environmental effects' (Gibson 1993: p16). In South Australia, the criteria to guide the

triggeingprocess have been highly ambiguous and discretionary. Under the Planning Act, the

decision to trigger EIA could be made where the Minister for Environment and Planning or the

Governor believed that the proposal was 'of maior social, economic or environmental

importance' (Section 49[1] and Section 50). Similar criteria were also present in the subsequent

Acts (although the Governor declaration was later removed).

With such broad terminology the decision to trigger EIA has been a subjective one, but thirteen

non-statutory criteria to guide this decision were outlined in the Planning Act's Procedures

Manual (DEP Ig87) (hence the grade of 0.5). These criteria are summarised in Appendix (8),

and related to the way in which the proposed action affected communities, ecosystems,

I3The DR has greater transparency and a greater amount of information required (iø formal public input into the

scoping pro."rã, the more èxplicit and extensive referral mechanisms to the EPA [and other bodies], the more

co-prãtren.ive requirementJ for the DR's contents [relative to a Statement of Effects], the government

Asseìsment Report, and the Governor as decision-making authority'
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cumulative effects, and the long-term effects on the environment among others. Statutory

criteria for triggering EIA were also outlined in Regulations for the Development Act and its

Amendment, and were increasingly detailed and focused on issues of 'significance' relative to

previous Acts (hence the grade of 1) (refer Appendix 8). They were based predominantly on

criteria prepared by the Australian and New Zealand Environment and Conservation council in

7993 andupdated in 1996 (ANZECC 1996)'
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Figure 5.9: Performance in Evaluative Control

The decision to trigger EIA has also not been within the realms of an 'independent' authority,

thus opening it up to further political manipulation (criterion 5.3). This did improve slightly

with the creation of the Major Developments (MDP) Panel which was responsible for

determining the level of assessment (with public input), but it was still the responsibility of the

Minister (in the planning portfolio) to trigger the EIA section in the first place. Nonetheless,

given the potential for the DR (the lowest level of assessment) to be used as a fast-track

mechanism, it is a strength of the EIA system that the level of assessment is determined by an

independent authority. The DR was triggered, for instance, if a proposal involved only minor

issues which were generally considered manageable, were well understood, and were of only

local or limited public interest; whereas the EIS was triggered if a proposal involved major

impacts, loss of economic opportunities, less certainty, lack of existing control by legislation,

and a need for extensive public involvement. However, given the lack of judicial review
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provisions, decisions to require (or not to require) an EIS could not be challenged (DHUD

1997a).

Table 5.8: Performance in Evaluative Control
(0=not addressed; 6.J=partly addressed; 1=fully addressed)

EIA could also be avoided by enacting special legislation such as the Golden Grove (Indenture

ratffication) Act 1984 which exempted decision-making from the EIA process (Bates 1986;

Fookes 1986). According to Bates (1986: p190) 'it can be said that in South Australia, the

indenture technique has become a virtual tradition with respect to the undertaking of major

5. EVALUATIVE CONTROL
Pl.Act Dev. Act Dev. Act

Amend.

list of actions which r the EIA5.1 ls there
0 0 0

5.2 Are there clear criteria for determining the need for EIA (if the decision is

?

0.5 1 1

5.3 ls the triggering process controlled by an independent authority?
0 0 0.5

ls there explicit mechan rsm which postpones rhe decision until the EIA5.4 an
has been co eted less crite non 5.5

1 1 1

S.5 ls there provision for an early refusal so that the EIA process is not undertaken

unnecessa

0 1 1

5.6 ls there provision for a reviewing unit and/o
lnformation and/or amendment of the EIS?

r Minister to request further 1 1 1

S.7 Are there mechanisms which enable a reviewing unit and/or Minister to prevent

ofi ElSs final decision?

1 0.5 0.5

5.8 lf ElSs
considered

are centrally reviewed, is there a clear outline of the criteria to be
evaluation of the El

0.5 1 1

provision fo the revrewl unit to make mendations to the5.9 ls there I ng recom
decision- maker n the decision and itions?

0.5 1 1

the factors to be conside red tn rh final decisi on5. 0 ls there clear gu idance on e

which identifi ES an d outlin es

0 0.5 0.5

5.11 Must the findings of the EIA be central considerations in the final decision? 0.5 0.5 0.5

5.12 Can the final decision involve refusal and the attachment of conditions on the
?

1 1 1

proposals, IS th final decision resulting from the EIA5 1 3 Fo t private sector e
rocess made and ls it on adviso

1 1 1

5.14 For public sector proposals (le crown development), is the final decision made

externally and is it binding on the proponent (or advisory)?

0 0.5 1

S.15 Can decisions and conditions be formally enforced by penalties/sanctions if

the proponent fails to comPlY?

1 1 1
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development...'. It is unclear why this special legislation has been necessary given that the

triggering process for EIA was highly discretionary anyway, and there have been examples of

projects which have escaped the EIA'net'without such special legislation (eg the Pelican Point

Power Station noted earlier).

It is also somewhat strange that the Development Act does in fact list activities which are

considered to be of 'environmental significance' or of 'major environmental significance'

(Schedules 2I and22),yetthese lists of significant projects do not automatically trigger the EIA

process (they only require that the EIS be referred to the EPA and have consideration for the

Environment Protection Act). This is despite the fact that the EIA process is reserved for

projects of environmental significance (and economic and social significance). Again, however,

the decision rested with the Minister who only had to be 'of the opinion' that an activity was of

'major environmental importance', and this opinion may differ to the statutory list of

environmentally significant proj ects.

Enforcing EIS Quølity

Criteria 5.6-5.8 relate to the process of reviewing and enforcing EIS quality. There has been no

explicit statutory mechanism for review of EIS quality, but it has been implied by statutory

provisions for the Minister to request further information and for the proponent to amend the

draft EIS (criterion 5.6), and this has been undertaken in practice (egDE,P 1987). Criteria for

reviewing the quality of EISs (criterion 5.8) have not been described as such, but were

indirectly present under each of the Acts via the statutory mechanisms outlining the contents of

EISs, the non-statutory and generic EIS contents for the Planning Act and Development Act,

and the criteria outlined in project-specific guidelines. Although there may be criteria to review

an EIS and provisions to request further information, mechanisms to enforce the improvements

to EIS quality are sometimes lacking in EIA (eg refer Wood 1995), In South Australia's case,

however, there have been a number of mechanisms to enforce compliance, but usually via more

indirect avenues rather than explicit statements in law. For instance:

EIA in South Australia

under the Planning Act, the EIA process was not complete until the EIS was 'officially

recognised' (and hence a decision could not be made). Thus, the Minister in making this

decision could hold out until the proponent complied with requests for improvements in the

EIS. Section 49(3) stated: 'The Minister shall ... determine what (if any) amendments

should be made to the environmental impact statement and, after those amendments have

been made, signify by notice to the proponent that the statement is fficially recognised'

(highlight added). This official recognition mechanism was removed under later Acts;

under the Development Act and its Amendment, a decision could not be made by law until

an Assessment Report had been prepared including the recommendations outlined by the

a

a
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It should, however, be noted that the EIA Branch could not in practice prevent the release of an

inadequate EIS (Interview 59 1999), but the influence of the EIA Branch on EIS quality was

considered 'reasonable', and most proponents have been responsive and adopted their advice

despite some opposition to it (Interview 59 1999; Interview 60 1999).

Decision-Møking

The remaining criteria in evaluative control relate to decision-making. Performance which was

consistent and positive in all of the Acts was:

o

o

EIA in South Australia

Minister and/or reviewing unit (criterion 5.9). Thus, the Minister and/or administering

authority could delay the production of this Assessment Report until the proponent had

complied with requests for further information and improvements to EIS quality;

under all of the Acts, EIS quality could also be indirectly enforced by the Minister by

delaying mandatory public advertisements which notify the public of the EIS's availability

and which invite the public to comment (for example, Section a92D under the Planning

Act; Section 46t61 under the Development Act) (this was also a check noted by Wood 1995

in stopping EISs from being prematurely released).

the postponement of a decision until an EIS (or other level of assessment) had been prepared

(criterion 5.+¡'t+

provisions for both refusal and the attachment of conditions to a final decision (criterion

5.r2);

mechanisms to formally enforce compliance to the decision (criterion 5.15). If a proponent

failed to comply with the final decision under the Planning Act, a fine of $10,000 could be

applied (and an additional default penalty of $1,000 for each day of non-compliance). This

increased under the Development Act and its Amendment, and non-compliance involved

Division 2 fines of a maximum of $40,000 (plus the default penalty of $1,000) or a

maximum imprisonment of 10 years; and

the external and binding nature of decisions for private development (criterion 5.13).

o

o

a

Under the Development Act Amendment, decisions on 'projects' (ie not defined as

'development) were advisory only. For public sector 'development' by Crown authorities

(which was not exempt from the Act), the decision-making process changed so that it became

l4For instance, under the Planning Act 1982'No decision shall be made...unless an environment(tl impact

statement has been prepared and fficiat recognition has been accorded to that environmental impact statement'

(Section 5lt3l). Nõ such explicit mechanism was evident when the EIA process was triggered by the Minister,
but it was implied given that the relevant planning authority shall have regard to an officially recognised EIS

where prepared. This was also the case in subsequent Acts when the Governor must have regard to the EIS before

making a decision.
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external to, and binding on, crown authorities (pursuant to Section a9l6al) (criterion 5.14)

(hence the grade of 1). Under the Development Act, a decision by the Minister on Crown

proposals appeared to be binding, but the Minister was not required to make a decision in all

cases (only that the Minister 'may' make directions) (hence the grade of 0.5).

Usually, the advice outlined by the EIA Branch in an Assessment Report has been adopted in

the government's decision on a proposal (Interview 59 1999; Interview 60 1999) (criterion

5.9). It was the view of one Minister that the EIA process was a'scientific one...that had to be

dealt with by the people with that expertise..' and that this'shouldn't be subiect to political

interference' (Interview 7I 1999). Thus, the EIA Branch could 'make or break a proiect'

(Interview 7I lggg), but it was also noted by another Minister that environmental issues were

not the only factor in the decision equation (Interview 73 1999). In fact, in all of the Acts the

EIS (and related documents) were not required to be the central determinant in the final decision

(hence a grade of 0.5) (criterion 5.1 1). Under the Planning Act, decision-makers 'shall' only

have 'regard' to the EIS, and a similar approach was evident in the subsequent Acts'

Nonetheless, as Wood (1995: pl33) notes, the EIA process is there to 'constrain' and not to

'control discussions'.

There has also been a lack of clear statutory or non-statutory criteria which guide the decision

process (criterion 5.10) which in turn relates to the lack of upfront objectives in the EIA system

noted earlier, Under the Planning Act, the decision was guided by the EIS, but under the

subsequent Development Act and its Amendment the factors to be considered in the final

decision were expanded, and under the Amendment, the Governor had to regard:

. the Development Plan;

. the Building Rules;

. the Planning Strategy;

. the objectives, duties and policies under the Environment Protection Act 1993 (if the

proposed action is defined as a 'prescribed activity of environmental significance');

. the EIS, PER or DR;

. the Assessment Report; and

. any other matter considered relevant by the Governor.

Yet there have been no attempts in either the legislation or in guidelines to prioritise the issues to

be considered in decision-making, nor has there been any attempt to outline 'acceptability

criteria' similar to those suggested by Sippe (1994). The 'acceptability' approach is, according

to Sippe (1994 p7)'a judgement made on the limits to the degree of change to the environment

predicted to be induced by a proposal such that it does not change the value...ascribed to it by

the community'. This could include factors such as the manageability of impacts, levels of
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uncertainty, and existing regulatory standards (eg noise thresholds). Sippe, who provides

examples of acceptability criteria for groundwater pollution, further notes that the outline of

acceptability criteria provides greater certainty to proponents and to the public alike about

expectations in the EIA decision-making process, and they can thus tailor their responses to

these upfront expectations. The system in South Australia could be improved by summarising

existing standards (eg noise pollution, water pollution, air pollution) for the purposes of EIA in

a 'one stop shop' guideline for each development or project.

5.2.6 Follow-Up Control

Follow-up in EIA through project and system monitoring is frequently a weakness in the

process (eg refer 'Wood lgg5), and South Australia's EIA system is no exception to this trend

(eg Hook 1985; Fookes 1981a; Kinnaird 1989; Nixon 1998; Interview 601999). In the 1980s,

the EIA Branch instigated a review of the monitoring process (criteria 6.2-6.4), and found it to

be ad hoc, despite informal recommendations in the 1970s to improve the process (Tideman

1986). It was also noted:

'A significant criticism of many monitoring activities is that there is no mechanism for
incor-porating results of monitoring activities into the "collective knowledge" of the

Assesìments-Branch. One of the important purposes of monitoring is to gain knowledge so

that predictions of impacts can be more precise... Without a reporting and feedback system,

monitoring is virtually wasted' (Tideman 1986: pl5)'

This weakness has been partly due to a lack of staff, financial resources and guidelines in the

then DEP, and also due to a lack of legislative requirements for monitoring (Tideman 1986).

Nonetheless, Figure (5.10) and Table (5.9) indicates that the follow-up process has improved

under the latest Development Act Amendment.
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Figure 5.10: Performance in Follow'Up Control
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6. FOLLOW-UP CONTROL
Pl.Act Dev. Act Dev. Act

Amend.

6.1 Are there mechanisms for EIA outcomes to be linked to construction with

requirements for Environmental Management Plans (more detailed than mitigation

outlined in E 7

0 0

6.2 Are there mechanisms which allow the government to request monitoring or

auditin

0 0 1

6.3 lf monitoring provisions exist, are there provisions for monitoring to be
co a external to

0 0 1

6.4 Are there requirements for the proponent to submit regular monitoring and

com
,)

0 0.5

6.5 Are there mechanisms for the government to impose contingency procedures

on the in the of non

1 1 1

6.6 ls
amen

there provrsron Íor the E A system to be monitored and if necessary be
to tnco feed from nence?

0 0 0

6.7 ls there a central database of all ElAs undertaken and decisions made? 0 0 0.5

Table 5.9: Performance in Follow-Up Control
(O=not addressed; O.s=partly addressed; 1=fully addressed)

Under both the Planning Act and Development Act, 85Vo of criteria were 'not addressed', which

contrasts with the Development Act amendment where only 28Vo of criteria were 'not

addressed' and 427o were 'fully addressed'. A strength under all of the Acts, however, was the

explicit flexibility to vary at any time, the conditions that were attached to a decision (so long as

the intention to vary or review conditions was noted at the time of the decision).

The primary improvements under the Development Act amendment were the explicit

requirements for monitoring (Section 48C), although there was no standard requirement for

proponents to submit regular monitoring reports (criterion 6.4). However, once monitoring is

requested by the Minister (this is not required automatically and the Minister'may' request that

it occur), it is mandatory for the proponent to comply (including the submission of reports), and

there are also provisions for external parties to conduct monitoring or audits (criterion 6'3). To

date, there are still no explicit requirements for monitoring of the EIA system (although it occurs

to a limited degree in practice) (criterion 6.6), and although a central database has been

established on the internet (criterion 6.7) which lists EISs (and other levels) triggered, it is

incomplete and lacks detail on the final decisions, monitoring reports, and lessons learned in the

process.
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5.3 SUMMARY & COMPARISON OF CONTROLS WITH EIA PRINCIPLES

In conclusion, the commitment to environmental protection and to EIA has gradually increased

in South Australia since its recommendation in lgT3,butchanges to the EIA system have also

reflected attempts by the government to increase State control over major developments, and to

improve certainty for proponents so that development is encouraged (albeit in an

'environmentally-sound' manner). Overall improvements over time are indicated by the

numbers of criteria at least 'partially addressed' in each Act:

a

a

a

Planning Act:

Development Act:

Development Act Amendment:

and by the numbers of criteria'fully addressed' in each Act:

617o at least partly addressed;

67Vo atleast partly addressed; and

677o at least partly addressed;

267o filly addressed;

447o fully addressed; and

48Vo fully addressed.

. Planning Act:

. Development Act:

. Development Act Amendment:

Figure (5.11) summarises and compares the trends in each of the controls within the EIA

system, and illustrates the percentage of criteria at least 'partially addressed' for the Planning

Act, Development Act and its Amendment. In summary, performance has improved over time

in terms of legislative control, public-agency control, evaluative control and follow-up control in

particular, but has declined in terms of judicial control and procedural control. The key

strengths in terms of controls under the most recent Amendment Act include legislative control

and evaluative control, and the strong performance in this latter highlights the significant level of

State government control over the EIA process in South Australia. This high level of

government control over EIA is also reflected in the principles of EIA which were noted in

Chapter Four and which are illustrated in Figure (5.12)'

Despite evidence of the potential to fast-track EIA and to encourage development in the State,

the indications are in this evaluation, that principles of accountability have in fact been improved

in some areas (once EIA has been triggered). According to one government Minister, the

attitudes of government towards the environment have actually improved over previous years in

line with increasing public expectations (Interview 13 1999). The most striking of these

improvements in terms of EIA principles was the increase in EIA's 'verifiability' (le ability to

measure performance for individual proposals and for the EIA system in general) which is

consistent with follow-up control (although this lacked public accountability).
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The most striking decline was evident in terms of principles of purposiveness, and this decline

predominantly relates to the lack of generic, upfront and transparent requirements for EIS

content noted earlier in procedural control (although many of the criteria may be met for

particular proposals in the project-specific guidelines). However, this reduction in EIA's
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purposiveness may also reflect the changing emphasis of the 'major projects' section from a

focus on EIA to an emphasis on fast-track mechanisms.

The pfinqipþs of completeness and mandatory-accountable nature of the process have also

improved substantially since the Planning Act, which is consistent with the improvements in

legislative-administrative and evaluative controls. Government control over the process has

also been enhanced by the increases in principles of flexibility, which gives the government

some discretion in applying the process and in making the final decision. Flexibility is important

in that unforeseen options are not closed off (eg if relying solely on an list which automatically

triggers EIA), but it may also be a negative in that EIA will not always be applied where

appropriate. Moon (1998: p39) argues that the '...capacity for political manipulation to

facilitate particular oúúcomes'is more significant than the actual requirement itself. This is an

important point in the context of South Australia given that there is significant potential for

political discretion at the screening, triggering and decision stages. It is perhaps for this reason

that accountability mechanisms such as public involvement have been improved. That is, from

a cynical point of view, there is no real threat to decision-makers in government as a result of

better public participation mechanisms, given the ability to avoid the EIA process in the first

place, or to fast-track it at the lowest level of assessment.

yet overall, with the strengths in legislative, evaluative, procedural controls and in principles of

specificity under all of the Acts (albeit to varying degrees), the potential for EIA effectiveness is

increased under all of the Acts (and hence organisational change). In other words, it is usually a

combination of controls in operation which improves effectiveness, rather than one operating

alone (Ortolano et at 1987). It should, however, be remembered that the initial requirement for

EIA in South Australia was a non-statutory requirement with limited policy resources for EIA's

administration which may reduce the potential for compliance. The actual response to this

informal EIA requirement and the level of compliance demonstrated by the two case study

organisations is evaluated in Chapters Seven, Eight, and Nine. Firstly, however, the next

Chapter introduces the organisations in terms of their missions, and the social, political and

economic context to their evolution.
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Chapter Six

THE EVOLUTION OF
TRANSPORT SA & ETSA

'Tradition can represent principles that have stood the test of time and

doctrines that have been passed on from Seneration to generation.
ot
in
er
).

6.0 INTRODUCTION

Understanding change in organisations is not simply a matter of examining organisational

behaviour immediately before and/or after the EIA requirement, nor is it a matter of examining

EIA in isolation from other change requirements placed upon the organisations. Change is an

evolutionary and dynamic process which stems from, and builds upon, experiences in the early

parts of this century, and the value of the historical context is strongly supported by Greiner

(1972), Taylor and Bogdan (1998) and Brunsson and Olsen (1998). It has been argued that

'knowledge of the history of an organization is often required if we are to understand even its

most recent reþrms' (Brunsson and Olsen 1998: p13), and that '...the future of an organization

may be less determined by outside forces than it is by the organization's history' (Greiner 1972:

p291). This latter statement holds strong elements of truth, but this Chapter demonstrates that

both the organisation's internal history and external forces, such as the political and social

context, are closelY intertwined'

As in Mazmanian and Nienaber's (1919) research on EIA and organisational change, this

Chapter provides the basis for a better understanding in subsequent chapters of when, how and

why Transport SA and ETSA responded to EIA and other environmental requirements' In

addressing research objective (5), topics addressed include the creation of the organisations,

their key pu{pose, the organisational culture in the two decades prior to the introduction of the

EIA requirement, the changing levels of construction activity, and the social and political factors

which have shaped their development. The implications of this evolution for EIA are discussed
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in subsequent Chapters, and summarised in Chapter Ten. Given that there is limited

information on the organisations, this Chapter by necessity relies heavily on a small range of

sources, and in particular, synthesises Donovan's (1991) comprehensive account of the

Highways Department and Linn's (1996) extensive account of ETSA. It is acknowledged that

there are gaps in the information, and that history can be interpreted in many different ways.

However, useful insight is also gained from annual reports and histories by Mudge (1973),

Stretton (1975; 1989), Kerr and Kerr (1979), Zeicman (1919), Patrickson et al (1995),

Radbone (lgg2), Charles and Rosser (1998), and others. Each organisation is treated

separately in the following description so that a more complete picture can be gained' In

subsequent chapters, the structure becomes issue-based rather than organisational-based.

6.1- TRANSPORT SA

6.1.L Roads & State Government Control in the 1920s-1940s

Like the provision of water (Hammerton 1986) and other essential services, the development of

roads has played a crucial role in South Australia's history:

'Roads are fundamental to the social and economic life of any community and are among the

first public utilities to be built, and those to receive the most constant attention'.. The

construction of its first roads, however rough, was one of the first and most important

engineering tasks to be undertaken in any colony and was particularly important in South

Au-stralia n'ih"t" un inland site was chosen for the capital. Just as the development of a network

of roads was fundamental to the early economic development of South Australia, so the focus

of the network on Adelaide served to ensure its dominant position in the new State' (Donovan

1991: pl).

Control of the road network during the nineteenth century resided primarily with local councils,

and the evolution of greater Statel government responsibility for roads evolved gradually in

response to sharp increases in the numbers of motor vehicle registered (Donovan I99l;

Radbone Igg2). Those with expertise in road construction at the State level were initially

housed in the Roads and Bridges Department, followed by the Local Government Department

which signalled one of the precursors of today's transport authority: Transport SA.

It was in 1926-1927 thatthe most fundamental changes to road administration and construction

were made at the State level. First, the Highways Road Act 1926 was enacted in response to

increasing community demands for motor vehicle accessibility; and second, the Local

Government Department was renamed the Department of Highways and Local Government in

192i (Mudge 1973; Donovan 1991). The Act in particular marked a significant turning point

because it gave the Commissioner of Highways substantial autonomy from government in order

to construct roads. As stated by the then Premier and Treasurer, the Highways Bill:

1 South Australia was proclaimed as a State in 1901 under the Australian Constitution.
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'establish[es] a new system of road administration in South Australia, and a new method of
road finance...The main objects... are to provide for continuity of policy in road construction

and maintenance, and to put the person or body charged with the task of administering the

funds...in a position where he [sic] will be freed as far as possible from external
influence and control, which would be tikety to hamper him in carrying
through a comprehensive and protracted policy of road construction. The

general scheme adopted...finvolves] the creatio and of a main

ioads fund... solely under the control of the C ed by him on

the construction and maintenance ofroads' (cite added)'

This legislated freedom from 'hampering' and independence from political control was believed

to be unique in the public service (Donovan l99I). Traditionally, government organisations

have been viewed as neutral implementors of government policy, but such an assumption is

mistaken given that, although government may make policy decisions, government

organisations also participate by offering information and evaluations of various policy options

(Wiltshire I915; Doyle and McEachern 1998). Ministers who are in transient roles are

dependent on departments and advice from the 'experts', primarily because of their large

knowledge base, their monopoly of information, and the fact that public servants are (or at least

were) permanent (Wiltshire I975). Wilenski argues that the myth of bureaucrats and

government organisations as simple administrators allows them to 'engage in politics and

policy-making without being held accountable politically for the outcomes of their actions' (cited

in Thompson 1983: p59).

In this context, the early and autonomous years of the Department2 were full of optimism and

progress and signalled the beginnings of a tight-knit 'expert' road-building culture' However,

as a result of the 1930s economic depression, progress declined and attempts were made to

reduce the Highway Commissioner's (Fleming) autonomy by Ministers who were

uncomfortable with the power afforded to him under the Act (Donovan 199D.3 These political

assaults on the Department had minimal impact on daily operations as the economy began to

recover in 1934 and national support and funding increased for road construction (Donovan

lggD. The Department's primary mission of road construction was reinforced by the

production of faster and more reliable cars which in turn influenced a'revolution in public

aîtitudes to land travel by creating new expectations in the minds of travellers and encouraging

more long distance - even interstate - road travel' (Donovan 1991: p64). With the advent of

World War II, attempts to reconstruct South Australia's road network were once again

2Responsibility for roads still remained with local authorities, but the Highways Act enabled the Commissioner,

fbllowing notice to the councils, to undertake a broad range of road construction and maintenance activities

(Highways and Local Government Department 1956-57; Highways 1980).
3The aim was to redirect needed revenue from the main roads fund into the State government's general revenue

(Donovan 1991). Although this failed, it was assented to for a period of two years in 1930 (Donovan 1991). In

ìg::, ttr" Commissioner'i control was further truncated with an amendment to the Highways Act which required

Ministerial approval for all major new works (Donovan l99l).
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postponed and although road activities continued, they were focused solely on the war effort

and the road network fell into a state of disrepair (Donovan 1991).

6J1.,2 Organisational Legitimacy: The Era of Freeway Design (L950s-L960s)

The years after'World War II were evidently the most exciting and the most productive in the

department's history, and have been described as the'age of innocence' (1950s) and the

'halcyon'years (1960 s) ('happy and prosperous'; Turner 1987) (Donovan 1991)' Although the

autonomy of the new Commissioner (Richmond) was further reduced and the position became

subject to Ministerial control,4 the upsurge in road construction, upgrades and widening

reinforced the department's public legitimacy. Several factors contributed to this enhanced

activity including those which triggered construction such as community demands for the

convenience of access, increasing numbers of motor vehicles registered (Figure 6.1), Premier

Playford's industrialisation process (refer Appendix 5); and those whichfacilitated construction

including increased staff numbers, better funding (refer Figure 6.2), and improved technology

and knowledge. Each of these factors are summarised in Table (6.1). Premier Playford's

industrialisation policy was particularly significant:

.With the support of Playford, the 1960s were perhaps the most optimistic and dynamic decade

in the history õf th" High*ays Department when traffic engineers could dream grandiose dreams

with a fair ãxpectation that they might be realised. This was the era of freeway design and

construction when few dared question the scale ofthe projects ofthe need to acquire property so

that they might be built' (Donovan 1996: p208)'

To facilitate this era of freeways '...precious villages, precious trees and precious old oligarches

[were] trampled impartially if they [got] in the way of the lowest-cost routes' (Stretton 1989;

Donovan l99l: p93). The intense activity, combined with a shortage of professional staff,

resulted in more work being contracted out than had previously been undertaken, which was

consistent with government policies of the time (Donovan 1991). There was more than enough

work for the Department, and it was during this time that much of South Australia's road

infrastructure was established.

tion, he reduced the powers of the Commissioner in an

sation process (Donovan 1991). In 1953, an amendment

each year to be approved by the Minister, and in 1958 the

of a Minister (Highways 1980; Donovan 1991). It had

ng' (Donovan l99l: P99).
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Figure 6.1: Total number of vehicle
registrations (includes motor cars, commercial

vehicles, and motor cycles) (compiled from Donovan
1991: pp3l4-315)

Figure 6.2: Road Funding evident from
Receipts as at 30 June from l9l9 to 1965

(Pounds were converted into dollars from 1965)
(compiled from Donovan 1991: pp3l2-313)

Table 6.L: Factors influencing increased road construction in the 1950s and 1960s (compiled from

Donovan I99l;7996; Highways and Local government 1958-59; 1965-66)

FACTOR EXPLANATION

Triggers lncreases in motor
vehicles registered (refer
Fiqure 6.1)

lncreases were pafily due to the cessation of fuel rationing in
February 1950, and resulted in greater safety and congestion
issues which required mitigation

lncreasin
demands

g community
for better roads

Relates to increases in motor vehicle registrations. 'Australia is a
country more than any other form of

99 1

Playford's
industrialisation policv

Policy strongly advocated new road infrastructure to attract new
industries to th State.

Facilitators lncreases in human
resources

Returned serv¡cemen from the war n ished staff Shortages
continued th this

lncreases in financial
resources (refer Figure
6.2)

Monies previously used in the war effort were redirected to the road
network. Overall revenue also increased within the context of
another post-war economic boom which lasted for nearly two
decades

lmprovements in
technology

Larger and more complex machinery facilitated renewed activity.
Highways Commissioner Richmond (1958-1966) in padicularwas
aséociaied with policies to modernise road construction methods
and increase

Knowledge Transfer of knowledge following visits overseas by Commissioners
and other staff. American experience was a strong influence on

the freeway concept.
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Coinciding with this renewed and virtually ad hoc activity, attempts were made in the late 1950s

to undertake forward planning with the creation of a Planning Section in 1958 (Donovan 1991).

The planning Engineer had broad-ranging responsibilities such as the identification of locations

for major rural roads; identification of future routes for the network in urban areas; liaison with

the Town Planner and planning for future traffic requirements; determination of future road

policies; and investigation of special projects (Highways and Local Government 1958-59;

Donovan lggl). This group was later restructuredin 1964 into three groups comprising the

Advance Planning Section, the Planning Coordination Section, and the Project Planning

Section. This latter section, which is now the Planning Investigations Section, is responsible

for conducting internal processes of EIA for large road projects, and is referred to further in

Chapter Seven.

6.1.3 The Organisational Culture In The 1950-1960s

The culture of the Department and its early emphasis on construction has been described by

some as a 'cowboy' culture (eg rcfer DoT April 1997). Ellyard (1998) has described cowboy

cultures of the 1950s (although not referring to the Highways Department in particular), as

focused on, inter alia, independence as opposed to interdependence, humanity against nature,

unsustainable production and consumption, and conflict resolution through confrontation rather

than negotiation. Some of these features were apparent in the Highways Department which was

dominated by the 'product', conflict, and a technical, hands-on construction ethic as illustrated

in the annual reports during the 1950s and 1960s. Engineers were given 'free rein', and it was

generally believed that'experts with access to sfficientfunds could provide answers to any

dilemma'(Donovan l99l: pI25). One employee noted that while '...aII government agencies

knew these exciting days, we were looked upon with a degree of jealousy, as a millionaire

organisation...Those privileged to work in the organisation through that period savoured

engineering challenges and opportunitles' (in Donovan l99I: pl26). Similarly, one past

construction engineer recollected:

'Nobody knew about the costing system for our expenditure... There was always plenty,.'.[and

wel didn't have to worry *uch about budgets because the main issue was building roads..'it

wai pretty exciting and it *as...an era when the people in this organisation had"'hands on

oppoituniiy to learñ...their profession....as far as highway engineering is concerned. ".you had

uìät of 
"*po..r.", 

you...gained a lot of experience very quickly and you were allowed to make

mistakes...it was an environment where you...got a lot of experience very very quickly and a

lot of independence and a lot of autonomy and a lot of authority'

It was...just pragmatically building things, getting things out. There was no report writing.

There was no rãviewing of what we did...We did whatever we just had to do to actually

deliver...so for certain soits of people like me that was wonderful' (Interview 63 1999).

Being encouraged by the Highways Commissioner of the time, construction engineers also

controlled mini-departments which had'enormous ...autonomy, sovereignty' '(Interview 63

lggg). It was a time of 'fiefdoms', with evidence of 'enormous cultural tension' between
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different groups, and the Commissioner's philosophy of 'let the underlings war' tended to

reinforce his position of power (Interview 63 1999). Conflict was overt throughout the

organisation, particularly between the dominant construction and planning areas, and it was

observed That'the notion of collaboration and co-operation...was iust foreign, totally foreign'

(Interview 63 lggg). Obviously, this lack of cooperation is not conducive for linking planning

requirements with construction outcomes (and in later years, the EIA process). This is further

addressed in terms of EIA in Chapter Eight'

During this time, engineering and technical challenges were at the forefront and decision-making

rarely considered social or environmental concerns (Shepherd 1980; Donovan l99l).

Community consultation was rarely undertaken, and the general attitude was that engineers were

there to 'build the black stuff ... and nothing else mattered' (Interview 64 1999), or in other

words, '...Iets just bowl it over and do l/' (Interview 45 1999). One previous construction

engineer noted:

,There's been ...a history of being completely environmentally insensitive, just
ignorance...being resistant...and I was part of, and I don't mind, I do mind admitting it actually,

b-ut I have to ãdmit it, part of an organisation where environmental protection...wasn't

important' (Interview 63 1999).

'When I was building the road from just north of Horn....there's a lot of creeks across that road

.... and many of them have ...these beautiful river red gums that follow the creek,

...magnificeni specimens and we...didn't look at those with any notion of what a magnificent

tp""i-"n of a iree it was....and we ...went through knocking down these trees, and I mean

sòme of them were 9-10 foot in diameter, they were huge, and we would blow them up, ..'and

push them out ofthe way and without a second thought'(Interview 63 1999).

In defending the Department against criticism, the then Minister of Transport (Fargo) described

the engineer in charge of the above-noted project as an'avid conservationist',brtt it was noted

by one employee that'. "Of course, all my colleagues thought that was hilariously funny...If it

moves, shoot it; if it stands still, chop it down. That was one of the early sayings' (Interview

63 1999).

Environmental damage was also encouraged by some members of the community. The removal

of trees in rural areas for instance, was sometimes promoted by farmers to facilitate the fencing

of properties (Donovan I99l). It appeared that many people within and outside the department,

were concerned more with progress and the convenience that roads provided rather than their

broader environmental implications. Donovan (1991) observed that although concern was

sometimes raised 'bemoaning the loss of particular trees,' the'community seemed happy to pay

the price demanded for the new roads' (Donovan l99I: pl70). 'Where public criticism did

occur, it had minimal effect at the time because the government was not as transparent or as

receptive as it was in the later 1970s (Interview 63 1999; refer also Appendix 5)' The idea of

progress within both the community and the department, soon changed however.
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6.L.4 From Community Convenience to Community Concern (tut" tgoos, earlv 1e70s)

The 1960s were progressive times, but the Department's unfettered approach to road

construction began to scrutinised by the community in the latter part of the decade, which was a

reflection of the wider community interest in environmental factors noted in Appendix (5)'

According to O'Neil:

,...many south Australians had become cynical about the benefits of bigger and better roads and

more conscious of the social and enviroímental costs. No longer did rnany of tf..T consider

the removal of road-side trees and buildings as a reasonable price for what was called progress'

(O'Neil 1996: P2l2).

This change in attitudes towards road construction was partly influenced by experiences

overseas, particularly given that a 'freeway revolt' was experienced at a similar time in the

united states (shepherd 19g0), and Donovan (199r) notes that the American lifestyle had a

significant influence on south Australians. Two significant events also marked the beginnings

of arduous times for the Department including the MATS plan (Metropolitan Adelaide Transport

Strategy), and the Montacute Road saga. In this latter event, the Department was taken by

surprise by public outcry regarding the proposed destruction of 130 gum trees to widen the road

in 1966. Public opposition to this project was well organiseds with a 'save the trees campaign''

and a petition with 1,400 signatures (Donovan 1991)' This campaign was relatively

unsuccessful, but because of departmental reappraisal of the situation, 40 trees were saved and

longer term policy reforms were made (refer Chapter Seven) (Donovan 1991)'

The MATS plan saga with a focus on freeways was substantially more controversial for the

Department. The American freeway was believed to be the solution to increasing traffic

congestion, and it was a concept originally supported by much of the community (Donovan

1991). yet it was also a concept that eventually resulted in significant public objection' The

MATS plan, which was pfepared between the early to late 1960s, was the most comprehensive

study in transport planning that had ever been undertaken in South Australia' and was the

largest public works programme proposed in the State's history (Stretton 1970 Zeicman 1919;

Donovan 1991). lt also became a 'political football' (Donovan 1991). Parkin and Pugh stated

that this plan:

,...assumed a continuation - a glorification - of an automobile-oriented metropolis and the

demise of public transportation' It
leaf interchanges and overpasses,

were needed to handle the influx'
neighborhoods, the bisection of

5 Opposition was probably exacerbated because of earlier actions by ETSA who, despite public protest, destroyed

,ig,il'fi"unt red and blue gúms to construct a transmissior line in the same area (Donovan 1991)'
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resumption of parkland and the likely imposition of further congestion and pollution' (Parkin

and Pugh 1981: p93).

It was proposed to spend A$544 million dollars (196l16S prices) over a twenty year period,

incorporating $436.5 million for road works and $107.5 million for public transport (Zeicman

lg:g).It had also been estimated that thousands of residential and business properties were to

be acquired for the proposed freeway at Noarlunga (Donovan 1991). Not surprisingly, there

was a 'storm of protest anrl concern' following the release of the plan (Zeicman 1979; Donovan

l99I: pl12). Zeicman (lg7g) cites one of Adelaide's newspapers - 'The Advertiser' (October

1968):

'The sound waves arising from the proposals, which are estimated to affect directly 2,500

properties and 5,000 -o.ð indit""tly ãre loud and continuing... The resultant public clamour is

ã""p". in intensity than the reaction to any other report in the State's history' (Miles in
Zeicman 1979: p127).

Two thousand inquiries were made to the Highways and Local Government department, a

,Citizens Action Committee Against MATS' was created, there was a petition with 5,679

signatures in response to the proposed Noarlunga freeway, and hundreds of objections were

raised at public meetings (Shepherd 1980; Parkin and Pugh 1981; Donovan 1991). An

additional newspaper article in 'The Advertiser' illustrated the increasing isolation of the

government's Highways and Local Government Department:

,The Highways Department, which as a body of public servants has shown unprecedented

public suppo.i for u plan which the Government will not admit officially to having accepted

ãven in piinciple, siands in increasing isolation... The Adelaide of MATS is a highway

engineer'ì Adeiaide' (Advertiser 1969, cited in Donovan 1991: pl84).

The MATS plan caused such a furore that the government was virtually brought down, and the

opposition parties' commitment not to pursue MATS probably worked in favour of their return

to government in 1970 (Whitelock l9l7;Donovan 1991). In hindsight, public opposition to the

MATS plan may have been lessened if there had been adequate and early public consultation.

Such an approach was not adopted because, with 'honourable intentions', the Department

believed it knew best, that this was the way it had always been done (Donovan 1991). This

tends to reflect the cultural concept of 'groupthink' referred to in Chapter Three. Donovan

claims that'...exceptfor the removal of roadside trees - [the Department] had received nothing

but praise, with afi South Australians taking pride and pleasure in the new roads and bridges

being built, (Donovan I99l: pl87). In such a context, it is no wonder that the department

reacted in surprise. Donovan provides an excellent summary of the effects that the MATS plan

had on the Department at this time:

,The fate of the MATS plan was significant in the history of the Department and the

community. As far as the Department was concerned it represented the first significant

occasion when the government ìejected the s rong recommendation of the Commissioner of
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Highways. It also marked the new political reality in the push for governments and parliament

to take increased responsibility for Departments.
In addition, the pubiic reaction to th : plan marked a maturation of public attitudes

towards the community ãnd the environment. During the boom period of the 1950s, South

Australians had generaily equated an increasing standard of living with physical development,

regardless of thJcost to the environment and...quality of life. Henceforth the Department was

forced to take increasing note of community attitudes to new developments, v/ith all the

frustrations that this imptiea. Many older o ficers found the lesson a hard one to learn, but

they had no option'(Donovan 1991: p193)'

Under the guidance of Highways Commissioner Johinkes, the emphasis began to turn towards

improved transport planning rather than quantity of road construction (Donovan l99l), which is

more consistent with principles of EIA (see also Chapter Ten). The end of the Playford

government and the delay of the MATS plan signalled the end of the 'heady days' for project

engineers (Donovan 1996: p2l2). Nonetheless, the Department's road construction identity

was fufther reinforced when the Department was renamed the Highways Department (Donovan

1e91).

6.1.5 Declining Legitimacy: Govefnment Intervention in the L970s

As the 1970s progressed, the Department continued to experience an unstable environment, and

a senior employee within the Department described this period as the most turbulent in the

history of the Department, and observed similar trends in Europe, the United Kingdom and the

United States (Mclnnes in Donovan l99l: pl94). Mclnnes stated that:

Change and expansion was also occurring on many fronts in the public sector, not just in the

Highways Department nor in the environmental arena. This was the period of 'political

transformation' described in Appendix (5), which was characterised by government

intervention, orderly planning, and accountability. Despite its independence (albeit now

truncated), the Department had no choice but to respond to this changing environment in order

to remain legitimate in the public and the government's eyes. The Department was also required

to respond to major government inquiries into the efficiency and effectiveness of its operations

such as the Corbett Committee inquiry initiated in 1975 under the Dunstan Government. A key

issue emerging from this inquiry was the freedom of departmental matters from political control.

It was stated for instance:

,Issues that were once, at best 'of fringe concern' were now critical - [they] could bring us

unhealthy media cover, [and] could stop projects in their tracks. And most of these issues were

no* U"iíg presented in à nignty profesiiónal articulate fashion' (cited in Donovan 1991: pI94).

,when Ministers are unable to examine departmental matters in detail and have to rely on what

their officials tell them, then there is every danger of bureaucracy in the worst sense' Besides,

there is always the danger that the permanent officials in a department will develop a strong

departmentailine of pJti"y, which they then try to foist on Ministers of whatever political

peisuasion, sticking tó it ttrrougtr thick ãnd thin, by every means short of open defiance of the

i4inirt".'r explicit orders' (Corbett Committee 1975: p11)'
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The government also indirectly weakened the Department's construction and unique advisory

role in four ways:

first, because of the end of the post-war boom, less money was available for new road

construction, and this, combined with increasing construction costs, resulted in an overall

decline in national and arterial road construction (with the exception of two peaks ]n I916

and 1977);

second, following the government's outsourcing policy to facilitate free enterprise in 1968,

greater use of private contractors further reduced the department's workload (Donovan

lggl).6 Thus, more attention was directed towards managing the existing road network via

traffic management and road maintenance (eg Highways 1975-1976; Donovan 1991);

third, in l9l2 the position of Director-General of Transport was created, followed by the

creation of the State Transport Authority in 1913, and the Department of Transport in 1974

(Corbett Committee 1975; Donovan 1991). The Department of Transport's role was to

oversee and coordinate all modes of transport (eg Highways Department, Road Traffic

Authority and State Transport Authority), and to provide independent policy and funding

advice to the Minister for Transport (Donovan 1991). Thus, the Highways Department's

advisory role was no longer unique as it became subordinate to another Department's

policies, and this may have caused some disquiet; and

finally, together with the Commonwealth government, the State government (under Premier

Dunstan's leadership) was the first in South Australia to expend huge amounts of resources

on public transport as a public service rather than as a business enterprise (Radbone 1992),

which is probably a result of the MATS plan controversy. The Highways Department was

involved in establishing bus routes (replacing tramways), yet because this mode of transport

was not a key function of the Department, the government's emphasis indirectly challenged

and focused attention away from the traditional car and road construction ethic that had

dominated the Highways Department for so many years'

a

o

o

progress and 'free rein' began to be a thing of the past, but the organisation continued to

maintain its public legitimacy nevertheless, as demands for road construction and improvements

continued to exceed Departmental capacities (refer Highways 1970-1I;1972-13; 1976-17;

lg77-1g; lglg-1g;1g7g-g0). It should also be noted that the establishment of efficient public

transport was inhibited due to a high dependency on car transport in the State which was loVo

above the national averageT (Radbone 1992).

6vrhil" this initially had little impact (ie 6oro funding was provided by the commonwealth), the policy was later

adopted by the Commonwealth gòvernment resulting in a much greater effect (Donovan 1991)'

7fni, nigt, care dependency was due in part to large residential blocks, an affluent population, orderly streets,

"^y u."Ër, to the city, lar'ge areas traversed and ã small population which made public transport less viable

(Radbone 1992).
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6.1.6 Increasing Accountability & Economic Rationalism: The L980s

The notion of accountability and efficiency originally embodied by the government in the 1970s

became more pronounced from the mid 1980s onwardss and affected all government

departments and corporations (including ETSA) (eg refer Radbone 1988). This was due in part

to the emergence in the 1980s of two of the most significant economic recessions since the

1930's depression (Scott 1992). As noted in ChapterFive, the South Australian government

thus again focused on economic management and on enticing new industries to the State under

premier Bannon's leadership (Donovan l99l; Patience 1992). The government's role of

'provider and protector of quality of life' was reduced, with smaller governments, decreasing

intervention and increasing deregulation (Radbone 1992a; Jaensch 1992). The philosophies of

economic rationalism and managerialism were believed to counteract the problems of

bureaucracy (and the power of public servants), and greater emphasis was placed on the policy

of outsourcing work to private contractors (Donovan 1991; Highways 1980-81; Radbone 1992;

patience IggZ). This was in essence, a form of privatisation, and formed the beginnings of

commercialisation and entrepreneurialism in the public sector which was carried through into the

1 990s.

Environmental issues also 're-emerged' as an important factor in the organisation's history

during the 1980s, reflecting what Elkington (1998) terms the 'second wave' of interest.

Environmental issues were'big news', conflict-ridden, and constantly rated in the highest three

concerns held by Australians (Munchenberg 1999). Pakulski et aI (1998: pl) suggest that

,Australia was widely regarded as a globally significant hotbed of environmental consciousness

and activism in the l9B0s'. Environmental initiatives abounded in both the national and

international arenas such as the World Conservation Strategy in 1980, the National

Conservation Strategy for Australia in 1983, and the reinforcement of concepts such as

,sustainable development' at the World Commission on Environment and Development

conference in 1987.

The commitment to public transport begun by Premier Dunstan also continued under Premier

Bannon who aimed to'move people rather than vehicles' (Radbone 1992; p191). Large road

projects became politically unpalatable (Radbone 1992), and construction work was curtailed

SFor instance, another Inquiry into efficiency and effectiveness was undertaken by the Public Accounts

Committee in lggl-19g3 unà".ih" Tonkin government (Donovan 1991). While several issues were raised, the

most crucial again related to the accountabiiity of the Commissioner, and the inability of the State government

to influence thã allocation of Commonwealth funding (Donovan 1991). Because the Commissioner only released

infbrmation to the parliament as a 'matter of courteìy' rather than as a legislative requirement, the committee

made an ,urgent'recìmmendation to reform the Highways Act (Donovan 1991). To date, the new legislation has

not been enacted.
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under both the Tonkin and Bannon governments in order to reduce costs. Overall, it was noted

by a former Minister during the 1980s that:

,We had our priorities in other directions. We wanted where we could to try to encourage

public transpôrt. We ...felt that the more you build roads, the more you're giving into the

motor vehicie...one of my big victories was... having the north-south freeway downgraded'

(Interview 11 1999).

Evidently this attitude caused some disquiet for middle management in the Highways

Department (Interview I I lggg). However, rather than being restricted to South Australia, this

decline in road construction appeared to be a trend among developed countries in the late 1980s

(with the exception of Japan and some countries in southern Europe) (OECD 1988). The

reasons behind this included general cuts in public spending and increased use of the private

sector; growing expense of road construction with increased land and labour costs due to higher

energy costs and inflation; difficulties in establishing right of way for new roads given urban

development; and increased political concern about the social and environmental impacts of road

construction (OECD 1988: P32).

From ø Construction to Mønøgement-Serttice Cultwe

The government's new approach to management, and the decisions to discard road construction

plans, had a major impact on the Department because it once again undermined their traditional

independence from government (Donovan 1991). Essentially the department was gradually

being transformed from a construction culture into a maintenance-oriented and project

management culture as the road network began to age and more outsourcing to the private sector

was undertaken (Donovan 1991; Radbone l99D.e The first explicit Department objective was

formalised in 19g0-81, which stated that the '...key objective of the Department is to ensure the

provision of the State's road system which provides a level of service consistent with

community requirements as expressecl through the political process' (Highways 1980-81: p4d).

An increasing managerial push was also evident when the Advance Planning section undertook

the first strategic planning endeavours in 1984 with the development of a ten year corporate plan

(Donovan l99l; Interview 63 lggg). This was in response to a request by government for all

departments to prepare corporate plans for the first time (Radbone 1988). Because this planning

tended to impact on the fundamental identity of the organisation, opposition emerged which is

consistent with the 'age-resistance' theory of organisations defined in Chapter Two. According

to one employee, the first Corporate Plan was about:

,challenging the status quo in terms of the existing arrangements and cultures and the

old...hislory of the organisation. It was the start of the big change process because basically

nothing naa 
"nang"Jup 

until that time... the Commissioner at the time was keen to do

,o-"thing. The or'ganisâtion wasn't, and although we did a lot of really good work which was

gThe ratio of departmental construction to contract construction in 1919-1980 was 63:37, whilst in 1982-1983

the department's iole decreased with a ratio of 26:74 (Donovan 1991)'
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the basis for things that came later, it was never implemented at the time. lThere] was just too
much resistance to change'(Interview 63 1999).

More fundamental changes were made to the Highways Department in 1989, when the other

transport authority in South Australia (Department of Transport) was disbanded and its Motor

Registration and Road Safety Divisions were transfened to the Highways Department (Donovan

1991). This effectively moved the Highways Department into a'customer-oriented, service

agency' (Radbone 1992: p198). It also resulted in the abolition of the Highways Department

when it was renamed the Department of Road Transport (Donovan I99I; DRT 1989-90)'

According to Radbone (1992), this signalled more than just a change of name. It was stated in

the 1989-90 Annual Report (DRT 1989-90: pvi) that road construction was no longer its sole

responsibility, and that 'effective management' required greater priority in maximising

performance to the community and the economy, on co-ordinating transport with land use

planning and development, and with a focus on other modes of transport (also cited in Radbone

lg92). Once again, Donovan provides an excellent summary of the effects of these changes:

'Many of the older Highway people who remembered the heady post war period and the high

regard in which the Department had always been held mourned the loss of its identity. While
most were not concerned about the additional functions of the Department they resented the new

name and felt deeply the loss of the Department's simple but striking logo, the red triangle
with the white 'H', which the Department had continued to use despite the government's efforts

to eliminate the practice of departments having individual logoes. Many had long lamented the

passing of the more simple conventions and work practices of earlier times and were a little
iearfuf of the increasing need for higher qualifications and an apparent dominance of the

bureaucracy. For them the new name and the loss of the logo made the break with the past

complete and they cynically referred to the new Department's initials as standing for the

'Department of Red Tape' (Donovan l99l: p295).

6.L.7 Survival in the 1.990s: Service Providers and Contracting Out

The Department continued to undergo change after change requirement in the 1990s, and this

was in part reflected by three name changes. In 1993, the Department was named the Road

Transport Agency (RTA) within a new Department of Transport in 1993, and in 1994, the RTA

became known as the Department of Transport. The Department of Transport subsequently

became Transport SA in October 1997, which had an increasing multimodal transport focus,

and was integrated into the larger Department of Transport, Urban Planning and the Artslo

(Payze 1991). 'Where once the department's annual reports focused on the techniques of road

lOthit seems a logical progression given that the links between urban development, planning and transport have

become increasinlly impoitant since the 1960s (refer annual reports). Interestingly, however, 'Planning SA'

(responsible tor administèring the EIA process) is also part of this superdepartment and under the same Minister'

òn" -uy wonder then, wheiher there will be a conflict of interest in these circumstances. V/ill it be in the

interests of the Minister to trigger the EIA process (as required by her planning portfolio) if it will provide a

hurdle for a major construction project (in her transport portfolio)? While this may be purely conjectural given

that formal EIA processes are rarely required for transport projects anyway, it does raise some interesting

questions about the amalgamation of particular sectors in government.
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and bridge construction, they were now structured around road, air, rail, marine, freight and

cycling transport modes (DoT 1995; DTUPA 1991-98). Because the new multi-modal

approach required a blending of separate organisational cultures (eg Marine and Harbours), it

was no longer possible to identify 'one' history of the department (TSA 1997). While this may

eventually result in the dilution of the road culture, this has not yet occurred given that the road

culture still continues to dominate to this day (Interview 68 1999).

The 1990s were also another significant era of environmental issues (ie the'third' wave as

defined by Elkington 1998), with the launch of several more strategic policies such as

Australia's 'Ecologically Sustainable Development' strategy (Commonwealth of Australia

1gg2), the creation of national biodiversity strategies, the Intergovernmental Agreement on the

Environmentin 1992, the development of national policies on EIA (eg ANZECC 1991), and the

creation of the State Greenhouse Strategy in 1991 and the broad planning reviews noted in

Chapter Five with the introduction of more strategic planning and new legislation such as the

Environment Protection Act 1993 (see also Chapter Seven). The nature of community

pressures had also changed. Although the level of concern about environment in community

was still relatively high in the 1990s, Pakulski et aI (1998) argue that the sense of urgency had

declined with less involvement in environmental activism. Munchenberg (1999: p6) similarly

suggests that'the environment no longer seems to catch the public's imagination as once it did.

Environmental concerns take a back seat to economic issues, such as taxation reþrm.'

Apparently, the more confrontational approach of the 1980s declined when the novelty of direct

action and media reports of public protest had worn off (Munchenberg 1999)' At the same

time, however, this did not indicate that environmental issues were declining in importance

overall, and Munchenberg claims that the environment was actually having a much greatet

influence on decision-making in the 1990s compared to ten years ago via a process of

mainstreaming (Munchenberg 1999). This is further discussed in Chapter Seven.

The New Government Management Framework

Both Transport and ETSA were also dramatically affected in the 1990s by the new 'Government

Management Framework' (GMF) (Department Premier and Cabinet 1999) which aimed to

reflect the new National Competition Policy (see below). It has been argued in more recent

times and in many jurisdictions, that the separation of government and private sector

organisations is becoming meaningless (Pitt and Smith 1981;Hall and Quinn 1983; Heffron

1989). In this context, private sector concepts were (and are) being increasingly transferred to

the public sector in several countries (eg in New Zealand, the United Kingdom, the United

States and Australia).tt This is because of a perception that public administration is too

llThe Austlalian text 'Entrepreneurial Management in tlrc Public Sector'(Wanna, Forster and Graham 1996) is a

useful collection ofarticles which discuss government and organisational trends in this area.
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complex, rigid, inefficient, and fails to respond to customer needs (Brunsson and Olsen 1998;

Edosomwan 1996). The changes have been characterised by both the transfer of private sector

principles into public sector operation (such as managerialism, corporatisation), and the transfer

of public sector activities to the private sector (eg by contracting out public works to private

organisations, or by full privatisation).

In addition to reforms in the 1970s which opened up government agencies to public scrutiny

and greater government control, many of the changes in South Australia's government sector

stemmed from the 1980s ideology of economic managerialisml2 which transformed 'public

administrators' to 'public managers'; which emphasised economic factors; and which

simultaneously provided both political freedom and constraint to departmental or agency

operations (eg refer yeatman 1990; Hughes 1998). The stereotype of the private entrepreneur

has often been associated with profit or personal gain,l3 and is a concept which invokes

discomfort within many public servants (Coaldrake 1996). Yet recent attempts have been made

to redefine the concept in the public sector context (eg Graham and Harker 1996). No longer is

profit or personal gain the predominant view; rather it is about 'opportunity recognition and

implementation' (Kao 1991: Pv).

At a broader level, the changes to the public sector in Australia culminated in 1995 when

Australia's eight governmentsl4 agreed to the National Competition Policy reform framework

which extends the concept of competition to the public sector (NCC 1999). This competition

policy established 'competitive neutrality' by aiming to reduce the'unfair advantages' which

govetnment sectors had over the private sector in providing infrastructure and other services to

the public (NCC 1999: p4). Public sectors were viewed by some as 'monopolisers' of

services, despite the fact that they have traditionally (or theoretically) served the public interest'

The aim was to facilitate a more strategic approach by creating more proactive policy

frameworks, overseeing, regulating and monitoring private sector activities, and by

emphasisin g results -basecl systems (achieving what we need) rather than the traditional

measures of inputs (what resources used and how) and outputs (level of activity produced)15

l2publi" sector accountability became more pronounced in the 1970s, and in the 1980s economic managerialism

began to be the focus (Kao 1991). The US text
the entrepreneurial spirit is transþrming the p

trend. All in all, it appears to be a'logical' prog

can also be linked to the industrial revolution early las

ethics (eg refer Lansbury and Gilmour 1977)' In other

of services or products.
, entrepreneurs were often associated with 'high-profile
d empires. Entrepreneurship became synonymous with

South Australia,
rritory, Northern

Teritory).
isðrr"ri", and Rosser (199g) refer to this traditional approach as 'bean counting' and compliance-oriented rather

than outcome based.
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(Charles and Rosser 1998). Theoretically this was believed to be one way of overcoming the

procedural mentality of means-based decision-making in bureaucracy, which transferred to the

EIA context.

Asset Mønøgerc ønd the FOPP Model

Within this context, the focus within Transport SA turned towards 'asset management', and

while still in the role of project managers, road construction and maintenance became, or is

becoming, less important (DoT lgg5). This changing role was reflected in part by internal

restructuring to reflect the State government's 'Funder-Owner-Purchaser-Provider' Model

(FOpp). The FopP model, while not forced upon agencies, was a key component of the

Government's reform package (Interview 69 lggg), and essentially created a division of public

operations into a hierarchy between 'policy-purchasers' and 'operational-providers' of services

(FOpp l9g7). Definitions of funders, purchasers, providers, clients and related terminology

are summarised in Appendix (9). It was argued by government that the separation of functions

between purchasers and providers introduced a more independent watchdog role over

operations. In other words, '...referees shouldn't be players as well' (FOPP 1997: p2). This

approach was believed to inhibit the potential for 'producer/policy capture' which may have

previously been the case in the past Highways Department with its strong emphasis on road

construction. The pfocess of 'capture' has been defined as:

,when operational interests [eg road planning, design, construction] within government

dominate the decision making p.o""ri, with ìhe result that policy options_ with adverse

consequences for existing government providers 
-may 

not be given adequate weight"'

In terms of tne iis-t< of policy ãuptu.", if operational interests and perspectives control

or dominate government decision making, then ihose interests will pose a high risk to the

development óf *r" futt range of policy advice options. This is because "operations" may:

. consider that the development of policy options which involve using means of service

delivery other than themselves will damage their interest;
. genuinóly be unable to see the advantages ofother options;
. lenerally believe that they are doing wéll and prefer options which strengthen, not weaken,

their functioning;
. be reluctant to 

-change 
because of the costs of disruption and a preference for stability'

FOPP (1997: P8)'

Although there are similar trends around Australia and in'Queensland Transport' (Skerman and

'Walker 1996),little has been publicly documented on the FOPP (or'purchaser-provider')

model in Transport SA. What was apparent, however, was the creation of an internal trading

environment in Transport SA with the establishment of business units which become 'service

providers' (eg planning or design staff) to 'clients-customers' (eg sttategic staff or Ministers)

based upon 'service agreements' (similar to those in Queensland) (refer also Skerman and

Walker 1996). These service agreements are an internal and less formal version of the external

contracting process (refer FOPP l9g1), and internal service providers such as road planners

must be able to compete with the private sector in providing the same services. Yet equality or
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'neutrality' of competition is difficult given that the Department's and the government priorities

in the late 1990s were to outsource much of this work, and to become a 'purchaser' of services

as opposed to a'provider' (DoT 1995; 1996).

Despite fighting an apparently losing battle in light of these outsourcing policies, in a new world

of competition, these internal business units must be viable, and they must 's/rlve to gain

contracts,(Skerman and Walker 1996: p103). There is new motivation to'..produce leaner,

customer-focused businesses with a concern for driving down costs to produce a favourable

bottom-line limit, (Skerman and Walker 1996: p103). Thus, the viability of maintaining internal

and public sector service providers is no longer a certainty. Permanency is no longer assured in

the public sector, and groups of public servants within Transport SA are now required to

continuously defend their existence using new and unfamiliar skills, and to this extent, survival

for particular units is becoming paramount. Unlike the 1950s and 1960s, the role of road

designers and planners is no longer unique, and elements of the department's long-standing

culture may gradually be eroded by the increasing use of private consultants, and the imposition

of private secdor ethics and skills.

The focus on competition is having longer term and broader implications for the survival of

transport organisations in Australia. The most notable feature, according to Charles and Rosser

(1998), is the declining role of central government agencies in road construction. It is predicted

by Charles and Rosser that there will be multiple rather than single agency responsibilities,

increased community involvement, and outcome-based contracts. They have also provided a

good illustration of the declining phases of government involvement in road agencies

throughout Australia (Figure 6.3) (the approximate locations of Transport SA and ETSA within

these phases is also illustrated).

The 'Main Roads' Department in Western Australia has partially completed Phase (3)

(,separation of the client and deliverer'). This also appears to be the case for Transport SA

(refer Figure 6.3) as it further establishes the purchaser-provider model and focuses

increasingly on the privatisation of the delivery process of functions such as road planning,

design, and construction. Already, staff numbers have declined substantially which is

becoming consistent with Stage Four of the reform process (refer Figure 6'4). ETSA, which is

discussed later, is at a much later stage with full privatisation.

At the time of this research, Transport SA was still in a transition stage16, but this will not be

long-term as the new approach becomes more entrenched, as 'competitive neutrality' in

government begins to operate in full force, and as older staff make way for the new. Clearly

l6The National Competition policy reforms were proposed to be phased in slowly in order to allow time for

preparation and adjustment (Samuel 1999: p6)'
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this is a substantial change from the earlier days of extensive and progressive road construction,

'free rein', and internally-based focus and control within the Department. Already, large

planning and design jobs such as the Southern Expressway or the Adelaide-Crafers Highway

(refer Chapter Nine) are now a 'once in a lifetime opportunity' for internal service providers'

Although construction is still important because of the high numbers of motor vehicles,

congestion and deteriorating roads, it was estimated by one employee that in the 1960s the

Department was constructing nearly 600 kilometres of roads per year, whereas in the 1990s,

they,d be 'lucky' to build 60 kilometres (Interview 63 1999). The construction culture is

declining, and survival is becoming an issue to many employees in the twenty first century.

The future holds nothing but uncertainty. The implications for EIA and environmental

management of some of these changes are noted in Chapter Eight and Ten.

Phase I Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5 Phase 6

Public
Works

Dept

Identify
Client &
Deliverer

Separate

Client &
Deliverer

Corporatise,
Privatise
Deliverer

Corporatise
Client

Privatise
Client

* Transport SA
* ETSA?

Decreasing Government Involvement

Key

PHASE CHARACTERISTICS

1
public Works - traditional construction and maintenance 'public works' organisation - large

overnment workforce

2 ldentify CI ient and De tvere r more emp hASIS on eff ic ent SE rvtce delivery and start of

out work medium sized

3 Separate Client and Deliverer nc reast emphasis on policy and efficiency, provider role being

estab IS h ment of n b

Corporatise Deliverer - corporatisation, through to privatisation, of the delivery role - small

with more

Corpo ratise Client corporatisation of the c ient organisation with client road manage r beco mtns
form owne r of the road asset small and

4

5

6 privatise Client - privatisation of the road network - occurring as,toll roads, with a concession to

."iñtá¡À ánO opei.ate for long periods of time or establishment of government owned 'road

Figure 6.3: Declining government involvement
in road cònstruction (Dunlop lggS ¡n Charles and Rosser 1998)
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Figure 6.4: Total Employees within the Highways Department
(renamed Department Road Transport, Department of Transport, Transport SA) (compiled

fiom Highways and Local Government Annual Reports 1926-1969; Highways 1969-1989;

Deparrmentof Èoadîransport 1g8g-lg94,DTUPA 1991/1998;andDonovan 199I:pp97;121;255;271)

6.2 TugELECTRICITYTRUST OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA (ETSA)

6.2.1 The Beginnings: Pfivate control & Increasing Legitimacy

Like roads, electricity gradually became one of the essential services to Australia in the twentieth

century following the first experimental introduction of electric lighting in 1867 (Aesche l9ll).

However, unlike roads which were provided by governments, electricity was initially produced

and supplied by private companies (primarily the Adelaide Electric Supply Company:

AESCo).rz The social acceptance of electricity was also slower to develop than road

construction, due in part to economic constraints in the late 1880s, together with competition

from gas energy which initially provided most of the lighting in Adelaide (Aesche I977;Kerr

and Kerr lglg). Community acceptance of electricity grew by 1922 (66Vo of metropolitan

residences had electricity supplied) (Aesche 1971), but like the Highways department,

construction activities were constrained by World War I, the 1930's economic depression, and

World \War II due to shortages of labour, a diversion of efforts supplying munitions factories,

high taxes, and shortage of a coal to fuel power stations (Linn 1996). Yet at the same time, the

consumption of electricity continued to grow.

17The first legislation to allow for the distribution of electricity in South Australia was enacted in 1882 (ETSA

no date). SuÉsequently, legislation in 1897 permitted the South Australian Electric Light and Motive Power

Company Limiteá to g"n"tuI" and supply electìicity, and the company was later replaced in 1904 by the Adelaide

Electìic Supply compãny Ltd (AESió) iprs¡. 1956) (other regional electric supply companies were also formed

later).
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Triggers for the increasing demands for electricity, particularly during the post war period, were

similar to those which triggered road construction, and included high prosperity, increasing

population, and the modernisation and growth of industry in line with Playford's

industrialisation policy (Kerr and Kerr l9l9). Increased demand from the residential front was

also substantial because, like road access, electricity and the use of household appliances

dramatically changed people's lives (le it was labour and time saving, people became more

nocturnal, leisure hours increased, and it facilitated new forms of entertainment and levels of

awareness via radios and television) (Aesche l91l; Linn 1996). Aesche argues that the

improved living standards associated with electricity were substantial:

'Electrical appliances have not only altered the complexion of the,home, but have altered the

course and iaìk. performed by the householders and have generally given all sections of the

community some degree of bénefit in "improved living standards" and at the same time have

helped to ireate the dèmand/supply/demand triangle' (Aesche l97l: p46).

Rural areas were slower to follow metropolitan trends, and many individuals appeared to be

indifferent to the benefits of electricity which was viewed as a city amenity (Aesche l9ll)'
Rural supply was also generally not available given that transmission lines over such long

distances for small numbers of customers was not economically viable (Aesche l97l;Kerr and

Kerr 1979). AESCo aimed to eventually expand into rural areas, but it was only aftet 1946

with the creation of ETSA (see below) that all rural areas were to be connected (Aesche l97l).

During V/orld War II, the attitudes of rural communities gradually changed due to improved

incomes and a need for more mechanistic aids given the lack of human labour at the time

(Aesche 1g7l).Electricity was no longer considered an amenity, but as an essential service to

which rural communities had a right (Aesche I97l)'

6.2.2The Nationalisation of Electricity in the 'Public Interestrz 1946

'With increased community and industrial demand the legitimacy of the electricity supply

organisation was reinforced. However, as was the case for the Highways Department,

AESCo's independence from government and status as a private authority was challenged in the

1940s, and in 1943, an Act was passed by government to establish a State electricity

commission which was required to investigate improvements to the efficiency and effectiveness

of supply to this increasing demand (Kerr and Kerr 1919). This effectively transferued part of

the organisation's role away from the electricity supply companies, and signalled the beginnings

of greater government intervention into private operations. Intervention went further in the late

1940s when AESCo was nationalised in 1946 following a controversial Royal Commission

inquiry (ie it become a government-owned organisation) (Kerr and Kerr 1979)'

Although no major complaint could be found against the Company, the idea of reduced tariffs

and the concept of 'public interest'became important factors in the final decision (Kerr and Kerr
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lgig). AESCo did not appear to fully operate in the public interest given its reluctance to

connect all rural districts unless it was considered profitable (Kerr and Kerr 1979)' Moreover,

due to economic and technical issues, AESCo did not show signs of support for the

government's strong push to use lower quality brown coal at Leigh Creek in South Australia (at

the time the majority of coal to fuel power stations in South Australia was imported from

interstate which was causing economic problems) (Kerr and Kerr 1979; Muirden 1986;

Klaasen 1996). It was argued at the Royal Commission that to maintain public interest, private

'monopolistic undertakings' should be controlled by the State (Kerr and Kerr 1979: p95). It is

interesting that this earlier view totally contrasts with the views in the 1990s noted above where

State 'monopolisers' should be avoided. It was also concluded that:

'The possibility of unnecessary political interference linto a private company's operations]

woulå be removed if the undertaking is vested in a public utility Trust "clothed" with the power

of Government, but possessing all the flexibility and initiative of private enterprise' (Royal

Commission in Kerr and Kerr 1979: p96)'

Thus, the electricity supply company became a quasi-government entity in 1946 and was named

the 'Electricity Trust of South Australia' (ETSA). Like the Highways Act 1926 which gave the

Highways Department autonomy from political manipulation, ETSA too was effectively

removed from political control (Kerr and Kerr 19'79, and there was little government

intervention up until the 1970s. As noted by Kellow in the broader Australian context:

,electricity supply was largely seen as a technical matter to which politicians had little to
contributé... Oftón this tec¡nical independence was manifested in the establishment of
independent electricity commissions from which political controls were largely removed. Often,

howãver, the independence was simply de facto with the utilities existing as government

department subject to ministerial respõnsibility but enjoying considerable freedom because of

thé lact of technical expertise on the part of the political masters' (Kellow 1996: p13).

ETSA was like a commercial enterprise in that it was responsible for its own administration and

raising of finances, and it was not to be managed with a'public service mentality' (Linn 1996)'

However, its overall aim was also not to profit, but to serve the community, and ETSA was

required to make contributions to State revenue (ETSA Annual Report 1969,p16:' Kerr and

Ke¡¡ 1979).18 The inclusion of 'Trust' in the name ,was a deliberate attempt to portray ETSA,

like the existing Housing Trust, as a trustee for the people (Kerr and Kerr 1979). The creation

of ETSA, in addition to new technologies, also facilitated the expansion of electricity to rural

areas with government subsidies under the Electricity (Country Areas) Subsidy Act 1962-65

(ETSA annual report 1967). These changes were also of benefit to Playford's industrialisation

process, and it was stated by Premier Playford at the 1959 election that 'industry in South

Australia has at no time been hampered by want of power' (Muirden 1986: p281). According

to Dunstan (1998), the establishment of ETSA was one of Playford's great achievements.

l8unlik" the then Highways Department which earned no revenue from road construction, ETSA was able to

generate substantial revenue from the supply ofelectricity.
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lncreøsing Construction Actioity in the L950s €¡ 7960s

The 1950s and early 1960s were good times for ETSA, and like Donovan (1991) in his

description of the Highways Department during the 1950s, Linn (1996) also described this

period for ETSA as the 'halcyon'years. 'With increasing demand for electricity, rural people in

particular 'greeted the coming of electricity with open arms' (Linn 1996: p82). From 1946 to

the 1970s, electricity generation capacity increased substantially and new substations and power

stations were constructed in addition to the expansion of transmission lines (eg from I,146

miles to 22,926 miles of transmission lines by the 1970s) (Kerr and Kerr l97?¡.to Most

residences had the basic electrical appliances by the 1950s, and by 1953,807o of all dwellings

in South Australia had electricity (Aesche l97l)'

In order to cater for such intensive activity, and given that planning was required years in

advance, a separate Planning Department was created in the 1950s which was separate to the

Design Department. This planning department was responsible for all planning of power

stations and transmission developments until the time of approval, whereas design addressed

projects which had been approved from detailed design until final completion (ETSA 1956)'

The creation of this planning department was a similar initiative to the then Highway

Department's creation of an advanced planning section in the 1950s. There was however, less

reference to planning in ETSA's Annual Reports when compared to the Highways Department,

and ETSA reports were focused more on generation capacity, consumers, Leigh creek coals,

alternative fuels, and undergrounding to improve aesthetics.

6.2,3 Organisational Culture in the L950s-1960s

Like Highways, ETSA became a large organisation in the 1950s with up to 5,000 employees,

but the transfer from a private to a public entity had little effect on ETSA employees (Linn

1996). ETSA was also dominated by engineers (Linn 1996), and the legitimacy of the

organisation and strong technical/expert culture was reinforced by the increasing demand for

electricity and construction activities. According to one employee, it was easy in the 1960s to

put in power lines because there were few impediments during the Playford era (Interview 1

lg97). As for Highways, environmental issues were not significant during this time (Interview

1 l99j; Interview 2lggg), and more important factors included siting, costs' landowner

cooperation and engineering factors (Interview 1 l9g7). Despite the introduction of forward

planning initiatives, the culture was predominantly based on a'trail blazing'and a'pioneering

spirit, (Linn 1996) as electricity was expanded into difficult rural areas' A cowboy type culture

lgprior to 1946, only small transmission lines of 33kV were constructed, but later, larger lines were used

including 66kv, 132kV and 275kv (275kv lines were inrroduced in the early 1960s).-Examples of planning for

the latter two are examined in the project case studies (Volume II of this thesis), and referred to in Chapter Nine'
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similar to that evident in Highways emerges in the following account of the construction process

of a transmission line:

,In those sv/amps was the filthiest job you'd ever get in your life' Of course all of the vehicles

were always gåtting bogged. We-had to put a pipe down, ... .and 
get down inside and dig the

stuff out....strung"l"y enãlgh we did that in the middle of winter. And next thing we know,

we'd get down iñthe countiy where the rock is and we'd be blasting rock and cutting trees - but

that,s in the middle of summer - but it was a good life' (Linn 1996:p84).

Construction of large power stations also claimed substantial attention and they were

constmcted in coastal, swampy and mangrove land which required massive reclamation works.

Environmental factors did not come into these decisions except in terms of the constraints the

environment placed on the logistics of construction and efficiency of operations (Interview 3

lggg). Like Highways, this construction culture and the pride taken in the technical

development of electricity supply was reflected in Annual Reports, with numerous photographs

of construction sites and technical discussions of power stations and transmission lines.

From its earlier and smaller days as a company, ETSA has been described as a united culture

(which contrasts with the 'fiefdoms' in the Highways Department), and strongly reliant on team

work and camaraderie well into the 1970s (Linn 1996). Although this overall loyalty to the

organisation was also evident in Highways, the conflict between groups within Highways (ie

,let the underlings war') did not appear evident in ETSA (or at least was not recorded in the

histories). There also appeared to be a greater focus in ETSA on serving the community rather

than the single-minded pursuit of engineering feats.20 Linn (1996: p74) noted that great pride

was evident, and that those within the organisation:

'were forever reminded of [their] role to serve the community."It was always a team

response.. of ETSA' This

came thro ent Departments

who did n e efficient utilitY

because of its self-contained family method of

'Always the intensely loyal servant of his [sic] employers, he never forgot that he,was, in-the

higheét sense, a servant also of the public, and he was one of the ear.liest to see that the best

inierests of his employers were closély bound v ith true and honest service to the public' (Linn

1996: p76).

This culture is likely to have been passed on as generations of the same families worked within

the organisation for long periods of time (Kerr and Ketr 1979).

20But it should be noted that Highways also believed that they were providing_ w_hat the community wanted,

hence their shock at the first signs of public protests against their actions in the 1960s'
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6.2.4 Community Concern & Government Intervention (Mid 1960s to the 1980s)

ETSA's pride in 'serving the community' was severely shaken during the mid 1960s, which is

a similar time frame to the Highways department with the shock of the MATS plan. Linn

(1996) notes that for the first time electricity expansion began to be questioned:

,some were beginning to call the placement of ETSA's transmission lines 'destruction and

despoliation oi ou. lãndscape for the sake of so-called State development and progress'.

Especially was there criticism against the proposed route of a powerline along the Little Para

River Vailey. These aesthetes who raised the alarm ... saw only a lack of concern for the

natural world. To them, ETSA was merely a 'plethora of pylons, poles and wires ... a prime

contributor to the visual chaos which [was] engulfing our rural and urban areas'' They believed

that the whole lacked co-ordination and planning - not in an engineering, but in a landscape-

architectural sense' ...Signs were that public enthusiasm over the wonder of electricity, and

their gratitude for it, haã either pasreã, or the matter was simply taken for granted' Public

protesi against the Little Para Valiey transmission line was vociferous' (Linn 1996: pl29-130).

No longer was the community greeting electricity supply 'with open arms' in the rural areas,

and this came as a shock to ETSA given its traditional emphasis on service to the public as the

basisof itsexistence(Linn 1996). Thecommunity'sa\/arenessof thepowerof protestwas

increasing, and local councils also began to challenge ETSA's operations on environmental

terms (Linn 1996). It was ironic however, that demands for electricity consumption continued

to grow (and supply was taken for granted), despite the fact that they were the very cause of the

community criticisms of ETSA and projects such as the Little Para Valley Line (Linn 1996)'

These social concerns, combined with declining infrastructure construction, financial losses in

lgTL, the search for alternative fuels, concerns about the security of gas supply (Linn I9l2),

and changing government approaches in the 1970s, began to impact on the organisation.

Broader planning initiatives were instigated by the Dunstan government with the creation in

1971 of the State Energy Research Advisory Council to investigate longer-term energy and to

improve self-sufficiency, and the creation of the South Australian Energy Council in 1978 to

develop energy policy and conservation strategies (O'Neil 1992). This too was consistent with

the Dunstan's government broader policies such as public transport which went beyond the

focus and incremental construction of road assets. ETSA's construction role (eg of

transmission lines) also declined in the 1970s (refer Figure 6.5) which was due in part to

reductions in population and industry growth, and given that the 'rural electrification

programme'had nearly been completed (ETSA Annual Report l9l4;Patrickson e/ aI1995)' By

rhe lare 1970s, ggVo of the State had been supplied with electricity (Linn 1996), which again is a

similar time scale to the Highway Department's completion of its primary infrastructure in the

1970s.
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The increasing government intervention was maintained by the subsequent Bannon government

which aimed to attain much Ereater accountability from ETSA (Linn 1996). This period, as was

the case for the Highways Department, was a time of substantial change. According to Linn, a

severe storm which damaged transmission lines in 1979l'

'mirrored the hardships that were to be experienced by the Trust throughout the late 1970s and

1980s. For nearly á decade, the fortunes of the organisation had been altering from those

expansive years of n

stability of leadersh v
those tentative daYs, u

to and fro by every wind of public perception a

rocks; its crêw stóod steadfast in face oftrouble' (Linn 1996: pl8l-182).

As for other government organisations, the economic rationalism ideology of the 1980s and

commercialisation of the public sector impacted on ETSA (O'Neil 1992), and the organisation's

construction and technical culture was gradually transformed from a engineering-based

construction culture into a commercial, managerial and maintenance culture which focused on

the shareholder and the customer. Overall pressures on ETSA and electricity industry during

the 1980s included:

a decline in economic activity in addition to increases in costs for electricity generation;

a need to evaluate electricity against alternative fuels on an economic basis due to increased

production costs;

anger and hostility from the public about large bushfires caused by electricity distribution

lines durin g early 1980s (eg 1983 'Ash 'Wednesday'). The organisation which was

previously viewed as insular, was now opened up to consumer opinion;

a

a

o
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the application of tighter accountability criteria in the public sector due to increased scrutiny

from government (which was also evident for the then Highways Department);

the importance of establishing interconnections between the eastern States to exchange

electricity and offset reductions in the State's production of electricity (Patrickson et al

1e9s).

premier Bannon's government also saw a downgrade of the minerals and energy portfolio,

which was a similar trend to the downgrades in road construction under the same government in

the early l9g0s (patrickson et al1995). Just as the then Highways Department lost its traditional

legitimacy based on its construction role, and began to lose its unique autonomy and

independence from political control, so too did ETSA when its Act was modified in 1987 to

bring the organisation directly under Ministerial control (Patrickson et al1995;Linn 1996) (ie

the Minister for Mines and Energy).

As for the Highways Department, the actual implementation of change in the early 1980s was

initially slow. ETSA was not ready to change (Patrickson et al 1995), but by 1986-87 there

was increasing emphasis in the Annual Reports on customer service and public relations (ETSA

Annual Report 19g6; 1987). The gradual changes to ETSA's culture were also reflected in the

organisation's first attempts at corporate planning at a similar time frame to Highways, and in

19g5, the first corporate vision was included in the Annual Reports. At this time,'public

interest'was still a driving force and the'...purpose of the Electricity Trust [was] to provide

electricity and associated services in a manner and at a price consistent with the best interests of

the general public' (ETSA 1985: Pl).

6.2.5 survival in the 1-990s: corporatisation & Privatisation

Change in the 1990s was coming from all fronts, sometimes conflicting, and it was noted by

ETSA's Chairman

'One of the pressures on ETSA now is [the]."past degree of insulation from change is no

longer permìssable, practical or just, and the call to greater accountability is coming

"onãu..åntly 
from all parties of theiommunity i academic

analysis. óther pressures on ETSA which 'e' to greater

accoîntability, ui" 
"*p""tations 

of an incr sin in ETSA'

reducing tariifs, increäsing the productivity rf rn for the

environment and better service to customers' (ETSA 1990: p4)'

Despite the mainstreaming of environmental issues and reduced sense of community urgency

noted earlier, ETSA perceived that the community had higher levels of awareness and

expectations which continued to place pressures on government and private sector operations

(Interview g 1999; Elkington 1998). It was noted for instance that'[c]ommunity attitudes

towards overhead systems are changing markedly. This is due to increasing urbanisation, more
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environmental awareness and an increased desire, generated by mass media, for more public

particip(ttion in such matters' (ESAA I 990: pl ).

Corporøtisøtion

As for the then Department of Road Transport, ETSA did not escape the era of

commercialisation when it became apparent that the traditional engineering focus was no longer

appropriate for the increasing national and competitive market emphasis on electricity supply

(Linn 1996). There were also moves towards creating a National Electricity Market (NEM)

which established a common electricity pool to promote competition between the eastern States

in Australia (ETSA no date; Auditor General 1996). No longer were consumers to be forced to

consume electricity from their own jurisdiction, and plans were to provide greater choice about

the costs of supply (it has also been reported in the media that consumers may choose an

electricity supply authority based on its environmental record, but the actual details or outcomes

of this are yet unclear).

As a result of these influences, ETSA was corporatised in July 1995 pursuant to the Electricity

Corporations Act 1994 (ETSAAnnual Report 1997). The Public Corporations Act 1993 which

prepared the way for this corporatisation, states that a public corporation 'is an instrumentality

of the Crown' and is subject to control and direction by its Minister within the scope of the

corporation's incorporating Act (Section 6). A public corporation must also undertakes its

commercial operations in a manner consistent with 'prudent commercial principles, and use its

best endeavours to achieve a level of profit consistent with its functions' (section 11). Thus, the

focus had now turned towards profit as the main driver rather than 'public interest', and in this

sense, differed to Transport SA given Transport SA's lack of revenue-generating ability

(although efficiency did become more important at this time). The increasing profit emphasis in

ETSA Corporation is reflected in Figure (6.6) which illustrates increased levels of retained

profits for the organisation, and this growth was also consistent with the year of 1997 -98 which

showed the first signs of growth in State's economy in many sectors (ETSA Annual Report

1998). The problem was that'...[p]ursuing profits became more important than serving the

community' (Radbone 1992: pll}).
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1988 to tgIg in ETSA ( .nnual reports 1997; 1998)

Another impact on the organisation's culture was the fragmentation of the organisation to

prepare it for competition and to reduce the monopolistic nature of the industry in the State.

ETSA was initially divided into four subsidiary organisations comprising: ETSA Power

Corporation (distribution and retail); ETSA Transmission Corporation (large transmission

lines);21 ETSA Energy Corporation; and ETSA Generation Corporationzz (gas

purchasing/sales, renewable energy) (ETSA 1996;ETSA I99l)' ETSA Corporation retained

overall decision-making control, but the subsidiaries were to deal with each other as if they were

separate and external organisations, and each subsidiary corporation had its own board from

June 1997 (Auditor General l99l).

By 1997,ETSA was the largest South Australian government business in revenue and profit, in

addition to being among the top two companies in the State in terms of net profit (ETSA 1997)'

The change in management approach and profit base is clearly reflected in the 1997 Vision and

Values outlined in the annual report: 'By 2001 we will maximise our shareholder value as a

national leader in terms of competitiveness and profitability in our electricity and energy

businesses' (ETSA lggl). This contrasted with the 1985 vision which focused on 'public

interest'. In a similar manner to Transport SA, a new internal accounting system was

developed, and each division was treated as separate business units to establish an internal

21gtSe Transmission Corporation separated from the ETSA group as a completely independent entity in 1998

(Auditor General 1998). Båcause the iocus of the project care itodi"s. is on transmission development, the focus

òf lut",. Chapters is on ETSA Transmission Corporàtion (later renamed Electranet SA). This subsidiary manages

the transmission network and comprises twà business units: Transmission Network which develops and

maintains high voltage transmission iines (the focus of this research), and System Control 
^which 

monitors and

controls the switching services for transmission and distribution (ETSA Annual Report 1997)' Similar to the

whole ion, the k nsmission in 1997-98 was to 'maximise[e] the

profita business' 997: Pll)'
2znS separated from ETSA Corporation, and in 1997 became a

separate corporate entity kno\iln as 'Optima Energy' (E nnual Report 1997)'
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trading environment, and to assess areas which would be more profitable by subcontracting

activities out to the private sector (Patrickson et al1995)'

In order to cut costs, improve efficiency and facilitate competition in the National Electricity

Market (Coorey l99g), the organisation was also downsized with reductions from nearly 6,000

staff in lggg to under 2,000 in 1998 (refer Figure 6.7). This downsizing was consistent with

job cuts in Transport and across the entire public sector at the time (Murphy 1998). It also had a

major impact on the organisation's culture, and Linn observed that:

'Few employees understood the enormous change in direction their organisation had

undergonà...¡1'o staff, ETSA had moved from being seen as a fundamentally secure working

environment to one of uncertainty; many were perplexed' (Linn 1996: p2l9).

As a result of these changes, the engineering culture which was traditionally a powerful base in

the organisation was eroded as staff and operations were redeployed between the new

generating functions, and the focus turned to customer services (Patrickson et al1995). This

also had implications for the level of motivation and camaraderie within the organisation which

in turn had implications for achieving environmental management outcomes, but this is

discussed in Chapter Eight.

Prioøtisøtion

All of these changes were, however, merely a transition, and the most drastic changes to occur

to the organisation since its nationalisation in 1946 occurred in February 1998 when the

government announced its intention to return electricity generation and distribution to the private

sector via a process of privatisation (or at least via long-term lease given that legislation failed to

be passed for full sale). This signals phase (6) of the reform model presented earlier in Figure

(6.3). Similar trends in privatisation were occurring around the world, but the view of

government was that privatisation was necessary to avoid severe competition penalties of up to

g1 billion which may have been incurred due to failure to comply with Australia's national

competition policy which was noted earlier (Abraham 1993). The rationale of privatisation was

to also reduce substantial State debts incurred in the 1980s under the Labour Bannon

Government.

These decisions were obviously a complete turn around from the government policies of the

1940s which suggested that monopolies should be within State control to maintain public

interest. However, the argument that public interest was best serviced by public control of these

assets did not appear to play a significant role in the privatisation debate which is significant in

light of past Premier Dunstan's argument that:

,if you privatise public undertakings, you remove the imperative that they should pursue social

"nár. 
^Whut 

you g"t is that ttre wtróte motive of the executives of privatised services is to
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maximise the return to shareholders to keep them happy and to maximise the salaries of

executives and directors...and therefore they will set out to minimise costs - labour, materials'

supplies and maintenance' (Dunstan 1998: pl4)'

This also has cost implications for environmental management, and the privatisation process

was affecting the approach to environmental management in ETSA in the late 1990s (see

Chapters Seven and Ten). The privatisation process caused significant controversy between

government parties and in the community, and was the subject of a plethora of newspapef

articles (eg as illustrated in 1998 Media Monitoring Reports by ETSA's Public Relations

Department). Despite failing to pass legislation for the sale of ETSA and its subsidiaries, a

long-term leasing process was initiated in 1999, and like Transport SA, the future holds much

uncertainty for employees in the twenty first century, particularly given that very few new

projects ate constructed todaY'

Figure6.7:EmployeenumbersinETSAfrom1946tol99S
(Annual t"ffir tg+a-ßigiiót" absence of figures from 1947 to 1987; Linn 1996)

6.3 SUMMARY

,The history of the state public service is one of long periods of neglect by politicians and the

community, punctuated by occasional brief periods of interest and reþrm' (Radbone and

Robbins 1986). In summary, both organisations:

. were dominated by engineering 'experts' (technocracies);

. experienced increased post-war funding and community and industrial demands for the

luxury and convenience of road access and electricity supply during the 1950s;

. experienced exciting and 'grandiose' times of engineering and construction during the

1950s, and did not consider environmental issues in the delivery of their missions;
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had substantial autonomy from government intervention in the early-mid part of the

twentieth century;

had high public visibility and experienced changing community expectations with a

transformation from community convenience to community concern from the mid 1960s

onwards, and a greater focus on the social and environmental impacts of their construction

activities;

experienced increasing government intervention in the 1970s with greater coordination and

planning refofms, and a reduction in the importance of the road and energy portfolios;

experienced a reduction in resources compared to the 'millionaire' days of the 1950s in

Transport, and in the 1980s and 1990s resources were scarce within an ailing economic

climate;

underwent a gradual transformation from construction-oriented cultures to maintenance,

managerial-oriented culture in the 1980s;

underwent a form of privatisation with increased contracting out of construction work to the

private sector in Transport, and the leasing process of ETSA Corporation in the late 1990s

(le Transport in particular was becoming a 'watchdog' or regulator of the private sector

rather than an operational organisation); and

are experiencing substantial uncertainty about the future, with a focus on survival in the

twenty-first centurY.

a

a

o

a

a

o

The way in which both Transport and ETSA responded to increasing community and

government intervention, particularly the EIA requirement, is addressed in Chapters Seven,

Eight and Nine. Also addressed are the implications of change in broader areas of the

organisations which were identified in this Chapter, and how they relate to, and influenced the

organisations' tesponse to EIA and the implementation of EIA in practice'
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ChaPter Seven

THE ORGANISATIONAL
CAPABILITY FOR EIA

7.0 INTRODUCTION

As demonstrated in Chapter Six, the organisations studied in this research are no strangers to

change. Indications about both Transport's1 and ETSA's often reluctant and gradual responses

to government efficiency bids have been noted, but the important question is: how did they

respond to community pressures and to the EIA requirement in particular? Did they establish

the rhetoric and capability to support the EIA policy requirement? If so, was this change

immediate or delayed? There have as yet, been no answefs to these questions in South

Australia. In addressing research objective (6), this Chapter explores the responses to EIA and

to community demands, and how and to what degree, the organisations developed the capability

to implement EIA (ie thefirst component of the CCP framework defined in Chapter Four). It is

the visible and official component of the response represented in the organisational iceberg

originally referred to in Chapter Two, with a focus on the organisational level of adaptation as

opposed to the individual level (although there is overlap) (refer also to the distinction made by

Hellriegel and Slocum 1976: P368).

The specific evaluation criteria are reiterated at the beginning of each major section in this

Chapter encapsulating environmental goals and procedures (Section 7'1); staff and structures

(Section i.2); and knowledge and resources (Section 7.3), whilst the actual results are

summarised at the end of this Chapter. Given that EIA was not the only driver for change,

other environmental procedures and systems are also addressed. These procedures are not

analysed in depth, but they do provide the broader context for EIA and change, and are also

lBecause there were severa department is referred to

simply as 'Transport' to m with the Department of

Transport created in the 19 although the focus is- on

'Electianet SA,, it is simply of the organisation when

the research commenced.
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important in that they tend to reinforce the legitimacy and power of the EIA process as a

decision-making and compliance tool.

7.1. ENVIRONMENTAL GOALS & PROCEDURES

DIMENSION L.1: GOALS AND PROCEDURES

1.1.1 Has the organisation developed environmentally-related goals and/or values in its corporate mission

statement?

Have internal EIA procedures been developed by the organisation?

Do these procedures (where they exist) rate at least satisfactory according to the system-evaluation

framework?

Has the organisation developed broader environmental procedures, manag.ement systems, and/or

griãåiiÃ""ilhich may inform the EIA process and provide upfront expectations about the goals to be

achieved in EIA?

1.1.2

1.1.3

1.1.4

7.1.1 Policies of Aesthetics: The 'First Wave' (1960s)

Because of the demonstrated power of the community in the late 1960s (which has sometimes

been described as the 'first ,wave' of environmentalism: Elkington 1998), both organisations

reacted to the immediate public concerns, and endeavoured to gain community support with

enhanced public relations (Linn 1996; Interview 9 1999; Interview 30 1999). In Transport it

was recognised by one employee that \f ' ..we [didn't] do something a bit more visionary and [a]

bit more progressively, we [were] just going to have afight with all these people' (Interview 63

lggg). It was also recognised by ETSA that community support was necessary to avoid any

problems in the future (Interview 9 1997). The initial response to environmental issues by both

organisations in the 1g60s was limited because much of the community tended to focus on trees

and aesthetic problems (le the'green' issues). From 1967 onwards, reference was frequently

made in ETSA's annual reports to the aims of undergrounding power lines. Amenity issues

were also important in Transport, although in this case, the public focus was on tree removals.

In response to the Montacute Road saga noted in Chapter Six, for instance, Transport outlined

its policy on tree removal practices in the 1965-1966 annual report:

'The policy of the Department is to preserve ible and to

,"-oï" only those nè""rsa.y to provide ¿ ommunity'

Investigations are always maãe intò alternative to possible

disruption to adjacent property owners' Efforts ce between

the functional-requiremãnts and the aesthetics of each proposal' (Highways and Local

Government 1965-66: P18)'
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Transport's subsequent 1966-61 annual report reiterated its policy of vegetation removal, albeit

again referring primarily to maintaining the 'beauty of roads' (Highways and Local

Government 1966-61: p22). Tbe first obvious reference to public relations was also made, with

commitments to inform the public of proposed major works (Highways and Local Government

1966-61: p7). Similar attempts were made by ETSA in the 1960s to enhance public relations

and image (Linn 1996), although the approach in both organisations appeared to be about

'informing' rather than 'consulting' at this time

7Jl..2Ttre Development of EIA Procedures (1970s & 1980s)

No broader environmental policies or goals were developed for quite some time (refer section

I .l.3), but further procedural changes were made by Transport in particular, in response to the

government's 1974 EIA requirement. Initially, there was evidence of resistance from

government agencies when they were notified of the EIA requirement, because it was a new and

imposed requirement, and because there was a belief by many agencies that EIA would veto

everything else in decision-making, and would prevent them from doing their legitimate work

(Interview 7O lggg). Nonetheless, both Transport and ETSA had pre-empted the EIA

requirement2 andcommenced informal discussions with the then Department of Environment

and Conservation (DEC) almost immediately'

Trønsport

In 1974,the Director of Environment and Conservation requested the Transport organisation to

cooperate in the development of EIA procedures (Highways l9l3-14; Shepherd 1980).

According to a past employee of the then DEC, Transport was responsive and was the

'exemplar' of how an agency took on board EIA procedures in South Australia (Interview 70

lggg). However, the process was a gradual one (Interview 70 1999), and Transport was

initially concerned about the potentially heavy workload if the EIA requirement was interpreted

literally (Shepherd 1980).3 Transport nonetheless developed preliminary EIA procedures in

1914 whichrequired their project Planning Section (which was noted in Chapter Six) to submit

Notices of lntent to the DEC, and to complete 'Departmental Appraisal of Environmental

Factors' (DAEF) forms for major projects (Shepherd 1980). Several of these forms were

prepared and forwarded to the DEC during l9l4 and 797 5, although the exact numbers are

unknown (Highways lg14-15). In 1915 and 1976, Transport demonstrated initiative by

2STSA in particular had forewarning about EIA processes from ex ew 6

1999), and în addition to community fr".ru."r, ETSA's emerging env g the

1960s and 1970s was strongly influenced by this overseas knowledge
3In other words, a Notice of Intent (NOI) was required for all projects funded by the Commonwealth or State to

determine the need for an Environmental Impacf Statement, and this encapsulated most of Highway's projects

(Shepherd 1980).
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conducting further investigations into environmental issues, public attitudes and financial

considerations which impacted on proposed works (Highways 1975-76).

The department was eventually given more control over their EIA process, and new procedures

were developed in 1977 which involved more internal assessment, although with input from the

Department of the Environment (DoE) (replaced DEC in 1975) for major projects (Shepherd

19S0).4 In the broader context, several other government agencies in Australia were also

pushing for similar self-regulatory approaches in the early years of EIA (ie the right to conduct

their own assessments rather than it being undertaken by a separate environment department)

(Porter 1985), but Transport's position appeared relatively unique (see also Chapter Ten).

Although the Commonwealth and South Australia's EIA process could still apply, it gradually

became the exception rather than the rule for Transport's EIAs to go to the DoE for assessment

(Interview 10 1999). The most recent EIA procedure is described and evaluated later in Section

(7.1 .6).

ETSA

In contrast to Transport, ETSA did not develop internal EIA procedures nor did they self-

regulate, and the organisation relied on guidance from interstate, the DoE, and the

Commonwealth EIA process (Interview I1991; Interview 41999).s The close liaison and

rapport with the DoE was a significant factor in facilitating EIA practice,6 and it was considered

by one ETSA officer that'...if we discuss contentious issues beþre decisions are made and

agree on such matters the support of the Department of Environment will be readily

forthcoming.'7 The major concerns of ETSA appeared to be about the timescales involved in

the process, and the imposition of inflexible requirements.8 ETSA nonetheless began to

demonstrate initiative in community consultation with the Northern Power station EIS, which

was the first EIS under State requirements to be required by the then Department of

Environmentin l9l4 (refer also Section7.2.1). This initiative was not a consistent practice in

ETSA's decision-making processes at this time (Hazell and Whyte 1985), but like Transport,

ETSA was at the forefront of agencies in their response to the EIA requirement. It has been

noted by a party external to the organisation that 'ETSA ...prided themselves on leading the

pack...showing the others how it could be done' (Interview ll 1999).

4Th"i. development may have also have been influenced by guides produced by the ad hoc Environmental
Committee 

"."ãt"d 
by thé'National Association of Australian State Road Authorities'(NAASRA 1976; 1978)'

SHidden Footnote (refer Chapter Four; Section 4.4.2 for explanation of Hidden Footnotes)'
6gidd"n Footnote
THidd"n Footnote
8Hidd"n Footnote
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The introduction of the EIA requirement under the Planning Act in 1982 had a greater impact on

ETSA than the earlier Cabinet requirement, and raised the awareness of senior people within the

organisation about considering environmental issues (Interview I 1997). The potential for EISs

to be called under legislation indicated to ETSA that for the first time in their history, there was

formal government control over the environmental aspects of their actions.9 Prior to this, there

was a perception that compliance to the EIA process was based on ETSA's 'good will' rather

than due to any obligation to government (Interview I 1991). As for Transport's Act, the

Electricity Trust of South Australia Act 1946 had given ETSA considerable discretion to serve

the,best interests of the general public' and they were thus not bound to do as recommended by

Ministers of Environment or Planning (Section 15 of the Act; refer also Goodall 1982: p3)'

With the exception of potential delays associated with EIA, ETSA did not appear overly

concerned about the requirement itself and this may have been due to the non-binding nature of

Ministerial directions for Crown approvals (refer Chapter Five). That is, it did not constitute a

major threat to normal operations.

On a more informal level, policies to conduct EIA and public consultation were also adopted by

ETSA. Smaller projects which did not trigger the formal EIS process were assessed for their

environmental impacts through consultation with the DoE, and 'Environmental Summaries'

were sometimes prepared by ETSA. There were, however, no comprehensive procedures to

guide this process; there were minimal checks or environmental clearance of the projects; and

the assessments were not always publicly released (Interview 3 1999; Interview 4 1999;

Interview 6lggg). According to one employee it was '...up to the professionalism of the

individual doing the job' (Interview 3 lggg), which in turn relates to the concept of

'professional' control noted in Chapter Two'

Unlike Transport, the absence of internal assessment procedures and self-regulation in EIA was

a deliberate attempt by ETSA to portray an image of credibility to the public: that is, the reliance

on the DoE to externally assess ETSA's projects promoted the image of independence in

decision-making (Interview 4 1999; Interview 6,1999). ETSA was also a quasi-government

entity which may explain the lack of documented procedures. In other words, full Ministerial

control over Transport had occurred at a much earlier date (1950s) than was the case for ETSA

(1980s), and the semi-autonomous nature of ETSA, which was still at 'arms length' from

government, meant that there was less need to develop extensive procedures to demonstrate

accountability to government (Interview 41999; Interview 7O 1999). This changed in the

1990s however, as is discussed later in Section (7.I'6)'

9Hidd"n Footnote
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7,1,.3 Expanding Environmental Goals: The'Second Wave' (L980s-1990)

It was not until the mid 1980s that broader environmental goals were created (evaluation

criterion 1.1.1) which is indicative of increasing andmore pervasive change. The creation of

these goals was not a direct response to the EIA requirement, but was in part a response to the

'second wave' of environmentalism and the first attempts at corporate planning noted in Chapter

Six. ETSA was the first to explicitly outline an environmental goal in 1985, whilst Transport

followed soon after with their first environmental goal in the 1987 annual report. This was also

around the same time that both organisations were preparing their first EISs under the Planning

Act (refer Chapter Nine). The environmental goals comprised the third organisational objective

in both organisations:

ETSA
To adopt and comply with appropriate environmental protection

maintaining a balance between economy and the protection of the e

planning, dèsign, construction and operational phases of all the Trus

Transport
To utilise traffic management techniques to regulate the use of the road system consistent with

the need for increased safety and efficient flow of traffic, safe movement of pedestrians,

protection of the enviionmental quality of local areas' minimisation of
potlution and fuel consumption and minimisation of the impact on adjacent

iand use' (Highways 1986-87 p4; highlight added).

At an earlier time than Transport, a separate section on the 'environment' was also included for

the first time in ETSA's 1gg6 annual reports which highlighted its increasing importance within

the organisation (although this section comprised only one paragraph). However, amenity and

'green' issues continued to be the main focus, particularly in terms of landscaping in Transport

in response to community expectations (Klunder 1989). The most visible idea of environmental

responsibility demonstrated that trees still tended to equate with the 'environment', and even the

public relations section in Transport became involved in such things as community tree planting

ceremonies (Highways 1982-83). Issues associated with the greenhouse effect were also

becoming pronounced in ETSA in line with national and international trends'10

The role of landscaping in Transport gradually began to expand beyond its aesthetic role in the

late l9g0s to acknowledge the complexity of the ecological environment and the potential for

ecological rebuilding (Highways 1938-S9). Transport's environmental goal also increased in

status when it became a separate objective (albeit a nebulous one): that is, to ' [h]ave a sensitive

regard for the environment' (Highways 1988-89: p5), and the first explicit section on

,environment, as opposed to 'landscaping' was also contained within Transport's 1990 annual

report. This was partly in response to the newly enacted Aboriginal Heritage Act 1988, and

loHidd"n Footnote
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increasingly significant community interest in environmental issues (DRT 1989-90: p19)' The

Aboriginal Heritage Act appeared to have a major impact on Transport, because the time

required and uncertainties of heritage site identification, left proponents open to significant

controversy and to financial penalties if non-compliant. This Act was originally believed to

have little consequence, but a media article reported its power to'stop development in its tracks'

(Kriven 1990: p21).

Changes to environmental goals in ETSA, particularly during the late 1980s, were more

fundamental than in Transport, although there was still limited development of formal

environmental procedures and the media image of the organisation was poor. It was recognised

by ETSA in 1989 that the coordination of environmental protection activities needed to be

improved from the previously reactive and fragmented stance, and this was due in part to the

increasing complexity of environmental legislation, increasing issues of liability associated with

bushfire risks and overhead lines, and increasing community and government pressures about

greenhouse issues and the potential health effects of Electromagnetic Radiation Fields (EMF)

(Gordon 1990; ETSA 1989; CCSD 1939). According to Linn, significant advances in

environmental management were made within ETSA during the 1980s, which demonstrated a

'new awareness and public responsibility' (Linn 1996l. p223)'

To translate this new attitude into practice, ETSA created a task force in 1989 to establish an

environmental performance reporting system, and to assess public perceptions of ETSA's

environmental management record (Ainslie and Clarke 1992; Ainslie 1994). A formal

environmental policy was developed (refer Table 7.1) based on extensive consultation with

external and internal groups, which was approved by ETSA's Board in 1991.11 This policy

aimed to satisfy legal requirements, to enhance the organisation's public reputation, and to

provide a framework for understanding the environmental issues which affected the

organisation, particularly greenhouse and the EMF issue (Gordon 1990). The notion of going

'beyond compliance' received greater weight within ETSA in the late 1980s and early 1990s

which is an earlier time frame than Transport. This changed emphasis was predominantly

initiated for pragmatic and self-interest reasons, but this is not surprising given an

organisation's propensity to survive in the increasingly changing world which was illustrated in

Chapter Six. Changing from reaction to action, ETSA argued, would facilitate greater control

of the issues and the debates, and would help to reduce the poor community image of ETSA.l2

For instance:

,beyond basic compliance, plans developed and actions taken with a more general awareness of
Goíernment and public environmental expectations of environmental sensitivity could have

benefits to operations. Conversely, real or perceived inattention to environmental aspects of

11Hidd"n Footnote
12ttidd"n Footnote
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development or operations had the potential to result in project delays and external pressures for
control and regulation which could add significant costs' (Ainslie 1994: p3).

In this respect, it appears that self-regulation was becoming increasingly important to ETSA as

its autonomy was gradually encroached upon by government in the late 1980s (refer Chapter

Six). Nonetheless, ETSA's approach to environmental management continued tobe adhocup

until 1993, despite ETSA's attempts to improve coordination and control (Interview I 1991).

Table 7.1: ETSA's Environmental Policy
(updated version ETSA 1997c: P3

7.1..4 Compliance and rMainstreaming': The 'Third wave' (1990s)

The approach to EIA and environmental management in both organisations changed dramatically

in the mid 1990s, and the most significant procedural and policy changes (evaluation criterion

L1.4) were made since the EIA requirement in the 1970s, and the first attempts at corporate

planning in the 1980s. According to some, a paradigm shift in responsiveness occurred during

the 1990s, which was characterised by the routinisation and internalisation of environmental

issues into mainstream operations in both government and industry sectors (Shrivastava and

Scott 1992; Pakulski et al1998; Elkington 1998; Munchenberg 1999). Changes in this era were

a reflection of what Elkington (1998) termed the 'third wave' of environmentalism (refer

Chapter Six), or what Shrivastava and Scott (1992) defined as the entry into an

ETSA WilI:

a produce, distribute and promote the use of electricity and other products in manners consistent with the

þrinciples of sustainable development, integrating environmental and economic considerations.

To comply with all legislative requirements, license conditions and agreements, and cooperate with

relevani áuthorities iñ the development of practical guidelines based on the principles of sustainable

development.

integrate Environmental Management Systems with its existing business systems.

establish, measure and analyse standards of environmental performance.

recognise the biodiversity ol areas under its operational control, and avoid unnecessary disturbance to

cultural and natural sites of significance.

respond openly and constructively to the reasonable expectations of the community on environmental

matters.

promote an attitude of care and responsibility and a sense of stewardship for the environment, by

employees.

promote research into environmental issues that results in a sound basis for improving environmental

performance and planning for the future.

inform agents, advisors, contractors and consultants of this Environmental Policy.

a

a

a

a

a
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'environmentalist' epoch. Many organisations believed that it was 'good business' to adopt

environmental management practices (Doyle 1998), and as noted by the previous Director of the

Australian Conservation Foundation (Philip Toyne) :

'Gone are the days of the pitched battles over the icon sites of the natural environment, the high

profile green leaders, the frequent meetings with Prime Ministers and the huge mass of
òoln-unity support behind the views of the environment organisations.

We now see in its place the mainstreaming of environment, usually under the banner of
sustainable development, with many of the bitter opponents of the earlier environmentalism

proclaiming their deep commitment to the 'triple botfom line'- of environment protection,

àconomic piofitauility ãnd social responsibility (cited in Munchenberg 1999: p8).

Elkington (1998: p59) argues that the '...environmental and sustainability agendas had not so

much disappeared as been professionalized'(Elkington 1998: p59), and this was reflected by

ETSA's new belief that where '... environmental concern wa; once the province of a few

"greenies", it is now (or should be) the preserve of virtually every manager'(ETSA 1990b). In

other words, the idea of 'professional control' was becoming more important, and this was

evident in the development of codes of practices and environmental principles and ethics for

engineers by the Australian Institution of Engineers which were sponsored by both Transport

and ETSA, among other agencies (IEA 1992).

The Impact of the Enztironment Protectíon Act 7993

Within this mainstreaming process, national principles of ecologically sustainable development

released in l99Z (Commonwealth of Australia 1992), and greenhouse strategies were having an

increasing impact (ETSA lgg3-I994 Environment Report), but the most significant impact on

both of the organisations resulted from the enactment of the Environment Protection Act 1993

which became operational in 1995. This also had implications for EIA given the explicit cross-

references between the Development Act and the Environment Protection Act (EPAct) (refer

Chapter Five). Essentially the EPAct bound the Crown (including Transport and ETSA),

amalgamated several previous acts (eg noise control and clean air), and established the

Environment protection Authority (ETSA I997c). Legally binding environmental policies were

developed (eg marine, air quality), and new financial penalties for non-compliance were created

of up to one million dollars (ETSA 1997c). This was substantially higher than the non-

compliance penalties of $40,000 for EIA under the Development Act, thereby increasing the

stakes for proponents of development and major projects (including ETSA and Transport). The

Act was also significant in that it introduced a 'duty of care' not to harm the environment, and

introduced the potential for criminal liability on employees, contractors and agents of the Crown

(Cole 1991 ;ETSA 1997 c).
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Given that 'due diligence' or 'duty of care' (le 'taking reasonable care in one's activities') could

be used as a defense in the event of prosecution, there was clear incentive for both organisations

to establish more explicit systems of compliance (Cole 1991; ETSA 1997c)' Essentially a

carrot was being provided with greater self-regulation, but with a secondary stick (ie thteat of

prosecution and financial penalties) if this did not occur. The impact of the EPAct was

remembered by one emPloYee in ETSA:

Two employees within ETSA also noted the greater significance of the EPAct as a more recent

driver of change when compared to the EIA requirement (Interview | 1991; Interview 9 1991)'

Ena ir o nm ent øI M øn øg em ent Sy st em s

Shortly after the EpAct became operational, the environmental goal changed within Transport,

and increased in its status from havin g a'sensitive regard to...' towards becoming'a lransport

system in harmony with the environment' (DoT 1995; DoT 1996; highlight added);l3 whilst

ETSA's environmental policy was revised in 1994 to reflect the EPAct (ETSA 1993-1994

Environment Report). The approach to environmental management in Transport also expanded

to encapsulate maintenance activities,l4 and 'brown' issues (eg air and noise pollution) as

opposed to the past focus on 'green' issues (TSA 1998¡,ts and both organisations developed

an Environmental Management System (EMS) based on the ASÆ\Z ISO 14001 Standard

(although ETSA's was originally based on the BS 7750).

The approach adopted to the EMSs was quite different in each organisation. In ETSA, an

integrated approach was developed for ETSA Transmission's draft EMS (now Electranet) (refer

Figure 7.1), where policies, environmental issues, implementation and review factors were

linked into one overall document. The focus tended to be on operational and maintenance factors

rather than new projects, with extensive reviews and audits of existing operations (eg tefet

Butler 1996). By lgg3,approximately 200 audits of substations, coalfields, power stations and

workshops had been undertaken (Interview I l9g1), although these did not appear to be directly

'Once the Environment Protection Act [came in], it crystalised a lot more people into, oh hell

we've got to do something,...and particularly the Board,'..[and] also the way we moved towards

u -or"""o--ercially focused organisation as a Corporation. The Boards, ".[wanted] to know

that they had everytíring 
"ou"."d 

to that they weren't exposed' So environment became much

-or" of u prominent iss-ue in demonstrating that we had systems in place' (Interview 21999).

13 At on" stage, the concept of ecologically sustainable development was introduced into the Department's

values, but this-was later removed, perha'ps betause it was too difficult to conceptualise and put into practice'

14 f.hi, is not surprising given the increasing emphasis on maintenance during this time, and given that much of

the infrastructure Èad atieády been established as noted ir Chapter Six.

appeared to be a lesser concern to other
cific environmental objectives were establ

îî,ä"'å!li);i::fr åîiïå'i":"ä'i!X{'iiì
enhancing amenity (DoT 1995; Cole 1997).
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linked to past EIS impact predictions (where relevant). This focus on existing operations is not

surprising given that few new major projects were being developed at the time of this research

(refer Chapter Six).

Figure 7.L: ETSA's Environmental Manage-T9lt System
"(based on ISO 14000 Standards) (ETSA 1997e: p3)

In contrast, Transport's EMS (Figure 7.2) involved several different documents rather than one

single document, and the focus was on the management of new projects in addition to

maintenance activities. Auditing was also focused on the construction stage for new projects

rather than existing operations given that Transport was still involved in more new projects than

Electranet. Key documents in Transport's EMS for new projects comprised:

l. Identify Issues,

Evaluation of
Environmental ImPacts

8. Information
Dissemination
and Education

Re: Policy,
Procedures,

Compliance

2. Policies,
Guidelines and

Compliance
Manual

3. Emergency
Response ProcedureEnvironmental

Management
System

7. Monitorìng,
Recording and

Reporting of
Environmental

Performance

4. Internal
Environmental

Audits and

Technical
Assessments

6. Environmental
Improvement

Pans

-5. External
Audits

o Environmental Code of Practice for Construction;
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Environmental Management Plans Guidelines (EMPs) which required EMPs to be prepared

for new projects for construction and operational phases, and which required contractors to

ensure an adequate level of environmental training for their personnel (Cole 1991).

Encapsulated within EMPs were Transport's environmental protection requirements which

reflected the outcomes of the EIA process, legislation, standards, policies and guideline

requirements, community consultation and the environmental clearance process (Cole

lggib) (more detail about EMPs is provided in Volume II of this thesis in the project case

studies);

Environmental Management Implementation Plans (EMIPs) Guidelines which required that

contractors prepare an EMIP for the construction phase. The EMIP was essentially the

contractor's response to the Departmental EMP requirements and a statement of how

environmental protection would be achieved; and

Aucliting Guidelines which aimed to ensure that environmental conditions were met, and

protection was achieved in practice by the conduct of audits on new projects'

Figure 7.22 A, component of Transport SA's Environmental-Management System for
construction projects (TSA Novembet 1997a: p6)

At a later stage than Transport, ETSA also adopted EMPs for major new projects with

significant environmental impact (but not EMIPs) (Interview 4 1999)' Within both

organisations, upfront expectations for all participants, from planning to design to construction,

were also provided with the development of extensive guidelines (eg noise guidelines) which

supported the EMS within Transport, and to a more limited extent, in ETSA. These guidelines,

which are summarised in Appendix (10), in addition to EMS documents, tended to support and

a

a

Use of EMP for
Design and

Documentation

Community
Involvement

EIA
Environmental

Management Plan
Use of EMP for
preparation of

construction packagesEnvironmental
Clearance

Preparation and use of
Environmental
Management

Implementation Plans
(EMIP) and the

Environmental Code of
Practice by construction

contractors
Use of EMP for

operationsConcluding
Report

Auditing
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increase the legitimacy of the EIA requirement, although this was not always intentional, but

rather, was a by-product.

The inclusion of EMPS, EMIPs, and auditing was a particularly significant development in the

context of EIA, particularly in Transport. First, the EMP guidelines in Transport outlined

explicit objectives of the EIA process: that is, to'ensurfe] all environmental impacts for a given

project are considered, options reviewed and the "best" solution adopted, documented,

implemented and monitorecl'(TSA November 1997a: p8). Objectives of the planning and EIA

process were also becoming more explicit in within Transport's project management

guidelines,l6 including links to ecologically sustainable development (ESD), and this

represented a change from the traditional approach to project assessment and planning. For

instance:

'In the past the Department's approach to projects exhibited a 'best possible' engineering result.

The approach is nôw one which reflects the Corporate goals, project objectives, the stakeholder

requiräents, the impact it will have on the local community and community attitudes. This

deiicate act of matcÀing the project outcomes with its "environment" reflects the current

philosophy of the Department' (DoT March 1996: p4-8)'

Second, the EIA process at the planning stage in Transport was strengthened by directly

integrating EIA and planning outcomes with the later more detailed design stage (TSA

November 1997a). In other words, the EMP, which was developed during the earlier planning

and EIA process, was cross-referenced with the design process, thus providing clear and

upfront information about the department's environmental expectations. Third, and most

importantly, the EIA process was directly linked to the construction phase in both organisations.

previously in both organisations, environmental management at this stage was a significant area

of weakness (refer also Chapter Eight and Nine), and rarely did the EIA outcomes or

environmental conditions get followed through, which is also a frequent criticism in the EIA

literature (refer Chapter Five). In both organisations, the choice of tenders for the construction

stage of project development were also increasingly being based on environmental criteria and

the past environmental performance of contractors, although this was sttll ad hoc at the time of

this research.

An In cr e ø sing' Cu st o m er' C o n sult øti o n Ap p t o ø ch

In line with the increasing 'customer' focus in both organisations evident in the 1990s (refer

Chapter Six), Transport and ETSA were also endeavouring to become more open and

consultative. ETSA created a quarterly and widely-distributed newsletter entitled 'ETSA

l6For instance, projects must be consistent with government policy, satisfy the project.objectives; satisfy

community needi; aie cost-effective; are within the defined cost parameters and give benefits exceeding costs;

minimise environmental impact and promote ESD; and meet current technical standards (DoT March 1996:' p4-4)'
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environment', and produced glossy and public corporate environmental reports (eg ETSA

lgg4). In ETSA's (Electranet SA) Business plan (1999), one aim was to'be responsive and

proactive'in providing information to the community, consulting as early as possible, being

sensitive and empathic, engendering community support, and aiming to minimise the impact of

proposals (ETSA lggg). Transport similarly began to produce regular releases of community

publications such as 'Streets Ahead' which was aimed at individuals affected by Transport

decisions including the 'Better Roads'project. It was noted by the project manager of the Better

Roads project, for instance, that one:

'of the most important messages for the community is that the drawing board is Uþn,t... a1{

there is no doubì this approach seems a little unusual... In the past, TSA [Transport SA] would

announce a road upgradé project and basically lay the plans on the table and say 'this is how we

are going to do it' (TSA no date: P2).

However, the practice of providing a 'blank drawing board' was not a consistent one and it was

found by the Department that the consultation process, although generally praised by external

stakeholders, continued to be undertaken late in the process when significant decisions had

already been made (PI 1993) (refer also Chapter Nine). It was also found to be focused on the

project as opposed to the more strategic level of decision-making, and a need to improve this

practice was identified and committed to by the Transport Department (PI 1998). Up until this

point, transport policies were not always explicit, there was no central location where transport

policy could be identified, and the process of policy development was ad hoc and not always

accessible to the public (TPSG 1999). At the time of this research however, a policy

development framework was being drafted including brief reference to the evaluation of

economic, social and environmental costs/benefits of each policy option, and the input

requirements for'stakeholders'.

7.1-.5 Environment Strategic Plans: From Compliance to 'Best Practice'?

Despite the increasing environmental procedures and systems in Transport, a review by the

department in the late 1990s indicated that they were still reactive, that the environment was an

'add-on', and that the procedures overlapped, were incomplete and ad hoc (DoT April 1997a).

As a result, one of the most significant policy documents to emerge, the Environment Strategic

plan, was endorsed by executive and the Minister for Transport. The broad aims of this Plan,

which reflected a broadening role in environmental management, are outlined in Table (7.2).

According to the Environmental Unit, this plan'...is a significant commitment for the

Agency...It witl be the first time we will have had an aII encompassing blueprint for the way we

consider environmental issues in the future' (TSA 1991d). It was also stated:

'Transport SA is obliged to meet a range of statutory and non-statutory obligations.__To date,

our bàseline approich has been to comply with environmental legislation. We have
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successfully done so, and have never been the subject of an environmentally related prosecution

or notice.
The Environment Strategic Plan signals a major shift in our approach. For the first

time, Transport SA is committeã to going beyond compliance to strive for environmental

excellence, io address the causes of environmental problems, not just the systems'

By this we mean that Transport SA will need to develop a culture with a stronger

environmental skills and knowledge base, in which environmental considerations are integrated

into all decision-making processes-, staff are encouraged and rewarded for taking environmental

initiatives and achieving high standards, and environmental expectations and achievements are

communicated' (TSA June 1998: P8).

Table 7.2: Directions and Objectives of Transport SA's
Environment Strategic Plan (TSA June 1998)

DIRECTION OBTECTIVE

To sustain the natural environment . to minimise harmful air emissions, both locally and globally
. to protect and enhance biodiversity
. to protect water quality
. to reduce the consumption of resources
. promoting good land management

To enhance the social and cultural
environment of the communitY

. to reduce traffic noise

. enhancing visual amenity

. to respect and conserve cultural heritage

To be an environmentally responsible
organisation

to promote a corporate culture where commitment to leading
environmental pedormance is demonstrated by the way
business is done

To build relationships for the benefit
of the environment

a to establish relationships with the community, stakeholders,
customers and suppliei's to achieve the environmental goals and

objectives
to'encourage an holistic approach to transport and the
environment

At a later date than ETSA, Transport was finally aiming to go beyond compliance and to move

towards more proactive and 'best practice' environmental management. From this point

onwards it was intended to consider the environment on an 'equal footing' to other corporate

goals such as accessibility, efficiency and safety (TSA June 1998). It was also intended to

ensure change to the organisational culture, to ensure that the environment was 'mainstreamed'

into operations, and to increase consistency of environmental values between internal and

external groups (McGregor February 1997; TSA 1997d; TSA December l99l; Interview 11

199j). The Environment Strategic Plan also had implications for the EIA and project planning

process in providing upfront expectations, and it was stated by the planning investigations

section (le those responsible for major EIA within Transport) that it 'is certain that the processes
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associated with the development of this Strategic PIan will identify major issues that this Section

wiII need to respond to on projecls' (PI 1998).

ETSA also developed an Environment Strategic Plan around a similar time frame to Transport in

the late 1990s, but the approach was again very different. Rather than being a stand alone

blueprint for environmental management, this plan was simply one component of the overall

EMS. It was shorter, less detailed, and despite ETSA's earlier commitments to become more

proactive, tended to be compliance-oriented. The Plan stated for instance:

'Sound environmental management will:
. provide protection tolhe organisation and its people from potential penalties and

prosecutiòn under the Environment Protection Act, Development Act and the numerous

òther Acts which impact on the ETSA Transmission business;
. ensure credibility of relationships with the community, the shareholder and the regulator

with respect to any licence conditions, general environmental duty and other requirements

(environmental audits, environmental improvement plans) which will:
- meet the expectations of the community and (in future) direct customers;

- minimise udu"rr" regulator input to operation of current facilities, and ensure that

we have a sound negotiation position with respect to licence conditions, and

other oPerating requirements ;

- achieve ãevelopment applications for new works, either on existing equipment or

on new sltes,
- meeting increasingly stringent requirements of insurers and other financial

institutions;
- contribute to the good morale of the workforce;
- recluce expenditure (through outcomes of energy/waste audits); and

- properly protect the environmenf (ETSA 1997e p2)'

The priorities in this context appear to be based on self-interest such as protection from liability,

whilst the notion of 'environmental protection' was last on the list of aims. The importance of

organisational compliance was also reflected in part by the creation of a Legal Compliance

Committee to minimise the risks of staff being prosecuted (ETSA 1998). Environmental

protection was still a significant part of business operations, but the restructuring and

fragmentation of the organisation into subsidiaries in the late 1990s was having a substantial

impact on ETSA's approach to environmental management, and the EMS became outdated and

required redrafting (Interview 21999). One ETSA employee noted:

'its been decimated [the organisation]...everything's been put out.'.we would get so far in doing

certain things and they'd bã...stopped by the restructuring.-. We used to be, in the sense of the

...environmental management system, in the electricity industry..,, we wer,e certainly"' the

leaders in environmenial management systems...and we developed...all of these.things,.'.but

when our major restructure occúrred weJust dropped behind the rest of them, and a lot of the

stuff that they're doing now is...what we did back then' (Interview 2 1999).

Environmental protection was becoming integrated into 'risk management' rather than

'environmental management' as a separate entity (refer also Section7.2.2). The fragmentation

of ETSA also impacted on communication in the EIA process which is discussed in Chapter

Eight.
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7.1,.6 Evaluation of Updated EIA Procedures

In this changing arena of environmental management, what happened to the EIA procedures?

Despite ETSA's increasing attempts to retain control and achieve self-regulation in the early

1990s with the development of environmental policies, ETSA still relied on the legislative EIA

process and had not developed internal EIA procedures. This began to change in the late 1990s

as a result of the restructuring and leasing of the organisation. Much of the organisation's

knowledge about electricity planning, engineering and EIA resided in the memories of

individual staff members, and there was a real danger of losing this knowledge and experience

with the major downsizing. This loss of corporate memory was acknowledged as a significant

problem by an officer in the external EIA Branch, and according to one ETSA employee,

'we've gone from an organisation where, [it was] very stable, where people joined and they

stayed, so the need to catch a lot of that intellectual property on paper hasn't had the same

urgency as it does now' (Interview 8 1999). Thus, procedures were being drafted in 1999

(Interview 41999; Interview 6 1999)'

For the first time in 199'7, reference to a checklist of possible impacts to consider in the EIA

process was also prepared in ETSA (Electranet SA), although this was less detailed than

Transport checklists. Issues expected to be addressed in the EIA process included visual

impacts, effects on land use, vegetation, fauna, heritage issues, soil erosion, spread of pest

plants and diseases, impacts of lines on television and radio reception, noise impacts,

electromagnetic field issues, and fire risks (ETSA I997e). Upfront expectations about the aims

of EIA and project development were also defined:

'The most acceptable transmission development will be one that minimises the visual impact

to landowners ând the travelling public, reduces the need for vegetation clearing or trimming,

has the least effect on land use ãnd is of minimal cost, while satisfying all other environmental

considerations'(ETSA 1997e: Section l: p2).

While EIA procedures were yet to be drafted, the lack of procedures does not indicate a lack of

organisational change. Rather as noted in earlier Chapters, it is the outcomes of decision-

making which are more important in measuring change, and this further highlights the

importance of using multiple indicators in the evaluation of organisational change in the EIA

context.

In Transport, more recent EIA procedures and guidelines for minor and major levels of EIA

were evident in a number of different areas within Transport including the Environmental Unit,

the Road Design Section (eg DRT l993¡,tt the Planning Investigations Section (eg DRT 1992-

l TThe coordination of minor level EIA resided with the Department's Road Design Section, the Regions, or the

Minor projects Section, and required only the completion of the Environmental Impact Assessment Report

(EIAR) (including vegeiation utr"s-"ntr¡, followed by clearance from the Senior Environmental Officer. The
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1gg3), and rhe Projects Section (eg DoT March 1996). Key stages in the planning and EIA

process for major projects, which were closely integrated, are illustrated in Figure (7.3) and

comprised stages generally characteristic of EIA such as scoping, consideration and assessment

of alternatives (in a Working Report), formal community consultation, modification of the

proposal (in a Concluding Report), and formal environmental clearance. Although not

represented in this diagram, the outcomes were then linked to construction by the EMPs and

EMIPs noted earlier.

Transport acknowledged that the planning and EIA process was not linear in practice, and that

because of community, political, and environmental factors, the process was iterative with a

need for ongoing compromise and trade-offs (DoT March 1996; PI 1998). Specific

requirements to be addressed within the EIA were guided by comprehensive checklists of

substantive environmental factors in planning (refer Appendix 11), and by project management

guidelines which went beyond procedural requirements of the State EIA system (under the

Development Act Amendment), by requiring a description of the existing environment; an

outline of the duration and significance of impacts, their manageability, resilience of the

environment to cope with change; a review of confidence levels associated with predicted

impacts; and an outline of the degree of community interest and concern (DoT March 1996).

The reference to environmental resilience was a strength in Transport's EIA process' in that it

reflects the concept of 'carrying capacity' which, according to Noorbakhsh and Ranjan (1999)

is one way of operationalising the concept of sustainable development into project planning

practice. Whether or not this has been addressed in past EIA practice is briefly addressed in

Volume II of this thesis (the project case studies: EIS quality). The more detailed design phase

also had a number of hold-points and checklists to ensure that environmental factors such as

local access, drainage, noise attenuation and landscape design were addressed in the design

process (eg Road Design Quality Management Procedures 1997).

The role of formal environmental clearance in Transport was the responsibility of the internal

Senior Environmental Officer (except where a formal EIS was required) (DoT March 1996)'

Environmental Clearance was based on the Concluding Report and was defined as

'confirmation that the Recommended Option has no environmental impact impediments prior to

seeking Recommend.ed. Option approval' (DRT 1992-1993)' As part of this process, the

Senior Environmental Officer was required to ensure that all relevant environmental issues had

been identified and addressed; that all environmental conditions which require application to the

project were identified, and that the Department responsible for planning and EIA (now

DTUpA, planning SA) was informed of the Recommended Option (DRT 1992-1993).

Road Design procedures were outdated at the time of this research given that they referred to the original

Identificatiõn of Environmental Factors (IEF) form rather than the more recent EIAR'
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EIA is included as a

separate steP here in
other project

manogement diaSrams,

but is generally
cansidcred integrated
throughout planning
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Figure 7.3: Planning Investigations Process in Transport SA including EIA
- (after Planning Investigations Section, Chart A'

Department of Transport; after DoT March 1996: p4-6)
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Final internal approval of the recommended option was generally given by the then Director of

planning within Transport in consultation with other Directors. Under the Highways Act,

approvals for all road construction or reconstruction, and impacts on trees on any main road,

must finally be obtained from the Minister responsible for the transport portfolio, but this could

be in the form of a general standing approval (Section 29A). There were also requirements for

external approvals by local councils and by the Parliamentary Public Works Committee, the

latter of which reviewed projects greater than $4 million (DoT March 1996). Thus, although the

formal and external EIS process did not always apply, the requirement for approval by these

bodies provided some degree of external accountability.

Transport's internal EIA process (current at the time of this research) was assessed using the

system-evaluation framework defined in Chapter Four, and the results are summarised in Table

(7.3) and Appendix (12¡.ts The overall performance in the EIA 'controls' was similar to

performance under the Development Act and its Amendment, with 687o of criteria 'at least

partially addressed'in Transport comparedto 67Eo of criteria'at least partially addressed'for

each Act (and 61Vo for the planning Act). With the exception of legislative-administrative

control (66To) at least partly addressed), strengths in Transport's control system were similar to

those identified for the EIA legislative process including procedural control (877o at least partly

addressed) (relative to the Planning Act in particular), and evaluative control (76Vo at least partly

addressed), although performance was lower than the Development Act and its amendment.

With the inclusion of EMpS, EMIPS and auditing procedures, follow-up control (85Vo atleast

partly addressed) was also relatively good (and better than the State EIA system), which is also

consistent with strong performance in the pruc-lple of verifiabllity (83Vo). Principles of

flexibility (g57o), completeness (857o), specificity (l6Eo) and purposiveness (757o) were also

relatively good (for those criteria at least partially addressed).

Flexibility in particular is consistent with the limited mechanisms of external accountability in

Transport's EIA process when compared to the legislative EIA process, which is not surprising

given Transport's internally-based focus in EIA. This is also consistent with low performance

in principles relating to accountability with 59Vo of criteria at least partially addressed (ie

'mandatory, enforceable, accountable principle).

18 It should be noted that because Transport's process is not legislatively based, some of the criteria will
immediately be downgraded and cannot reòeive the score of 'fully addressed'. In other words, for comparative

st be treated in the same manner as the legislative EIA
ere criteria were outlined in guidelines (as opposed to

n. Thus, percentage ofcriteria which are 'fully addressed'

relative to the legislative EIA system' This does not
eaker under the Transport process simply because the
(which tends to highlight a limitation in the evaluation

framework).
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Table 7.3: Summary of Performance in Transport SA's EIA p_r_ocedures

and comparison with the State legislative processes for EIA

TRANSPORT EIA* STATE EIA SYSTEM

Tape of Control
Criteria At Leøst

PartiøIla Addressed
Criteria FUIIa

Addressed"
Criteriø At Least

Partialla Addressed
Critería Fulla

Addressed"

Legislntiue-
Administrøtiue

66% 8% Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

66%
75%
91%

Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

41T"
50%
66%

Irtdicial

Procedural

0% 0% Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

60%
50%
o%

Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

20%
50%
0%

87% 0% Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

88%
70%
35o/"

Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

18T"
31%
31%

Public-Agency 50% o% Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

43%
62%
68"/"

Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

18%
50%
50%

Eaahtøtiae 76% 7o/" Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

66%
86%
93o/"

Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

40%
56%
66%

Follout-Up 85o/" o% Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

14%
14%
71%

Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

14%
14%
42%

Ooerall 68% 2o/" Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

61%
67%
67%

Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

26%
44%
48V"

Type of Principle Criteria At Leøst
Partiøllv Addressed

Críteria Ftila
Addressed"

Criteriø At Least
Partiallv Addressed

Críteria FUIIv
Addresseil-

Purposiae 75% o% Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

81%
75%
50%

Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

18%
31%
31%

Specific 76% 0% Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

66%
85%
85%

Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

26%
69%
76%

Complete 85% o% Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

50%
62%
75%

Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

12%
37%
50%

Flexible 85% 14% Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

62%
62%
75%

Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

37%
62%
75%

Transparent-
Particípatory

55% 0% Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

51%
66%
66%

Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

16%
50%
46%

59% 2"/" Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

55%
63%
76%

Planning Act
Dev. Act
Amend.

39%
50%
57%

Verifiable 83'/" 0% Planning Act O%

Dev.Act 0%
Amend. 66%

Planning Act O%

Dev.Act O%

Amend. 33%
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Although decisions were made externally in many cases (i¿ by Cabinet or the relevant Minister

and advised by the Parliamentary Works Committee for major projects), there were no

provisions for judicial review or appeal; there was a lack of independence of the coordinating-

evaluating authority (despite strong evaluative control); and there was limited public-agency

accountability in Transport's EIA system. The limited performance in public-agency control

was surprising (particularly with only 5O7o of criteria partly addressed), given the department's

increasing openness in planning and decision-making noted earlier. The primary weaknesses

related to a lack of certainty and transparency in the process and the timing of involvement

which contrasts with the State legislative EIA system. For instance:

the process of community consultation was not standardised and was tailored project by

project (thus, there is no public certainty about time-frames and opportunities available for

comment as in the formal EIS process);

formal community involvement was instigated quite late in the process (after the completion

of the V/orking Report and internal approval of a preferred alternative), with no explicit

provision for input at the triggering or scoping stage, and no publication of the planning

scope (it has frequently been found that involvement at this early stage may alleviate

problems later and allows a focus on the key issues of concern to the community);

there was usually no stand alone environmental assessment document and the EIA was

integrated into a V/orking Report and Concluding Report which reduces transparency;

the Working Report containing the EIA was for internal use and was not generally released

to the public which reduces the level of information available to the community (although it

has been known to be released to Councils and other organisations: DRT 1992-93);

there was no separate or public 'Assessment Report' available for public review which also

reduces external accountability, and only internal Minutes were produced to form this role'

o

a

a

a

a

At the same time, strengths of public-agency control related to the fact that there were: clear

provisions for formal community consultation in the planning process; early provisions for

informal stakeholder involvement (prior to the identification of a Prefened Option), as opposed

to broader community consultation; and requirements to modify the proposal based on

stakeholder and community consultation which indicates openness to change. The very lack of

certainty in the consultation process also introduces flexibility and allows the consultation

process to be appropriately tailored to the project and its overall significance. Formal and rigid

mechanisms of public involvement have sometimes been found to be inadequate, leading to the

instigation of more informal and indirect public pressure and protests (eg refer Harvey 1996).

Thus, despite a poor performance in the system-evaluationframework, practice may actually be

better than the process on paper, and this is discussed further in Chapter Eight in terms of

cultural 'openness' and in Chapter Nine which evaluates EIA openness in practice.
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Another significant point to note was that, despite the particularly strong nature of procedural

control, there was a lack of procedures to be followed in the event of major environmental

impediments to a project. It seemed to be assumed that environmental clearance would be

forthcoming and there were no explicit provisions for a refusal at this stage (and indeed there

are no indications that a project has ever been refused) (refer also Section7.2.2). Nonetheless,

there were a number of hold points which could provide an avenue for an early 'no go' or

modification to the project if ever the need arose. The other problem with procedural control,

although not encapsulated in the evaluation framework, was the fragmented nature of the

procedures and guidelines. Not all of the information in the project management guidelines, for

instance, was included or updated in the planning investigations procedures manual and

checklists, nor was there any cross-referencing between these procedural manuals (refer also

Section 7.3). There was thus a need for a more comprehensive description of the whole

process in one universal folder comprising all roles, and all stages of the project development

cycle, and links to other guidelines. Overall, however, performance \ryas satisfactory for the

system-evaluation of Transport's EIA procedures.

7.2 ENVIRONMENTAL STAFF, ROLES AND STRUCTURES

7.2.L New Staff: Numbers and Disciplines

The creation of environmental goals, EIA and other environmental procedures are important in

developing a formal capability for EIA, but so too is the presence of environmentally-oriented

staff in their role as change agents (refer to Part I of this thesis). Prior to EIA both

organisations relied on ad hoc advisory committees (and these committees continued to operate

DIMENSION 1.2: STAFF AND STRUCTURES

1.2.1 Has the organisation employed staff with environmental expertise to support the EIA process and

other environmental management requirements?

ls there a 'critical mass' sufficient for these staff to pervade both EIA for new project developments

and other activities? (There is no 'right' number or proportion of staff, but some idea will also be

gained in questions about resource adequacy)

Do these staff have a range of disciplinary backgrounds useful for implementing EIA?

Are these staff appropriately located in the organisation's structure to facilitate autonomy and

independence in'reviéwing organisational operations (where that is part of their role)?

Are these staff appropriately located in the organisation's structure to facilitale influence on lhe
planning anO Oei¡ð¡ori-makiñg processes for EIA and new project development?

Do these staff also have broader environmental management roles such as education, research,

policy development which may indirectly guide the EIA process?

1.2.2

1.2.3

1.2.4

1.2.5

1.2.6
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for several years after the EIA requirement).tl UttO also created a temporary project-based

Environment Committee in I915 in response to the State's first EIS requirement (for the

Northern Power Station), thus indicating some influence of the EIA requirement on the

organisation. This committee, including community representatives, advised on the EIS and

project siting process, and was considered 'unprecedented' and a'unique experiment' in South

Australia (Hazell and Whyte 1985; Linn 1996). With the establishment of this Committee,

ETSA wanted the public to see that they 'cared' and were being genuine about involving the

public in its major proposals (Linn 1996). According to Mazmanian and Nienaber (1919)

committees such as these give the impression of 'doing' whilst simultaneously providing

flexibility because of their ad hoc nature. They do not, in other words, require fundamental

change to the organisation.

The lack of environmental staff in the early years is not surprising given that responsibility for

the EIA process was given to existing planning and design engineers within both organisations'

This appeared to be an intentional decision because, by maintaining engineer responsibility for

the EIA process, a sense of ownership and responsibility for environmental protection was

afforded (Interview I 1997; Interview 10 1997). The environment was 'everbody's business'

and not just the responsibility of a select few (Interview I 1997; Interview lO I99l)' In ETSA

it was also believed that 'they lie transmission engineers] [were] much closer to the action and

ha[rl] a better understanding of the project than somebody from corporate environment people'

(Interview 4 lggg). As a result of this approach, environmental expertise was initially lacking,

although landscape staff were employed to address vegetation issues within Transport.

Environmental officers were, however, gradually being employed on a limited basis.

Trønsport

The first officer in Transport with responsibilities for environmental concerns, albeit limited to

tree removals, was the Engineer (Right of Way) who was employed in the late 1960s in

response to the Montacute tree saga (Donovan 1991). Shortly after the development of the EIA

procedures in l9l'7, which gave Transport greater internal responsibility for EIA, the

department recognised the need for greater environmental expertise, and employed a temporary

environmental officer in 1978 (Interview ll 1997). Community pressures were also an

influence on the establishment of this position. For instance:

lgFor instance, Transport relied on the Roadside Vegetation Sub-Committee, the Flora and Fauna Advisory

Commirtee, and NAASR A's ad hoc Environment Committee (Highways 19'10-19'7I; NAASRA 1976; 1918)' In

1967, ETSÂ created an aesthetics committee to advise on the amenity and environme¡tal-effects of overhead

po*"i lin", (the Electricity committee). other environmentally-related committees formed

fy ETSA inòtuded rhe Tec ectromagnetic Fields (EMF) committee formed in 1986 which

fócused on the health effe (Gordon 1990), and the Power Line Environment Committee

created in the 1980s to replace the original reticulation committee (ETSA 1981).
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,There was a fair gulf between what some areas the community wanted to do for the

environment and whãt we were actually doing...and we set about trying to repair that gap in a

project sense to put on an environmental officer' (Interview 22 1997).

One year later in 1979, thefirst permanent environmental officer was employed as a 'scientific

officer' classification (Interview 11 1999; Interview 72 1999; DoT April 1991b). This was a

four year time lag for change following the I914 EIA requirement, but it was, according to the

Department:

,...a progressive move for the Department at that time. It was early days,for e^nvironmental

impact assessment anywhere in gõvernment, and this was probably one of the first positions

like this created outsiáe the then bepartment fcr the Environment. In addition this was one of

the few non-engineering professionàl positions within the Department."and amongst the first

professional *olto"n engaged by the Department' (DoT April 1997b: p3)'

At the time, the environmental officer's background was social-science based, but the scientific

skills of the external EIA branch in the Department of Environment were also drawn upon

(Interview 721999).

The Transport organisation relied on this one environmental officer for a lengthy period, which

continued to indicate minimal structural changes as a result of EIA, and it was not until nearly

ten years later in 19g6 that a second environmental officer was appointed (DoT April 1997b).

This appointment was probably a reflection of the increasing status of environmental goals at

this time, but there was little reference to these environmental officers in annual reports during

the 19g0s, and the landscape staff appeared to have a higher status consistent with the focus on

'green, issues. However, both areas worked closely together despite the separation of function

(Interview iz lggg). over the years, the number of environmental officers expanded, although

not substantially, and in addition to the separate landscape unit with 5 staff, there were

approximately six environmental officers within headquarters in 1998-1999 (RLD 1998a;

Interviews 10-14 L999;Interview 56 1999)'

The contrasting composition of these officers relative to existing staff had an impact on the

department. Three of these officers were women, and according to one employee' this

,novelty, made a difference in the interaction process given that the organisation was dominated

by male engineers (Interview 12 lggS). Also of significance is that two of the environmental

officers had transferred directly from the Assessments Branch of the then Department of

Environment and planning (DEP) (replaced the DEC in 1981). In this respect, they brought a

significant element of EIA experience into the organisation, and it has been suggested that the

deparlment was more open than other departments as a result (Interview 58 1997). At the time

of this research, the numbers of environmental staff were expanding, and in the year 2000, two

additional environmental staff had been employed, making a total of approximately 8

environmental staff. Disciplinary backgrounds of environmental staff varied including biology,
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botany and zoology, geography, natural resource management, engineering, and environmental

studies (but lacking in air quality, water quality, and health assessment expertise, among other

areas).

ETSA

The trends in environmental staff numbers in ETSA were less clear due to a lack of written

records and problems of memory recall of the survey participants, but it did appear that relative

to Transport, greater environmental staff numbers were employed in the 1970s. Initially, the

employment of environmental staff was ad hoc, and in addition to the creation of committees,

began with the employment of consultants and University students to undertake monitoring of

existing operations and marine discharges in the early-mid 1970s (Interview I 1991; Interview 2

ßgg). Two biologists were also employed in 1974 on a contract basis (Interview 31999:

Interview g lggT). As a result of these studies, the first permanent environmental officer was

employed in l976to continue the work (Interview I 1997;Interview 9 1991), which was three

years prior to Transport's first permanent environmental officer and indicates only a two year

time lag from the EIA requirement. ETSA's second environmental officer was employed in

1979 (Intewiew 1 lggi) at the same time as Transport's first permanent environmental officer.

The numbers of environmental staff expanded more rapidly during the mid 1980s and this was

attributed by one employee to the Planning Act 1982 and its environmental requirements such as

EIA (Interv iew | 199i). In 1982 there were only two environmental officers, but in 1985 there

was a peak number of up to 10 environmental officers, in addition to several other related

positions scattered throughout the organisation related to air emissions or EMF issues

(Interview I lggi). Although another employee noted that there were actually only six

environmental staff (Interview 2 lggg),this is substantially higher than in Transport at the same

time with only 2-3 environmental staff. Whether or not the employment of extra environmental

staff was a direct result of the EIA requirement under the Planning Act is questionable though

given that during this period, ETSA's environmental staff had little involvement in the EIA

process during the 1980s (see later discussion). The employment of extra staff in ETSA may

have been attributable more to the Clean Air Act which was passed in 1984 and which resulted

in much effort devoted to the assessment of air quality associated with power station emissions

(Interview 3 lggg). According to one employee it was also around this time that ETSA became

more interested in the environmental implications of its operations (Interview 3 1999).

The background disciplines of environmental staff in ETSA tended to vary from those in

Transport, with a greater degree of individuals with engineering or mechanical backgrounds (le
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the environment was simply added onto their role).20 One employee stated: 'environmental

fficers I don't think existed until about 1988-89...apart from the biologists, we didn't employ

any. We just stuck the name on someone' (Interview 3 1999). Unlike Transport, where staff

were initially socially-based and included women, environmental staff within ETSA were

dominated by males and were more science-based, and this stemmed in part from the need to

focus on thermodynamics, cooling systems and boiler design in meeting environmental

requirements during the 1980s for power stations. There was, however, some discipline

variety including for instance, environmental engineering (eg air quality assessment), zoology,

horticulture, chemical engineering, applied science, environmental studies, natural sciences, and

specialists looking at alternative and renewable energy solutions. At the time of this research, it

was not expected to employ additional environmental staff (except on a temporary basis), and in

Electranet SA (ie the transmission side of the electricity industry), there were only two

environmental staff.

Critical Møss

The numbers of new staff (le<11) in each organisation was small in comparison to experience

overseas and relative to total numbers of staff in the organisations. As noted in Chapter Three,

in the United States' Army Corps of Engineers, for instance, 575 environmental staff were on

record in lgll within an overall staff of approximately 30,000 (Andrews I9l6;Mazmanian and

Nienaber lg1g), whilst the Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand employed 70

environmental officers (Shepherd and Ortolano 1997). The approximate ratio of overall staff

numbers to environment staff numbers in the US Corps of Engineers in 1977 was 52:1,

whereas in ETSA during the late 1980s it was approximately 500:1; and in Transport,

approximately 1000:1. The low numbers of environmental staff in South Australia may be

attributable to the smaller size of the organisations (and smaller scope of operations), given that

they were at the State rather than the national level of operation as was the case for these

overseas organisation. The low numbers of environmental staff in Transport and ETSA may

also indicate that 'environment' had not yet pervaded the organisation's overall operations or

attained a level of significance to reach critical mass at the time of this research'

land power station analYsing
boiler design, and eventuallY
of the Clear Air Act on the

ental role. He does not view himself or others as

: for instance, 'biologists''
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7.2.2Roles of Environmental Staff

EIA Roles

In the internal model of reform, it also tends to be assumed that the degree of change will in part

be dependent on the roles of environmental staff as change agents (le whether they are able to

have an influence). Six possible roles in EIA were identified in Chapter Three: planning, report

preparation, internal report review, design, system monitoring and external report review. The

roles of environmental staff within both Transport and ETSA differed to many agencies in the

United States in that the focus was not on EIS report preparation (although ETSA had some

involvement in this role in the 1970s). Rather, the greater focus was on planning (albeit ad

hoc), internal report review, and more recently, system monitoring roles (the roles are specified

in Table 7.4).

Table 7.4: F,IA Roles of the Environmental Staff within Transport and ETSA

EIA ROLE TRANSPORT ETSA

Planning n
advisors only , and not 'active' planners,
but p
diffe

./lnmiteo¡
advisors only, but more ad hocthan

Transport with no procedural requirements
for

EIS Repod
Preparation (or
equivalent)

x X

but present in the 1970s

lnternal Report
Review document review, environmental clearance

r/ltimiteo¡
lnformal bul ad hoc

Design
but there was provision for input into minor

projects via EIA Process (eg bY

commenting on, and clearing, EIAR forms
which were the responsibility of the Design

section)

no mechanisms for formal input (design
usually occurred after EIA approvals,

although more recently this has sometimes
been done in conjunction)

System
Monitoring

./
recently with EMS (EMPS, audits)

./
recently with EMS (EMPS, audits)

In Transport during the 1970s, the first and primary role of environmental officers was EIA

(DoT April 1997;Interview 1 | lggT), and within this, they had a dual role as (i) advisors on the

EIA and planning process conducted by planning engineers, and (ii) a more independent review

role. This latter included quality checks on environmental documents (Interview 10 997), and

the formal environmental clearance role defined previously in Section (7 '1.6)'
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A more active and ongoing planning role for Transport's environmental staff was likely to have

been inhibited by the limited numbers of staff (ie 2 staff by 1986), and although environmental

staff were nominated for planning teams, they were there to assist and advise and not to actually

carry out the planning work (Interview 10 1991). Thus, according to Ortolano et al's (1987)

findings noted in Chapter Three, the potential for integration of environmental factors becomes

reduced and relies on the knowledge and attitudes of the planning engineers (refer also Chapter

Eight). Nonetheless, the role of Transport's environmental officers was closely tied with the

planning EIA process under the documented planning procedures, and there was provision for

input into the early scoping phase, selection of a preferred option, community consultation

stage, and the formal environmental clearance stage (DRT 1992-1993). Beyond this EIA

involvement, their environmental management role was initially limited (Interview 641999).

Landscape staff were also involved in an environmental role within Transport, but this was not

focused on EIA per se, and officers were located within a different section. These staff were

the'custodians for the landscape' and in addition to an education and landscape advisory role,

they provided vegetation assessments and surveys for planners, designers and project managers

during the planning and EIA process (Interview 641999). Landscape staff were not consulted

on broader environmental issues beyond this area (Interview 64 1999),21 but their role in

vegetation protection and renewal (using local seed) was significant in that road corridor

developments provided one of the last locations for remnant native vegetation in South Australia

(and native fauna habitats). Despite the presence of this expertise, there was a lack of formal

mechanisms within the Department to ensure that this advisory and landscaping role was

consistently used for new project development, and as a result, landscape staff were sometimes

bypassed and landscaping was not always integrated into new projects (except for the larger

more visible projects where money was available) (Interview 641999).22

In contrast to Transport, ETSA's environmental staff were initially involved in a report

preparation role during the 1970s and most of the EISs were prepared internally (eg for the

Northern power Station EIS 1977; Port Augusta-Adelaide Transmission Line EIS 1979). This

was consistent with the DoE's original aim under the Cabinet EIA requirement for proponents to

prepare the EIS so that environmental values become internalised. However, the EIA role of

environmental staff in ETSA was more limited during the 1980s, and most of the EISs were

prepared by consultants (Interview 1 1999). As a result, the role of ETSA's environmental staff

transformed from a report preparation role to a planning-advisory and review role, but even this

was ad hoc (Interview 1 1997; Interview 1 1998). According to one transmission planner '../o

21It should be noted that whilst the roles of lanclscaping and environmental staff appeared distinct' there was

some evidence of overlap and duplication in some aréas which was being discussed at the time of this research,

but this does not appear to have any major bearings on EIA practice and outcomes.
22Ther.*".", ho*åuer, formal mechanisms for the vegetation assessments and surveys in the vegetation removal

and approval process requirements.
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be honest, we didn't have a lot to do with them [environmental staffl in many cases' (Interview

6 lggg). The review role of ETSA's environmental staff was also ad hoc (Interview 4 1999),

and, unlike in Transport, was based primarily on quality checks of environmental

documentation rather than providing formal environmental clearance (Interview I 1991).

Br o øder Enaironmental Roles (Criterion 1.2.6)

ETSA environmental staff had limited roles in EIA in later years, but their roles were initially

broader than those in Transport with the focus on scientific research and monitoring of existing

power station developments noted earlier (Interview I 1999).23 This resulted in several

published research papers (eg Thomas et a|1986; Ainshe et a|1989; Ainslie 1990; Ainslie et aI

1990; Clarke et al l991; Ainslie et aI Igg4). The roles of the environmental officers broadened

even further in the 1990s, and this occurred in both organisations in reflection of the

increasingly complex legislative requirements and the expanding procedures and goals.

Consistent with overall trends in the organisations (Chapter Six), environmental officers

transformed from 'doers' to managers, and there was less opportunity for them to get involved

,on the ground' (Interview 9 1997; Interview 121999). The reasons for this transformation

included an increasingly large administrative component due to greater outsourcing in Transport

(Interview lZ lggg), and in ETSA, due to organisational downsizing, the increasing

management focus within the organisation overall, less numbers of new projects, and cost-

cutting (ie if itwas not a legislative requirement or there was no pressure from outside, the aim

was to cut costs and exclude the activity) (Interview 21999; Interview 3 1999).

In reflection of this change to management, environmental roles moved beyond monitoring and

research in ETSA, and project-based EIA in Transport to encapsulate a more strategic and

corporate role with a greater focus on maintenance issues (Interview lI 1997). This was

particularly significant given the increasing maintenance and asset management roles of both

organisations in the 1990s. The role of Transport's environmental staff role in 1997 included:

providing leade
ãeveloping and c Plan

ensuring cãnsis in other departmental strategies,

procedures and practices

?acilitating environmental management throughout the department by:

Department
facìlitating environmental research and development (Environment Unit Plan 1997)'

23For e*u-ple, between 1972 and 1985 research and monitoring was undertaken of fauna distributions and

changes assóciated with temperatures from the Torrens Island power Station in the Port River estuary (Thomas e/

al 1986).
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An area which was lacking in Transport (which was evident in ETSA) was corporate

environmental reporting (publicly and internally). The roles of environmental staff within

ETSA were similar in nature to Transport staff comprising for instance:

coordination of environmental policies, procedures and management systems;

corporate environmental reporting and performance measurement;

provision of environmental advice;

þreparing specifications for environmental consultants;

research and monitoring-auditing;
environmental education and awareness;

contaminated land assessment and restoration (Interview I 1997; Interview 2 1999;

Interview 9 1991).

It was, however, still limited in terms of the EIA process (le no formal mechanisms for

involvement or clearance). A greater responsibility for EIA was recommended for ETSA's

environmental officers in 1989,24 brtt this caused some concern for the 'owners' of the

transmission EIA process. It was argued by the Transmission department in 1989:

,Although rationalisation of ETSA's organisation and responsibilities for environmental

matters is desirable and possible I strongly disagree with the proposal that the

responsibility/accountability for all environmental activities associated with transmission

projects be transferred from Transmissi her group,

particularly the responsibility for environme' 
The inftoduction of another group to lengthen

the process, lead to communication p-bl"-s ¿ lllinimising

the number of management levels'
We would support an organisational change which makes one group such as the

Environmental Science; and Engineering Branch responsible for co-ordinating legislative,

policy or oPerating groups'

þrovlâi ent of consultants and

Possibl resPonsibilities fbr

transmission projects be separated from our o transferred to another

g.oup.25

Thus, the EIA role remained the responsibility of the planning engineers in transmission,

although greater involvement of environmental staff was evident in more recent EISs by regular

meeting attendance (Interview 2 1999).

7.2.3 Structural Location of Environment Staff

The difficulties of identifying the 'best' structural location for environmental staff in facilitating

change were noted in Chapter Three. A number of different models were referred to, which

were in part dependent on the roles of environmental staff in EIA, including the integral or add-

on models (separate group), mixed or integrat¿d models (integrated with other staff in one

group), and the dispersed model (scattered throughout the organisation). Problems identified

24Hidd"n Footnote
25Hidden Footnote
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included the potential for isolation from planning processes in the event of a separate group

being created, and the potential for cooptation if staff are integrated or dispersed into existing

structures. The approach adopted from 1979 to 1998 in both organisations is presented in

Figures (7.4) and (7.5) which present simplified organisational charts highlighting the location

of the EIA process and environmental staff (although charts were unavailable for ETSA until the

mid 1980s). In ETSA, there was a reliance on separate environmental groups (iø add-on),

whereas in Transport, the approach changed over the years and included separate environmental

groups, integration and dispersal.

Trønsport

Initially environmental staff in Transport were integrated into the 'Planning and Design'

Division within the then 'project planning' section (ie the section responsible for major EIA

processes) (refer Figure 7.4a). 'With close physical proximity to planning engineers into the

1980s, the opportunities of the environmental staff to influence the planning, EIA process, and

the attitudes of engineers were enhanced, which was consistent with their 'planning' advisory

role (refer also Chapter Eight regarding communication between environment staff and

planners). There was, however, an element of conflict in this structural arrangement given that

the formal 'review' or environmental clearance role of the environmental officers requires

greater independence from the planners (refer Chapter Three)'

Whether or not the EIA review role of Transport's environment staff was compromised is a

matter of debate, and it was frequently argued by employees that because of the ongoing

involvement of environmental officers from an early stage in planning, there was rarely a need

to make major changes to projects at the late formal review or environmental clearance stage

(Interview IO 1997; Interview 18 1999; Interview 19 1999). In fact, forthis reason, the

potential scenario of project refusal at the formal clearance stage was not even considered a

realistic option by two officers (Interview l8 1999; Interview 19 1999). It was noted by one

environmental officer:

'we like to get involved upfront, so that you don't get presented,with a project at the end

that...you're l..not happy wiìh... Issues may not have been dealt with appropriately because its

extremely difficult tó ãô anyttrlng at that [ate] stage. That's why we like to get involved early

on to make sure these sorts of issues are being addressed all the way through. If there are any

queries about to what extent we might address an issue gation

Åeasures,...there can be an internal review process with ot ho are

responsible for seeing that the project meets its time line, its 'round

tabie discussions... Becaur" *" go through this negotiation process we've never come up with

a position ...[where] we say we need you...to meet our requirements, we need to meet a certain

ständard, ...uì¿ otttãt p"opi" in the department saying no'.'we won't do it... We'd never end up

with that sort of situatjon because we negotiate it all the way through' (Interview l0 1997)'
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V/hat this indicates is that the value of environmental officet independence later in the 'review'

process was outweighed by the value of integration and the ongoing 'planning' role' This

supports earlier research by Jenkins and Ortolano (1978) in the United States, which indicated

that more objective review roles for new proposals in the EIA process were not as effective as

direct involvement in early stages of project planning (refer Chapter Three). However, what

these views also reflect is the assumption that all environmental impacts are resolvable, and that

they can be appropriately managed by technology (thus, the no-go option may not be seriously

considered.

The integrated approach with planning changed slightly in Transpofi with the creation in 1990

of an individual Environmental lJnit (ie the 'integral' approach) (Interview II 1991). It was

not technically an 'integral/add-on' approach because the group was still located as a subset

within the project planning area at the time, and there was ample opportunity for the

environmental officers to influence planning processes. It was instead a form of the 'mixed'

group or 'integrated' model whilst retaining a distinct group. The creation of such an

environmental group, as noted in Chapter Three, has the benefits of locating like-minded staff

together, providing a cohesive support network and group 'spirit', establishing a readily

identifiable group (and moving towards the benefits of critical mass), in addition to creating a

visible public image of environmental responsibility. These structural changes and associated

benefits were initiated sixteen years after the EIA requirement, which indicates a major time lag

between change requirements and actual change, but the development of environmental units

within transport organisations was only a recent initiative across Australia at that time, except in

Victoria and New South'Wales (DoT April 1991b).

Consistent with the expanding procedures and roles of environmental staff in the mid 1990s,

there was a major structural change in 1996 within Transport when the Environmental Unit was

transferred away from the project planning area and moved into the new 'Strategic Investment

planning' Directorate (now in Strategic Investment Management Group: SIMG) (refer Figure

7.4c) (Interview 12 Iggl). This move, which now reflected the 'integral/add-on' model,

effectively raised the profile of the environmental unit and facilitated new poìwer relations at

higher levels of organisational decision-making with direct access to executive (refer also to

Ortolano and Shepheñ l99l in their study of EIA in Taiwan). According to one executive,

there was quite a bit of access to senior management levels in that 'they'd [environmental

managersl be in the top 25Vo of the organisation in terms of accessibility' (Intewiew 63

1995¡2e It was also noted by the Department that this change:

26Wt il.t the environmental groups status was increasing in line with a broadening focus, the originally higher

status of the landscape area ;as dàchning (ie its 'section' status was lost when the group vr'as integrated into Ro_ad

and Landscape Desþn Section). At theìime of this resear ussions about potentially

integrating U'oth groùps togethér given some overlap of rol was uncertain given that

under the new internal ttãAing ãnd accounting syste 1 n model), landscape had
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'reflects a recognition that "the environment" is an important strategic issue for the Department

and that environmental issues need to be more overtly and consciously addressed in some key

areas of strategic planning such as the network and transport asset management plans (DoT

April 1997b: p3).

The Strategic Investment area was one of the locations where new projects were developed, and

the potential to influence this earlier project conception stage was considered an important

advantage (Interview 12 1997; Questionnaire 12199S). However, at the time of the research

there was still little interaction between environmental officers and employees who were making

significant decisions about the development of the road network, asset management and the

future of transport (Interview 12 1991). Thus, the early integration of EIA was limited to the

selection of alternatives at the later more detailed project planning stage (refer Chapter Nine)'

The potential for isolation from planning and operational processes was also increased with this

move to a more strategic area. Some employees indicated that the move away from planning

was a disadvantage because it meant that environmental officers were less accessible

(Questionnaire 28 199), because it 'hindered communication channels' (Questionnaire 30

1998), and because the environmental expertise was remote from the operational people

(Questionnaire 15 1998) (refer also Chapter Eight). One officer noted that the environment

group was sometimes:

'a little bit isolated, a little bit remote because we don't always know exactly what's happening.
people don't always come to you. You've got to go out and find out what's going on to a large

degiee....I think the idea of centralising all the environmental expertise isn't necessarily the best

*uy to go.... I think we need more people [environment] at the coal face. ...people in the

Regions...the ability to influence other people is much better if you work closely with them

und you work within their own system of operating' (Interview 13 1999).

Yet one employee noted that, despite this move the environment group was still part of the same

'family' (Questionn alr:e 29 1998), and it was believed that the unit continued to be integrated

through its advisory role in planning and EIA. For instance:

'I don't see the environmental unit as being isolated...I see it working very closely with .'.staff
right across the department...now that we have moved to another area we need to be more

cõnscious of,..planning, but I think the environment unit has got pretty good connections with

most areas...bút...you óan only stretch your resources so far..,in a perfect environmental world
you'd have [an]...environmental specialist throughout ...every section in the department...there

is a trend towards that in the Department (Interview l0 1997).

Structural changes occurring in Transport during the late 1990s were beginning to ovorcome the

potential isolation problem. Rather than relying solely on the integral/add-on model (ie separate

group), a hybrid approach to structural change was adopted in three ways. First, the

'business unit' status (ie they were a service provider which cost money), whereas the environmental group was

not (and hence their services were 'free') (Interview 64 1999).
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integral/add-on approach remained, and in 1999 this was separated into two groups comprising

an 'operational' environment group (for project development, EIA clearance and advice), and a

'strategic' environment group (for broader policy development). There were also moves to give

'section' status to the environment group, and for the first time the group had autonomy,

whereas previously it had always been a subunit of another group (Interview 63 1999).

According to one executive:

'Vy'e've never had an environmental unit with autonomy before and its been a subgroup as part

of another section..,so its the first time we've ever had one stand alone. Its the first time we've

had a manager of the group, and its certainly the first time we've had a female manager at such

a high classification in thé environmental area and in the whole organisation...That was quite

deliÉerate to have it as a separate unit. There was a lot of discussion that it should sit within

something else.,.[but it needed to] have its own identity, and therefore have a reasonably senior

p".ron...uitually giving it some credibility as part of the organisation. The other [reason] is to

ãemonstrate externally that we're serious about it' (Interview 63 1999)'

Second, the dispersed model, albeit not termed as such, was adopted with the appointment of

additional environmental staff which were integrated into the different sections responsible for

EIA such as the planning investigations section, with plans to include environmental officers in

the projects section, and possibly in the Regional offices. Thus, again, there was the potential

for influence given the closer physical proximity, in addition to having the benefits of a separate

environment group. According to one employee:

,I think it is useful having a few [environmental] people around..,it makes more people aware'

it makes the departmenlmore aware...and it might tackle the issues on a few levels...rather

than leaving it until the last minute.... Issues might get thought of earlier on.... I do think its

a good ideal especially out in the regions...They get forgotten sometimes because they're out in

the bean box'(Interview 56 1999).

Third, the potential pitfalls of isolation may also have been alleviated with the adoption of the

'mixed group model' (Taylor 1984) or 'organisational matrix approach' defined in Chapter

Three (ie the creation of temporary project teams from different functional areas which come

together under the leadership of a project manager). This matrix approach was facilitated in

Transport with the introduction, in the early 1990s, of a project management system to

coordinate the project development process.2T It was suggested that this approach aimed to

improve communication (Questionnaire 20 1998), and to overcome the past'silo' mentality in

the organisation noted in Chapter Six, where each section such as planning or design focused

on their task without close interaction with other participants (Interview 18 1999) (refer also

Chapter Eight). In this respect, a project manager was given the task of coordinating officers

from different functional areas for different stages of the project cycle.

2TAccording to Ford and Randolph (lgg2), matrix organisation and project management are interchangeable

terms.
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ETSA

The structural changes in ETSA contrasted markedly with Transport, and this is likely to be a

reflection of the limited and ad hoc rcle of environmental staff in EIA in later years, but their

greater role in broader environmental researcir, monitoring and management activities' ETSA

has relied on the add-on/integral approach, although initially environmentally-oriented staff were

tacked onto existing groups (Interview 3 1999). At a much earlier stage than Transport, a

separate environment group was established with the creation of an Environmental Sciences

branch in I9l9 following the appointment of the second environmental officer (Interview 2

lggg). During the mid 1980s, this separate environmental group was called the Environmental

Sciences and Engineering Branch (Interview 2 1999; Interview 9 1997). This Branch appears

to have been integrated into the Engineering and Construction area of the Engineering and

Customer Supply Division, but separate to the branch responsible for the EIA process (le the

Transmission Engineering Branch) (refer Figure 7.5a). As a result, the potential for influence

of environmental staff was less than for instance, in Transport when staff were integrated with

planning.

The creation of a separate group at this early stage was intentional because the focus on broader

issues which beyond the EIA process would have been constrained with co-location into project

planning (Interview g IggT). A broader environmental role was not occurring in Transport at

this time, and thus the need for a separate group with a greater scope of activities was less

relevant. It is not clear why a hybrid approach to structural change was not adopted in ETSA

(eg dispersing environmental staff in addition to having a central group), but given the heavy

reliance on consultants for the EIA process, ETSA may have been believed the additional staff

resources was unjustified, particularly given the extensive downsizing in the 1990s.

In a similar manner to Transport, some minor restructuring of the environment group was made

in the 1990s, which reflected the increasing status given to the environment. The Environment

Sciences and Engineering Branch was replaced by the Environment and Technology Department

in the early 1990s (Interview I I99l; Interview 21999), and this Branch was later replaced by

the Corporate Environment Department in the mid 1990s (Interview 9 1991). Being a separate

and corporate identity, ETSA's environmental staff had a fair degree of autonomy (Interview I

1998). According to one employee, 'We set our plans...We set our own objectives andtargets

to meet...corporate goals... We hafr]l a fair amount of autonomy' (Interview 1 1998). This

move also facilitated greater proximity to the executive, and thus, like Transport, the

environment department's status was enhanced. The access to higher levels of decision-making

within the organisation was also facilitated by the close physical location to executive members

(ie on the same floor and corridor) (Interview 1 1998).
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Despite the potential benefits of the separate corporate environment group, the isolation problem

was a real one. One ETSA employee noted:

'I felt it was the right thing to have as a corporate identity and I still do...I mean sure there are

pockets of areas ivhere specialists could be used in particular areas..'.at times you do feel
'[isolated]...it 

really depends on the project which I can't think of too many examples where we

ñaven't been involved, and where we should have been' (Interview 1 1998).

There was also a belief that environment staff worked closely \^/ith the engineering area

particularly as a result of the originally close physical location (Interview I I99l; Interview 9

lggg) (although they are now located in separate buildings). These views clearly contrast with

the comments noted earlier that transmission engineers rarely made contact with environmental

staff during the environmental approval process. Nonetheless, a project management system

similar to the one in Transport had been created (eg ETSA l99I), although the matrix approach

was less clearly defined and the presence of environment staff was not explicitly guaranteed.

The status of ETSA's environment group declined in the late 1990s, and with the major

restructuring and the fragmentation into different subsidiaries, the Corporate Environment

Department was disbanded, and the environmental officers became scattered between the

different ETSA subsidiaries (Interview I 1997; Interview 3 1999). Thus, the environmental

coordinating role was gone for generation, transmission, and supply; access to the executive

was reduced; critical mass of numbers and the support network declined; and the channels of

information flow changed (Questionnaire 3 1998; Interview 3 1999). At the time of this

research, two environmental officers were located in Electranet (previously ETSA

Transmission) within a separate group in Administrative Services in the Business Risk area

alongside Risk and Safety (refer Figure 7.5b) (ie the mixed model).28 In this approach the

'environment' gave the impression of being 'tacked on' with risk and safety, and the key

identity and autonomy of the environment group was lost (Interview 2 1999)' These changes

tend to reflect the lamentations noted earlier about the decline in environmental management

within ETSA (refer Section 1.1.4).

28This also appeared to be similar to recent trends within some areas of the private sector which have

consolidated environment, health or safety and other specialised areas into groups so that resources and staff

numbers are more effectively managed anã shared between other departments (Maclean 1998; M'acLean et al

1999).
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7.3 KNOWLEDGE BASE AND RESOURCES FOR EIA

7.3.1 Knowledge Levels

DIMENSION 1.3: KNOWLEDGE

1 .3.1

1.3.2

Do employees involved in the EIA process have sufficient knowledge of the EIA procedures?

Are employees aware of, and have sufficient knowledge levels of external environmental policy

requirements which may guide the EIA process?

Are employees aware of other internal policies, procedures or guidelines (where they exist) which

guide the ÉlR an¿ planning process and outcome-compliance requirements (eg noise, cultural,

vegetation)?

'1.3.3

Environmental staff in both organisations were responsible for increasing and maintaining the

environmental knowledge of employees, and they achieved this through informal seminars and

the development of internal environmental training courses. Change in this respect was almost

immediate in Transport after the initial EIA requirement when environmental training was given

to staff in 1973-1974 (Highw ays 1973-1974), and a conference 'Roads and the Environment'

was jointly convened by Transport and the Department of Environment in 1976 (Highways

Department 1916; Ig7T.2e ETSA's environmental staff have also been closely involved in

educational programmes which spanned a wide range of employees (Interview 2 1999). Given

the lack of formal procedures in ETSA, education and knowledge was more critical, not only

for staff involved directly in EIA, but also for operational people in construction and

maintenance. One employee noted '...we've seen an enormous dffirence with the training

that's [been] d.one'(Interview 2 1999). Given staff turnover and downsizing in both

organisations, whether or not this knowledge persisted is another question.

In understanding the change process, knowledge in EIA can be viewed in two ways:

. knowledge which emerges as a result of implementing EIA; and

. knowledge which informs the EIA process.

In the former case, the majority of questionnaire participants in Transport indicated that by

implementing EIA, their knowledge of, and support for, environmental issues was enhanced

(68Vo believed this to be 'moderately effective' to 'very effective'). One Transport employee

noted: 'I think...environmental impact dssessment as we apply it to maior or minor proiects is a

29oth"r training examples, include a seminar on road traffic noise and its impacts on the community held in

1975 (HighwuyÁ t7lS-S16), a workshop v/as held in 1978 to identify ways of improving public consultation

(Highway-s l9d0); and a number of awareness courses development in the 1990s (eg DoT November 1994; DoT

te96).
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terrific vehicle for promoting environmental awareness' (Interview 12 1997). This clearly

indicates that the EIA requirement was having an impact on individual staff knowledge levels,

although this appeared to be to a lesser degree in ETSA (42Vo indicated that EIA was of 'limited

effectiveness' in improving knowledge levels). However, only two engineering staff were

directly involved in the EIA process for transmission lines, and thus the pervasiveness of

knowledge dispersal as a result of EIA was more constrained than in Transport where it affected

greater numbers of people. Other factors were also believed to maintain levels of environmental

knowledge, such as the educational courses and training from environment staff (Questionnaire

l6 1998), the development of the EMS, and the concept of sustainability (Questionnaire 15

1998).

In the second case (ie knowledge informing EIA), the questionnaire participants were asked if

they believed that the:Ir overal/ knowledge of environmental procedures and issues was adequate

for implementing EIA. In ETSA, 85Vo (n=6) believed their level of knowledge was 'adequate',

which compared with only 43Vo (n=18) in Transport (41Vo in Transport believed their

knowledge was 'moderately adequate' with room for improvement). Only a small proportion of

Transport participants indicated that their knowledge levels for EIA were inadequate (77o: n=3).

Given that the policies and detailed guidelines developed by the organisations are useful tools

for providing upfront knowledge and expectations for the EIA process, the participants were

asked how familiar they were with both internal policies and guidelines (evaluation criterion

1.3.3), and external policy and legislative requirements (evaluation criterion 1.3.2). The results

of these questions are illustrated in Figure (7.6) and are discussed below. Other external

legislative and policy requirements such as the Aboriginal Heritage Act were also relevant (as

were many other Acts), but not all of these were not incorporated into the survey to minimise

time for survey comPletion.

Externøl Policy €t Legisløtioe Requirements

Knowledge of external policy requirements differed between the organisations, with evidence of

higher levels of knowledge in ETSA for all external policies. However, potential bias in the

results needs to be acknowledged given that 577o of participants in ETSA had an environmental

officer position (and hence greater knowledge of most of the policy requirements), whereas

environment staff only comprised I2Vo of the Transport survey population. The difference

between Transport and ETSA was particularly evident with the formal EIA requirements (under

legislation), in which case the majority of participants in Transport had no or limited familiarity

with the Commonwealth EIA process (lOVo) or the State's legislative EIA system (6OVo), which

compares to a minority with no or limited knowledge of these requirements in ETSA (I47o).

These results are not all that surprising given that in Transport, EIA under formal legislation has

only been undertaken twice under State legislation in the 1980s, and once under Commonwealth
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legislation in the 1970s. Thus, there was no immediate need to know about these requirements,

whereas ETSA relied heavily upon the Development Act EIA process (previously Planning act),

which probably explains the higher knowledge levels. Relatively high knowledge of the

Commonwealth EIA process can also probably be attributable to ETSA's reliance on this

process for guidance in the 1970s (refer Section 7.1.2).
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In Transport, knowledge of greenhouse and ecologically sustainable development (ESD)

policies was comparatively higher than knowledge of the external EIA process, but were still

slightly lower than in ETSA. The relatively high levels of knowledge in the greenhouse policy

area in both organisations is also not surprising given that their operations directly and indirectly

contribute to greenhouse gas emissions. The slightly higher levels of knowledge in ETSA may

be a result of the greater immediacy of the problem to the organisation. That is, ETSA's

greenhouse emissions are a direct result of power station operations (which have been the focus

of environmental officers), and can be managed more directly by design and technology (in

addition to demand management strategies). Greenhouse issues were also significant in

ETSA's annual reports in the 1980s, whereas in Transport, the issue rarely rated a mention.

The problem of greenhouse emissions for Transport are also less immediate or relevant at the

project level of planning (Interview 22 1999), given that they arc indirecrly caused by road

construction activities (ie increased road access causing vehicle increases and associated

greenhouse emissions). There is little that can be done to alleviate the problem at the project

level, and the issue is best dealt with at a more strategic travel demand management level (most

of the questionnaire participants were not involved at this higher level of decision-making). One

Transport noted about EIAR forms and air emissions:

'[in] a lot of them IEIA forms] you [are] always going to tick the same thing. ...air

elnissions...vibration, those sorts of things. They're going to be the same for every job"'so I
don't understand why we're filling them in and ticking them.,.they don't get questioned or

anything...there's notiring as a designer we can do to help that [air emissions]...not that I can

think of...' (Interview 39 1999).

This clearly highlights the need for Strategic Environmental Assessment, but as suggested

earlier, this was not being undertaken in Transport at the time of this research (despite a desire

to do so).

The higher levels of knowledge about ESD may have been more pervasive in both organisations

because of the extensive efforts devoted across government sectors in developing this policy in

the early 1990s (ie the National Strategy for ESD: Commonwealth of Australia 1992)' The

higher knowledge of ESD in ETSA relative to Transport may also be attributable to its inclusion

into ETSA's formal environmental policy noted earlier. There were, however, signs of ESD

analyses being undertaken in Transport during the mid 1990s (eg 'Ecologically Sustainable

Development and Guide Posts'), but this was not undertaken at the project construction level (le

in planning and design areas). Moreover, in Transport overall, there were still high levels of

'no-limited familiarity'with ESD (437o compared to 28Vo in ETSA).

Given the apparently significant impact of the Environment Protection Act on both organisations

in terms of developing new procedures and Environmental Management Systems, one might

expect a high level of knowledge of this legislation, particularly given that EIA can be a useful
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tool for coordinating compliance with the Act's requirements. One might also expect high levels

of knowledge of this Act given the threat of criminal liability, and given that summaries of the

legislative requirements had been prepared in both organisations. These expectations were met

in ETSA with relatively high levels of knowledge about the Act (particularly with its greater

relevance to air quality control for instance), and only 28Vo (n=2) had 'no-limited familiarity'

with the Act. This compared with 587o (n=24) of participants in Transport who had 'no-

limited familiarity' with the Environment Protection Act. Not surprisingly, environment staff

were generally very familiar with the Act's requirements in both ETSA and Transport, which

contrasts with other planning, design and project management staff in Transport. This limited

knowledge within other staff is surprising given the potential responsibility of the latter for

ensuring compliance. Knowledge clearly needs to be improved in this respect to ensure that the

EIA and planning process is an important stage for identifying all potentially non-compliant

areas.

lnternøI Policies f¡ Guidelines

Knowledge levels of internal policies also varied between the organisations, and ETSA again

demonstrated higher levels of knowledge. Many employees in Transport found it difficult to

keep up with the development of new procedures and manuals, and indeed, some never found

the time to read these procedures in detail (Interview 23 1999; Interview 18 1999; Interview 51

lggg). However, given ETSA's less bureaucratic nature, there were not as many internal

policies and guidelines to become familiar with when compared to Transport. All ETSA

questionnaire participants were very familiar with the organisation's environmental policy which

indicates good circulation and expectations of environmental protection requirements, which in

turn, informs the EIA process. Although knowledge of the EMS was not quite as good, the

EMS was still being developed at the time of this research, thus explaining lower knowledge

levels. Surprisingly, knowledge of internal polices within Transport was relatively low, but

was generally strong in terms of:

. the internal EIA process (87Vo mod-very familiar);

. vegetation policies (807o mod-very familiar);

. contaminated site guidelines (827o mod-very familiar);

. corporate environmental goal (737o mod-very familiar), although knowledge levels were

comparatively low in some sections (4lVo inone section with no-limited familiarity);

. Environment Strategic Plan (7OVo mod-very familiar), although again knowledge was still

slightly lower in some sections (4lVo inone section with limited familiarity); and

. Code of Practice for Constru ction (687o mod-very familiar), but knowledge was relatively

good in one section (807o mod-very familiar).
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Knowledge of the internal EIA process had improved since its initial introduction when many

engineers learned to conduct EIA by guesswork and the accumulation of experience on the job

(Interview 18 1999; Interview 23 1999; Interview 24 1999; Interview 37 1999; Interview 40

1999; Interview 44 I999;lnterview 51 1999). In the early years, for instance:

'it was just a matter of here it is, [EIA], do it, and...it 'was up to you to find the expert

opinions...to fill in the form, but there was no training,...or nothing much at the time...you
càn always fill out a form. Its not difficult...but to fill it out properly...I remember filling out

one, it was crazy. It was a very small project and I just went tick, tick, tick and sent it
off...[but it got rejected because it was not good enough]' (Interview 45 1999).

This statement indicates the importance of the environmental staff s oversight role in checking

EIS (or equivalent document) quality. Knowledge levels of other policies and guidelines in

Transport was relatively low in tetms of the:

Audit Guidelines (56Vo no-limited familiarity) (and knowledge was particularly low in one

secti on w ith 83 Vo with nol imited familiarity) ;

Code of Practice for Mainten ance (46Vo no-limited familiarity);

EMP Guidel ines (46Vo no-limited familiarity) ;

EMIP Guidelines (46Vo no-limited familiarity); and

Noi se guideli nes (41 7o no -limited famili arity)

Although 58Vo of EIA participants in Transport were knowledgeable of the noise guidelines, it

is still surprising that such a high proportion had limited or no familiarity, particularly given that

noise is often a significant issue in the EIA and planning process for major projects' Knowledge

of EMIP and audit guidelines was not high, and this may be explained by the limited

involvement of participants at the later construction stage when these guidelines are most

relevant, and given that these guidelines were a relatively recent initiative within Transport.

Improvements in knowledge about EMP requirements may enhance the ability of planners and

designers to incorporate mitigation measures, and (if auditing lessons are fedback to these

officers) may also reduce the potential of proposing measures which may be impractical 'on the

ground', and which are not measurable in terms of their effectiveness.

V/hilst the questionnaire generally indicated a high level of knowledge about the internal EIA

process in Transport (and many believed that the process was well defined), the in-depth

interviews indicated some ambiguities and uncertainties about timing, roles and responsibilities

in EIA. ETSA did not appear to have this problem, and employees interviewed were very clear

about the EIA procedural requirements, although as noted earlier, this was at risk due to the loss

of knowledge and experience from downsizing (Interview 6 1999). The certainty about the EIA

process in ETSA is likely due to the relatively non-ambiguous nature of the EIA process

outlined under Development Act and guidelines, whereas the uncertainty in Transport may be a
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reflection of the fragmented nature of the procedures, and the continual updates. Appendix (13)

provides extracts from some of the interviews in Transport which illustrate some of these

uncertainties. According to one Transport employee:

'The level of clarity of understanding [of the EIA process] outside of the environmental unit
varies quite a bit, and part of what we do is really continuing the education of what the

procesr"s are...that has been done on a daily basis with contact with people, but we also have

àn environmental management training course...definitely time to re-run that' (Interview 72

1999).

Because of heavy workloads (refer next section), and the increasing focus on strategic issues in

addition to operational issues, this educational responsibility appears to have been pushed down

the hierarchy of priorities in more recent years (Interview 12 1991). Yet it should also be noted

that some EIA participants believed they did not need to know everything because they generally

knew where to get the information when it was required, and could rely on the environmental

officers (Interview l0 l99l; Questionnaire 18 1998; Interview 24 1999). Thus, detailed

knowledge in some areas was in need of clear improvement, but at the same time, the levels of

awareness about general requirements in the process appeared to be sufficient.

7.3.2 Resources for EIA

Questionnaire participants were also asked about the adequacy of resources for implementing

p;IA (ie technical expertise, financial resources, staff numbers, and time), and the results are

presented in Figure (7.l¡.zo In the questionnaire, only a small number of participants in both

Transport and ETSA believed that technical expertise was limited (177o in Transport and l4Vo in

ETSA), which suggests that resource capabilities were not a major problem in this area. The

perceived high level of technical expertise is interesting given that staff numbers were

3Ociu"n the limited time frame and availability of information, it was not possible to conduct an external and

more objective assessment of the adequacy of resources for EIA (some of the budgetary information was also

confideniial). Thus, the research relied in part upon the assessment of project case studies (refer Chapter Nine),

and more importantly, upon the attitudes of those directly involved in the EIA process'

DIMENSION 1.4: RESOURCES

1.4.1 Are the financial resources considered sufficient within the organisation to effectively implement

EIA?

Are the staff numbers considered adequate for the effective implementation of EIA?

Are the levels of internal expedise considered adequate for the effective implementation of EIA?

ls sufficient time allowed for the EIA and planning processes so that all major issues can be

adequately addressed?

Are external consultants used where internal staff numbers are insufficient?

1.4.2

1.4.3

1.4.4

1.4.5
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considered a problem area for some (see below). Financial resources were slightly more of an

issue (but not substantially so), and24To in Transport and 287o in ETSA considered financial

resources to be insufficient or limited. The problem of increasing financial constraints are well

acknowledged within the Department (eg Projects 1999; PI 1998). In Transpott,3l%o of those

responsible for major EIA at the planning stage indicated that financial resources for EIA were

insufficient or limited. This was of some concern given that it may impact on the quality of

outputs such as the ability to include environmental management or mitigation requirements; or

to select more costly alternatives (refer also Chapter Nine for economic emphasis in EIA).
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Figure 7.7: Adequacy of resour_ces for implementing P.IA in Transport- and ETSA as perceived by questionnaire participants

Financial resources were considered 'moderately sufficient' to 'sufficient' by the majority of

environment staff in Transport which was a similar trend to ETSA (although the numbers of

environment staff in ETSA were too low to facilitate useful comparison). Some limitations

were however, evident in Transport which was indicated by a SWOT3I analysis undertaken in

1997 by the Environmental Unit which identified a lack of resources for considering lower

priority environmental issues (Environmental Unit 1997). An Environmental Review

undertaken in the same year of the Department's environmental performance also indicated that

resources were insufficient to deliver on all functions including strategic, advisory and

operational roles (DoT April 1g97b). It should however, be noted that resources in the broader

environment area were actually underspent in 1999, although this did not actually relate to the

3lassessment of Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats'
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EIA process and infrastructure development process. On a more positive note, resources were

improving for the environment group in Transport relative to other groups within the

organisation. For instance:

'I think in overall dollars spent the environment doesn't score very well. However, if we were

to look at the change in dollars spent on resourcing environmental advice..'then we're certainly

...in an area of grõwth, where many other areas are either in stasis or decline...and there is

definitely a reJognition on the part of executive to boost resourcing of environmental

management' (Interview 12 1999)'

,I think the increasing amount of resources that have been put into the environmental unit...has

leflected [the] increase in commitment' (Interview 13 1999)'

Staff numbers to implement EIA (evaluation criterion L4.2) also did not appear to be a major

issue, but this viewed tended to vary between participants. In Transport 587o believed numbers

were'moderately sufficient'to sufficient'comparedto 42Eo in ETSA. Where staff numbers

have been lacking, consultants are relied upon for EIA, planning and design in both

organisations (evaluation criterion 1.4.5). The limited staff resources (as perceived by some) is

probably a reflection of the massive downsizing in both organisations which occurred in the

1990s (refer Chapter Six), and given that in ETSA, only two engineers are responsible for the

EIA process in transmission (with ad hoc input from environmental officers). In Transport,

staff numbers for EIA did not appear to be as significant an issue in the design area, and the

main deficiencies appeared to be in the plannin g areawhich is again cause for concern given that

this is where the majority of major EIA is undertaken (ie half of planning respondents believed

staff numbers for EIA and planning were insufficient or limited). It was also indicated in the

interviews, that the numbers of environmental staff were limited in both ETSA and Transport

(Interview 1 199g; Interview 121999; Interview 13 1999). The need for greater environmental

expertise for the Regions in Transport was noted which is consistent with comments noted

earlier about the 'dispersed' structural model:

'There are certainly times when it would be of great benefit to have some [environmental]
expertise in the regions. There's a lot of things ces to

check up on. If there were environmental office some

of those, they could do some of the clearances o

,We need more environmental expertise in the department, particularly in the regions' The

environmental unit is in a central position ...but we need staff who actually drive '..and extend

to the regions' (Interview 13 1997)'

'I don't know that they've got enough people [environment group]".to keep track of what's

happening. Often its ihe follo* through that's the problem...they don't have the resources up

there to watch that' (Interview 20 1999)-

The need for more environmental staff, in addition to making better use of existing staff, was

also recognised by one executive member (Interview 65 1999). In contrast, the likelihood of

ETSA employing more permanent environmental staff was unlikely given the restructuring and

privatisation process.
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The perceptions about staff number constraints in some areas were further burdened by the

increasing time pressures being placed on EIA participants (evaluation criterion 1.4.4), which

resulted in part from political pressures, and from working backwards from inflexible

construction dates (see also Chapters Eight and Nine). This contrasted with views in the 1980s

when construction times in Transport's Forward Planning Documents could be revised due to

the times required for preconstruction activities (Highways 1980). It was argued that:

'the starting date cannot be rigidly fixed, particular as the Highways Department is often reliant
on outside bodies to undertake pre-construction activities, such as the relocation of electricity
lines or water pipes. Other changes to the starting date can be caused by a variety of reasons,

particularly those relating to funding (1980: p68).

Although not addressed in the questionnaire, time constraints were a key theme to emerge in the

more in-depth interviews, and many of the comments made which relate to the fast-tracking of

the process are presented in Appendix (15). It was noted in one Transport interview, for

instance, that the busy workloads of environment staff sometimes made access to them more

difficult (Interview 20 1999). Like the issue of financial resources, the time pressures and

heavy workloads in the project planning and management process was well recognised within

Section Plans (egPI1998; RLD 1998a; Projects 1999). It was also noted in Transport:

'Its mainly pressures of unrealistic times to do a job...when you're given a project at the start

you undertale...a detailed project assessment of it...and you've got to estimate time...and what's

involved...Its like a service agreement...once we work out the number of hours, the cost, and

all the other stakeholders, then it goes to the project management...but during the course of a
project, ...something unexpected might pop up and it means that there's longer time
iequirements...quite often the construction date's the same and you've got extra work to do,

[bút] you've still got to complete it within the target date, so it makes it difficult sometimes'

(Interview 48 1999).

,I think it fcreation ofbusiness units and time-budget pressures] has affected every .,.aspect of
the project, to the detriment of the projects. I think...we would all argue that in the past

that...ifyou give planning a free hand, they'll take forever, they would take too long..'I think
we've gone a littie bit the other way. We're not doing enough in any of the areas...that's

clearly evident in some of the recent jobs we've done, that we've half done the job..' We've

..sort of raised the issue but we haven't really sorted it out... Its equally an issue by using

consultants because...consultants will do the job they're given...but no more, no less... So...if
their brief doesn't allow them to fully resolve these issues, they won't... If they haven't got

time or money to do it, they won't... So...we're finding on a few of our jobs now that issues

were known about...but weren't fully resolved... The business unit...the money...the time...we

tend to be doing more jobs in a rush now... Years ago we'd take years to design a job, to plan a

job' (Interview 16 1999).

'The fast tracking of projects has had a very bad impact on environmental outcomes. And many

times the projects are fast tracked because of some arbitrary political target, or procrastination

in the projeci initiation stage. Worse than fast tracking is commitments to proceed are made

prior to the project being assessed' (Questionnaire 35 1998).

Added incentive for planners to fast-track projects was the need to stay competitive and to

maintain a customer base (le with their new service provider role which now competes with

external and private consultants) (refer Chapter Six). Although this was not a view held by all
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interview participants,32 some believed that the fast-tracking and corner-cutting was having

implications, not only for the quality of the EIA and environmental clearance process, but also

for other technical planning and design factors. Similarly in ETSA, the pressures of time were

becoming increasingly significant:

'The time frame... is... starting to become an issue because they [external customers for new

projectsl require a quick response...commercial n usl". So by
woiking backwards we say we cannot meet that s development

upp.ouãl process. So what we do then is we stut lo nd the scene to

see where can we expedite the process' (Interview 4 1999).

,A problem we have found with many previous projects is the time taken to complete the

envìronmental impact assessment.,.process. This is a critical issue when the total time to
carry out the EIA process and construct the project is less than the time available to meet an

inflexible commissioning date set by business or political decisions'' 33

Thus, financial and time constraints are clearly a problem in the EIA and planning process,

which signals that fully effective organisational change at the capability level has yet to be

attained.

7.4 SUMMARY

The organisational capability for EIA discussed has clearly expanded and improved since its

beginnings in the late 1960s, albeit initially at a slow pace. At the surface level both

organisations have responded to environmental requirements including community pressures,

EIA policies, and other environmentally-related legislation, with very similar responses and

timing. Initially, the response to EIA was limited to the development of EIA procedures in

Transport, and the creation of stronger public consultation initiatives in ETSA. More substantial

changes were not made until some years after the EIA requirement with the employment of

environmental staff to oversee the EIA process and the creation of environment groups in the

1980s. The most fundamental changes in the organisation's approach to EIA and environmental

management were made in the 1990s, and the main influence on this appeared to be the

enactment of the Environment Protection Act, rather than the EIA requirement.

Table (7.5) summarises performance in the capability component of the CCP frameworkfot

both Transport and ETSA for the late 1990s. Overall, Transport's performance was stronger in

capability, with'72Eo of criteria at least 'partly addressed' compared to 58Vo in ETSA, although

the difference between percentage of criteria which were 'fully addressed' was smaller (ie 55Vo

in Transport and SOVy inETSA). Performance was stronger in Transport in terms of 'objectives

32It *u. noted by one employee for instance,thal'there have certainly been instances where we need to get the

approvals quickir than normal so thereþre we put pressure on...but I don't believe its ever actually affected the

..ràrrlt of whatever the clearance might-have been...I'm not aware of any fast-tracking that's actually affected ..'or

compromised what people want done'(Interview 38 1999)'
33Hidd"n Footnote
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and procedures' and 'staff and structures', whereas performance was stronger in ETSA in terms

of 'knowledge and resources' for EIA'

Table 7.5: Comparison of performance in the capability for EIA (Dimension I of the CCP

Framework) 1çev: g=not addressed; g.i=partly addressed; 1=addressed)

L.1 OBJECTIVES AND PROCEDURES
Trans. ETSA

1.1.1 envl in its statement?Has the on devel
1 1

1.1.2 been the oHave i EIA
1 0

1.1.3 th exist) rate at least satisfactory according to theDo these procedu res (where ey
m-evalu framewo rk?

1

1.1 .4 Has the organisation developed broader.environmental procedures, management

systems, aî¿/or guidelines which may inform the EIA process?

1.2 STAFF AND STRUCTURES

1 1

Trans. ETSA

1.2.1 staff with e ronmentalHas the em
1 1

ls there a ,critical mass' sufficient for these staff to pervade both EIA for new project

ents other

rounds?Do these have a

0 0
1.2.2

0.5 0

1.2.3

1.2.4 on's structure to facilitate autonomy andAre these staff located in the organisati
tn o

1 0.5

1.2.5 Are these staff located in the organisation's structure to facilitate influence on lhe
and decisi in EIA?

Do these staff have broader environmental management roles such as education,

¿;å;;À, þoticy devetopment which may indirec¡y guide rhe EtA process?

1 0

1.2.6
1 1

L,3-L,4 KNOWLEDGE & RESOURCES
Trans. ETSA

1.3.1 Do employees involved in the EIA process have sufficient knowledge of the EIA
,)

sufficient knowledge levels of erternalAre employees aware of and have
envlro n irements which m de the

aware of internal environmental policies, procedures or guidelinesAre employees
which EIA and

0.5 1

0.5 1

1.3.2

0.5 1

1.3.3

1.4.1
EIA?Are the financial resources considered suff icient to

ent EIAAre the resources red to

ent EIA?Are staff n considered to

0.5

0

0.5

0

1.4.2
0.5 0.5

1.4.3

1.4.4 Are the levels of internal expertise considered sufficient to adequately implement

EIA?

1 1

1.4.5 Are external consultants used where internal staff numbers are insufficient?
1 1
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a

Key strengfhs which 'were similar between both organisations included:

the creation of environmental goals and broader systems of environmental management

(beyond EIR);

the employment of staff with environmental expertise which also had broader roles beyond

EIA;

sufficient levels of internal expertise for EIA and planning (not just in terms of environment

staff where numbers of environment staff were actually limited); and the

use of consultants in the event that staff numbers were lacking.

Limitationç which were similar between both organisations included insufficient'critical mass'

for environment staff, and inadequate time resources for the EIA and project delivery process.

The main dffirences in performance between the organisations included:

the lack of internal EIA procedures in ETSA;

the lesser autonomy and influence of ETSA's environment staff relative to Transport's

environment staff; and

the lower levels of knowledge in Transport in terms of the EIA process and internal and

external policy requirements.

The organisational capability for EIA is further addressed and summarised in Chapter Ten,

whilst the following Chapter evaluates the second component of the CCP framework - the

organisational culture for EIA.

o

o

a

O

a

a
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ChaPter Eight

THE ORGANISATIONAL
CULTURE FOR EIA

'Chang Movem . OnlY in the

friction existent movement or'change abrasiv cr' (AlinskY
2000).

s.O INTRODUCTION

Chapter Seven provided an understanding of how both Transport and ETSA responded to the

EIA requirement at the surface and official level with the development of an organisational

capability to implement EIA, but was this response consistent with the responses of individuals

and groups employed within the organisations atthe culturallevel (ie the deeper and less visible

base of the organisational 'ice-berg')? Elements of both Transport's and ETSA'S organisational

cultures prior to the l9i4 EIA requirement were elucidated in Chapter Six with portrayals of

traditional 'cowboy', 'pioneering and 'trailblazing' construction cultures where scant

consideration was given to environmental factors. How did the EIA requirement impact on

these traditional construction cultures (if at all)? Did employees become more supportive of

environmental values as EIA was adopted and implemented? How much influence did internal

and external groups actually have on EIA outcomes (le what sources of power were available to

participants in the organisational cultures)? Were the cultural tensions and'fiefdoms' evident in

Transport during the 1950s and 1960s overcome by EIA in the communication process?

In answering these questions, and addressing research objective (7), this Chapter explores the

culture for EIA in the organisational change process, by exploring the attitudes of those

employed within the organisations, including executives, environment staff, project planning

staff, design staff and project managers. This constitutes Evaluation Dimension (2) of the CCP

framework defined in Chapter Four, but some indications of EIA outcomes in practice (le

Dimension 3) are also presented, which supplements the assessment of EIA in practice in

Chapter Nine. The evaluation criterion defined in Chapter Four are reiterated at each relevant
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section, but given the difficulties of separating the cultural evaluation criteria into neat and

mutually exclusive groups for discussion, they are addressed indirectly across several sections

in this Chapter, whilst the overall performance is summarised at the end of this Chapter and

compared with other dimensions in Chapter Ten.

Information was drawn primarily from the questionnaires and the in-depth interviews' These

interviews were particularly useful in surfacing elements of the culture[s] which involved a

tapestry of complex interrelationships between different groups. A rich, strong and colourful

portrait of the organisational cultures became evident throughout this research, particularly in

Transport, but it was extremely difficult to translate this complex and three-dimensional image

into one-dimensional text. Hence, there is a heavy reliance on quotes from the interviews to

portray some of this 'colour'. It also needs to be reiterated that the focus here is on the

culture[s] of groups involved with the EIA and project delivery process rather than the broader

culture[s] of the organisations. Moreover, given the limited numbers of staff involved in EIA

within ETSA, the focus is on Transport, although some useful insights were still gained about

ETSA's 'environmental'culture and individual responses to EIA.

8.1. INITIAL ATTITUDES AND VALUES: 1:9705 TO THE 1.980S

As indicated in Chapter Seven, the surface organisational rcaction to the EIA requirement was

virtually immediate in both organisations, albeit initially limited in focus and capabilities, but the

initial reaction of most individual staff was not as fast or responsive, nor did all employees

receive the EIA or environmental message at the same time. This discrepancy in timing is

probably partly a result of the survey participant's role and structural location within the

organisation at the time of EIA's introduction (re they may not have initially been directly

involved in EIA). The delayed response is also likely to be a result of an initial resistance

towards the EIA requirement, which was consistent with the resistance at the organisational

DIMENSION 2.1 ENVIRONMENTAL ATTITUDES/VALUES

2.1.1

2.1.2

2.1.3

2.1.4

2.1.5

2.1.6

Are individuals involved in EIA within the organisation committed to the values of EIA and

environmental protectiàn, particularly thoãe who are from 'non- environmental' backgrounds (ie value it

at least equally' with other ièsues such as technical or economic issues)?

Do employees perceive that the organisation has a strong environmental commitment in theory?

Do employees perceive that the organisationalcommitment is strong in practice?

Do employees believe that EIA is an important tool for achieving the organisation's environmental

õo"È å" dpposeO to simply improving oiganisational image or public relations?

Are environment staff valued highly within the organisation?

ls there a culture which formally rewards good performance in EIA?
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level noted in Chapter Seven. However, resistance at the 'hidden' cultural level was more

significant. It was possible from the interviews to classify six types of responses to the EIA

requirement. These categories, some of which overlap, are summarised in Appendix (15)

ranging from least to most resistance:

the' whole -he art e d s up p o r te r s' ;

the' sympathetic, but...' group;

the' n e ut r al adminis tr at o r s' ;

the'jokers';

the'its just a nuisance' group; and

the'not valued, waste of time' grouping'

In both organisations, all of the resistance groupings referred to in Appendix (15) applied

(except for the 'neutral administrators' in ETSA). In both organisations, there was generally an

awareness in long-term employees of the trends towards environmental protection in the

community and in government during the 1970s, and this arwareness, according to one

Transport employee, emerged simply because 'it was just that era' (Interview 40 1999)' For

many of the employees surveyed in both organisations (le those who were directly involved in

project development), resistance to EIA was not always about the concept or value of

environmental protection per se. Rather, the additional time, workloads and the extra layer of

bureaucracy to achieve EIA were considered the major problems. This finding is consistent

with the notion of 'action-based non-compliance'described in Chapter Two, where a policy

requirement may be valued but the actual requirements for implementation are considered to be

onerous.

Yet there were others in both organisations who obviously did not value the role of EIA in any

form, and although a minority,l some employees considered the process to be ambiguous,

complicated, optimistic, ambitious, 'over the top', or on the 'airy fairy' side (Interview 8 1999;

Interview 16 1999; Interview 19 1999; Interview 4O 1999; Interview 44 1999; Interview 46

lggg). In this respect, there were employees who continued on as they always had even in the

presence of EIA and other formal approval procedures (eg vegetation clearance approvals).

This was possible due to the greater anonymity of employees during the 1970s and 1980s, and

hence less personal accountability. EIA in this sense failed to be fully integrated into planning,

and was treated merely as an add-on, a formality, or an 'afterthought' (Interview 50 1999). It

was argued by one Transport employee:

lln Transport, the'not valued, waste of time' grouping was probably a minority group during the 1970s in light
of Shepherd's (1980) study of Transport's EIA process, which found that most participants were 'sensitive to

environmental issues'. Those individuals in Transport which did not appear to value the environment very highly

prior to the 1980s, and who had negative attitudes towards EIA constituted only lOVo oT those surveyed (Shepherd

1980: p70).
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'I'd have to say it would have been well into the 1980s or late 1980s that the prevailing culture

was that environmental amelioration...[was] seen as add on, so that the principle task was

within the budget, build the road, and if you had some money left over, you'd actually go and

then build what you were supposed to build' (Interview 63 1999)'

On occasion, Transport employees endeavoured to find ways of bypassing higher levels of

environmental assessment such as the 'Departmental Appraisal of Environmental Factors'

(DAEF) which was a higher level than an 'Identification of Environmental Factors' (IEF). For

instance, 'I can recall e reticence,...if we're ...careful how we filled out the IEF".it might not

mean that we had to go to the next stage,....you could bypass the work.'.' (Interview 29 1999)'

Minor assessments through IEFs were also sometimes conducted after construction had

commenced, just so that the policy requirement was met (Shepherd 1980). One employee in

Transport noted, 'the problem was that the IEFs...were filled out by people who had no real

uncJerstanding or awareness of environmental issues' (Interview 20 1999). Given that there

were minimal environmental staff to oversee this process prior to the 1980s (refer Chapter

Seven), it was quite possible that some projects with more significant impacts also escaped the

higher levels of assessment.

According to some within Transport, there were no obvious patterns to the resistance towards

p,IA (ie this functional group was always more or less resistant than another group) (Interview

12 I99j; Interview 13 Iggg), but there were some subtle indications that the degree of support

for EIA tended, at least in the past, to depend on one's role (and subculture) within the

organisation. Signs of less resistance were evident in employees within project planning areas

given that their roles already involved the consideration of multiple factors. In other words, a

framework already existed which was in some ways consistent with the EIA process, and

environmental factors were simply added to this role (albeit not always equally integrated with

other factors). Reference to pockets of more serious resistance (ie'not valued, waste of time'

perceptions) were frequently equated with the construction or regional people in both

organisations. This resistance reflected the traditional and more dominant construction ethos of

the organisations explored in Chapter Six, and comments made in ETSA are noted in Appendix

(15). In Transport, it was also noted in the interviews:

'construction engineers had a lot of clout...It was quite normal in those days Ii5 years ago] fo-r

people in [the] planning section to write recommendations and have them completely ignored'

(Interview 62 1999).

,Everybody talks about the Crystal Brook cowboys which wa¡ tfe mid north region.'.and they

did have a very...cowboy attitude ..."lets iust get the iob done...don't worry about the

paperwork"...Not so muctr these days, but during my time".there's^been a lot of, "just get it
'signed, 

get it out the way so we cqn build the road"' (Intetview 38 1999)'

'Even though we had landscape architects, we had money specifically set aside, and we were

going through processes with the community in terms of projects with respect t-o

ãnvirãnmentã impact assessment of some sort or another...even though we were doing all
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that,...the construction end of the business was still pretty much gungho and very much

cowboyish' (Interview 63 1999).

'I suspect that a lot of the people working in the construction area had a fairly narrow view of
...the importance of the ènvironment...and that's a real cultural thing, and"'they're about

bulldozeis and explosives. They weren't about conservation and minimising impacts' So for a

long time, while ie've had thai culture and those people, I don't know lifl it really mattered

whít we did. I don't think we would have moved on until you actually make a major".culture

shift' (Interview 2O 1999).

The construction and surveying 'cowboy' culture in Transport continued to be reflected by large

projects within the Department such as the South Eastern Freeway and the Stuart highway

upgrade. In the former case, one employee recalled that'we went through, butchered trees left,

right and centre. We didn't care what was going on...' (Intewiew 40 1999). Although the

Stuart Highway project underwent a formal EIA process and care was taken because of the

ecological fragility of the area, construction and surveying for this project was still '.'the stuff

of tall tales, for many (Donovan I99l: p243). Transport's construction and surveying culture

was represented in verses such as 'Heroes of the North' which told the tale of surveyors on the

project from 197g to 1983 (Donovan l99l). One passage in this verse gives a small hint about

the level of environmental concern at this time And how they fought to spare their men, From

clearing with an axe. It took them only three short years, To get machines with tracks' (in

Donovan l99l:p243).

The Stuart Highway project was developed primarily by Transport staff, but the environmental

assessment was done by external consultants (Shepherd 1980). This is perhaps, one reason

why the environmental message did not reach all Transport employees on this project.

Transport's reliance on consultants for the EIA was despite the endeavours of the then

Department for the Environment to get proponents to do the EIA themselves to improve the

chances of internalising environmental values (refer Chapter Five). As a result, the 'cowboy'

culture was still alive and well. According to Parkin and Pugh:

'Earmarked Commonwealth grants and professional criteria emphasising the facilitation of

traffic flow, minimisation of õongestion ând maximisation of highway safety produced roads

ànA U.iag"r'"onstructed according to the best engineering principles.. However, the impact of
c on neighbourhood amenity, on the safety and health of residents, on

ity interaition, on the integrity of parklands and on aesthetic appearance

the Department's perceived mission'(Parkin and Pugh 1981: p93)'

Stretton similarly suggests that'its highwaymen showed as much respect for social or

environmental values as road engineers show anywhere else' (Stretton 1989: p200); whilst

Donovan noted that the Department was criticised as a'philistine organisation concerned

primarily with the design and engineering of fficient transport conidors rather than with the

enhancement of the environmenl' (Donovan l99I: p23l)'
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ETSA also demonstrated signs of the residual 'cowboy' or 'trailblazing' culture and this was in

part due to the non-binding nature of the EIA process and Ministerial directions under the

planning Act which was noted in Chapter Five and Seven. Goodall (1982) refers to a

transmission line study in the mid-north of South Australia which was the cause of public

outrage in 1982 due to the transmission line's impact on the landscape. He noted that some

'...members of the public expressed amazement that ETSA could proceed with the proiect in

complete disregard of the recommendation of a conservation study...' (Goodall 1982: p3). It

was also noted that the 'politicians are powerless to intervene. ETSA, it seems, is a law unto

itself, answerable to no-one'(Goodall 1982: p3). This is perhaps one reason why the

government adopted direct Ministerial control over ETSA in 1987 for the first time in its history

(refer Chapter Six).

8.2 ATTITUDES AND VALUES IN THE 1990s

How were attitudes different (if at all) in the 1990s given that the formal organisational

capability for EIA had become more advanced, and given the accumulated experience in EIA?

what were the attitudes of EIA participants towards the environment and to EIA in an era when

environmental protection had apparently been 'mainstreamed', 'routinised' and

'professionalised' (as described in Chapter Seven)? Three similar questions were asked of

questionnaire participants (including engineers/technical officers involved in EIA) to elicit any

trends in current perceptions of the organisational commitment (both in theory and in practice),

and the individual commitment to the environment. For instance:

' What priority do you personally attach to the environment?
. What þriority do you ttrint tttté organisationl attaches to the environment in theory ?

. 'What priority do you think [the organisation] attaches to the environment in prSCltcr?

Answers could be in the form of either: no priority (score=1); minor priority (score=2);

moderate priority (equal to other technical, economic issues) (score=3), significant priority

(overrides all other issues) (score=4), and uncertain (score=5). The results are presented in

Figure (8.1) which present mean responses (for comparison purposes only rather than exact

indicators of performance; refer Chapter Four), and in Table (8.1) which presents more specific

frequency distributions in Transport and ETSA.

Trends in environmental commitment within both organisations were very similar, although

with slightly lower mean scores in ETSA which may be attributable to the major restructuring

and privatisation process going on at the time of the research (ie there were other more

immediate priorities such as survival) (refer Chapter Six). As indicated in Figure (8'1)' the

mean score for priority attached to the environment at both the staff and organisational levels

was between 'moderate' and 'significant', with the exception of ETSA in terms of

organisational commitment in practice which was below 'moderate'. However, the key point to
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note is the difference between organisational commitments in theory, individual commitments,

and organisational commitment in practice. The highest level of commitment was at the

rhetorical level (ie organisational commitment in theory), which was perceived to differ to, and

be higher than, individual commitmenf, which in turn was perceived to be higher than

or g anis ational c ommitment in p ractic e.

o
o

o

3.5

'I 5

Org.Priority
in Theory

Staff
Priority

rTransport sETSA

Org.Priority
¡n Pract.

Key: l=no priority 2=minor priority 3=moderate priority and 4=signiÍìcant priority

Figure 8.1: Priority attached to the 'enYironment' in Transport and ETSA:" Cbmparison of Means (missing value=5)

Table 8.1: Priority attached to the 'environment' in Transport and ETSA: Frequency
Dístributio ns (7o) (shaded numbers=largest grouping)

TRANSPORT ETSA

None Minor Moder Sisnif, None Minor Moder Siçnif,

Crqanisational Prioritv in Theory 0 0 46 0 0 42

0 0 19 0 0 14

Oroanisational Prioritv in Practice 0 17 22 0 14 0

Most individuals in both organisations attached 'moderate' priority to the environment, whilst

approximately half of the participants believed that the organisational commitment in theory was

'significant, (ie 5l7o in Transport and 42Vo in ETSA). The apparently stronger organisational

commitment in theory is probably attributable to the extensive and visible efforts devoted by
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both organisations in the 1990s towards developing an organisational capability for the EIA

process and other environmental management requirements (Chapter Seven). In contrast, only

a small proportion of participants believed that the organisational commitment in practice was

'significant' (ie 22Vo in Transport and ÙVo in ETSA), and some believed it was actually 'minor'

(ie l77o in Transport and l47o in ETSA).

Of significance, however, is that none of the questionnaire participants attached 'no priority' or

'minor priority' to the environment which suggests an internalisation of environmental values

relative to previous years when EIA was first introduced. Examples of the more supportive

attitudes (from the interviews) towards EIA and environmental management in the 1990s are

summarised in Appendix (16). Reasons cited for this change included increasing community

pressures, greater contact with internal environmental staff, the development of the Environment

Strategic Plan in Transport (refer Chapter Seven), increased visibility and accountability of

employees, and the EIA process. In terms of visibility, it was noted in Transport, for instance:

'There's [one] guy...[who's] probably gone full circle. He used be very, 'don't worry about the

paperwòrk..ì,i-h"."ar now he's, partly because of his rned with the

Lnvironment and getting things done properly... The pres very visible..,

There's also a lot õf preisure...coming through from other nts' (Interview

38 1999).

In addition to this increasing public visibility, Transport participants were also asked about the

influence of EIA on attitudes to indicates EIA's impacts on the change process. It was noted for

example:

'It IEIAI does change the way you think. I must admit when I think about a project from the

sta;L I think environmental issues are up there along with accidents, traffic volumes'..whereas

before they might have been down there when you're thinking about issues. They're now'.'up

there in the forefront'(Interview 33 1999).

'Absolutely yes. In years gone by,..the alignment of a road for example would take precedence

in the minds of thê planner or designer...It makes us think much harder now, are there

alternatives...the fact that you've got to get environmental clearance...means that you've got to

look more seriously at alternatives'(Interview 30 1999)'

This is also consistent with the findings in Chapter Seven whereby 68Vo in Transport and 42Vo

in ETSA believed that EIA had been at least moderately effective in improving their

environmental knowledge and awareness levels'

The increased support for EIA and environmental management in the 1990s was also likely to

have been reinforced by the attitudes and top-down commitment of the executive who, although

not necessarily understanding everything about environmental issues (Interview 12 1997),

played a key role in raising the profile of environmental staff in both organisations. Not all

interview participants knew what the personal attitudes of executive attitudes were (and some
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believed that they varied), but most believed that the executive were sympathetic to the

environment, which was demonstrated by their support of the environmental group and

endorsement of the Environment Strategic Plan in Transport, and of the Environmental Policy in

ETSA (Interview 25 |999;Interview 30 I999;Interview 341999; Interview 441999; Interview

45 1999; Interview 48 1999; Interview 65 1999). A Transport executive suggested that you

'can't bludgeon people into changing the culture...but if you...require and insist and give

importance to [it], people will do it, and after awhile, behaviours...start to change'..and beþre

you know, values start to change..'' (Interview 63 1999).

Also of significance was the belief among the majority who responded to the questionnaire that

EIA was an important means for achieving environmental goals within their organisation.

participants were asked to rate this importance on a scale from 1-4 whereby 'l=not important'

and '4=major importance'. The mean score in Transport was 3.6 compared to 3-4 in ETSA.

More specifically , 617o in Transport believed that EIA was of 'major importance' in achieving

environmental goals compared to 42Vo in ETSA, and only 4Vo in Transport believed EIA to be

of 'minor importance' compared to \Vo in ETSA. Moreover, nearly all of those surveyed in the

questionnaire indicated that they would consider the environment in their role even if not

required to do so by organisational procedures or by legislation. This tends to indicate a greater

acceptance of the benefits of EIA and environmental values and demonstrates that 'professional

control' in EIA was becoming more apparent. The greater value attached to EIA was further

indicated by rankings of the 'benefits' of EIA in the questionnaire. The EIA process was

considered in both organisations to be an important compliance tool and an environmental

protection tool, and was not perceived to be a tool merely aimed at improving public relations or

image (ie very few participants ranked this as important)'

Despite these positive indications about EIA and commitment to the environment, the fact that

organisational commitment in practice was perceived to be lower on average suggests the

presence of other factors which compromise the intentions of both organisations. These factors

may include the resource and knowledge constraints noted in Chapter Seven; political

constraints on decision-making (see Chapter Nine); and the lower commitment of individual

staff members on average (le more emphasis on 'moderate' rather than 'significant' priority). In

this latter case, the discrepancy between organisational commitment in theory and individual

commitment is interesting in Transport, given that a recent climate survey indicated a high

degree of staff loyalty to the organisationz lDoT 1991a). One might assume from this climate

survey that there would be greater consistency between individual commitment and

organisational commitment to the environment. The fact that there was not in all cases, suggests

2For instance,SSVo of employees involved in the climate survey (n=1349) believed that Transport SA was a

'good place to work'; 'l8Vo'wire supportive of the statement 'I am proud to say I work for TSA'; and 807o were

satisfied with working in Transport SA (TSA 1997a).
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that Transport had changed at the official organisational level, but that some individual

employees were slower to adjust to this change.

This result may also suggest that the traditional and previously dominant construction ethos was

still being informally rewarded by the organisation, because many of the executive were still of

the 'old school', in Transport in particular. That is, there may have been cultural change

towards the environment, but only insofar as the fundamental mission of the organisation was

not impacted upon. It was generally perceived in Transport, for instance, that the primary role

of the organisation was to build roads and to provide accessibility, not to provide environmental

regulation or protection. In ETSA (Electranet SA) the main mission was to construct large

transmission lines. This reflects attitudes in the United States' Corps of Engineers noted in

Chapter Three, and while the Corps was evidently at the forefront in EIA practice,

environmental quality was perceived to be an auxiliary function rather than a dominant one

(Mazmanian and Nienaber 1979). Thus, the lower number of individuals attaching overriding

'significance'to the environment would not be surprising.

The loyalty of some employees to residual construction cultures was also evident in the more in-

depth interviews which surfaced some remnant resistance to EIA and environmental protection

(which was not apparent in the questionnaire). This was particularly evident in Transport, and

those involved in EIA within ETSA demonstrated virtually no resistance except for continued

concerns about the time frames involved in the EIA process (Interview 8 1999). In Transport,

some continued to believe that, although EIA was necessary (ie the'sympathetic but'grouping),

the paperwork, time and costs involved were still of concern, particularly in a time of increasing

financial constraint and inflexible construction dates (Interview 121999; Interview 18 1999;

Interview 23 1999; Interview 561999). Moteover, whilst the'gungho'nature of construction

was nearly gone in Transport, which was probably associated with the fact that very few

construction employees remained, there werc 'still pockets of it' (Interview 63 1999).

Apparently, there was:

'still an underlying feeling that you know some of the stuff is all a bit wussy, and'..building

things is what itsãll about, and that's where the engineers get their jollies I suppose...Even

today...as we move through the continuum of change...the underlying...notion is that its [an

add-ônl. Its what you do if, when you've done everything else... There's just no empathy there

in many areas. [They]...don't see it as a fundamental part of delivering our mission' (Interview

63 1e99).

'Still even now...there are people that think like that fto build the black stuff and nothing else

mattersl...people have been hére for 20 or 30 years and its hard for them to change, although

their doing thêir darndest... They're gradually coming around. A lot of them are coming around

because thley have to, or because there might be a procedure in place' (Interview 64 1999).

Another Transport employee believed that the level of environmental awareness was still low,

despite claims to the contrarY:
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'I don't think I have a very good awareness or understanding of environmental issues. I've been

interested in the environmental stuff and how this section responds to it."for some time now,

and I guess my concern is that we are still only paying it lipservice...I think part of the

probleãr is thaiif you talk to engineers in this current day and age,.they'll say we understand

*hut th" environmental issues are...but I don't rhink we do. I think there' a fairly high level of
ignorance...there's an awarenêss but its very limited' (Interview 20 1999).

Consistent with internal models of reform described in Chapter Two, there was a belief by some

Transport employees that this remnant resistant culture would only change when the older staff

left and new and younger employees arrived (Interview 2O 1999; Interview 241999; Interview

63 |999;Interview 68 lggg). Yet given that some younger engineers in Transport were still not

particularly'sympathetic to the environment'(Interview 63 1999), this assumption can be

challenged. This view was reinforced by the attitudes of a younger engineer:

'I can see the benefits...but sometimes...the thing that concerns me is that people take it to all

extremes...that's when it does worry me... I don't want environmental issues to drive a project.

There's got to be the balance..,sometimes I have to admit I think its only a tree, can't we just

avoid itlan't we just bulldoze it...I mean that's being real blunt but you know sometimes you

think why are weipending so much time on something like this'(Interview 3'7 1999)'

A small number of other employees in Transport also continued to believe that environmental

issues were sometimes 'over the top' and thus damaged the credibility of the process (Interview

16|999;Interview 38 1999; Interview 621999). For instance:

'there was a bit of an issue down at the airport [runway extension project]"'[where] somebody

[heard] a frog croak. The whole job stops and people have to go out looking for these

irogs...anA...*-e feel some of those things are a bit over the top' (Interview 16 1999).

Nonetheless, this resistance was not significant, it was restricted to a minority, and it was

exacerbated by the increasingly stringent time and resource pressures placed upon EIA

participants \^/ithin the organisations (see Chapter Seven).

8.3 COMMUNICATION IN EIA

DIMENSION 2.2 COMMUNICATION

2.2.1 ls communication considered to be effective in the EIA and planning process between all parties in

EIA including internal and external participants?

ls EIA perceived to be a mechanism for improving coordination between the different parties in the

process?

ls the culture such that individuals are confident about expressing their opinions concerning

environmental factors in a peer group situation, particularly if this opinion is contrary to the dominant

perspective (ie this reflects the Concêpt of group think defined in Chapter Three)?

2.2.2

2.2.3
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Attitudes and values in EIA are closely allied with the communication process (and group

pressures), which is an important issue in EIA given the dispersal of large amounts of

information to multiple participants. As noted in Chapter Three, in the presence of functional

group conflicts, information can be unconsciously or deliberately withheld, or filtered by

dominant groups within an organisation (ie contlolling the 'decision premises'), which makes it

difficult for other participants to participate effectively in the EIA and decision-making process.

The effectiveness of communication in EIA and planning was the subject of both the

questionnaire and the interviews, with a focus on both internal groups and external groups in

reflection of the internal and external models of reform in EIA noted in Chapter Two. In the

questionnaire in particular, participants were asked how effective communication was in EIA

and planning with internal groups, comprising planning staff, environmental staff,

section/branch managers, project managers, road design and landscape staff (in Transport only);

and external groups, comprising consultants, government agencies, conservation groups and

the general public. The results, including means and frequency distributions, are illustrated in

Figure (8.2) and Table (8.2). Responses were in the form of either: no contact (score=l);

limited effectiveness (score=2); moderately effective (score=3); very effective (score=4); or

uncertain (score=5).

lnternal Groups External Groups
4

3.5

2.5

o
oo

-Transport 

I-ETSA

Key: 2=limited effectiveness; 3=moderately effective; 4=veÍ! effective
(Road and landscape staff not present for the survey in ETSA)

o
oq
c
(ü
o

3

Figure 8.2: Communication effectiveness between internal
añd external groups in the planning and EIA proce-ss in

Transport and ETSA: èomparisõn of means (missing values=l; 5)
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TRANSPORT ETSA
No

contact
Ltd
Eff ,

Mod
Eff

Verv
Efl

No
contøct

Ltd
Eff,

Mod
Eff.

Veru
EfÍ

TNTERNAL GROUPS

Planninq Staff 7 4 29 39 0 0 42

Environment Staff 0 7 22 56 0 14 0

3ection/Branch Manaqers 14

4

24 14 14 0 28

)roiect Manaqers 14 36 29 0 0 28

lesiqn Staff 4 19 29 34

Landscape Staff 4 0 31 53

EXTERNAL GROUPS

Oonsultants 12 14 24 31 0 0 28

Cther Aqencies 12 17 34 14 0 14 14

Conservation Groups 22 9 26 24 28 14 0

General Public 9 19 17 0 14 0

Table 8.2: Effectiveness of Communication in Transport and ETSA:
perc€ntage distributions (7o) (shaded=largest grouping)

* Remaining Vo refers to those participants who selected 'uncertain' or did not respond

S.3.L Communication with Internal Groups

Figure (g.2) indicates similar trends of communications with planning and environment staff in

both organisations, whilst perceptions about effectiveness with section/branch managers and

project managers was higher on average in ETSA relative to Transport. In both organisations,

the mean score for communication for most internal groups was between 'moderately effective'

and 'very effective', with the exception of Section Managers in Transport which was just below

'moderately effective'. Overall, internal communication in Transport was perceived to be most

effective with landscape staff, environment staff, and planning staff; whilst in ETSA,

communication was perceived to be most effective with project managers, environment staff,

and planning staff. Design and Landscape staff were not included in the survey for ETSA (ie

not relevant in the EIA process or not present).

C o mmunic øti on with Eno ir onment øl S t øff

Of importance is that all EIA participants had contact with environmental staff, and very few

considered communication to be of limited effectiveness. This contact is important given the

role of environmental officers as change agents and evaluators or 'watchdogs' over the EIA
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process, particularly in Transport (ie the internal model of reform). In ETSA, communication

with environmental staff in EIA was considered less crucial than in Transport given the lower-

level interaction in the past between environmental staff and transmission engineers during the

project development process, which was noted in Chapter Seven (Interview 4 1999).

Communication with environmental staff in Transport was probably considered effective

because of the high value attached to the environmental group, and a belief by some that they

were a vital source of expertise and information (Interview 24 1999; Interview 38 1999;

Interview 50 1999). Without environmentally-oriented staff, it was believed that the

environmental management role in Transport was likely to deteriorate (Interview 20 1999;

Interview 45 I999;Interview 341999; Interview 461999; Interview 481999). For instance:

,I think we all tend to use the environmental section more these days than what we have in the

past, and...we have to from the point of view of achieving the goals we want to achieve with

design' (Interview 45 1999).

'If they weren't there...I think the environment would suffer because people just don't have the

time to pursue everything' (Interview 24 1999).

'If they didn't exist...there would be a glaring deficiency in the way we operate' (Interview 34

1999).

'We'd be lost without it [the environment group] to tell the truth... They're essential' (Interview

48 t9e9).

'I think that the role that they play is actually critical because...if you take them out, I suspect

that a lot of these initiatives will just fall by the wayside. I think it needs to be driven'
(Interview 20 1999).

'I think we'll tend to forget the environment [if the group wasn't there]... There are too many

issues' (Interview 46 7999).

These comments highlight the important and ongoing role of internal environmental officers as

change agents, and because of multiple political and budget constraints, the continued

prompting by environmental officers still appeared necessary (Interview 12 l99l). Thus,

despite changes in attitudes and values of engineers/technical officers relative to the 1970s, this

change does not guarantee that the consideration of environmental factors will be maintained,

and this tends to challenge the linear process-based models of change defined in Chapter Two'

Effective communication also appeared to depend in part on the attitudes and approaches of the

environment staff. Initially in Transport, some environmental staff wete'very ..enthusiastic'

and considered as 'zealots', but this enthusiasm'mellowed'over time (Interview 45 1999;

Interview 63 lggg). This is consistent with points made in Chapter Two about environmental

departments becoming disillusioned. What became apparent is that successful communication

depended on'moderation' and a practical approach by environment staff, which in turn reflected

the predominant attitudes of other staff towards EIA and environmental management. In ETSA,

it was believed that 'extremist' behaviour meant loss of credibility (Interview 13 1999), whilst

in Transport, if considered'radical greenies', environmental staff could easily be bypassed at
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early planning stages, and at the later constmction stage with the suppression of information

(Interview 13 I999;Interview 38 1999). According to one Transport employee:

,lwhenl we were a construction organisation. I guess the people out.there constructing roads

ui"*"¿ the planners and the designers and the environmentalists as just a hindrance to them

getting on *ith their job. So providing them with lots of information was even more of a

hindrance, and more likely to cause hiccups'
The last thing you would want if you're out there building a road project...fifteen years

ago was someone from the environmental unit looking at what you were doing, and the best

riay is to not tell them anything... V/ithin construction there would be all sorts

of.-environmental issues that would never be fed back, because people probably know what the

answer's going to be and they wouldn't want to hear it, so they go off and do their own thing'

(Interview 20 1999),

This lack of information probably had major ramifications for the influence of environmental

staff (see later discussion). Given the small numbers of environmental staff in both

organisations (even today) and the difficulties of following through on all new project

developments, the group must rely on the support and provision of information from

engineering/technical staff. The need to be moderate and accommodating in behaviour to gain

this support and to maintain credibility with engineering/technical staff is consistent with

Taylor's findings noted in Chapter Three.

'Moderate'behaviour was equated with the ability to compromise (Interview 231999; Interview

44 lggg), and to communicate in 'technical', 'sensible' and 'reasonable' terms rather than from

a'clictatorial'perspective of a'radical greeny'who dreams about saving'mother earth'

(Inrerview 12 1999; Interview 33 1999; Interview 38 1999; Interview 51 1999). Greater

acceptance was also likely if environmental officers had an engineering or technical background,

as was particularly the case in ETSA (see Chapter Seven). The creation of good working

relations was vital for getting things achieved, and in ETSA, some environmental staff relied on

a'buddy system'. In this respect, although other'non-environmental' employees may not

value the environment highly, they would comply with an environmental officer's requirements

simply because they were 'buddies' and spoke the same language (Interview 21999; Interview

3 1999; ). The 'buddy system' was however, deteriorating in ETSA given the fragmentation

and downsizing of the organisation to prepare for its privatisation, which was noted in Chapter

Six. Speaking the same language was also emphasised as crucial to good communication in

Transport (Interview 40 1999; Interview 441999).

The communication approach of environmental staff in both organisations appeared to be

accepted by the majority, and this acceptance would have been facilitated, in part, by their

increasing status and executive support within both organisations during the 1990s (although

ETSA's status diminished in the late 1990s) (refer Chapter Seven). The communication style of

environmental staff was perceived by some in Transport to be'structured and sensible'

(Interview 3 8 1999); they were considered 'easy to work with and helpful' (Interview 1 8 1999);
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and there was a belief that they worked withrather than against other staff (Interview 50 1999).

That is, environmental staff tended to be loyal to their organisations and successfully socialised

within its value system in both organisations (refer also Chapter Three)' There was for

instance, no indication that environmental staff had ever worked to prevent a project from going

ahead (refer Chapter Seven). This is not to say that the environmental staff had compromised

their environmental values in either organisation. Rather it was the way in which they sought

change (refer section 8.4), and their role as change agents in EIA, particularly in Transport, was

still important even 26 years after the EIA requirement was first introduced'

Attitudes towards environmental staff, and hence communication effectiveness, could also be

influenced by the structural location of the environmental group which was discussed in Chapter

Seven. In other words, environmental staff must remain in touch with operations ('on the

ground'), which in turn relates to being able to speak the'same language'. With the increase in

status to colporate/strategic levels, there is a risk of alienation, and this was already apparent in

ETSA, although not so much for the environment group because they still did a lot of 'hands

on'work. For instance:

,there was a general feeling among many of the troops that..."oh its. the "up the top" making

the decisionlfor us...andihry ron aII get lost. [They] sit up in their'bullshit castle',.'.the

'ivory tower'...in their plush fficers s without actually getting out in

the fietd and know what's happened" towards the environment group

was lessl because [the environment on the ground".with the people'

(Interview 2 1999).

However, just as for the decline in the 'buddy system', communication with ETSA's

environmental group was being detrimentally affected in the late 1990s because of a declining

focus on 'hands-on' work when compared to the 'dynamic' and 'exciting' days or marine

monitoring and research in the 1970s and 1980s (Interview 21999; Interview 3 1999)' In other

words, the environmental role in the 1990s was more desktop-oriented (Interview 2 1999;

Interview 3 lggg). The potential for alienation in communication between higher and lower

structural-management levels highlights the value of Transport's approach in maintaining both a

strategic group and an operational gfoup, to both oversee and to keep in touch.

Not only was hierarchical status important in the communication process, but so too was the

physical location of environment staff. When environmental officers moved away from the

planning section in Transport to the other side of the building (but still on the same floor) (refer

Chapter Seven), there was a sense of loss for some planners. In other words, an artificial

barrier had been created. For instance:

'fWhen they moved away] I wondered how we're still going to have a close working

relationship'with them. yóu ¿i¿n't have the day to day contact you,used to...Quite often you'd

chat for mãrning tea...whereas now...being...in fact being only on the other side of the floor...

you wouldn,t ,oit of...*under around there for a chat unless you had specific questions..' That

sort of interaction has [been] lost a little bit' (Interview 33 1999)'
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'I think most of us felt that it would be a loss because...morning tea discussions for instance,

The environmental unit people would be there, and ...they would enrich the discussion with

environmental matters, and thus expose us to...their knowledge... So I think'..we were

conscious that [the move of environmental staff away from the group] would be a
loss...everyone was conscious that it was extra responsibility on us to deal with environmental

concerns' (Interview 34 1999).

This may have been alleviated with the introduction of another environmental officer into the

planning section (in addition to the operational and strategy environment groups) (refer Chapter

Seven).

Communicøtion with Proiect Mønøgers, Plønnets €t Designets

Effective EIA and planning outcomes is not just about communication with environment staff

(particularly given the limited role of ETSA's environment staff), but is also about good

communication between planning staff, design staff, project managers, other technical staff,

and consultants (although technically consultants are an external group). As noted in Chapter

Six, Transport had a 'silo' or 'fiefdom' approach to communication with cultural tensions

between planning and construction groups in the 1950s and 1960s. In other words, nobody

communicated effectively with other groups (if at all). Planning was undertaken by planning

groups; detailed design was undertaken by design groups, and both planning and design

groups were isolated from construction groups. Yet knowledge of environmental information

needs to be evident at all of these stages:

. in planning (to identify issues upfront and to'avoid' and prevent environmental damage);

. in design (to incorporate detailed environmental mitigation measures);

. in final decision-making and environmental clearance (to determine the suitability of

avoidance and mitigation measures); and

. in construction (to adequately implement planning and design recommendations).

If any of these are isolated by cultural tensions, then communication in EIA and project

development will obviously be less effective in all types of issues, not simply environmental

ones. Ridgway (1995: p189) similarly notes that designers should have input into the earlier

planning stage to improve efficiency and to prevent the need to make design changes later in the

process. The need for communication between all of these groups was also particularly obvious

when, as noted earlier, construction people ignored the EIA process and failed to feed back

environmental information during the 1970s and 1980s.

How effective was communication and the transfer of knowledge in the 1990s? Had the

'fiefdoms' been overcome? V/hat influence did EIA have on communication? In the

questionnaîe,43%o of participants in Transport andllVo in ETSA believed that the EIA process
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was 'moderately effective' in improving coordination and compromise in the planning and

decision-making process. Yet it may also be true that the project management approach

adopted in both organisations was having a greater impact than EIA on improving

communication in the overall project delivery process. As noted in Chapter Seven, Transport's

project management approach was adopted in part to overcome the silo mentality and to gain

greater departmental control and co-ordination over project efficiency and outcomes.

Project management was a significant development in the EIA and overall project delivery

process, but it had (and still has) both dangers and opportunities. The project management

approach is a potential danger in that it concentrates control of the communication process into

the hands of one individual who co-ordinates flows of information (see also section on

influence in EIA). Thus, the attitudes of that person towards environmental issues becomes

particularly important (le whether or not, and to what degree, they involve environmental issues

and staff, or incorporate costly mitigation measures). At the same time, the project management

approach is also an opportunity to strengthen communication because it can bring together all

participants from different functions into a team-based approach with similar goals. As noted

earlier, communication with project managers was generally considered 'very effective' in

ETSA (ieby Tl%o), whilst in Transport most considered it to be 'moderately effective' (36Vo

compared To 29Vo who perceived it to be 'very effective').

For the project management approach to work effectively, there are certain preconditions which

need to be met, and there were some indications of problems in Transport (ie l4Vo in Transport

believed communication to be of 'limited effectiveness'). The most obvious condition is that all

team players in EIA and project delivery have their roles clearly defined, and that they be

involved throughout the life of the project, including those involved in project conception and in

construction management (through direct involvement in meetings and/or through written

updates). This has, however, sometimes been hindered by a lack of time and resources, and

members, including environment officers, have not always been present for the life of a

project's delivery. It was noted by a Transport employee:

'I think that the group that has the greatest opportunity in terms of flow of information is

...the project managers...I know that the flow of information on the projects I work on is
nowhere near as good as it should be in terms of making sure that all the team members are

informed, that all environmental information is spread to all other players...it comes back to
time and resources...and that's one of the first things that has to suffer' (Interview 20 1999).

'There's got to be strong communication, strong liaison with those groups, and there's a
continuous...communication link, round table discussion, continual information transfer,
...there's still certainly room for improvement with this communication...we've got to
persevere with it and ...make it work' (Interview 29 1999).

The opportunities and strengths of the matrix project management approach are also dependent

on the presence of 'groupthink' which was defined in Chapter Three (le how comfortable do
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team members feel about raising sensitive issues in a potentially hostile group situation). As

noted in Chapter Three, a team member may refrain from challenging the group's attitudes or

failure to raise an issue if that member believes that they will be judged as'disruptive or

clisloyal'(Kennedy 1988: p123). To ascertain the presence of 'groupthink', the majority of

interview participants, particularly engineers/technical officers, were asked how comfortable

they felt about raising a significant environmental issue even if they believed that the group or

project team was focused on other technical and economic factors. There were varied opinions

on this issue, but the majority in both organisations strongly asserted that they would raise an

environmental issue if necessary, which suggests that groupthink was not strong in either

organisation.3 For example:

'There wouldn't be a problem of raising [an environmental issue] in the group...there's no threat

at all. ...I think the culture is now that you should be able to express whatever you think, be it
right or wrong' (Interview 24 1999).

'Oh yeah for sure...the people...I ..usually deal with ...are road and landscape design people who

also have an affinity with the environment....and our...project managers...because we've been

beating them over the head with it for so many years, they'd understand. If there was an

environmental issue, it would be raised and it would be considered...seriously' (Interview 30

1999).

'Definitely yes, I would bring fan environmental issue] up...I already do much to the

consternation of the people I'm working with...I already do raise issues that they don't want to

know about...bump them out of their comfort zones...in a quiet sort of way' (Interview l8
teeg).

This latter comment suggests a willingness to raise an environmental issue, but it also suggests

that some people within the Transport organisation still prefer to maintain the status quo (ie the

'comfort zones'), which suggests the presence of groupthink to a minor degree in Transport.

Groupthink was also evident because raising an environmental issue was sometimes considered

to be conditional, and some would only raise an issue on a one-to-one basis after the group

meeting had closed (Interview 181999; Interview 3l 1999). For example:

'I don't feel comfortable...there would [be] an amount of discomfort and you would feel like
you're going out on a limb on some of those issues, ...but...you've got to be prepared to speak

ôut and argue the point and cop...flack, sometimes called feedback...' (Interview 25 1999)'

Attitudes about the communication process also gave further indications that EIA was still

sometimes an add-on even in the 1990s, and some noted that environmental factors were still an

'afterthought' particularly if a project had financial or technical constraints (Interview 121999;

Interview 18 1999;Interview 3O L999;Interview 50 1999). Forexample:

3My attendance at meetings for the ETAG group (Environment Technology and Advisory Group) indicated that

this was the case, but it should be noted that this group was designed specifically to examine environmental

issues, whereas project meetings are not in all cases.
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'More likely than not, its a conversation revolving purely around engineering and budget and

time constraints...simply because its where they come from and lhey "oops, oh I forgot about

the ...the environment side of things". So yeah, we raise it' (Interview 30 1999).

While most indicated that they would raise an issue, the fact that some would not may indicate,

not only the presence of groupthink, but also the presence of continued conflict or underlying

tensions. As noted in Chapter Four, conflict in the communication process, particularly

underlying conflict, is difficult to identify with any certainty unless directly involved in the day-

to-day operations of the organisations. There were however, several indications of covert

tensions in both organisations, particularly in Transport. Although the questionnaire results

generally indicated a generally favourable results for all participants about effective

communication, some indications of residual 'fiefdoms' emerged, but only on a minor scale. In

Transport there was some'realL strain and dffirences of opinion' and'latent conflict' between

planners and project managers (Interview 34 1999; Interview 62 1999); there was 'tension

between designers and contractors', and designers and project managers (Interview 48 1999);

there was 'tension'between landscape and environment groups (Interview 50 1999); and in

ETSA there was 'healthy tension'between delivery, engineering and planning people due to

overlaps in role (Interview 4 1999)'

In addition to overlaps in roles, the underlying tensions in Transport were a result of several

factors, most of which are summarised in Table (8.3) including for instance, financial issues,

status and power issues, loss of work to external consultants, conflicts between safety

standards and environmental issues, and the overemphasis on some environmental issues at the

expense of others. In this latter case for example, one Transport employee was concerned about

the overemphasis on vegetation in a bridge construction project on Kangaroo Island, which in

turn caused impacts in another area. It was noted:

'There was a single lane bridge which had to be replaced by a dual lane bridge' Now the

cheapest way is tõ build a new bridge right alongside....and demolish the other one. To do that

it mãant ... actually knocking over a few more [trees] ." and a bit of undergrowth, no

significant trees like Eucalypts. ...On that road there were 50 kilometres where you're

kñocking over probably at leait five, maybe even ten metres off of the side of vegetation, [and

then revãgetatingl to minimise that amount of vegetation taken....[But] we had to build the

new bridge on tóp of the old bridge...and that cost an extra 100,000 dollars roughly to save a

few Melaleucas [a native tree species to Australia],4 when out on Kangaroo Island you knock

them over [anyway].
There' j so much seed around, its such a pristine environment, that they reseed anyway,

and to me that was where...an environment consultant had lost the plot. I would have rather

seen that 100,000 dollars spent on controlling...Phytophthora [a root-rotting fungus]s or

something like that. Its actually getting real benefit... In this case at the end of the day we

spent a lõt of money for bugger all benefit, and in fact...in the end we probably did more

dimage... It wasn't ás clean ã proc"ss as it might otherwise have been. We could have kept

more 
-material 

out of the river by building it alongside. It would have been a cleaner process'

(Interview 62 1999).

4(Specht and Specht 1999).
5Thi, fongo, is an introduced pathogen and particularly a problem in the south-eastern areas ofAustralia (Specht

and Specht 1999).
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Barriers to effective communication also included language gaps (noted earlier), changes in

staffing, and physical barriers such as participants being located in different buildings (and

sometimes even on different floors) (Interview 29 1999; Interview 441999; Interview 3 1999).

Conflict and disagreements tended to vary depending on the project importance (eg the more

important a project was, the more effort one would go to in pushing a view, or communicating

with someone at adifferent location), and the timing of participation (eg if on project team at the

same time) (Interview 441999).

Table 8.3: Causes of underlying tensions in
Transport in the communication process

The most prominent cause of resentment and underlying tensions in Transport's communication

process (at the time of the interviews) related to changes in the internal management systems,

structures and power relations. Because of the FOPP model defined in Chapter Six, and the

POSSIBLE CAUSE EXPLANATION

Residual tensions f rom the 1950s
and 1960s

le the 'fiefdoms'

Disagreements between Planning
and design groups about technical
standards

For example, passrng lan ES on country roads need to be certai n length
according to the design standards to matntain safety et if rhese
standards were ng dly adhered to, a greater impact on the envrron ment tn

terms of vegetation removal may result.
alternative lengths and safety, planners

n one project, after research on
decided to reduce the length of

these lanes
discord with

to ml nrm tse the impacts on which caused some
nterview 46 1

Resentment about encroachment
upon traditional role, or confusion
over roles

There's a tension between what planning investigation's role and project
management's role is (lnterview 62 1999). For example, proiect managers
in theþrojects section are perceived by some to be taking over the public

consultation process which has traditionally been the realm of planners in
the n section lnterview 62 1

Differences in status; loss of
power and 'power struggles'
(lnterview 34)

lnconsistencies in project
manaoement expectations

different approaches of project managers has caused some 'frustration'
nterview 1

Costs factors in a time of
increasing economic constraints
(lnterview 48 1999)

Loss of work to the private sector ie some resentment about loss of high profile jobs such as the Southern
to external consultants, so 'fhere's the rats and the mice

.tn this to do lnterview 20 1
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definition of some groups such as planners and designers as internal 'service providers' (ie

internal consultants), there was a sense of power loss for many in Transport (but no indications

in ETSA). Planners and designers as 'service providers' have less autonomy and power in the

organisation because the need for, and the scope of, their work is defined by other groups

within the organisation such as project managers (see also Section 8.4). Not only does this

approach invoke resentment about loss of authority and involvement in large projects, it also

means that the communication process has become more formal with 'service agreements'

which outline, for example, the planning or design outputs to be purchased, the parties to be

involved, the purpose and scope of the service, monitoring and reporting arrangements, and

rewards and sanctions among other things (refer FOPP 1997: p26).

Internal and formal service agreements between functional groups may create better efficiency

and expectations about the project delivery process, but formal agreements may also lack

flexibility. It is difficult to define upfront exactly how much and how long a planning and EIA

process will take in reality. Because of the pressures of competition, internal providers may

only provide exactly what is budgeted for in the service agreement (as is already the case for

external consultants with more formal contracts), The potential for initiative, creativity and

quick decisions in this respect becomes lost if unforeseen environmental issues which

fundamentally impact upon a project are found and raised. While there is also evidence of

effective informal communication within Transport which may resolve these issues, the

informal communication of fundamental issues impacts on the formality of service agreements if

they require major changes to budgets or to timetables. Internal communication may become

hindered by red tape if the system becomes too formal and too rigid. It is however, a relatively

new system and informal communication prevails in both organisations, but the potential

dangers should be noted. Communication with external consultants for instance, was already

being kept to a minimum in some cases to save money (Interview 201999).

Despite the underlying tensions (in Transport in particular), the importance of negotiation and

compromise was frequently emphasised in both organisations, and conflict was not considered

overt or'nasty' (eg Interview 3 1999; Interview 20 1999; Interview 33 1999; Interview 62

1999; Interview 48 Iggg). Two Transport employees did not believe that environmental

information continued to be withheld between groups in the 1990s (Interview 16 1999;

Interview 20 lggg), and the visibility of information may have been further enhanced with

formal procedural requirements such as auditing processes during the construction stage. Thus'

although the dangers of formalising communication and information flows via service

agreements must be noted, so too must the potential benefits of formal arrangements such as

auditing which open up previously closed channels of information.
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8.3.2 Communication with External Groups

As noted in Chapters Six and Seven, public consultation in Transport was limited in the 1970s

and 1980s, with an over-reliance on councils to release information or the 'occasional public

meeting' (Shepherd 1930). The only time when consultation was mandatory was when a full

EIS was required by law (Shepherd 1980), whereas consultation in ETSA was more extensive

and consistent with the formal EIA process under the Planning Act (i¿ ETSA triggered more

EISs than did Transport). The attitude and culture towards communication with external parties

changed in the 1990s with the increasing focus on 'stakeholder' and 'customer consultation'

(refer Chapters Six and Seven). In Transport, for example:

'Consultation has become ...a bigger part of our planning work. In the early 80s it was 'oh

consult with the council and maybe talk with a few people, ans\ryer a few calls, maybe put up a

plan somewhere.' Now we have workshops, we gather the councils, we have key stakeholder

meetings and...we're doing a lot better than we did... But then again, I think the..'public...have

becomð more aware... They want to have a say...and that's fair enough' (Interview 33 1999).

'In the early 70s it may have been more an information type thing... We develop what we want

to build...and stick it up on display and say here it is. Its a fairly token sort of exercise.,. So I
think there's been a gradual change over many years in terms of the level of consultation and

how much notice we take of people' (Interview 20 1999).

However, as illustrated earlier in Figure (8.2), there was a belief in ETSA that communication

with external groups was generally less effective on average than with internal groups in ETSA.

Similar trends were evident in Transport but not for all groups. Trends in mean scores were

similar between both organisations in terms of communication with consultants and government

agencies, but the mean score for communication with conservation groups and the general

public was lower in ETSA than in Transport (and below the mean of 'moderately effective').

Moreover, not all groups had contact with the external groups. For example, 22Vo of

participants in Transport and 28Vo of participants in ETSA had no contact with conservation

groups (refer back to Table 8.2). Most participants did however, have contact with the general

public and other government agencies in the project development process.

These questionnaire results suggest some limitations in the communication process with

external parties, which may in part be attributable to procedural limitations. This was

demonstrated in the evaluation of 'public-agency control' for Transport's EIA system (Chapter

Seven), and for the legislative EIA system (Chapter Five). But in ETSA, despite having a more

transparent, formalised and consistent approach to consultation (as outlined in law), the process

of public consultation ,was considered slightly less effective on average than in Transport which

is difficult to explain, but may be a result of the longer time frames required by law and the

resistance this evoked within the organisation. Other factors which contributed to perceptions

about communication effectiveness include resource constraints and concerns about the possible
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outcomes of consultation. In the latter case, both Transport and ETSA participants were

increasingly expected by their organisation and the government to consult with the community,

yet were rarely provided with the additional time and resources required to consult effectively

(Interview 18 1999). This was further confounded by a residual'arrogance'in Transport (ie

we are the experts) and the late stage of consultation:

'We do tend to be a bit arrogant... We do tend to go out to people and say this is how it is, this
is what we believe should be done, rather than going out and saying this is what we want to
do, how would you guys like to do it...[but] we're starting to do that more now. The downside
for us is that it is a longer process..,more effort, and we're not really being allowed that time

and effort. The organisation is saying yes, we've got to be more community
driven...responsive, but the reality is that we're not given the resources or the time to do that'
(Interview l8 1999).

The concerns about potential consultation outcomes related to the difficulties of responding to

several different, and sometimes, conflicting demands which can threaten the organisation's

survival (refer Chapter Three). The individual involved in project delivery experiences

pressures from all sides, but in particular, as part of their role (and in maintaining their job) they

must strive to ensure the smooth delivery of a project, yet this could easily be confounded by

consultation requirements and public attitudes. In ETSA it was noted that public meetings could

get very 'ugly' (Interview 4 1999), and although the value of consultation was noted, one

Transport employee stated that'you've just got to be weary that people can...Iock the job up'

(Interview 24 1999). In an environmental review of Transport's processes, it was found that,

although government agencies perceived consultation to be good, the general public had low

confidence in the consultation process (DoT April 1997a).

A limited form of 'agenda control' which inhibits the external model of reform (refer Chapter

Three) was also evident. Although both organisations were also open to releasing information,

this was done with some caution. In the past, Transport was 'very reluctant to give out

information' (Interview 31 1999), and this may have been the cause of some of the conflicts and

protests in years gone by (refer Chapter Six). In the 1990s, contact with the public became

more personal and direct, but politically or commercially sensitive information would not be

released if there were directions at a higher government level (Interview 33 1999). Freedom of

Information legislation existed for public access to internal documents (Interview 31 1999), but

still in Transport, the release of information was not always to the extent required if a full

legislative EIS process had been triggered. It was noted in Transport for example,

'The organisation doesn't generally give out data to external groups because we are the decision-

makers' (Interview 31 1999).

'We're fairly careful with what we hand out' to minimise 'flare up' of issues ...'There's a fair bit
or power within the agency as to what you tell people and what information you release'

(Interview 20 1999).
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Internal reports were also not widely dispersed because of the costs involved (although

individuals could request the information) (Interview 33 1999). At the same time, it was noted

by one Transport employee: 'I don't know that I've ever found myself in that position where I
have knowingly...withheld stuff because I know that by releasing it it wiII iust inflame

something or make something worse...' (Interview 20 1999). The control of information in

ETSA did not appear so obvious.

The potential for 'co-optation' which can also inhibit the external model of reform (refer Chapter

Three), was difficult to judge because the intentions of both organisations for including external

participants into meetings and workshops were not evident. Obviously a balance of assessment

needs to be made here. On the one hand, there are calls for greater community participation in

EIA and planning through meetings and involvement in workshops, yet on the other, if this

participation occurs, the organisations could be criticised for attempting to co-opt potentially

hostile parties. Both organisations did however, appear genuine in their attempts to consult

with external parties (refer also Chapter Nine).

8.4 POWER AND INFLUENCE IN EIA & PROIECT DELIVERY

As already alluded to, effective communication in EIA and planning is also closely allied with

the degree of power or authority one has in the decision-making process, which in turn is

related to attitudes and values and accountability in the process. The questionnaire participants

were asked how much influence they believed both internal and external groups had on the EIA

and planning process, and the results are presented in Figure (8.3) which compares

communication effectiveness with degree of influence (mean scores), and Table (8.4) which

presents frequency distributions. Answers to the question about influence could be either: no

influence (score=1); limited influence (score=2);moderate influence (score=3); major influence

(score=4); or uncertain (score=5).

DIMENSION 2.3 PARTICIPANT INFLUENCE IN EIA

2.3.1 Are all internal groups involved in EIA perceived to have an influence on the EIA and planning
process?

Are environmental staff in particular, perceived to have the power to influence, change or prevent

environmentally inappropriate projects?

ls the organisational culture open to influence from external groups such as the public and
conservation groups?

2.3.2

2.3.3
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8.4.1 Influence of Internal Groups

Enztironmentøl Stølf

As illustrated in Figure (8.3), the influence of environment staff was perceived to be very high

in Transport (and higher than in ETSA). In fact, in Transport the group believed to have the

greatest influence in EIA and planning was the environmental group6 (followed closely by

planning staff), whereas in ETSA, project managers were believed to have the most influence.

This difference in influence of environment staff between the organisations reflects findings in

Chapter Seven; that is, the role of ETSA's environment staff in project development was less

formal and consistent, whereas Transport's environment staff had formal and consistent roles in

the project delivery process (eSby the formal environmental clearance of projects). Transport's

landscape staff were also perceived to have a relatively high influence, although this was lower

than beliefs about their communication effectiveness (which was high), and individual

perceptions varied (eg ITVo thought they had'limited influence' and26Vo'moderate influence').

However, the focus here is on the role of environment staff in EIA and planning.

Transport ETSA
ExtêrnalExtemalnlema ntêma

4

35

3

25

2

1.5

- 

Ç6¡¡tt¡iç¿1is¡ -E- 
lnfluence

Key: l=no influence; 2=limited influence; 3=moderate influence; 4=major influence
Communication: 2=limited effectiveness; 3=moderate effectiveness; 4=ver\ effective

Figure 8.3: Perceived influence of internal and e_xternal groups in EIA.and planning_i

coñrparison of means (Influence: missing value=5; communication: missing values 1; 5)

6Ho*"uer, as found by Petts et aL (1999), these results may be biased given the aim of the questionn aite (ie iI
could be considered socially unacceptable to respond otherwise, or it may be an indication of participants giving

the answer that they expect should be given)'

ËË$ËEËEågËËË ËË8ËE Ë3Ë
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Table 8.4: Perceived Influence of internal and external groups in EIA and Planning: frequency
distributio ns (Vo) (shaded numbers=largest grouping)

TRANSPORT ETSA
No

nce I ce I uence uence LLence LLence

2 2 7 0 28 28

INTERNAL GROUPS

Planninq Staff

lnvironment Staff 0 2 14 0 28 28

Section/Branch Managers 2 29 29 29 0 28 28 28

rroiect Manaqers 2 7 36 0 0 42

fesion Staff 4 26 39 22

-andscape Staff 0 17 26 51

EXTERNAL GROUPS

Sonsultants 4 9 26 29 0 14 71 14

Government Aqencies 2 19 34 17 0 42 0

Oonservation Groups 2 26 26 26 0 42 14 28

General Public 0 22 26 0 14 14

* Remaining Vo refers to those participants who selected 'uncertain' or did not respond

The belief that the influence of environmental officers was slightly higher on average than

communication effectiveness (Figure 8.3) indicates that other factors were at work in the

decision-making process. These factors relate to the sources of power available to environment

staff (refer Chapter Three), and their means of influence (ie how they sought to achieve

change). In the latter case, Hellriegel et al defined eight ways of influencing decision-making

encapsulating:

. rational persuasion (use of logical arguments and factual evidence);

. ìnspirational appeal (appeal to values, ideals to arouse enthusiasm);

. consultation (seek participation in planning a strategy or activity);

. ingratiation (attempt to create favourable mood before making request);

. exchange (offer an exchange of favours, benefits, or promise to reciprocate at later time);

o personal appeal (appeal to feelings of loyalty or friendship);

. coalition (seek to establish legitimacy of request by claiming authority or by verifying

consistency with policies, practices or traditions); and

. pressure (use demands, threats or persistent reminders) (Hellriegel et al1995: p510).

Some of the approaches used by environmental staff were already noted to in the previous

section on communication in EIA (iebeing 'moderate'in behaviour). With the exception of
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'pressure' influences (although this could be used), all of these means for influence appeared to

be adopted, particularly in Transport. There was 'fational persuasion' (eg communication in

'technical, sensible and reasonable terms' and 'speaking the same language'), 'coalition' (eg

referring to legislative requirements such as Aboriginal heritage legislation and the need to

comply; this gave greater legitimacy to the role of environment staff) (Interview 12 1999),

'ingratiation' and 'exchange' (see below), 'personal appeal' (eg the'buddy system' noted in

ETSA), 'consultation' (eg negotiation and compromise, involvement of staff in the development

of Transport's Environment Strategic Plan), and 'inspirational appeal'. In this latter case for

example, it was about 'making people appreciate that to consider the environmental

issues,...will not only ...be quite easy to do...but [will also] enhance the overall project, and

that'Il look good for them...' (Interview 12 1999).

As was the case in some organisations in the United States (Taylor 1984) (refer Chapter Three),

environment staff used their influence to seek incremental changes via a process of 'mutual

accommodation' which resulted in more fundamental change over a long period of time

(Interview 13 lggg). As an old Chinese proverb goes: 'It is possible to move a mountain by

carrying away small stones'. Influence in this respect was all about compromise and making a

project as environmentally sound as possible without losing credibility in the organisation. In

Transport:

'[one of the environmental officers] has bent over backwards sometimes to be accommodating

on projects...because he obviously believes in what he's doing... He's prepared to make that

extia bit ofeffort to encourage other people, to help other people.

He's got that mannér... He's been from what I would say from an engineering point of
view, ...realistIc about his requirements... He's allowed a little bit of latitude and...done that in

such a way that's kept the cõntractors and our own site staff on side rather than sayrng,'oh

another one of those-bloody greenies coming along and telling us how to run the iob...' He has

actually fittedin and emphasised...with people he's trying to change the habits of (Interview 18

1999).

Because of this communication approach (characterised by rational, exchange, ingratiation, and

consultation means of influence), the environment officer managed to achieve a gteatet level of

environmental protection (during construction of a major project) than might otherwise have

been the case if resentment towards his approach had transpired (eg if he had used 'pressure' as

a means of influence).

These means of influence are also closely related to the sources of power examined in Chapter

Three, and the sources most relevant to Transport and ETSA environment staff are summarised

in Table (8.5), which also relate to their roles in EIA (refer Chapter Seven). 'With formal roles

in 'report review', 'planning' (albeit as advisors only), and 'system monitoring', Transport's

environment staff appeared to draw from all of these power resources to some degree

(particularly legitimate authority with their formal environmental clearance role). Because they
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had multiple sources of power, the potential for resistance and conflict, if they relied solely on

legitimate authority and procedutes (ie pressure influence), was reduced.

Table 8.5: Types of power available to environment staff in EIA and decision-making within
Transport and ETSA (dehnitions of power from Kanter 1982; Hellriegel et al 1995; Bolman and Deal 1997)

TYPE OF POWER TRANSPORT ETSA

Rewards/Resou rces
(ie rewarding desirable
behaviour)

Yes
Environmental clearance is a form of
'reward' for planners/designers when
doino the 'rioht'thinq

No

Coercive
(ie ability to constrain, block,
intedere, punish such as closer
supervision, tighter enforcement
of rules)

Yes
Environmental clearance (eg delaying
or preventing a project from going
ahead)

No

Legitimate AuthoritY or
Position
(le ability to influence because of
position in hierarchy, or
legitimate power of insPector to
shut down production

Yes
Strategy group relatively high in the
hierarchy (where projects developed;
budgets allocated; access to
executive). Operation grouP has
legitimate authority to refuse
environmental clearance (although this
has never been done to date). This
authority is given to them by the EIA
and olannino procedures

Partly
Previously located high in
hierarchy at corporate level, but
status has since been reduced,
and no formal authority in decision-
making for project develoPment
such as transmission lines (but can
advise)

Expe rt
(if expertise essential and
unique, there will be more Power)

staff.

Yes
Expeftise generally unique to this group
but can also be provided by consultants

Unknown
Depends on individual (but apparent
with the ability of environmental officer
to'accommodate' and communicate
noted earl

unique to this group
provided by consultants

Yes
Expertise
but often

Referent or Personal
(eg charisma, passion, energy,
articulative skills; abilitY to
influence as result of being liked
or

Unknown
Depends on individual but apparent
with 'buddy system' and abilitY to
'speak the same language' as other
off icers

Decision-Making or'seat
at the table'
(individuals or groups acquire
power to the extent that theY can
affect some part of the decision-
making process and control the
agenda)

Yes (Limited)
Planning procedures provide formal
mechanisms for input at various stages
in the planning/ElA process (including
scoping of issues which is a form of
agenda control), but limited staff
numbers restrict ability to have 'seat at
the table' in all

Yes
Links to project planning staff due to
previous co-location. Relations with
external Environment Department, EIA
Branch, other environmental
organisations

Limited
Lack of formal mechanism to bring
environmental staff into agenda
decisions and decision-making (for
transmission development), but in
more recent years, environment
staff attend meetings regularlY
from an earlv staqe

Network
(ability to get cooperation in
tasks. lf there are connecting
links with other individuals and
groups, result will be more Power)

Yes
lnternal'buddy system'; relations
with external Environment
Department, EIA Branch, other
environmental organisations
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However, perceptions about whether environmental staff in Transport could actually use their

formal authority to refuse environmental clearance for a project varied. Several interview

participants in Transport (n=11) believed that the environmental group did have the power to

stop a project. This was 'perceived power', which in turn influences the behaviour of

planners/designers in doing the 'right'thing to avoid sanctions from the environmental group.

Yet others believed that their'actual' power was limited (Interview 25 1999; Interview 2O 1999;

Interview 29 1999; Interview 44 1999; Interview 5l 1999). Despite the role of formal

environmental clearance (and implied authority), the power to stop a project in this respect was

believed to be constrained by higher management levels, and decisions could ultimately be over-

ridden by the executive and the government (Interview 121999; Interview 29 1999; Interview

44 19gg). If blocking a project, the environmental officer challenges the fundamental mission

of the organisation and runs the risk of being perceived as 'disloyal' and hence, being bypassed

at earlier stages of the planning process when they can have the most influence (refer also

Chapter Seven). Thus, the role of environmental clearance in Transport, despite implying the

power to stop a project, was perceived to be merely a formality, and major constraints on a

project came more from outside parties (eg regarding an Aboriginal heritage site), rather than

from internal ones (Interview 561999).

In contrast to Transport, the limited roles of ETSA's environment staff noted in Chapter Seven

(ie ad hoc'planning' role, no formal 'report review' or environmental clearance roles), meant

that less sources of power were available to tbem (ie they lacked rewardshesources power,

coercive power, legitimate authority, and decision-making authority; hence their lower level of

influence in EIA and planning). The main source of power available to ETSA's environment

officers appeared to be 'network' power (ie the'buddy system' noted earlier), and 'expert'

power. ETSA's environment staff were, according to one employee, the'resident ...library'

(Interview 8 1999), and it was suggested that the external EIA branch of the then Department of

Environment and Planning (DEP) actually had more of an influence on EIA for transmission

projects than the internal environmental officers (Interview 4 1999) (refer also Chapter Nine).

This suggests that the external model of reform had a greater influence on ETSA than the

internal model. Unlike Transport's staff, ETSA's environmental staff also had no perceived or

actual power to delay, stop, or significantly modify a project, and were sometimes brought into

the planning and EIA process at a stage which was too late for them to have any influence, even

in an informal advisory capacity (Interview 21999). Nonetheless, their influence was still

perceived to be highef on average than the influence of external groups.

The Influence of Project Mønøgets, Plønners and Designerc in EIA

Planning staff in Transport were perceived to have a similar level of influence to environmental

staff (75Vo of participants noting a 'major influence' for planning staff compared to 18Vo for
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environment staff) (refer back to Table 8.4). This is not surprising given that EIA forms a main

component of the planner's role in choosing alternatives for projects in the planning

investigations process (refer Chapter Seven). This result compares to 28Vo in ETSA who

believed that planners had a'major influence', and instead, the project managers were believed

to have the most influence. The perceived influence of Transport's project managers was

mixed, with 43Vo indicating a 'major influence', 367o indicating a 'moderate influence', and9%o

indicating 'no or limited influence'. The influence of road design staff in Transport was

believed to be less overall than all groups including external participants such as the general

public (only 227o believed they had a'major influence'on the planning and EIA process, and

26Vo believed they had a 'limited influence'). This lower result may be because the

questionnaire was targeted at the 'planning' and EIA phase, whereas detailed design is often

undertaken after this phase (although more recently this is undertaken simultaneously to meet

rigid construction timetables).

Perceptions about communication effectiveness again did not always match perceptions about

the degree of influence in EIA for planners, designers and project managers in both

organisations. In Transport, influence was frequently perceived to be higher on average than

communication effectiveness (for planning, section managers, and project managers) (indicative

of higher power sources), and lower for design staff, and landscape staff (indicative of less

power sources). In ETSA, however, the degree of influence was perceived to be less than

communication effectiveness in all cases for internal groups. This again, suggests factors other

than communication at work such as power sources in the decision-making process' Moreover,

the more in-depth interviews indicated that, as was the case for environmental staff, the overall

influence of other EIA participants was constrained in reality.

Ultimately, the power for decision-making on projects in Transport lay with the original 'client'

who developed the project and provided the money (for example, the regions or Strategic

Investment Management Group), or with the Executive Managerial Committee in ETSA which

was responsible for budget allocations. For major projects such as the Southern Expressway

(see Chapter Nine), it was often a political decision, and these political pressures (in the absence

of full understanding of environmental implications) have been known to indirectly cause

environmental damage at construction stages. For example, political pressures on ETSA to

construct a transmission line project at the wrong time of year caused major erosion problems

despite the concerns of employees:

'Everything went through at the wrong time of year, through all these croplands and very

sensiiive sõils, and they blew it away. Dunes of sand just blew way, hundreds of acres all over

this cropland...where lhe tower was [the sand] just blew away. I mean ...tower footings,.'.big

towers, ...they have [concrete] footings...in the ground about the size of this roof height in the

ground or fuither... I could actually stand up next to those footings, and...my head was below

ihere the top of that footage should be sitting on the ground. In other words, it had eroded

away that much...and if something had hit it, [the tower] would have toppled...and they

[construction people] just sort of go "help".
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And then they went through all these high rainfall areas in the middle of winter.

[Letters were written] saying don't do this, you are going to cause huge problems, but...its the

political minister saying get the project done so they can score a point before an

election...always a problem...and that's what we have a lot of (Interview 2 1999).

In past years, Ministers had little role in the project development process (in both organisations)

and more than likely 'rubber-stamped' everything (Interview 16 1999). But in the last two

decades, political pressures were significant in both organisations, and within this context,

employees involved in project delivery had limited authority. It was noted in Transport for

instance:

'In today's environment I suspect that ...engineers don't get the opportunity to be involved in
construction projects, or if they do its in a very subordinate role...[They] certainly wouldn't be

given the authority and responsibility for millions of dollars worth of road works. They are

*ithin a regime of administrative requirements far beyond, way beyond anything that we ever

had' (Interview 63 1999).

This contrasts with the 1960s when construction and planning engineers had a lot of authority

and hands on experience (refer Chapter Six), and the decline in authority \üas a result of several

factors. In addition to political pressures, this included increasing financial constraints and

government bids for efficiency (compared to the 'millionaire' days in the 1950s), the adoption

of the project management approach and the creation of 'service providers' which meant a loss

of power (as noted previously). It was noted by one Transport engineer that'vocal peopb from

service provider units...tend to get overridden a little bit by concerns about schedule and

produc in g w orking on time' (Interview 3 4 1999).

Planners and designers in both organisations had the authority to select appropriate alternatives

or mitigation measures in the project development process (in consultation with other

stakeholders), but this authority existed within a predefined scope set down by the higher level

groups noted above. If a project arose with significant environmental issues, most interview

participants noted that they would make recommendations advising against the project (or

requesting major changes) and by doing so, would thus'discharge their duty' (lntetview 34

lggg). But beyond this, they could do little else. As noted by one Transport engineer: 'I don't

think it would matter how much I jumped up and down and screamed...that would have no

impact'(Interview 30 1999), whilst another felt'like a little minnow'(Interview 38 1999), and

another indicated that they 'could make noises,' but they lacked the authority and the 'clout' to

have any effect (Interview 48 1999).

Broader alternative solutions to problems, such as improving public transport systems, were

also outside the scope of the Transport department's sphere of influence, and control of this

arena resided with the private sector following the privatisation process in 1999. Thus,

although demand management were also serious options in both organisations, EIA outcomes

are focused more on incremental modifications, including transmission or road alignment
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changes and/or the adoption of environmental mitigation measures. In this respect, even though

environmental values may have been internalised within engineers/technical officers (ie the

notion of 'professional control'), they have limited flexibility within which to develop an

environmentally sound project in the event that it requires a major change beyond their sphere of

influence (Interview 4 1999; Interview 8 1999; Interview 18 1999: Interview 2O 1999;

Interview 24 1999; Interview 29 1999; Interview 3O 1999; Interview 33 1999; Interview 34

7999;Interview 38 1999; Interview 39 1999; Interview 441999; Interview 51 1999). This is

consistent with Ortolano's statement that:

'...professional control, by itself, may lead to an environmental study, but if study

reiommendations are not consistent with the project proponent's development agenda, the

professionals concerned about the environment may be unwilling or unable to act on those

recommendations' (Ortolano 1993: p359)'

The constraints on making the 'best' choices indicates the need for Strategic Environmental

Assessment (SEA) at the higher policy and plan levels and problem resolution stage, but as

noted in Chapter Seven, this was not occurring in either organisation. This limited authority

for some employees was a 'morale flattener' (Interview 29 1999), and individuals dealt with

this in different ways. One noted, 'I would probably hide my head in the sand' (Interview 38

1pgg), whilst another dealt with it by 'depersonalising' it (Interview 34 1999). That is, if the

action goes against personal values, the individual will ease their conscience by disowning the

agency's action and distancing themselves from it. As a result, 'there's [not] a lot of people

who are standing up and tying themselves 1o a tree...and saying..."this proiect has a maior

impact ...1'm refusing to be a part of it"' (Interview 20 1999)'

The interviews also suggested that project managers in both organisations \ryere seen to have

more power to make decisions than 'service providers' or business units (such as planners or

designers). This is despite the questionnaire results which indicated that project managers in

Transport had less influence on average than planners and environmental officers.

Theoretically, project managers had more sources of power available to them in the overall

project delivery process. Planners and designers have 'network power', a 'seat at the table',

and 'expertise power', but project managers also had:

'position power' (le formal authority to direct and coordinate the overall project delivery);

'coercive power' (le influence in the scoping of planning or design work, and the ability to

block certain decisions/requests such as a costly mitigation measure - although they could

still be swayed by other parties to incorporate these measures);

'resources power' (le control of budget decisions within the framework provided by higher

strategic groups); and

'access and control of agenda' power' (ie a'seat at the table').

a

o

o

o
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Essentially, the power of project managers came down to the fact that they were 'holders of the

purse strings'(Interview 33 1999), and rigid construction time-frames and tight budgets can

result in a culture of high stress for these groups. The project manager was ultimately

accountable (and had greater accountability than functional groups) for the timing, costs and

quality of a project's delivery (including EIA), and hence, had a great deal of influence on the

outcomes (Interview 16 1999; Interview 31 1999). The project managers also tended to be

publicly visible icons of responsibility and accountability. This visibility may provide an

incentive for project managers to ensure compliance with environmental requirements identified

during the planning and EIA stages, particularly with the potential for criminal liability for

employees under the Environment Protection Act. The greater public visibility is also

significant given that public servants have traditionally been anonymous, and responsibility for

decision-making blurred. One Transport employee noted that this approach was '4 high risk

strategy... because traditionally we haven't done that sort of thing. We've been anonymous

public servants...there's this person there, a human being, not iust some huge anonymous

departmenr...' (Interview 62 1999).

In ETSA the lines of authority of project managers appeared clear with the project managers

having the most influence in the project delivery process, but in Transport, the lines of authority

in practice were not entirely clear, particularly the balance of power between functional

managers (eg planning or design section managers), project managers, and environment staff.

In some cases, functional managers still had a lot of power. A Transport employee noted:

'what's happening at the moment... lets say we get a planning investigation done [which
includes elÀ1, *re functional manager is still effectively running that to alarge degree, [and]
saying [to the project manager] "...well you're going to hqve to scope us $300,000", the

projeCt manager says "no I want 8100,000" and the functional manager says, "lto I'm going to
clo it this way..lhat's the way we've always done it..." so its a fight' (Interview 62 1999)'

It was also noted that'if you've got an environmental person saying you should do one thing,

the project manager saying do the other, there's no clear line of authority as to who's decision it

is to make'(Interview 621999). Ultimately it depended on the style of approach adopted by the

project manager which varied (Interview 621999). Transport's project managers were not able

to directly control the outputs of the planning and EIA pÍocess, nor override standards or

environmental issues, but they could attempt to balance the environmental issues in getting the

project off the ground (Interview 62 1999). In a softer approach to project management, some

project managers gave functional managers and groups (as the experts in planning, EIA and/or

design) more influence, and hence these project managers would be better described as project

'coordinators'; whilst other project managers adopted a harder approach with greater decision-

making control (Interview 621999). It was noted by one manager:

''We can have [power]. Its a matter of how we use that... I think I would like to see our role as

facilitating thole processes, not making the decisions. But from experience, ...the crunch

comes where he says this, she says that, he says that. Somebody's got to make the decision.
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So we do make decisions, and so we can influence that strongly...people can challenge it,
but...different project managers use that to different degrees...' (Interview 16 1999).

Given the strong influence of project managers in both organisations (and the potential control

over the communication process noted earlier), their attitudes towards environmental issues is

again particularly important. All of the project managers involved in the survey gave 'moderate'

priority to the environment (ie eqlal to other technical or economic issues), and it was believed

that if they ignored EIA or environmental factors, they 'were putting their own heads on the

block'(Interview 33 1999). As noted by one participant, 'things do come back to bite you'

(Interview 16 1999) which relates in part to the greater 'visibility' of project managers.

Moreover, like other participants in the EIA process, project managers in both organisations did

not have full authority to make major decisions about changes to a project's scope (particularly

if they involved large costs), and, like the planners and designers, they must work within the

project boundaries defined by the upper echelons or 'clients'. In this sense, planning and EIA

comes at a relatively late stage when crucial decisions have already been made, and these

decisions are made with no or limited environmental assessment. One project manager in

Transport noted, for instance:

'I'm...really working for other people as well...people who are funding the project [Strategic
Investment Management Group: SIMGI and...for one of the regions'.. They've got to be happy

with it. What I'm doing more and more with those hard decisions is referring it to those

two....if it affects the outcome.
I should say to the region, "well I can let you have a bit of road that will be a little bit

safer...but it takes out these trees; or [the road] will have to wind around the trees, but you get

to keep the trees. What do you think about that?"
L..say to SIMG people..."1 can go through these trees and deliver it at the cost you've

given me, o, I can save the trees but ít will cost you an extra 20Vo, are you prepared to pay..."

So I mean its fobbing off my responsibility a little bit, but I do tend to refer to others'
(Interview 16 1999).

Thus, effective EIA and planning also depends on the attitudes and values of these other groups

who are removed from the day-to-day operations of EIA (i¿ SIMG and the Regions or

Executive in ETSA). Overall, however, one engineer noted that the chances for modifying a

project's scope for environmental reasons in Transport was considered very good (Interview 20

lggg), and there did not appear to be any problems in ETSA (re most requests to higher

management regarding project and budget changes were granted) (Interview 4 1999).

However, economic factors have been a major influence in adopting the 'best' solution during

EIA for some projects in both organisations, and this is discussed in Chapter Nine.

8.4.2Influence of External Groups

Figure (8.3) presented earlier illustrates that in ETSA, as was the case for communication

effectiveness, the influence of external groups on the planning and EIA process (including
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government agencies, conservation groups and the general public) was believed to be less on

average than the influence of internal groups. The influence of external groups in Transport

was also generally believed to be less than internal groups, with the exception of section

managers, and design staff whose influence was believed to be less on average than all groups

including external groups. As for internal group trends, there was inconsistency between

beliefs about communication effectiveness and the degree of influence a group had in EIA and

planning (with the exception of consultants and government agencies in Transport, and

conservation groups in ETSA). Generally in ETSA, communication effectiveness was

perceived to be higher on average than the degree of influence, with similar trends in Transport

(with the exception of the general public where influence was perceived to be slightly higher on

average than communication effectiveness). 'l'he general public was considered by ETSA to

have the lowest influence in EIA.

The influence of external groups was also generally perceived on average to be higher in

Transport than in ETSA, and 427o and 57Vo in ETSA believed that conservation groups and the

general public respectively had limited influence on the EIA and planning process (compared to

26Vo and22Vo respectively in Transport). This suggests that ETSA participants did not perceive

themselves to be as open to external influence in the planning and EIA process when compared

to Transport, which is interesting given the apparently greater emphasis attributed to serving the

'public interest' noted in Chapter Six. At the same time, however, the recent corporatisation of

ETSA and the increasing focus on the profit ethos may have changed this approach as ETSA

began to operate in a similar manner to a private company in preparation for its privatisation.

The lower influence of external groups in both organisations probably stems from the late stage

of public consultation in both organisations noted earlier, with a focus on public input in

refining a pre-existing project and getting its acceptance. The lower influence also probably

stems from the 'halcyon' days of engineering and planning noted in Chapter Six, when both

organisations were the 'experts' and provided a product that much of the community obviously

wanted (ie road access and electricity). It was noted: 'in the pastl we haven't really listened [to

the public...there is a certain amount of truth in that'(Interview 18 1999), yet consistent with

the improvements in communication effectiveness, the culture of responsiveness to external

groups was also improving. It was noted in Transport for instance:

'Probably over the last l5-20 years,...the public voice has been...taken on board more seriously

than evei... and I think the larger group of voices is probably starting to have, or can have...an

impact now, where in the past it didn't where it was just a single voice... On the Expressway

[project]...the alignment was shifted because of public concern. So that's the degree of impact

it can have, where it can actually cause ... reconsideration of alignments.

[Public pressure] has become a fairly powerful tool..,and its something...we just can't

ignore... So...they are playing quite a major role in a lot of the decision-making that's going

oi... t think its only [in] recent years where the community has realised...if they group

together [in] some sort of force, someone's going to have to listen to them' (Interview 29

1999).
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Moreover, the very fears noted earlier by Transport and ETSA engineers that the community

could block a project (Section 8.3), indicates that the public can have a significant influence if
pressure becomes substantial. As suggested by the above quote, this influence tends to depend

on how much use the community makes of the different power sources described earlier, and

this in turn depends on the size and 'decibel rating' (or their ability to make noise) of the group

(Doyle pers. comm. 1998).

It was believed in Transport, that all public concerns should be given equal weighting and that

individuals as well as groups have a voice (Interview 23 1999; Interview 3l 1999), but in

reality, large groups (particularly if they have the ear of the government) tended to be listened to

more (Interview 18 1999; Interview 20 1999). Thus, although the general public lacked

'legitimate authority' to make decisions, and their'seat at the table' was more constrained than

internal groups, by drawing from 'network power' sources and forming a group, other sources

of power become available or more effective, such as' coercive' power (in the form of threats to

block a project and lobby the government), and 'reward' power (ie if you do the 'right' thing by

us, we won't work to block the project). This also depended on the amount of 'noise' this

group could make, and the degree of 'referent' power available (ie the ability and 'charisma' of

the group to communicate effectively and successfully lobby the organisation and/or

government).

Even a small community group can influence a project if they have sufficient referent power and

enough 'clout' with government (Interview 18 1999). Some evidence of this is provided in

Volume II of this thesis (the project case studies), but in Transport, two projects were

frequently referred to in the interviews which indicated the degree of public influence through

the formation of small groups. This included the proposal to upgrade Portrush Road (an arterial

road), which was considered a safety hazard and one of the 'worst roads in Adelaide'

(Interview 41 1999). Because of a minority, but powerful, community that did not want the

road widened (ie it involved the loss of some trees and an upgrade would attract more freight

traffic), the project was deferred for several years and still has not been upgraded (Interview 24

7999;Interview 41 1999; Interview 45 1999; Interview 50 1999). This community, although a

small one, had strong influence with the local council, and in turn, the local council has

significant influence on some road developments. It was noted by a Transport employee for

instance, that'if councils won't sign off on a scheme...you'd be loath to go ahead with it... It

would be very rare that we go ahead with a scheme against council.. Councils are becoming

more powerful...' (Interview 16 1999).

The other project frequently referred to in Transport the was the Cross Roads upgrade which

suggested an increasing culture of 'openness' and 'responsiveness' to the general public (eg
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Interview 3O 1999; Interview 45 I999;Interview 50 1999). Originally the local community was

against the upgrade due to loss of trees and safety issues (a similar scenario to the Portrush

Road saga), but Transport wanted the community to get on board and to 'own the project'

(Interview 50 199). Through a process of compromise, Transport was able to upgrade the

project because they provided incentives to the community which is a form of 'reward power'to

win over opposition. These incentives included the planting of mature trees and provision of

access bays to improve safety, and the project, which received an award, was considered by the

Department and apparently by the community, as a success story in working together (Interview

30 lggg). Landscaping was considered to be a 'selling' point hence its greater importance in

more recent years. As a result, the Transport Minister expected the project to be a benchmark

for other arterial road projects (Interview 30 1999), and greater efforts were being made to

facilitate the Portrush Road project and to accommodate community concerns. More about the

influence of the public and other external groups is presented in Chapter Nine.

8.5 PERCEPTIONS ABOUT EIA OUTCOMES

Given the residual resistance to EIA (albeit minor), the emphasis on moderation and

compromise in communication and decision-making, the political and budgetary constraints,

and the limited authority of some groups, what were the perceptions about EIA outcomes in

practice? The main evaluation of EIA in practice is conducted in Chapter Nine in terms of large

projects of major environmental significance, but survey participants were also asked in the

questionnaire what their beliefs were about EIA effectiveness in terms of:

preventing environmentally unfriendly projects from being proposed to begin with;

modifying and improving project design;

choosing appropriate alternatives ;

providing appropriate management measures;

addressing public concerns;

addressing the concerns of other government agencies; and

reducing project costs in the long run.

Answers could be in the form of either: not effective (score=1), limited effectiveness (score=2),

moderately effective (score=3), very effective (score=4), or uncertain (score=5). The results

are presented in Figure (8.4) which presents mean responses, and in Table (8.6) which

summarises frequency distributions.

a

a

a

a

a

a
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Figure 8.4: Perceptions about EIA effectiveness in
Transpoit and ETSA: comparison of means (missing value=5)

Table 8.6: Perceptions about EIA effectiveness in
Transport and ETSA: frequency distributions (7o) (shaded numbers=largest group)

TRANSPORT ETSA
Nof

Effect.
Ltd

Effect
Mod.

Effect.
Verv
Effect

Uncertain Nof
Effect.

Ltd
Effect.

Mod,
Effect.

Verv
Effeãt

Uncertain

Prevention 14 17 14 0 28 28 0

lmorove Desion 2 14 36 4 0 0 42 0

Alternatives 2 17 2 0 14 28 0

Manaqement 2 12 36 I 0 0 42 0

rublic Concerns 0 4 39 9 0 0 0 0

Aoencv Concerns 7 9 29 19 0 0 42 0

Fleduce costs 12 31 19 2 0 28 0 14

Some of the results are consistent with those noted in the International Study of Effectiveness

which evaluated successes in EIA (Sadler 1996: p85). However, compared to the international

study, a higher percentage of participants in this research (relative to Sadler's research) tended

to select 'very effective' in terms of the incorporation of management/mitigation measures and in

-E\.tr
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choosing alternatives.T The key points to note in the questionnaire results for Transport and

ETSA are that:

o

o

a

o

in both organisations, although there were variations in scores, the means scores for most

EIA outcomes were around'moderately effective' particularly for Transport;

the average effectiveness scores in ETSA were generally higher than those in Transport

(with the exception of considering alternatives which was the same on average), and the

majority in ETSA frequently considered EIA to be 'very effective' (ie for prevention,

management and the consideration of agency and public concerns) (this is interesting given

that EIA performance was actually slightly stronger in Transport: refer Chapter Nine);

both organisations (average scores) rated EIA effectiveness to be lowest in terms of

reducing project costs in the long term;

both organisations believed that EIA was most effective in addressing public concetns (63Vo

in Transport believed it was at least 'moderately effective'; whilst lÙOVo in ETSA believed it

was 'very effective');8 and

in Transport, the consideration of alternatives, incorporation of management measures, and

the improvement of design were all considered to be of similar effectiveness (and just above

'moderately effective'), whilst in ETSA perceptions varied, and EIA was believed to be

more effective as a management and design tool, than one for considering and choosing the

most appropriate alternative.

a

Although large numbers of participants believed that EIA was 'very effective' in some

outcomes, the need for some improvements in EIA was indicated by a small proportion of

individuals who believed that EIA was of 'no or limited effectiveness'. This was particularly

the case in Transport in terms of design (16%o believed EIA was of 'no or limited

effectiveness'), the consideration of alternatives (197o), the incorporation of management

measures (147o), and in particular, preventing environmentally unsound projects from being

proposed to begin with (3 IVo compared to 28Vo in ETSA). It was noted in ETSA for instance,

that although environmental issues were regarded seriously,'everything you do is a

compromise' (Interview 3 1999; Interview 4 1999), whilst in Transport it was argued that'the

environment has got to be compromised for the fact that we're building a road there..' So

straight away you're compromising the environment... You can never say the environment is

7 Although the questions were phrased differently, Sadler (1996) found that only ïVo of study participants

believed that advice on the selection of alternatives was 'very successful' in EIA, and that l2%o believed that EIA
was 'very successful' in identifying appropriate mitigation measures. This compares with 397o in Transport and

2BVo inETSA who considered that the selection of alternatives in EIA was 'very effective', and 36Vo in Transport

and 57Vo in ETSA who believed that the incorporation of management measures was 'very effective'.
SThis result, which suggests a high public influence in ETSA, contradicts the results in the previous section

which indicated a lovrpublic influence on the EIA process in ETSA. This suggests that ETSA participants

considered that the genèral public were not directly involved in making decisions (hence the perceived low
influence), but that tñeir concerns were adequately addressed by ETSA in the EIA process (ie aform of indirect
influence).
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never compromised' (lnterview 441999). The relatively low performance in'prevention' (le

the rule of anticipation) was probably because, as noted earlier, those employees involved at the

earliest stages in a project's conception (ie before its gets to the detailed planning stages) are not

directly involved in the EIA process. Thus, the lessons learned from the subsequent EIA

process cannot be taken advantage of, particularly if they are not fed back from planners,

designers, and construction participants. It should be noted, however, that ETSA has

undertaken a very limited form of environmental assessment at this early conception stage,

which may explain why a higher percentage in ETSA believed that 'prevention' was 'very

effective' (42Vo) (Interview 8 1999).

In addition to the questionnaire, interview participants were also asked to highlight any

successes or failures in the EIA process. The increasing internalisation of environmental values

within many employees was indicated by an eagerness to share stories of project successes

which had spread around the organisation, particularly in Transport. In Transport, success

stories tended to relate to visible icons of the environment such as trees, fauna, and heritage

issues as opposed to less visible pollution or'brown' issues. Successes referred to included the

protection of remnant native vegetation by modifying passing lanes on the Dukes Highway, the

Cross Road project noted earlier, protection of Aboriginal heritage sites, changes to the

Southern Expressway alignment due to community pressuÍe, and in ETSA, technical changes to

the Tungkillo-Cherry Gardens transmission line project (see Chapter Nine). A success story

frequently referred to in Transport was the protection of heritage areas and the habitat of a rare

Pygmy Blue Tong:ue Lizard (Interview 24 1999; Interview 33 1999; Interview 37 1999;

Interview 38 lggg,Interview 48 1999). For instance:

'A couple of years ago I [was involved in a] project up at Burra and it was sealing an unsealed

road and it went through aherilage area. It also went through an area that was known to be a

habitat of the Pygmy Blue Tongue flizard]...and that had a major impact on the way we set the

alignment up...that set some fairly tight constraints for us. We had to have lengthy
negotiations with [the] State Heritage branch and we got...an expert... involved with the

Pygmy Blue Tongue lizard to help us through.
We carried out surveys...lwhich] resulted in having to tighten up the alignment, and

...the Pygmy Blue Tongue lizard made the planning process for developing that alignment

fairly extensive. We had to just about tie it down to the nearest ...foot... before it went to
design and tell them"don't change this at all without consulting us" '

In terms of the heritage area we had to draw up a series of alignments, mediate on site

with council...and an architect representing the State Heritage Branch, and negotiate the

alignment and just keep developing schemes until we reached one that was agreeable to both
parties....It worked quite well' (Interview 24 1999).

Although there was some degree of frustration in making this project work, it was noted that

people, including senior employees ,had'gone out of their way to do the right thing' (Interview

38 1999), and the protection of the rarclizard appeared to have instilled some degree of pride

and ownership about the positive outcomes in this project (Interview 24 199; Interview 38

1999; Interview 44 1999). According to one employee, 'the department got afair bit of mileage

on that...It was an environmental issue and here we were working in harmony...They've got
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signs on the road telling about lr' (Interview 33 1999), whilst another noted 'there's a lot of bad

news these days, and something like that, it makes youfeel good" (Interview 48 1999).

At the same time, however, EIA outcomes were frequently compromised during construction

because of continued difficulties in controlling behaviour at this stage. Even though

construction employees (who were usually resistant to EIA) had virtually gone from Transport,

the problem now related to controlling outside contractors. Because the attitudes of contractors

at the construction stage were often beyond Transport's control and there were rarely any

financial penalties or incentives in contracts, contractors sometimes 'flouted' the department's

environmental requirements (Interview 18 1999). This was confounded by a lack of resources

in both organisations to closely monitor this stage. Nonetheless, non-compliance was to the

contractor's detriment because Transport was beginning to control their behaviour by not

selecting them for subsequent contracts. On one major project for instance, Transport:

'made it very clear to [the contractor] that one of the reasons they weren't successful...[on a

subsequent contractl was because of their [environmental] performance...and if they wanted to

pick up future contracts they needed to lift their game...I think that got the message through'
(Interview 18 1999).

This control on EIA and planning outcomes during the construction stage will become

increasingly stringent if both organisations formalise their environmental selection criteria for

contracts. This could be described as a form of 'competition control' to provide incentive for

better environmental performance, and in this sense, may be a possible addition to Ortolano ¿/

aI's (1987) original controls in EIA. Performance and outcomes at the construction stage may

also be enhanced due to the visibility of a project and the public 'mileage' that can be extracted

from doing a good job. For instance:

'the [construction] groups are getting pretty serious in...how they want to handle it...I mean

they have signs up..,"/re [contractor]...proudly...in coniunction with Transport,SA..." so if
people see them [the contractor] ploughing through and doing all the wrong things, they're
probably going to suffer from it anyway...they've got their own public face to look after'
(Interview 38 1999).

However, outcomes in EIA may still be compromised because the ramifications of not meeting

other requirements (eg budgetary or political pressures) are sometimes more serious and more

immediate. This relates to the notion of 'problem immediacy and seriousness' noted in Chapter

Two, and the greater the relevance and the seriousness of an issue (and its visibility) the greater

the chances for compliance. Ramifications for non-compliance with environmental

requirements can be serious (eg not getting an environmental permit to construct a bridge on

watercourses, or public backlash), but these can often be worked around. According to one

Transport employee:

'there are...other pressures, and those other pressures ... getting out there and getting contractors

started because its going to rain in a month and if you don't start work there are going to be
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claims and so we're driven often by time and cost and quality...and sometimes the

environmental issues get left behind, because its very easy to leave those out... If you let the

time stuff slip up, you may end up with a $100,000 claim from a contractor which'..you get

kicked in thJteeìh for down the track. Some of the environmental stuff, I mean if you make

major blunders, I guess you also get kicked in the teeth but it seems that its, because its a sorf

of a softer area or something...' (Interview 20 1999).

In other words, the sanctions for non-compliance with internal environmental requirements are

sometimes less than those for other areas such as failure to meet construction dates.

Compliance and EIA outcomes may also be hindered by the limited reward systems available

within the organisations (criterion 2.1.6). Although there was an Employee Recognition Award

Scheme in Transport, informal rewards and feedback for doing a good job in environmental

terms were rare in both organisations. This was because it was considered part of the job: 'lfs

taken for granted that environment's a part of the planning...why should you get rewardedfor it

when its part of the process'(Interview 24 1999). Nonetheless, rewards are important and are

incorporated into Transport's Environment Strategic Plan (refer Chapter Seven), and this

combined with the self-satisfaction of doing the 'right' thing such as in the Pygmy Blue Tongue

lizard scenario and Cross Roads project in Transport, may provide greater incentive to perform

in the EIA process in both organisations (Interview 20 1999; Interview 23 1999; Interview 50

t99e).

8.6 SUMMARY

Table (8.7) summarises performance in the culture dimension of the CCP framework' Clearly,

cultural change as a result of a new policy requirement such as EIA is not straightforward. Like

the adoption of an organisatio nal capability for EIA, cultural change was a gradual and

inconsistent process, and as was the case in the United States, there were indications of

resistance to the EIA requirement following its introduction, albeit in a minority which were

associated with traditional construction areas. As a result, EIA during the 1970s and 1980s,

was treated as an add-on and could be avoided in Transport at the 'hidden' cultural level. Thus,

despite the introduction of EIA, attitudinal change was not immediate and residuals of the

construction 'cowboy'cultures continued to be apparent in both organisations.

In the 1990s, with the adoption of a greater organisational capability and infrastructure to

implement EIA, attitudes had changed. Resistance towards EIA was low in both organisations

and most survey participants appeared to have internalised environmental values, or at least

incorporated the consideration of environmental factors, into their routines ('it was a part of

business') (criterion 2.1.1). Relative to the years prior to EIA's introduction, the results

suggest an increasing culture in both organisations of openness and responsiveness to EIA,

internal and external parties. However, due to a number of confounding factors such as
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political pressures and resource constraints, the organisational commitment to environmental

protection in practice was believed to be lower than intent (criterion 2.I.3).

Table 8.7: Comparison of performance in the culture for EIA in
Transport and ETSA (Dimension 2 of the CCP Framework)

2.1. ATTITUDES & VALUES
Trans. ETSA

2.1.1 and envt ronmental
nds ( te value it

0.5 0.5

2.1.2 Do employees
theorí?

perceive that the organisation has a strong environmental commitment ln 1 1

2.1.3 Do commitment is tn 0.5 0.5

2.1.4 Do employees believe that EIA is an important tool for achieving th.e organisation's
environméntal goals as opposed to simply improving organisational image or public

relations?

1 1

2.1.5 Are environment staff valued highly within the olganisation? 1 0.5

2.1.6 ls there a culture which rewards qood performance in EIA? 0 0

2.2 COMMUNICATION
Trans. ETSA

2.2.1 ls communication considered to be effective in the EIA and planning process between
all internal parties in EIA?

0.5 0.5

2.2.2 ls communication considered to effective particularly ment staff? 1 0.5

2.2.3 ls communication considered to be effective in the EIA and planning process between
the oroanisation and external parties?

0.5 0.5

2.2.4 ls EIA perceived to be a mechanism for improving coordination between the different
in the

0.5 0.5

2.2.5 ls the culture such that individuals are confident about expressing their opinions
concerning environmental factors in a peer g

contraru to the dominant perspective (re lack
roup situation, particularly if this opinion is
of qroupthink)?

0.5 1

2.3 INFLUENCE IN EIA Trans. ETSA

2.3.1 Are all internal groups involved in EIA perceived to have an influence on the EIA and
planning process?

0.5 0.5

2.3.2 Are environmental staff in padicular, perceived to have the power to influence, change
or prevent environmentally inappropriate projects?

0.5 0

2.3.3 2.3.3 ls the organisational culture open to influence from external groups such as the
public and conservation grouPs?

0.5 0.5
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As for the capability dimension, the overall performance in the culture dimension was stronger

in Transport in terms of the number of criteria at least partly addressed (92Vo in Transport

compared to 85Vo in Transport), although the difference between the number of criteria fully

addressed was less, and performance was limited (28%o of criteria fully addressed in Transport

compared to 2I7o in ETSA). Similar strengths in both organisations included the perceptions of

strong organisational commitment to environmental protection in theory (the rhetoric) (criterion

2.7.2), and the belief that EIA was an important tool for achieving organisational environmental

goals (criterion 2.1.4). Key differences included the slightly lower value attached to ETSA's

environment staff (criterion 2.1.5), and perceptions of lower communication effectiveness

(criterion 2.2.2), in part because ETSA's environment staff had a less crucial role in

influencing the EIA process.

Although environment staff were highly valued in both organisations (criterion 2.1.5), the

legitimate power and influence of environmental staff in Transport was higher than environment

staff in ETSA (criterion 2.3.2), thus the roles of ETSA's environment staff as change agents in

EIA and organisational change was less significant. That is, in ETSA there appeared to be a

greater reliance on external prompts for appropriate behaviour in EIA (the external model of

reform). At the same time, the influence of Transport's environment staff was primarily

achieved through the ability to be 'moderate' in behaviour and to demonstrate an ability to

compromise rather than by threats, and the level of 'actual' power to make major changes or to

prevent a project was constrained because, as was the case for other participants (criterion

2.3.1),Ministers and higher management levels had the final say in decision-making (which is

why criterion2.3.2 was only partly addressed).

Communication between the different functional groups in EIA and planning rwas generally

considered to be effective in both organisations, but criteria (2.2.I) and (2.2.4) were only

'partly addressed' because of some residual and underlying cultural tensions between functional

groups, and the presence of groupthink in a minority (criterion 2.2.5), particularly in Transport.

With the possible exception of conflict about overlaps in roles and hierarchical status (le

strategic versus operational groups), communication problems were less apparent in ETSA due

to the smaller numbers of people involved in EIA, and perhaps due to the fact that 'cultural

tensions' between groups were not as evident prior to EIA as they were in Transport (refer

Chapter Six).

Both organisations also had cultures which were initially closed to external parties such as the

general public. Yet in more recent years, with the development of a more'customer-responsive'

approach in government (refer Chapter Six and Seven), communication with outside parties was

considered to be effective by the majority. However, there was a general belief in both

organisations, particularly in ETSA, that this communication was less effective than
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communication with internal groups (although there were some exceptions) which explains why

this criterion was only partly addressed. The lower effectiveness in communication may be due

in part to:

the conflicting nature of community requirements which are sometimes against the

organisation's perceived mission (which is not the case for internal groups, or not as

extensively so);

residual 'arrogance' in the organisations which facilitates 'information' but precludes two-

way 'dialogue' (ie'we are the experts, we have always done it this way'), although this is

changing;

time, procedural, and resource constraints; and

the fear that the community could'block' a project.

a

o

a

o

As a result of these communication constraints, the influence of external groups, such as the

general public, was also believed to be less than the influence of internal groups (although this

was particularly the case in ETSA). This is probably because the community lacks some of the

power sources available to internal groups (eg an equal 'seat at the table'), and because

information flows were closely controlled by the organisations which is a form of 'agenda

control. However, in reality, the public had a major influence on ETSA's projects, and a

moderate influence on Transport's projects, and this is discussed in the following Chapter

which evaluates EIA performance (Dimension 3 of the CCP Framewoþ.
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Chapter Nine

EIAPERFORMANCE

g.O INTRODUCTION

As indicated in Chapter Four, one of the most important factors in understanding the degree of

organisational change achieved as a result of EIA, is an analysis of EIA's performance in

practice. The history of an organisation, and its capability and willingness to implement EIA are

important factors in evaluating change, but is this organisational capability and culture for EIA

translating into effective EIA performance? In other words, what are the outcom¿s of the

change process? Elements of this were addressed in the previous chapter through an

examination of the attitudes of EIA participants towards EIA effectiveness. In addressing

research objective (8), this Chapter focuses on EIA performance in more detail by examining

eight case studies at the project level (four projects from each organisation). The analysis is

structured around Dimension (3) of the CCP framework defined in Chapter Four which

incorporated four dimensions :

. EIA Compliance;

. EIS Quality;

. Proponent Openness in EIA; and

. Proponent Responsiveness in EIA.

The evaluation process and conclusions are based on Yin's (1984) principle of 'chain of

evidence'in case study research. In other words, as in a criminal investigatioÍt,'the principle is

to allow an external observer...to follow the derivation of any evidence from initial research

questions to ultimate case study conclusions' (Yin 1984: p96). In this respect, there are two

levels of information (or links in the chain of evidence), with some duplication between each

level. First, at the most detailed level, individual case study reports with extensive detail were

compiled for each project. These case studies are presented in Appendix (17) in Volume II of
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this thesis, and in themselves provide interesting insight into both organisation's approach to

EIA. They do not, however, need to be read completely unless more detail is required about a

particular issue. And second, the key conclusions from the case study reports are drawn

together in this Chapter which provides a broad summary of organisational performance in each

of the four evaluation dimensions.

Like the analysis of culture, the case studies of EIA in practice provide only a snapshot in time,

and are not necessarily representative of changes to attitudes and processes in the late 1990s.

Most of the EIAs were also conducted by consultants, but this still provides an indication of

organisational attitudes given that the consultants are closely monitored by employees within the

organisations. According to an ETSA employee:

'the consultant works closely with all the people involved... There would be a significant time

that they would have to put in for the consultant to do the job properly. Its not just a matter

of alienâting yourself from the consultant... There's heavy interaction between the two groups'

(Interview I 1998).

Given the limitations of the grading system noted in Chapter Four (and further limitations noted

in this Chapter), the evaluation scores should be used as comparative guides only, rather than as

indicators of true performance. The problems of subjectivity in grading became particularly

evident when the evaluation of performance were conducted three times which resulted in minor

differences to the scores. This repetition was undertaken to account for a change in the grading

system and to ensure consistency between the project case study evaluations. The final

evaluation tends to be critical of performance, but the aim is to highlight those areas which need

improvement, and strengths are also highlighted with greater detail in Volume II. Before

evaluating the four dimensions of EIA practice, the Chapter begins with an overview of general

trends in EIA practice (Section 9.1), and a description of the project case studies (Section 9'2)

including project rationale, and a summary of the EIA process undertaken for each project.

9.1. GENERAL TRENDS IN EIA PRACTICE

The total number of EISs (or equivalent documents) produced in both organisations was

difficult to ascertain due to a lack of central records. However, the lack of exact figures is not

significant given that EIS quantity is not a reliable indicator of organisational change or

'effective' EIA performance (Liroff 1976). As indicated in Chapter Seven, Transport's

experience in EIA was extensive given that the process was undertaken internally and

automatically for both minor-scale and major-scale projects. Only two formal EISs under State

legislation have been prepared, both of which also involved the Commonwealth EIA process,

(the Adelaide-Crafers highway project, and the Runway Airport Extension project). In

comparison, ETSA does not have an internal EIA process, but had prepared 15 formal EISs

from 79'77-1999. Most of the EISs were prepared prior to formal EIA legislation in the 1970s,
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and in the early-mid 1980s pursuant to the Planning Act. Despite the lack of internal EIA

procedures in ETSA (refer Chapter Seven), a small number of informal EIAs were also

undertaken by ETSA at a lower level of assessment, as noted in Chapter Seven, including a

Public Environment Report (PER) for the Hummocks-'Waterloo transmission line which forms

one of the case studies in this research.l

In more recent years, very few EISs have been prepared in either organisation, which is a

reflection of the reduced level of development activity relative to the 1950s and 1960s that was

noted in Chapter Six. In other words, most of the infrastructure for electricity transmission and

road access had been established by the 1970s in both organisations, hence there was less need

for EIA.

9.}THEPROIECT CASE STUDIES

9.2.1 The Nature of the Projects

The eight project case studies subject to this evaluation include two road corridor developments,

a runway extension project, a bridge construction project (Transport), and four transmission

line developments (ETSA). In particular, they comprise:

Transport: Adelaide-Crafers Tunnel Project (A-C) (EIS 1986);

Blanchetown Bridge (Bridge) (V/orking Report August 1995);

southern Expressway (stage 1) (Exp.) (Environment Report Nov 1995);

Adelaide Airport Runway Extension (Ext.) (EIS May 1996);

ETSA Tungkillo-Cherry Gardens Transmission Line (f-C) (EIS April 1986);

Tungkillo-Tailem Bend Transmission Line (T-T) (EIS September 1986);

Ardrossan-Dalrymple Transmission Line (A-D) (EIS May 1989);

Hummocks-Waterloo Transmission Line (H-W) (PER September 1994)

The rationale for selecting these case studies was presented in Chapter Four. The details of each

case study are summarised in Table (9.1) in terms of, for example, development type, estimated

size and costs involved, numbers of alternative alignments considered, public review periods,

and the decision-makers in the EIA process.

1Oth"r examples include: ES (Environmental Summary)-Electricity supply to North Vy'est Eyre Peninsula
(1976); ES-Development of electricity supply to South East of South Australia (1977); ES-Blanchetown

Substation and Associated Transmission Lines (1978); ES-Davenport Substation associated with Northern Power

Station (1978); and the PER (Public Environment Report) for the Hummocks-Kadina Transmission Line
(1e83).
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Table 9.1: Project Case Study Details

ETSA
Hummocks

PER
Development Act
(Crown
Development
process Section
4e)

Transmission
Corridor (-72km)
New Line (132kV)

Repair; Upgrade

3 corridor
alignments

$7.2 million (1993
prices)

Rural

Ardrossan

EIS;
Planning Act
(Section 7 Crown
Developments;
Section 49 - formal
EIS process)

Transmission
Corridor (62km)
New Line (132kV);
substation
2 33kV exit lines
from substation
(3km each)

Repair; Upgrade

1 corridor
2 routes

$4.2 million (1988
prices)

Yorke Peninsula;
Agricultural region

Tunokillo-Tailem

EIS;
Planning Act
(Section 7 Crown
Developments;
Section 49 - formal
EIS process)

EIS;
Planning Act
(Section 7 Crown
Developments;
Section 49 -
formalElS

rocess

Transmission
Conidor (61-
68km)
New Line (275kV)

S-E
lnterconnection

3 corridor
alignments

$12.7-14.1 million

Rural;
River Murray
crossrng

Tunokillo-Cherru

Transmission
Corridor (49-58km)
New Line (275kV);
future substation

S-E
lnterconnection

2 corridor
alignments

$20.6 -$30.1 million

Adelaide Hills (Mt
Lofty
Ranges);Sensitive
hilly Terrain;
significant cultural
heritage

TRANSPORT
Bridqe

Working Report;
lnternal EIA
process

New bridge (407
metre) (replace
existing bridge of
442 metres);
2 new approach
roads;
redesign
intersections

lmproved Safety

5 alternatives for
bridge alignment &
road aooroaches

est. $15 million

Rural;
River Murray
crossrng

Expresswav

Environment
Report;
lnternal EIA
process

Corridor
New Road Corridor
(7km);
5 bridges

lmproved Access
& Safetv

6 road alignments

$25 - $55 million
(1995 [prices)

Urban;
Empty Corridor

Runwav Ertension

EIS;
Development Act;
Environment
Protection (lmpact
of Proposals) Act

Runway extension
(572 metres);
extension airport
boundary (450
metres);
diversion of roads;
bridge
construction;
creek relocation

State Economic
Benef it

3 runway options;
6 road options

estimated $48 -76
million (1995
prices)

Urban;
Coastal-
Basin/Creeks;
Recreational

Adelaide-Crafers

Level:
Legislation or
intemal

EIS;
Planning Act;
Environment
Protection (lmpact
of Proposals) Act

Road Conidor (6
lanes, 8km);
Tunnel;
Bridge

lmproved Access
& Safetv

lnitially 30
4 assessed in EIS

$100-150 million

Adelaide Hills (Mt
Lofty Ranges);
Entry Adelaide;
Sensitive Hilly
Terrain & Native
Vegetation

Proposal Type

Proposal
Rationale

No. Corridor
Altematives

Cost Range

Proposal
Setting



Table 9.1: Project Case Study Details Continued

ETSA

Hummocks

2 stages
questionnaire
(stage 1)
8 weeks (staqe 2)

165
questionnaires
returned (of -600)
-25 submissions

External
Assessment by
DHUD

Councils (Section
49 Notice)
Development
Assessment
Commission

DAC;final
decision Minister
Housing, Urban
Development &
Local Govt.
Relations

Yes

Constructed

Ardrossan

6 weeks

22 public (1

coordinated govt.
response)

External
Assessment by
DEP

Councils (Section
7 Notice)
SAPC

Minister for
Environment and
Planning (via
Cabinet)
(discretionary
directions)

Modified

Constructed

Tunokillo-Tailem

6 weeks (plus
second period for
review over 4
weeks)

14 + government
submissions

External
Assessment by
DEP.

Councils (Section
7 Notice)
SAPC

Minister for
Environment and
Planning (via
Cabinet)
(discretionary
directions)

Modified

Constructed

Tunokillo-Cherru

8 weeks

39 + government
submissions

External
Assessment by
DEP.

Councils (Section 7
Notice)
SAPC

Minister for
Environment and
Planning (via
Cabinet)
(discretionary
directions)

No

Constructed

TRANSPORT
Bridoe

2 weeks
servrce

for phone
('hotline')

162 questionnaires
returned (of 600)

lnternal
Assessment
by Environment
Unit

Parliamentary
Public Works
Committee

DENR (works
permit for
watercourse
development);
Federal Minister for
Transport
Local Councils

Yes

Constructed

Exoresswav

4 weeks

21 (plus 3
government
submissions, and
19 from a school)

lnternal
Assessment by
Environment Unit

Parliamentary
Public Works
Committee

lnternal (although
essentially a
political decision)

Yes

Constructed

Runwav Ertension

8 weeks

61
petition 1,000
signatatures

External
Assessment by
DHUD

Parliamentary
Public Works
Committee (State &
Commonwealth)

State Cabinet

Yes

Constructed

Adelaide-Crafers

8 weeks

38

External
Assessment by
DEP & DASETT

State
Parliamentary
Public Works
Committee

State Cabinet;
Commonwealth
Minister for Land
Transport

Yes

Constructed

Formal Public
Review

No. Public
submissions

Government
Assessment
(or internal
Env. Clear.)

Other
Assessors

Final Decision

Proponent's
Preferred
Option
Adooted?

Project
Status
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As indicated in Table (9.1), the Transport project case studies were more expensive with

projects up to $150 million (Adelaide-Crafers) compared to a cost of up to $30 million (Cherry

Gardens) for the ETSA projects. Transport's Expressway project was considered a major

development for the State, but Transport's Adelaide-Crafers project was probably the largest

and most significant of all the project case studies, and was described in the year 2000 as the

'State's largest ever roadproject' by Premier Olsen (The Advertiser, special feature, I March

2000: p2). The Transport projects relied on other parties for a large part of their funding (eg

from the Commonwealth government), whereas the ETSA projects were generally self-funded.

Funding problems at the Commonwealth level resulted in Transport's Adelaide-Crafers project

being delayed until the mid-late 1990s, despite being assessed in the mid 1980s. Transport's

Expressway project which triggered EIA in the mid 1980s, was also deferred until the 1990s

because of budgetary problems, but this time at the State level.

9.2.2 Project Rationales

Because the projects were essentially proposed to resolve a public infrastructure problem (eg

traffic access and safety problems, limited energy supplies), the need for most of them was

generally demonstrated (although adequate detail supporting this need was not always provided

in the EISs). This need was particularly apparent for ETSA's Ardrossan project, and

Transport's Blanchetown Bridge project. In the former case, the population of Lower Yorke

Peninsula in South Australia relied on a single 33kV transmission line for their electricity, but

because this line was located near the coast, it was suffering corrosion problems and was

unreliable. Because there was no alternative supply, an upgrade was clearly needed. Similarly,

the rationale for the Blanchetown Bridge project was unequivocal, because an existing bridge

over the River Murray (South Australia's water 'life-line') had major structural faults which

may have resulted in its collapse under extreme conditions. The no-go option to this project

could result in major safety impacts, hence the need for the project was also clear.

The need for the Adelaide-Crafers, Cherry Gardens, and Tailem Bend projects was also clearly

demonstrated, but it was less immediate or urgent when compared to the Ardrossan and Bridge

projects, and details supporting this need tended to be lacking in the EISs. The Adelaide-

Crafers project was essentially proposed for reasons of safety and improved accessibility, and

this was indicated in part by a high accident rate and strong community pressures to improve the

road (refer Appendix 17). Although there was some local opposition to the project, the

community need for the project was demonstrated by the overwhelming public suppo¡t for the

project that was demonstrated in the media following its construction because of the safety and

convenience the road provided. Thousands of people turned out for its official opening in early

2000, and it was turned into a big celebratory event for Adelaide. Whilst there was no

community pressures to build ETSA's Cherry Gardens and Tailem Bend transmission projects,
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the projects were aimed at improving the electricity network to the south of the Adelaide

metropolitan area, and were also part of a broader interconnection programme with the south-

eastern parts of Australia to facilitate 'opportunity exchanges' of electricity and to improve

efficiency of supply.

In contrast, the need for Transport's Runway Extension and Expressway projects was not as

strong. The Runway Extension project was proposed because Adelaide's international runway

was the shortest in Australia, and was considered insufficient for fully-laden freighters and

some international passenger flights at full loads. As a result, freight had to be transported to

other Australian airports resulting in greater costs. The government's aim to extend the runway

was based on the potential State economic benefits, but the actual reasoning behind these

benefits and the data used in the EIS were highly ambiguous. For instance, an earlier

government report (prior to the project being officially proposed) indicated that the runway

length was in fact adequate (refer Appendix l7). There was no evidence in the EIS that

international airlines would support the project by making greater use of the airport to transport

more freight. The project did not guarantee an increase in international air traffic and economic

activity. A report assessing costs and benefits on which the rationale in the EIS was premised,

was not made available to the public, and because the method of calculation for the cost-benefit

analysis was not specified in the EIS, several assumptions were made about the project benefits

(eg time frames over which the benefits would accrue).

The need for Transport's Expressway project was justified in the EIS because it would meet

increasing traffic demands in the south of Adelaide, facilitate economic and tourism

development, reduce travel times, and improve safety. However, despite being one of the

largest project case studies, the rationale in the EIS was very brief, the road simply duplicated

existing access, and there were some ambiguities in the traffic data used to support the need for

the project. Research by Sim (1996) also indicated that the benefits of the Expressway were not

significant enough to justify the magnitude of the project, and it was evident that the

Expressway was primarily a political decision. Originally the Expressway was committed to by

the Labor government in the mid 1980s, but in the late 1980s was withdrawn due to budgetary

problems (Sim 1996). It subsequently became a major political issue when, at the 1993 State

election, the opposition party promised the 'forgotten south' that they would construct the road

(Sim 1996). As a result many of the southern electoral seats changed their vote, and the

opposition party won the election (Sim 1996). It has been stated in research by Sim:

'I believe that the government actually knows that the freeway will not solve any transporf
problems for the South, that I believe the decision is purely political and its a fulfilment of an

election promise to build something for the South. It [the government] believes that building
the Southern Expressway will catch votes and its interesting that the next election will come

while the freeway is being built before people who use it find out that its not going to actually
solve any problems'(Interview 18 in Sim 1996: p69).
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9.2.3 The EIA Process

Although there were signs of resistance to EIA in the 1970s and 1980s at the cultural level

(Chapter Eight), there were no indications of resistance in terms of the project case studies

assessed in this research. Because of the large-scale of the projects and due to prior experience

in the EIA process, both organisations pre-empted the possible need for an EIS, and voluntarily

approached the then Department of Environment and Planning (DEP) before an EIS was

officially required (ie for Transport's Adelaide-Crafers project, and ETSA's Cherry Gardens

and Tailem Bend projects). Three of ETSA's projects (Cherry Gardens; Tailem Bend;

Ardrossan) and two of Transport's projects (Adelaide-Crafers; Runway Extension) triggered the

formal EIS process under State EIA legislation (all were assessed under the Planning Act except

for the Runway Extension which was subject to the Development Act). Two of Transport's

projects (Adelaide-Crafers; Runway Extension) also triggered the Commonwealth EIA process

because the projects involved Commonwealth funding.

Those projects which did not trigger the formal EIA process under legislation included ETSA's

Hummocks project, and Transport's Expressway and Blanchetown Bridge projects. The latter

was a relatively small project (le replacing an existing bridge), and underwent Transport's

internal EIA process (the EIA was integrated into a ''Working Report'). Given the large-scale

nature of the Expressway, a formal EIS was initially required under the Planning Act (when the

project was known as the Third Arterial Road), but this requirement was later withdrawn

because the DEP considered that the Department's internal EIA processes were sufficient (refer

Appendix 17) (the EIA findings were documented in an'Environmental Report'). Preliminary

work undertaken on the project such as the compulsory acquisition of houses to make way for

the road, had also reduced the overall impact of the project by the time it reached the EIA and

final decision-making stages (this tended to assume the project would proceed in this location

even prior to EIA). Plans to require an EIS for ETSA's Hummocks project were also

withdrawn on the basis that ETSA prepare a less formal Public Environment Report (PER) and

conduct a two-staged public consultation process.

All of the EIS documents (or equivalent) in the case studies were prepared by teams of

interdisciplinary consultants and subconsultants given that both organisation's lacked the

expertise and resources to conduct the EIA for such large projects, which was due in part to

organisational downsizing (refer Chapter Six), and given that in ETSA's case, the aim was to

present an image of independence in the process (refer Chapter Seven). The contents of each

EIS (or equivalent) are summarised in Appendix (18), including the proportion of focus on

particular tasks (such as the project description, assessment of alternatives and focus on

mitigation). Given that three of the Transport projects were assessed (or reactivated) in the

1990s, Environmental Management Plans (EMPs) and Environmental Management
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Implementation Plans (EMIPs) were also prepared to control the construction stage (as defined

in Chapter Seven). EMPs were not prepared for the ETSA projects because most were

assessed in the 1980s at a time when knowledge was not as advanced, and the need for EMPs

was not as well recognised

The EISs (or equivalent) underwent a formal period of public review ranging from four weeks

(Expressway project) to eight weeks (eg Cheny Gardens) (time periods were not clear for the

Blanchetown Bridge project, but there appeared to be two weeks for comment via a telephone

'hotline'). The numbers of formal public submissions, which were not high,z were not

necessarily a reflection of the degree of community interest in the projects (refer also Harvey

1996), and high levels of local controversy were evident about most of the projects. This is

addressed further in Section (9.7), which evaluates internal and external influences on EIA

outcomes

All of the project case studies were approved after the EIA process was completed, and have

since been constructed (see Table 9.1). The majority of the projects were extetnally assessed in

the EIA process by the Department of Environment and Planning (DEP) (or by DHUD after the

DEP was disbanded). The ETSA projects were also assessed by local councils and the South

Australian Planning Commission (SAPC) (under Section 7 of the Planning Act), whilst the

Transport projects were assessed by an external Public 'Works Committee (PViC) which

involved a public hearing (although this was not technically apart of the EIA process)' In most

cases, the projects were supported by the DEP, but extensive recommendations about

environmental management requirements were usually attached to this support' In three of

ETSA's projects, the DEP also recommended alternative transmission line alignments, one of

which involved a significant change to ETSA's preferred option and this was partly in response

to community pressure (the Cherry Gardens project). The DEP also amended ETSA's preferred

alternative in the Tailem Bend project, and reached a compromise alternative in the Ardrossan

project (refer Volume II), which clearly indicated the important role of both public and

evaluative control in the formal EIS process.

This level of external evaluative control was not as obvious for ETSA's Hummocks project, and

the Transport projects assessed internally by the Transport department. For those Transport

projects assessed under the formal EIS process, the DEP appears to have been constrained by

higher political decisions in its assessments (refer also Section9.5.2). In Transport's Adelaide-

Crafers project, for instance, the DEP originally supported an alignment option (corridor A) that

Transport was not willing to adopt because of the high costs involved. The DEP eventually

recommended that Transport's preferred option (corridor C3 which was a modified version of

2The number of public submissions ranged from 14 (Tailem Bend) to 61 submissions (Runway Extension) and

the numbers are summarised in Table (9.1) presented earlier.
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Transport's original preferred option) be adopted because the better option was unlikely to be

funded by the Commonwealth government, and because the extra $50 million required to fund

the'better'alternative was not justified (refer Appendix 17). This economic problem is further

emphasised later.

9.3 EIA COMPLIANCE

9.3.L Criteria & Summary

As indicated above, all of the projects underwent EIA, but to what extent did the organisations

comply with the EIA procedures and decisions? This is one of the most basic indicators of

organisational change as a result of EIA: that is, whether or not the proponent complies with a

policy/legal requirement. Further evidence of organisational change as a result of EIA may be

demonstrated if the organisation is willing to expend additional resources to go beyond the

minimum requirements of the policy and procedures. If unreceptive to EIA, then one could

assume that both organisations would simply devote minimal effort by maintaining base

compliance. The evaluation of compliance to the EIA process by both organisations was based

on four criteria, comprising the degree of:

legislative or procedural compliance (criterion 1.1);

compliance with project-specific guidelines (ie scoping document) (criterion 1.2);

compliance with the final decision (criterion 1.3); and

going'beyond' compliance (criterion 1.4).

The results are illustrated in Figure (9.1) and Table (9.2), although it should be noted that there

was generally insufficient information to evaluate compliance to the final decision. Figure (9.1)

indicates that overall compliance to the EIA process was satisfactory (B grade), and was similar

in both organisations, although slightly stronger in Transport. As indicated in Table (9.2),the

average grade for the majority of projects was satisfactory (around the B grade), except for

ETSA's Hummocks project which was between Just satisfactory' and'satisfactory'.

a

a

a

a
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Figure 9.1: Overall performance in EIA Compliance: Average grade for each criterion
Key: 1=excellent compliance (A); 0.75=satisfactory compliance (B); O.5=just satisfactory compliance (C);

O.25=limited compliance (D); 0=not attempted or poor compliance (E)

Table 9.2: Individual grades in EIA Compliance

9.3.2 Procedural/Legislative Compliance

The degree of compliance to EIA procedures and legislation was excellent in all cases (grade A).

The high degree of compliance for those projects undergoing the formal legislative process was

not surprising given the lack of proponent discretion in the procedures (despite the substantial

opportunity for government discretion noted in Chapter Five). It was also in the interests of

both organisations to maintain good working relations with the Department of Environment and

Planning (DEP) (later DHUD) given that, as noted earlier, this authority could have a significant

influence on the project outcomes (in ETSA's case particularly). The internal procedures of EIA

established within Transport \üere also complied with for the Blanchetown Bridge and

CRITERIA TRANSPORT ETSA

A-C BRID. EXP EXT AVG. T-C T-T A-D H-W AVG

1.1 Leg-Proced.
Compliance

A
1

A
1

A
1

A
1

1 A
1

A
1

A
1

A
1

1

1.2 Guidelines c
0.5

NA B
o.75

c-B
0.63

0.62 B-A
0.88

B-A
0.88

B
0.75

c
0.5

o.75

1.4 Beyond
Compliance

B.A
0.88

c-B
0.63

B-A
0.88

B-A
0.88

0.81 B
0.75

c
0.5

c
0.5

D-C
o.37

0.53

Average 0.79 0.81 0.87 0.83 0.83 0.87 0.79 o.75 0.62 0.76
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Expressway. Despite not being a legal requirement, procedural compliance was also not

surprising given the bureaucratic nature of the organisation. As noted in Chapter Two,

compliance with documented procedures tends to provide employees with a form of protection

against external challenge. In other words, any faults or weaknesses in the process and EIA

outcomes can be blamed on the procedures, and not on individuals or groups within the

organisation.

9.3.3 Project Guidelines Compliance

Compliance with the EIS guidelines was stronger in ETSA than in Transport, with a satisfactory

grade in ETSA (B grade), and between Just satisfactory' and 'satisfactory' for Transport. It is

difficult to explain Transport's weaker performance in compliance to guidelines (relative to EIA

procedural steps), but it may in part be attributable to the lack of explicit mechanisms for the

DEP (later DHUD) to enforce compliance with guidelines (refer Chapter Five). Some of the

guideline requirements were also not always significant issues for particular projects, which is

why some issues may have been omitted in the EISs. In the ETSA projects for instance, the

guidelines were very similar for each project and appeared to be generic requirements rather than

specifically tailored to each project and its region (which tends to defeat the purpose of the

scoping process). Despite a requirement to include an assessment of impacts on fauna and

Aboriginal heritage in the Ardrossan project, for instance, ETSA did not consider these to be

significant issues and did not include them in the impacts section of the EIS. Nonetheless,

performance was still very good. 'Weaker performance in Transport may be explained by the

fact that some guidelines requirements were simply unable to be met, particularly in terms of

baseline data (see Section on EIS quality).

9.3.4 Final Decision Compliance

Given the lack of information available for assessing compliance to the final decision, this

criterion was unable to be graded, but some comments can be made about ETSA's performance.

As was the case with the EIS guidelines, compliance to the final decision was not enforceable

under the EIA process for Crown developments, and the role of EIA in decision-making was

advisory rather than compulsory at the time the project case studies underwent EIA (refer

Chapter Five). This discretion was reflected in the outcomes of two of ETSA's projects

(Ardrossan and Tailem Bend) whereby the final recommended routes which emerged as a result

of the EIA process were not adopted. The final route adopted by ETSA for this project was

inconsistent to the recommended route in two ways (at the northern and southern ends), one of

which may have entailed a greater impact on native vegetation. The lack of compliance to the

final route decision was further checked with an ETSA employee, who stated that these route
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changes were made after the EIA process had been completed, and following informal

discussions with the local community (Interview 4 2000).

Compliance to the approved route for ETSA's Tailem Bend proposal was also questionable, and

although the majority of the recommended route was adopted, an amendment to the

transmission line alignment which was recommended by the DEP does not appear to have been

adopted. This amendment aimed to protect native vegetation, but caused ETSA some concern

because it was a less direct option (and hence more costly and technically difficult). Following

the DEP's recommendation, ETSA compared the DEP's proposed amendment (ie a parallel

route) with another route (ie a directroute), and found that the DEP's parallel route was the best

option, but ETSA also suggested that the direct route could be presented as environmentally

acceptable. The DEP disagreed with this argument, but whether or not the parallel route was

adopted by ETSA is unclear given variations in maps of the transmission network. Maps

released to the public in July 1988 indicated that the DEP's parallel option was adopted, but a

later map produced by ETSA in 1996 indicated otherwise. This clearly highlights the

discretionary nature of the EIA process and decision for Crown developments (unlike for

private developments where the final decision was compulsory: refer Chapter Five).

9.3.5 Going Beyond Compliance

Despite some weaknesses in compliance to the EIS guidelines and to the final decision, both

organisations demonstrated evidence of going beyond compliance to the EIA process and

legislative requirements, although the distinction between grades was difficult to make'3

Performance was particularly good and satisfactory in Transport's case, whilst performance in

ETSA was only just satisfactory. Going beyond compliance was most prominent in terms of

the public consultation process, and some of the initiatives are summarised later in Section (9.5)

which evaluates proponent 'openness'. These initiatives are indicative of early consultation

(prior to the draft EIS), use of a wide range of consultation techniques (le beyond submissions

and formal public meetings), personal interviews with affected individuals, and several

workshops/small group meetings.

The use of EMPs by Transport also demonstrated evidence of going beyond compliance given

that they were not required by law, but this did not influence the overall grades due to problems

of comparability with ETSA and the different assessment time frames noted previously (ie three

3Caution should be adopted with this criterion given that the EIA procedures for some of the projects were

different. For example, Transport's internal EIA procedures involved a two-staged consultation process, whereas

the legislative process only involved one stage. Thus, the Adelaide-Crafers project which involved a two-staged

consultation process was graded higher (because it was not required by law) when compared to the Blanchetown

Bridge project which also involved a two-staged process (le this practice was simply complying to Transport's

procedures). In this respect, the grades do not necessarily reflect good EIA performance, but rather, indicate
whether or not the proponent went beyond their minimum procedural requirements which applied to the project,
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of the ETSA projects were assessed at a time when EMPs were not used by either organisation).

However, Transports' greater commitment to mitigation in the Draft EISs was included in the

evaluation grading. Transport demonstrated extensive and active commitments to landscaping

and rehabilitation, particularly in the Adelaide-Crafers project (which was assessed at a similar

time-frame to the ETSA projects), whereas ETSA adopted a more passive approach via the

facilitation of regeneration (ie encouraging regrowth rather than active landscaping). ETSA did

sometimes supply trees for rehabilitation, but only at the request of landowners. It was also

noted by ETSA regarding the Hummocks projects, that 'minimum requirements only should be

met' in terms of meeting environmental obligations for screening of the transmission line.

Thus, the overall grade was reduced for this project, and even though ETSA conducted a two-

staged consultation process for this project, this was a requirement of the EIA process which

had been negotiated with the DEP (thus they were simply complying rather than demonstrating

initiative).

e.4 EIS QUALITY

9.4.L Criteria & Summary

Another key indicator of organisational change as a result of EIA is the quality of the EIS (or

equivalent document). A good quality EIS does not necessarily mean better decisions, but it

does indicate an organisation's willingness to devote effort towards integrating environmental

factors into the organisation's decision-making processes. Liroff notes that '...impact

statements might be assessed on numerous criteria of adequacy and such an assessment could

provide one measure of an agency's willingness and ability to fully and obiectively evaluate the

environmental consequences of its actions' (Liroff I976: pII5). Similarly, Glasson (1999:

p123) notes that the'important role of the EIS in the process should not be ignored. Whilst

there is much more to EIA than the formal EIS report, its quality can be a useful proxy

for....other criteria (e.g. fairness, flexibility, scope)'. Thus, there is some overlap with the

evaluation dimensions of organisational 'openness' and 'responsiveness' in EIA.

As noted in Chapter Four, the quality of the EISs (or equivalent documents) produced by both

Transport and ETSA were evaluated based on eight categories of information (a modified

version of Lee and Colley's 1992 review package). These categories comprised the: project-

policy framework (category 2.1); description of the environment (category 2.2); impact

assessment (category 2.3); consideration of alternatives (category 2.4); outline and description

of mitigation measures (category 2.5); outline of monitoring strategies (category 2.6);

communication and presentation of the EIS (including methods, layout, presentation and

emphasis) (category 2.1); and degree of public and government controversy about the EIS

(category 2.8. Table (9.3) summarises the grades for the criteria under each of these categories,
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whilst Figure (9.2) illustfate a comparison of mean grades between the organisations. Given

that the Blanchetown Bridge proposal did not entail a separate environmental assessment

document, some of the more stringent criteria for EIS quality were not applied.

Despite variations in length and presentation of the EISs (which generally performed well),

Figure (9.2) illustrates that the overall quality of the EISs was very similar in both

organisations, and was slightly below the Just satisfactory' mark. Trends were similar between

each project (refer Table 9.3), and the average performance was less than satisfactory for all

projects with the exception of Transport's Expressway project and Blanchetown Bridge project

(which were just satisfactory) (the latter was probably higher on average because some of the

more stringent criteria were not assessed).

Figure 9.2: Performance in EIS Quality: Average grade for each category
Key: l=excellent quality (A);O.7s=satisfactory quality (B);O.S=just satisfactory quality (C);- 

o.2s=limited quality (D); 0=not attempted or poorly done (E)
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Table 9.3: Grades in EIS quality for all proiects

In terms of the specific evaluation categories (Figure 9.2), trends 'were also very similar

between the organisations, with the exception of the Methods section in the EIS, where

performance was slightly better on average in Transport, and in the impact assessment section

and description of environment section (again, Transport performed slightly better on average).
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Overall however, there were no major differences in EIS quality performance between

Transport and ETSA.

A key strength in both organisations which should be highlighted was the identification and

description of alternatives which is a crucial component of the EIA process (criterion 2.4.I).

According to the United States' Council on Environmental Quality, alternatives form the 'heart

of the environmental impact statement...' (cited in Wood 1995: pl02). Performance was

satisfactory in Transport (B grade) and between Just satisfactory' and'satisfactory' in ETSA

(C-B grade). The range of alternatives considered in each EIS are summarised in Table (9.4),

and illustrared in Figures (9.3) to (9.6). In all of the projects (except for the Ardrossan project),

the no-go option was explicit in the EISs, and broader alternative schemes were also presented

in most of the EISs (eg reference to energy demand management or public transport),

Although the description of alternatives was relatively strong for the projects, there were some

weaknesses. With the exception of the Ardrossan project, in all cases a preferred alternative was

identified by both organisations which suggested that important decisions about location had

already been made prior to public and government input. The broader options such as public

transport were also not serious considerations, and the focus of the EISs was generally on the

more specific alignment and site options. This focus on alignment locations rather than broader

alternatives is consistent with research by others (Mostert 1995; Ridgway 1995 Barker and

Wood 1gg9), and Mostert notes that proponents generally prefer narrow aims and a limited

range of alternatives.

Both organisations were also constrained in the broader alternatives that they could assess in

reality by external factors. This is because, as also suggested in Chapter Eight:

a there were strong political commitments by the State government to a predefined project

with predefined objectives (which immediately excluded broader alternatives) (le

Expressway; Runway Extension; Cherry Gardens; Tailem Bend);

Transport was subject to external funding by the Commonwealth government and thus the

Commonwealth government had control over the financial viability of the alternatives

adopted; and

as noted in Chapter Eight, some of the broader alternatives were outside the organisation's

mission and sphere of influence (le public transport was privatised in the late 1990s).

O

a
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Table 9.4: Consideration of alternatives and rationale in the EISs

TRANSPORT ETSA

Adelaide-Crafers
. included no-go alternative
. broader alternative schemes (eg public transpon;

road upgrade rather than new alignment)
. extensive number 'technically feasible' alignment

alternatives (30)
. assessment of 8 corridor options in 'minimum

impact area'
. focus in EIS on four corridor options
. rationale was clear for alternative corridors and

based on environmental f actors (with the
exception of the initial 30 alternatives.

Tungkillo-Cherry Gardens
. included no-go alternative
. broader alternative schemes (eg demand

management, use of alternative energy sources,
alignment approaches)

. four alignment corridors identified within preferred
scheme

. focus of EIS on two corridor opt¡ons

. decision-making for schemes was transparent but
based on cost and technical factors and not
environmental f actors;

. rationale for the selection of corridor options was
clear and included environmental factors.

Blanchetown Bridge
. broader schemes (upgrade of existing bridge)
. 5 alternative bridge locations presented
. clear rationale, including environmental factors,

was provided for the alternatives assessed which
included environmental factors. D Decision
making process leading to the initial selection of
these options was also explicit.

Tungkillo-Tailem Bend
. included no-go alternative
. no attempts to present broader alternative

schemes (eg demand management), but broad
schemes relating to upgrade from single to double
circuit line, and undergrounding presented

. three alignment options assessed

. environmental factors not significant in
justification against broader schemes, factors for
more specific corridor options were clear and
included environmental factors

. not all options considered as demonstrated by the
late alternative proposed by the DEP.

Southern Expressway
. included no-go alternative
. broader alternative schemes (eg public transport,

road upgrade)
. 6 specific alignment alternatives
. but focus on one preferred route alternative
. rationale for broader options clear but based on

accomplishment of project goals rather than
environmental factors; rationale for more specific
route options clear and included environmental
factors, although no reference to earlier decision-
making process and factors leading to choice of
six route options.

Ardrossan-Dalrymple
o rìo-go option not explicit
. no broader alternatives presented (eg demand

management), but 2 broad schemes presented
(construct second 33kV line or construct new
132kV line)

. selection of one corridor option, and focus on two
alignment alternative within corridor

. also proposed alternative construction and
design approaches

. rationale for route options clear and based on
environmental factors; but lack of environmental
factors involved in justification at broader scheme
level.

Runway Extension
. included no-go alternative
. 1 broader alternative (eg airport relocation)
. 11 specific alternatives relating to location of

runway extension and to required road deviation
. focus of EIS on two options
. rationale was clear and included environmental

factors as basis for decision of alternatives.

Hummocks-Waterloo
. included no-go alternative
. four alternative schemes (eg new line versus

upgrade, alternative energy sources,
undergrounding)

. three specific corridors proposed within preferred
scheme

. focus in PER on one corridor only
o good transparency for broader schemes and

options, but cost and technical focus rather than
environmental justif ication;

. transparent decision making regarding route
selection which included environmental factors,
but lack of detail on all options which made
decision-makinq more difficult.
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In particular, ETSA's Cherry Gardens and Tailem Bend projects were locked in by government

decisions to interconnect two states for energy transmission (le the South Australian and

Victorian governments). In Transport's Runway Extension project, political commitments to

the project were evident when the State government stated in a letter to the community','You

would appreciate...that my Government is determined to secure every possible business

opportunity that is of advantage to restoring the State's financial position and increasing its

performance' (refer Appendix 17). The limited influence of EIA in considering broader

alternatives was also highlighted by the fact that construction works which were indirectly

related to the project coÍtmenced prior to environmental clearance. There was an assumption by

participants in this respect, that the project would proceed: 'we didn't start the project with afear

that it wasn't going to get through' (Interview 57 1999).

The strong government commitment to the Expressway project as part of an electoral promise

also constrained Transport from seriously considering broader options, including the no-go

option, but there are indications that the Transport department actually advised the government

not to construct the Expressway (Interview 12 in Sim 1996). However, research by Sim

(1996) found that:

'For this government the consideration to re-evaluate alternative transport options was not
deemed necessary because it was accepted that the Liberal and Labor governments of the early
and mid 1980s had considered this and chosen the road, and while it was not constructed due to

financial difficulties the only decision this government undertook was the decision to commit
itselfto providing financial support for the project so it could be constructed'(Interview 4: Sim
1996: p56).

Thus, Transport was immediately restricted in what it could do in the EIA process. If, as

Mostert (1995) and Ridgway (1995) suggest, the proposal aims were broader and more flexible

(ie to improve transportation capacity rather than to build a road), then a broader range of

alternatives could be seriously assessed by both organisations in the EIA process. This further

highlights the need for SEA at an earlier and broader level, although again, this may be beyond

the organisations' sphere of influence given that policy and commitments to projects such as the

Expressway are made by government and not by the organisations themselves. The overall

grade for alternatives in the EISs (Figure 9.2) was also reduced because of a relatively poor

performance in the ranking of alternatives (criterion3.4.2).

It is important to describe alternative options, but it is also important to explicitly and

systematically rank the options to identify which option may be the'best' one in environmental

terms relative to other factors such as cost or technical issues. This approach demonstrates

transparency to both the community and to the decision-makers about how the proponent

reached and justified their proposal or preferred option (if one is identified). This does not

necessarily mean the inclusion of complicated cost-benefit analyses or formula. As noted in

Glasson (1999), decision makers:
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'may be suspicious of any attempt to wrap up a set of complex arguments in favour, or
against, the granting of planning permission, by resorting to indices, or the ranking and

weighting of social, economic and environmental parameters, using statistical formulae. They
are likely, however, to welcome clear statements of the potential economic costs and benefits
of pursuing alternative courses of action, as long as they can see the environmental trade-offs
which these imply....simple summary tables, or frameworks, which group together
environmental impacts and economic costs and benefits can be helpful in ensuring that all the

critical issues are reviewed' (Glasson 1999: pl27)'

Nonetheless, performance in the Transport projects was unsatisfactory, whilst pedormance was

just satisfactory for ETSA (refer Appendix 17).

Overall, however, performance was very good in both organisations in terms of (refer back to

Table 9.3):

basic reference to environmental categories in the 'description of environment' section

(criterion 2.2.1);a

basic reference to key environmental impacts in the 'impact assessment' section (criterion

2.3.1);5 and

communication in terms of EIS layout, presentation and emphasis (criteria 2.7.1-2.1.9),

although there were some weaknesses specific to some projects such as over-use of design

terminology in Transport's Adelaide-Crafers EIS, and inconsistent conclusions about'best'

options with EIS information in ETSA's Cherry Gardens EIS and Transport's Adelaide-

Crafers EIS (refer Appendix 17).

ETSA also performed relatively well in terms of 'project descriptions'within the EISs (criterion

2.1.2), and in the definition of 'environmental boundaries' for the EIA investigations (criterion

2.2.3). Transport's relatively poor performance in the project description section reflected

weaknesses found in Baker and Wood's (1999) research on EIS quality in the European Union

(eg weak details about project-induced wastes).

There were a number of other weaknesses in the EISs for both organisations which should be

highlighted for improvement, which are consistent with those already documented in the

literature (some of which were referred to in Chapter Three). The most obvious weakness for

both organisations, which was indicated in Figure (9.2), was the limited performance in

monitoring (criteria 2.6.1-2.6.2), and very few explicit commitments to monitoring

programmes were made in the EISs (refer Volume II). This poor performance is consistent

with findings by Glasson and Salvador (2000) who found weaknesses in monitoring in Brazll

4This criterion assessed whether or not key environmental categories were referred to and did not address the
adequacy ofdetail.
5This criterion assessed whether or not key environmental impacts were referred to and did not address the
adequacy of detail.

o
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and the United Kingdom, and Nixon (1998) who investigated monitoring commitments in EIA

within South Australia (or lack thereof). Other areas which required improvement in most of

the EISs (refer Table 9.3) included the:

'project rationale' section (criterion 2.Ll) which was described earlier;

'policy framework' section, particularly in ETSA (criterion 2.I.3) (ie the degree to which

the project is consistent with the broader planning framework and other environmental

requirements);

limited detail in the 'description of the environment' section (criterion 2.2.2);

limited detail in the 'impact assessment' section (criteria 2.3.2-2'3.4);

limited detail in the 'mitigation' section (criterion 2.5.2); and the

limited detail in the description of methods (criterion 2.7.I) (which is consistent with EIS

weaknesses found in Baker and'Wood's 1999 research).

The particularly poor performance in the 'policy framework' in ETSA suggests that Transport

was more interested in placing the project within its broader legislative/policy context and using

the EIS as a compliance tool. However, it should be noted that ETSA's projects were assessed

at a time (in the mid 1980s) when the notion of compliance was not as significant as it became in

the 1990s when the Transport projects were assessed (ie with criminal liability under the

Environment Protection Act) (refer Chapter Seven). Thus, the need to place the project within

the broader legislative/policy context may have had less urgency for ETSA.

The main problem in the 'description of the environment' sections was a lack of detail (although

judgements about detail adequacy are very subjective). The level of detail was particularly poor

in the ETSA projects. For example, only 38Vo of environmental categories adopted in the

evaluation framework for this research (eg description of existing vegetation, description of fire

risk zones, or soil erosion hotspots) had adequate detail in ETSA's Ardrossan project (refer

Appendix 17). The key weaknesses in most of the EISs included a lack of original baseline

data, particularly in Transport's projects (eg water or air quality), irrelevance of some

information, and assumptions made (refer Appendix 17). The importance of baseline data for

measuring impacts is well emphasised by Noble (2000: p101), and a lack of baseline data was

also found for EISs on road projects in the United Kingdom (Byron et aI 2000). Other

limitations in the 'description of environment' sections within the EISs included the limited

reference to environmental significance or capacity to absorb impacts; the limited reference to

future environments (without the project proceeding); and the limited attempts by Transport to

define environmental boundaries for the EIA investigations. Overall, this section of the EISs

was purely descriptive and rarely related directly to the 'impact assessment' sections, which is

consistent with Noble's (2000) findings in EIA research.
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The level of detail for the 'impact assessment' sections was slightly better than the 'description

of environment' sections, and was considered just satisfactory in both organisations.
'Weaknesses in detail could often be related back to the minimal detail in the description of the

environment with the lack of baseline data. The main areas in this section of the EIS requiring

improvement included the limited reference to cumulative impacts, indirect impacts (eg

associated with the 'wide road syndrome'), and impact interrelationships. In this latter case,

impacts were frequently treated as separate and isolated entities and the interrelations between

such things as construction timing (eg wet weather), the timing of vegetation removal, the

associated potential for erosion and runoff, and the impacts on water quality were not addressed

in the Adelaide-Crafers project. In this project, inadequate detail and lack of information on

mitigation measures (in addition to steep terrain), resulted in erosion problems during the

construction phase for this project which made media headlines. Fragmentation of issues in

EIA was also a point made by Noble (2000).

The other area of weakness in the 'impact assessment' section were the limited attempts to

define or evaluate the 'significance' of direct environmental impacts (average grade of E for both

organisations) which is consistent with findings on EIS quality in Europe (Baker and'Wood

2000). This also relates to the poor treatment of alternatives 'ranking' (criterion 3.4.2) which

was noted earlier. Significance of impact is often very difficult to define, but the nature of the

impact will provide some insight into the level of significance; for example, the magnitude of

impact or geographical extent of impact. Significance of impact was evaluated using 10 sub-

criteria which related to spatial-temporal significance (sub-criteria l-4), alleviation-probability of

impact (sub-criteria 5-7) and impact thresholds-certainty of impact (sub-criteria 8-10) (refer

Appendix 17). Rather than referring to such things as impact 'reversibility' for instance,

significance was frequently only implied by both organisations, with the use of terms such as

'minimal' impact. Those areas which were frequently ignored in the definition of impact

'significance' within the EISs included reference to:

duration and frequency of impact;

reversibility of impact;

thresholds of non-acceptability/acceptability of impact (this may have been difficult because

there was a lack of thresholds for impact acceptability in both the legislative EIA system and

Transport's EIA system) (refer Chapters Five and Seven);

levels of certainty about impact; and

public-government concerns levels.

Noble (2000) also found that temporal boundaries of EIA received little attention in EIA because

of their complexity. Performance was however, stronger in terms of reference to impact

magnitude and direction of impact. Another point to note was that magnitude or significance of

a

a

a

a

a
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impact was often determined, not by deviation from baseline conditions, but relative to

alternative corridor alignments (le which corridor performed best?). This makes it difficult to

determine what the absolute level of impact significance would be, and tended to suggest that

the choice was between the best of the alternatives presented, rather than the no-go option.

In the 'mitigation' section in the EISs, mitigation measures were identified for most impacts

(refer Appendix 17), but like the previous sections, detail was lacking. Mitigation measures at

least referred to included most of those encapsulated within the mitigation acronym defined for

this research: TRANSCEND:

. Transfer of impact (eg waste disposal);

. Rehabilitate (eg landscaping);

. Avoid (eg alignment options);

. Natural Regeneration (facilitate) (eg mulching; weed removal, barriers);

. Screen (eg landscaping buffers);

. Confine/Compensate;

. Educate (eg inform construction people about sensitive sites and issues);

. Negotiate (eg acceptability of impact; land access); and

. Design (eg mitigation measure such as drainage schemes)'

The fact that performance was higher than the Just satisfactory' mark in the identification of

mitigation measures further supports EIA's role as a management tool and reflects an

assumption by both organisations that any impacts can be adequately managed (refer Chapters

Seven and Eight). The effectiveness of EIA as a management tool was, however, comprised

given the omissions of some mitigation measures (refer Appendix l7), and the lack of detail

about how the mitigation measures would be implemented. There was, for instance, no or

limited detail about mitigation difficulty, mitigation expense, the effectiveness of the mitigation

measure, or certainty of mitigation outcome (refer Appendix 17). Again, this is consistent with

Baker and Wood's (1999) and Byron et al's (2000) findings about limited detail on mitigation

implementation and effectiveness. The lack of mitigation detail was highlighted with

environmental management problems which emerged during construction for most of the

projects (ie Blanchetown Bridge, Adelaide-Crafers; Runway Extension; Cherry Gardens;

Tailem Bend). Many of the weaknesses were being overcome with the adoption of EMPs,

although a Transport employee believed that they still lacked adequate detail and contained

'motherhood' statements about environmental protection (refer Appendix 17; Runway

Extension project).

Although the EISs demonstrated weaknesses, it needs to be noted that the evaluation criteria

adopted for assessing EIS quality were highly academic in nature (ie this is what an ideal EIS
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should look like). Yet a simple EIS which fails to perform well in some of the more complex

criteria, may in fact be adequate for an informed assessment. Thus, a second evaluation of EIS

quality was conducted which omitted some of the more stringent criteria (and which also made

the Blanchetown Bridge project more comparable) (refer back to Table 9.3). The results in

Table (9.3; evaluation2) indicate a just satisfactory performance in all cases which contrasts

with the more complex evaluation where the EISs for most projects were unsatisfactory (the

criteria which were included in the second evaluation are highlighted with an asterisk in Table

9.3). Performance was the highest in Transport's Expressway project (mean grade of 0.68)

and ETSA's Tailem Bend EIS (mean grade of 0.65). This different evaluation outcome

highlights the importance of criteria selection in the evaluation framework. Clearly, the types of

criteria included, or omitted, will influence the final grade, and the evaluation process is thus

very subjective and open to manipulation.

Although not an absolute indicator, the levels of both public and government controversy about

a proponent's performance will also give some indication about the quality of the EIS, and also

about the proponent's degree of openness and responsiveness. The use of government attitude

as an indicator is supported by Mostert (1995), Schweitzer (in Glasson 1999), and Liroff

(1976). Liroff in particular suggested that:

'The search for readily quantifiable indicators of agency response to NEPA might lead one to

utilize EPA (Environment Protection Authority) review comments on impact statements as a

basis for assessing the adequacy ofagency environmental impact analysis' (Liroff 1976: pl07).

Caution should nonetheless be adopted with this indicator given that in the projects assessed in

this research, community outrage tended to be locally-based rather than State-wide. Comments

were made by those directly affected by the projects, and hence, by people who may

understandably have a bias against all aspects of the project. In other words, some controversy

about the EIS quality may be evident simply because of outrage about the project itself, rather

than being a reflection of actual quality. Evidence of controversy may also not be documented

in the organisation's files, but this does not necessarily mean that there was no controversy.

Overall, the controversy levels about EIS quality were similar for both organisations, but public

controversy was slightly higher for the Transport projects whereas governmenl controversy was

slightly higher in the ETSA projects (where lower scores represent higher levels of

controversy). Projects with low public controversy about EIS quality (Tailem Bend,

Ardrossan, Blanchetown Bridge) were relatively straightforward in natute, whilst those projects

with high controversy tended to be those that:

adopted a preferred option which was not the community's preference (Adelaide-Crafers;

Cherry Gardens; Hummocks). Controversy may have been alleviated if a preferred option

a
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was not identified and an equal assessment of alternatives was presented which

demonstrates greater flexibility (as was the case in the Ardrossan project);

were biased in their conclusions and did not reflect the data presented in the EISs (Adelaide-

Crafers, Cherry Garden, Hummocks);

focused on economic factors (Adelaide-Crafers; Cherry Gardens);

made assumptions without adequate supporting information (eg cost-benefit analysis in the

Adelaide-Crafers project; the noise assessment in the Runway Extension project; boundary

assumptions in the Cherry Gardens project).

The main public concerns are presented in Appendix (17), and tend to reflect many of the

inadequacies in the impact assessment noted earlier, including concerns about proponent bias,

inadequate project rationales, inadequate cost-benefit analyses, and irrelevance and inaccuracy

of some information. Public controversy levels about EIS quality were particularly high for

both Transport's Adelaide-Crafers EIS and ETSA's Cherry Gardens EIS.

Government controversy tended to be less emotive than public controversy, was more specific

in nature, and did not always reflect the level of public controversy (eg low public controversy

but high government controversy in the Ardrossan project; high public controversy but low

government controversy in the Runway Extension and Hummocks projects). However,

government controversy about EIS quality (particularly from the DEP) was high for those

projects which had the highest community controversy (ie the Adelaide-Crafers and Cherry

Gardens projects). The DEP in particular, criticised the method of cost-benefit analysis in the

Adelaide-Crafers project, and noted in its Assessment Report that'...the approach of attempting

to quantify non-economic costs and values does not assist in the assessment of this project'

(DEP November 1987: p67). Other negative (and positive) points made by the DEP and other

government agencies for all of the projects are summarised in Appendix (17),

9.5 PROPONENT OPENNESS

9.5.L Criteria & Summary

Another indicator of change in Transport and ETSA is the way in which the organisation's

conduct the consultation process, and their degree of openness to considering alternatives and

suggestions from other parties, such as the local community, other government agencies, and

the assessing authority (particularly given that both organisations had minimal public

consultation processes prior to EIA). Research by Brendecke and Ortolano (1981) found

substantial evidence to indicate that a two-way process of communication between the

proponent and the public is more likely to lead to environmentally-sensitive alternatives, and a
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greater influence of environmental information on proposal changes. The evaluation of

openness also relates to Handler's concept of 'constructive dialogue':

'Constructive dialogue refers to a dialogue in which both parties are looking for solutions that

will benefit both sides, where parties attempt to develop an empathetic understanding of
divergent viewpoints or of divergent goals and where this understanding involves goodwill, the

willingness to listen and discretion' (Handler 1988 in Papadikis 1996: p4)'

Papadakis adds to this by stating that:

'If a political or bureaucratic system is not open to constructive dialogue and to exploring new

ideas, it is more likely than not to develop arrogance or complacency or both. It more easily

adopts a bureaucratic mind-set: in other words, it responds to new challenges or ideas with
statèments like 'we have always done things this way' or 'we've never done it this way', or
'this sets a precedent' (Papadikis 1996: p4)'

This clearly relates to the concept of groupthink referred to in Chapter Three, and the indications

of a remnant'arrogance' which were evident in Chapter Eight.

Four categories were used to evaluate proponent 'openness' comprising (i) attitude towards

consultation, (ii) timing and integration of EIA and public consultation; (iii) approach to

consultation; and (iii) controversy levels about proponent openness and the consultation

process. Proponent openness is also indicated in part by how flexible the organisation's

resources and time frames are for the EIA process. If inflexible, then unforeseen environmental

issues which may be picked up in the EIA process cannot be dealt with adequately. The results

are illustrated in Figure (9.7) and Table (9.5). Unlike the assessment of EIS quality it was more

difficult to assign grades and they are thus considered crude comparative indicators only. The

techniques used in the consultation process are summarised in Table (9.6). Overall performance

in both organisations was similar and slightly above the 'just satisfactory' mark. Trends in four

of the criteria were similar between both organisations (genuineness, openness, integration of

EIA with design, low levels of government controversy), and performance was particularly

limited for both organisations in terms of proponent 'openness', and integration of EIA at the

project conception stage and the project construction stage.

There was little to distinguish between the projects in terms of mean scores (Table 9.5), but

performance was slightly better in Transport's Blanchetown Bridge project and ETSA's

Ardrossan project. These two projects also happened to be the least controversial and political

of the projects, which may explain the higher grade. In other words, there was greater

flexibility to be open to suggestion and change, but this was not necessarily required due to low

community pressure. Also of interest is that the Hummocks project, which was a small-scale

proposal and had a low level of assessment (ie the PER), was the worst performer despite the

fact that ETSA believed they had achieved greater consultation practice than in previous

projects.
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Figure 9.7: Performance in the Openness Dimension: Average grade for each criterion
Key: l=excellent performance (A); O.75=satisfactory performance (B); 0.5=just satisfactory performance (C);

0.25=limited performance (D); O=not attempted or very poor performance (E)

In this case, limited openness (criterion 3.I.2), high community controversy (criterion 3.4.1)

and limited transparency (criterion 3.3.2) reduced the grade for this project. It should be noted

that there is some overlap between this criterion and the evaluation of proponent

responsiveness. However, this 'openness' criterion merely seeks to demonstrate whether or

not the proponent was open to alternatives and to suggestion from external parties and the EIA

information, not whether or not they actually adopted this suggestion. The key points to note in

proponent openness are that:

both organisations demonstrated a genuine desire to consult with the community (criterion

3.1.1), which was demonstrated in part by their willingness to go beyond compliance,

particularly in Transport. Performance was satisfactory for both Transport and ETSA (B

grade), although there were some indications that it was more about'selling' the project

rather than a two way constructive dialogue in Transport's Adelaide-Crafers, Runway

Extension and the Expressway projects (refer Appendix 17).

a
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CATEGORY CRITERIA TRANSPORT ETSA

A-C BKIDGE EXP EXT AVG T-C T.T A-D H-W AVG

3.1 Attitude 3.1.1 Genuine B-A
0.88

B
0.75

B-A
0.88

B
0.75

0.81 B-A
0.88

B
0.75

B
0.75

B
0.75

0.78

3.1.2 Open to
Suooestion

c
0.5

B
0.75

D-C
0.37

D-C
0.37

0.49 D-C
0.37

c
0.5

c-B
0.63

D-C
0.37

0.¿16

3.2 Timing 3.2.1 lntegration
Conception

E
0

E
0

E
0

E
0

0 E
0

E
0

E
0

E
0

0

3.2.2 lntegration
Planninq

B
o.75

A
1

c-B
0.63

c-B
0.63

0.75 B-A
O,BB

B.A
0.88

B-A
0.88

B-A
0.88

0.88

3.2.3 lntegration
Desiqn

B.A
0.88

B.A
0.88

B-A
O.BB

B.A
0.88

0.88 B
0.75

B
o.75 0.75

B
0.75

0.75

3.2.4 lntegration
Construction

D-C
0.37

D-C
0.37

c
0.65

ID 0.¿16 D-C
0.37

ID ID ID

3.2.5 Timing
Consultation

B
0.75

B
0.75

B-A
0.88

B
0.75

0.78
0.75

c
0.5

B
0.75

B
0.75

0.68

3.3 Approach 3.3.1 Consultat¡on
Techniques

B
0.75

B
0.75

B
0.75

B
0.75

0.75 c
0.5

c
0.5

c
0.5

c
0.5

0.5

3.3.2 Transparency c
0.5

B
0.5

c
0.5

c
0.5

0.5 B-A
0.88

B
0.75

B-A
0.88

D-C
o.37

0.72

3.3.3 Resource,
Timetables

NG NG NG NG NG NG NG NG NG NG

3.4 Controversy 3.4.1 Public
Controversv

c
0.63

A
1

D-C
0.37

c
0.5

o.62 E-D
o.12

c
0.5

B.A
0.88

D-C
0.37

0.46

3.4.2 Govt.
Controversv

A
1

A
1

A
1

A
1

1 A
1

A
1

A
1

A
1

1

Average 0.62 0.69 0.61 0.6 oãt 0.59 0.61 0.7 0.57 061

Table 9.5: Individual Grades for each proiect in the 'Openness' Dimension

Key: AVG=Average; ID=Insufficient Data; NG=Not Graded

both organisations demonstrated only a 'just satisfactory' performance (C grade) in their

openness to suggestion and to considering alternatives (criterion 3.1.2). Although both

organisations were open to alternative alignments and modified designs proposed by the

community in most cases (see Appendix 17), as noted earlier, Transport and ETSA were

constrained in the alternatives that they could consider seriously. Transport and ETSA were

also adamantly opposed to considering the 'best' alignment due to economic costs in the

Adelaide-Crafers project and the Cherry Gardens project. Openness was also conditional,

and as noted by Transport for the Runway Extension '...consullation does not imply

explicit power or influence over the decision making process'6 (refer Appendix 17).

a

6Hidd"n footnote.
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Table 9.6: Public Consultation Initiatives

TRANSPORT ETSA

Adelaide-Crafers
. 2 phased consultation process: consultation prior to

release of EIS including public review of three
corridor options, personal interviews, hotline, press
releases, correspondence, roadside user survey,
public exhibitions at five locations, and 6 public
meetings and workshops;

. longer formal public review period (8 weeks
compared to 6 weeks legislalive requirement);

. Value Management Study conducted with
representatives from one local community group;

o public meeting after approval with local groups
about issue of access, in addition to briefings to
councils and other stakeholders including
landowners;

. publication of several information brochures during
construction, in addition to briefing centre, display
of project model;

. access to project manager (very visible in the
media).

Tungkillo-Cherry Gardens. consultation initiated prior to completion of EIS;
. 2 public meetings;. extensive questionnaire survey of community

issues which included personal interviews with
100s individuals prior to EIS;. receipt of informal correspondence (outside
formal submissions);o personal interviews with landholders after
approval for more detailed alignment and design
phase.

Runway Extension
. consultation prior to release of EIS including early

scoping workshop and late preliminary workshops;
. Value Management Study included representatives

from recreational and resident groups;
. extended period for public submissions (8 weeks);
. 15 workshops/meetings held in addition to formal

public meeting;

Tungkillo-Tailem Bend
. second public review period on alternative

proposed late in the EIA process (although this
was at DEP's request);

r personal interviews prior to preparation of the
EIS Supplement;

o personal interuiews with landholders after
approval for more detailed alignment and design
phase;

. but no ETSA initiated public meetinqs.

Southern Expressway
. release of 4 public information brochures early in the

planning process (prior to EIS) (but limited
information);

. extensive negotiations with Aboriginal communities
prior to the EIS;

. 2 focus workshops and consultation workshops with
community groups;

. continuation of public consultation during
construction with public meetings and exhibitions,
Expressway Newspaper and information bulletin,
radio broadcasts and telephone hotline;

Ardrossan-Dalrymple
. 2 public meetings initiated prior to EIS release;
. receipt of late public submissions outside of

formal review period;
o personal interviews after release of the EIS;
o personal interuiews with landholders after

approval for more detailed alignment and design
phase.

Blanchetown Bridge
. stakeholder interuiews, council meetings, public

meeting and questionnaire;
. second phase included correspondence,

brochures, billboards, media, public information
display, telephone information, and formal
submissions, meetings with stakeholders and
another public meetings;

Hummocks-Waterloo

. extended periods for formal submissions (2
months);

. attendance at community group meetings;
r personal interuiews with landholders;
. but no ETSA initiated public meetings.
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ETSA was also constricted by its controlling legislation (Electricity Trust of South Australia

Act 194Q which required that ETSA operate in an efficient manner. In other words, there

are inherent contradictions in legislation which limits ETSA's flexibility, whereby their own

legislation suggests that they should adopt the most efficient option, yet the EIA process

suggests that they should adopt the most 'environmentally-friendly' option (which is

frequently the more expensive option).

the integration of EIA (criteria 3.2.I-3.2.4) was generally good with the planning phase (of

alternative alignments) (B grade in Transport, B-A grade in ETSA), and the design phase

(B-A grade in Transport and B grade in ETSA), but was very weak at the project conception

stage, which again suggests that key decisions had already been made prior to the EIA

process. Performance was below the 'just satisfactory' mark in Transport in terms of

information transfer from EIA to the construction stage, given impacts which occurred at

this phase for some of the projects. However, it was improving with the use of EMPs

(there was insufficient information to assess performance in ETSA for this criterion).

the timing of public consultation in the EIA process (criterion3.2.5) was satisfactory in

Transport (B grade), and just below a B grade in ETSA. The timing of public involvement

was very similar in all of the projects (except Adelaide-Crafers and Tailem Bend) and was

initiated prior to the release of the Draft EIS (or equivalent). As noted earlier, this went

beyond the legal requirements which only required consultation to occur after the Draft EIS

was released. The main problem was that, like the EIA process, consultation was

undertaken after broad concept studies and key decisions had already been made (iø as noted

earlier, 'selling' a defined project).

performance in the levels of consultation adopted (which give greater or lower power to the

community) and consultation techniques used was satisfactory in Transport (B grade), and

only slightly above just satisfactory' in ETSA. Generally, techniques which gave greater

power to the community were not adopted (ie with the creation of review boards or

community advisory committees), but performance was generally good in terms of use of

structured workshops (in Transport, formal public meetings, personal interviews with the

affected community, receipt of formal public submissions, and use of the media and

telephone hotlines (particularly in Transport) (refer Table 9.7).

performance in the transparency of information was stronger in ETSA with a grade close to

B, whilst in Transport, performance \vas only 'just satisfactory' (C grade), which reflects

the careful control of information noted in Chapter Eight, and several internal reports were

not publicly released (eg Value Management Study, EMPs). Generally transparency of

information went beyond legal requirements (eg with information brochures, road signage,

c
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newsletters), but there was a lack of transparency and detail in some of the EISs (eg about

corridor options in ETSA's Hummocks project, and about the cost-benefit analysis and

economic evaluation in Transport's Adelaide-Crafers project and Runway Extension

project).

the flexibility of resources and time frames in EIA was very difficult to evaluate because

information was often not available, and they were thus not graded. Both organisations

were flexible enough to increase budgets for the EIAs where necessary (refer Appendix 17),

but resource inflexibility was evident for some projects because as noted earlier, the more

expensive, but environmentally 'better' options, were not adopted due to the high costs

involved (Adelaide-Crafers, Runway Extension, Cherry Gardens). Flexibility in project

timetables was highly limited, and in Transport resulted from pressures to meet financial

year funding deadlines (ie need to spend a certain amount by the end of the financial year or

future budgets may be reduced), and because meeting timetables was sometimes critical to

getting Commonwealth fundin1 @g Adelaide-Crafers project). Both organisations were

also required to work backwards from an inflexible construction date which was frequently

determined by political pressure, and due to short-cutting, this resulted in some impacts at

the construction stage for ETSA's Cherry Gardens project (refer Appendix 17).

The level of government controversy about both Transport's and ETSA's consultation process

and openness in EIA was virtually non-existent (or at least not documented). Both

organisations received a mean grade of 1 (A grade) for government controversy. In contrast to

government controversy, the level of public controversy about proponent openness was much

higher. The overall degree of public controversy was slightly lower for the Transport projects

(where lower scores means higher controversy). Controversy was particularly high for ETSA's

Cherry Gardens and Hummocks project (refer back to Table 9.5), and Transport's Expressway

project, and was particularly low for ETSA's Ardrossan project, and virtually non-existent for

the Blanchetown Bridge project (or at least controversy was not documented). Details of public

concerns are presented in Appendix (17) (for example, criticisms that consultation was a'joke'

in the Adelaide-Crafers project, and a 'public relations'exercise with lack of public debate

opportunities in the Expressway, Runway Extension, and Cherry Gardens project). There

were, however, some positive comments made (refer Appendix 17).
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Approach
Public
Power Participation Techniques TRANSPORT ETSA

A-C Ext Exp Brìd. T-C T-T A-D H-W

Delegated Authority High Review boards

Comm. Advisory Committees

Structured Worksh

Formal

Personal lnterviews*

Joint Planning Moder

Consultation Low

Formal public submissions
?

Questionnaires

I nf ormal Correspondence

lnformation Nit Hotlines

Public Dis

Media Notices

Table 9.7: Levels of Public participation techniques adopted (based in part on
Westman's 1985 five-scale participation model and Glasson et al1994)

9.6 PROPONENT RESPONSIVENESS

9.6.1 Criteria & Summary

Merely being open to change is not the same as responding to the various influences in EIA and

improving decision-making Thus, proponent responsiveness is treated as a separate dimension

and indicator of change, but as noted earlier, there is some overlap with the openness

dimension. The question about whether a 'better' project emerges is of fundamental importance

in EIA. As noted by Andrews:

'The efÏectiveness of ...[EIA] (or of any new policy mandate) must ultimately be measured not
by the policies, procedures, and organizational structures through which it is translated, but by
its influence upon the substantive activities that are those organization's outputs' (Andrews
1916c p131).

Performance is illustrated in Figure (9.8) and in Table (9.8). As was the case for the

'openness' dimension, the grades for this evaluation dimension are very crude indicators for

comparison only given the high subjectivity involved in grading performance. Overall

performance was similar in both organisations (Figure 9.8), and was between 'just satisfactory'

and'satisfactory (C-B grade).
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Figure 9.8: Performance in Proponent Responsiveness: Average grade for each criterion
Key: 1=excellent performance (A); 0.75=satisfactory performance (B); 0.5=just satisfactory (C); 0.25=limited

performance (D); O=not attempted or very poor performance (E)

Table 9.8: Grades for Proponent Responsiveness

KEY: AVG=Average; ID=Insufficient Data
*This criterion was not included in the overall average given that information was only available for two projects.

CATEGORY CRITERIA TRANSPORT ETSA

A-L BNDGE EXP EXT AVG T-C T-T A-D H-W AVG

0.46Alternatives-
Weighting

4.1.1 Best option? D
0.25

B
0.75

c-B
0.63

c-B
0.63

0.56 E-D
o.12

c
0.5

B
0.75

D
0.5

4.1.2 Environmental
Weiohtino

D
0.25

c
0.5

B
0.75

c
0.5

0.5 E-D
o.12

c
0.5

B-A
0.88

c
0.5

0.5

Procedural &
Substantive
Change

4.2.1 Process
Chanqes?

B
0.75

B
0.75

B
0.75

B
0.75

0.75 B.A
0.88

B
0.75

B
0.75

B
0.75

0.78

4.2.2PrclecT
Chanqes?

D-C
0.37

B-A
O.BB

B-A
0.88

B
0.75

0.72 D-C
0.37

B.A
0.88

B-A
O.BB

D-C
0.37

0.62

0.59

4.2.3 Broader
Learninq*

t/D B
0.75

vD VD A
1

A
1

VD ltD

Controversy

Average

4.3.1 Public
Controversv

c
0.5

c
0.5

B
0.75
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There were however, some minor differences in the individual criterion, with a slightly stronger

performance in Transport in terms of project changes as a result of the EIA and the consultation

process, and adoption of the 'best' option. For both organisations, performance was

satisfactory (around the B grade) in terms of changes to the EIA process, and the relatively low

levels of government controversy. Relative to proponent 'openness', there was a wider

variation in performance between the projects (Table 9.8), and Transport's Adelaide Crafers

project, and ETSA's Chery Gardens project were again below the Just satisfactory'mark. The

majority were satisfactory (B grade), with the highest performance in proponent responsiveness

evident with ETSA's Ardrossan project.

The first criterion in the responsiveness dimension asks whether or not the organisation's

adopted the 'best' option in environmental terms as a result of the EIA process. Determination

of which alternative was the 'best' option in each of the projects was difficult to evaluate

because information on each alternative was sometimes insufficient. The best option also

depends on one's perspective, and on how the 'environment' is defined in the first place.

Unlike in Western Australia where the EIA process is focused on biophysical impacts, in South

Australia, the definition of environment is very broad and incorporates social factors which

makes it difficult to balance. From a proponent's perspective, economic costs must play a role

in the decision-making and planning process. Thus the best option will often be the cheapest

and most direct route. What may be the 'best' option for the community may not necessarily be

the best in biophysical terms. For the biophysical environment, the 'best' option may be one

that avoids native vegetation, but this may conflict with the community's'best'option because it

means that a corridor will have to traverse productive land to avoid the native vegetation (as was

the case in ETSA's Ardrossan project).

Mostert (1995) also notes the difficulty of determining the 'most environmentally friendly'

option because its rare for a an alternative to perform well in all environmental criteria. It was

also difficult to know whether or not to include broader alternatives in this criterion. Should

options such as travel or electricity demand management, or improved public transport be

included as realistic options? If so, all of the projects would have failed this criterion given that

these broader alternatives were justified against because they were outside of the project scope,

and would not result in an immediate solution to the particular problem. For instance, the:

'southern Expressway was chosen because it is the cheapest option and less time-consuming
than bothering to develop a co-ordinated, balanced transport strategy that incorporates public
transport, demand management, non-automobile travel and land use planning' (Sim 1996: p72).

Given the restricted scope and authority of both organisations because of political commitments

to a project, it was decided to assess this criterion based on the alignment options presented

within the project scope and EISs (or equivalent documents).
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Overall performance for adopting the 'best' option was Tust satisfactory' in the Transport

projects and slightly below 'just satisfactory' for ETSA's projects (refer Figure 9.8).

Performance was good for most of the projects (around the B grade), but the mean grades were

reduced due to poor performance in Transport's Adelaide-Crafers project (below satisfactory),

and ETSA's Cherry Gardens (below satisfactory) and Hummocks projects (ust satisfactory).

In the Cherry Gardens project, for reasons noted earlier (ie economic), ETSA was adamant

about adopting the second best option. The better corridor option was eventually adopted by

ETSA, but this was forced upon them by government and based on the DEP's recommendation.

In the Adelaide-Crafers proposal, the best option from an environmental and local community

perspective was clearly corridor A, and this was even acknowledged by Transport and the DEP

(refer Appendix 17). Yet Transport was forced to choose the second-best option (corridor C)

because of Commonwealth funding issues. This corridor was, however, modified and

improved later in the EIA process in response to community submissions (and hence the grade

was increased slightly).

The next criterion refers to the weighting of environmental factors in the EIA and decision-

making process. The evaluation of environmental weighting in the EIA process was also

difficult to judge for the same reasons as those noted for the previous criterion. However, it

was assumed in evaluating this criterion that environmental factors must be considered at least

equally to economic and/or technical factors. Performance was the same in both organisations

and was Just satisfactory' (grade of C) (refer back to Table 9.8), and performance for each

project is presented in Appendix (17). The importance of economic factors were evident

throughout all of the EISs, particularly in Transport's Adelaide-Crafers project and ETSA's

Cherry Gardens project, which is a reflection of performance in the previous criterion (re

adoption of the 'best' option), and is probably one reason why high levels of public and

government controversy emerged about both of these projects. A key point to note is that the

weighting between environmental and economic factors tended to vary at different stages in the

EIA and planning process. Environmental factors were usually a major component in the

selection of alternative alignment options, but were rarely a consideration in the consideration of

broader alternatives. Rather, the focus was on technical or cost factors, and whether or not the

broader option would provide an immediate and direct solution to the problem, which was

rarely perceived to be the case.

Although environmental factors were important in influencing the types of alternatives assessed

in the EIS for the Adelaide-Crafers project, the factors in the selection of the preferred option,

which was the critical decision, were economically and technically based, and it was noted by

an Departmental employee that the road was essentially an engineering and geotechnical solution

to a safety problem (Interview 50 1999). Transport was explicit about the higher level of
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importance attached to the environment for this project, with a 60Vo weighting given to

economic factors, 757o to social factors, I47o to engineering factors, and IlVo to environmental

factors.* Several attempts were made by Transport in the Draft EIS to justify the economic

emphasis:

'In the present economic climate, the cost issue must be a prime consideration... The choice
between an apparently preferred option and alternatives up to $50 million (ie one-third) cheaper

in capital cost necessitated the most careful scrutiny of the relative merits of
social/environmental issues by comparison with purely financial ones before the selection of an

option could be made. The importance of economic factors became greater in the light of this
considerable cost difference between the options' (Highways February 1987: p3-3).

Thus, economic factors rwere the crucial factor in the EIA and decision-making process, and

performance in this criterion was limited. A higher weight was also given by ETSA to

economic factors in the Cherry Gardens project, despite significant environmental impact (and

despite the fact that the economic costs were not as high as in the Adelaide-Crafers project). An

ETSA employee stated prior to the EIA process that the '...shortest and most economic route

should be pursued as the most favoured and every effort be made not to stray too far from this

ror.tîe' .7 It was also noted by ETSA's consultants that 'whilst the environmental impacts of a

route in the "parallel" corridor appear to be less than route in the "direct" corridor, costfactors

weight the balance in the other direction..' 8 Importantly, planning of both of the Adelaide-

Crafers project and Cherry Gardens project was commenced shortly after an economic

depression which may have influenced this emphasis on costs. However, performance in four

of the other projects was Just satisfactory' (Blanchetown Bridge, Runway Extension, Tailem

Bend, Hummocks), and 'satisfactory' or above in the two remaining projects (Expressway,

Ardrossan), with varying emphases on economic and environmental factors at different stages

of the EIA process (refer Appendix 17).

The proponent's willingness to make procedural changes to the EIA process (eg provision of

further information or consultation) and substantive changes the proiectg where necessary is

also indicative of their responsiveness to the EIA requirement, and also indicates the degree of

EIA's influence on planning outcomes. Performance was very good and similar between both

organisations (B grade) in terms of procedural changes to the EIA and/or consultation process.

Where required, changes to the process were made with, for instance, the provision of further

information, conduct of further surveys (eg noise, Aboriginal heritage, fauna), assessment of

additional alternatives, re-assessment of previous alternatives in response to community

*Highwayr (January 1987) Evaluation of Corridors; Identification of Options.
THidd"n footnote.
SHidd"n footnote.
9Ar fot the 'best' option criterion, project changes were assessed in the context of the project's scope (le to
construct a new road or transmission line) rather than in terms of broader alternatives such as whether or not
public transport or demand management should have been adopted as a change. If this was incorporated into the
evaluation, the grades would have been substantially lower.
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requests, extensions on the formal public review periods, and conduct of further community

consultation (refer to Appendix 1l for details on each project). ETSA was particularly

responsive in procedural areas for the Cherry Gardens project, and this was probably an attempt

to appease the extensive public controversy which was emerging.

More substantive changes to the projects during the EIA process were less frequent than

procedural changes. Performance was slightly better in Transport with just below a B grade,

whilst in ETSA, performance was just above a C grade. 'Where generally feasible (lø not too

costly), both Transport and ETSA made changes to the project where a need became evident

(see Appendix 17), although as noted previously, both organisations were constrained in the

decisions they could make due to government commitments to their projects. The Supplement

Reports (ie the proponent's response to public and government submissions) whilst being

responsive, tended to be superficial and sometimes failed to adequately respond to community

concerns. More often than not, the Supplements reiterated information and actions already

presented in the Draft EIS, which is why a higher grade was not given for the projects.

The numbers of project changes ranged from 3 (Expressway) to 6 changes (Tailem Bend), with

5 changes made in three of the projects (Adelaide-Crafers, Blanchetown Bridge, Ardrossan).

This amounts to an average of 4.4 changes per project, which is higher than findings by Baker

and Wood (1999) who found an average of 2.2 changes per project in the United Kingdom and

Spain, and 3.'7 changes per project in Germany in the EIA process. However, 75Vo of the

changes in the United Kingdom were of major importance whereas in this research, the changes

were of minor-medium significance, and are more comparable to the findings in Germany

where the changes were of a minor nature. It should also be noted that the number of changes

to a project is not necessarily a good indicator of proponent responsiveness in EIA. High

numbers of changes may mean that the project was poorly designed and that the EIA process

was effective in rectifying any limitations, but low numbers of changes could either mean that

the proponent was not responsive, or that the 'rule of anticipation' was at work. That is, the

project was planned and designed appropriately in the first place. In this respect, several of the

changes were made in the projects prior to the formal EIA process, with the selection and

rejection of alternative schemes, and thus the proponents and government were anticipating the

environmental impacts in the initial design of their project.

Changes as a result of EIA may also occur at a broader organisational level (criterion 4.2.3). In

other words, learning from the EIA process with changes to procedures and/or policies is

another useful indicator of change and improvement within the organisations. Like many of the

other criteria, this was difficult to assess given a lack of information. Although some lessons

were learned in the Ardrossan project, and the Blanchetown Bridge project, more often than

not, the organisations did not systematically review the EIA process, decisions and/or
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management outcomes for individual projects. Both organisations were however, beginning to

conduct environmental audits during construction, as noted in Chapter Seven. The most

significant demonstration of learning and changes at a broader level were made by ETSA when

they undertook a major post-implementation review of their interconnection programme (which

included the Cherry Gardens and Tailem Bend projects). Areas of learning related to project

management, property restoration, the way in which alternatives were presented in the Draft EIS

(ie not to champion a particular route), public consultation (ie establishment of direct contact

people, representation at public meetings), and the need to select contractors based on their

levels of environmental awareness. 10

It was also noted that if a greater emphasis had been placed on environmental issues in the

Cherry Gardens project, there might have been less financial costs associated with restoration

after contractors damaged property ($1 million damage costs) (ETSA 1990b) (see Appendix

17). Some of the lessons do not, however, appear to have been consistently adopted in future

projects undergoing EIA. Thus, lessons learned are not always maintained and behaviour may

relapse in the change process, which was also a point made in Chapter Two. Clearly, there is

need for better feedback and learning mechanisms in both organisations, and with greater

resources dedicated to auditing and monitoring, this should occur in the future.

Unlike for EIS quality, public controversy about proponent responsiveness was not as high for

any of the projects, except for ETSA's Cherry Gardens project and the Hummock's project.

Indications of adverse public reactions to proponent responsiveness were indicated for example,

by a community beliefs that they were being 'disregarded' and 'ignored' in the Adelaide-

Crafers, Cherry Gardens and Hummocks projects, and a belief that the Runway Extension EIS

was simply a justification for a project that had already been decided upon (refer Appendix 17).

In the midst of some negative comments, there were however, some very positive comments

made about ETSA's responsiveness in the Ardrossan project and the Tailem Bend project,

which are noted in Appendix (17). Governmenl controversy about proponent responsiveness

was less than public controversy, and the differences between public and government

controversy may be attributable to the fact that there was usually strong government

commitment to the projects (and hence it is unlikely that the government would criticise the

proponent's response if they were working within the scope defined by government). The

issues were also less emotive for government, whereas the projects were being constructed in

the community's 'backyard' which is likely to cause more emotion. There was however, some

government controversy about ETSA's responsiveness in the Cherry Gardens project and in

Transport's Adelaide-Crafers project, and the DEP emphasised ETSA's lack of responsiveness

to public opinion about the 'best' alignment option in the Cherry Gardens project (refer

Appendix 17).

lOHidd"n footnote.
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g.T INTERNAL & EXTERNAL INFLUENCES ON EIA OUTCOMES

Given the importance of the internal and external models of reform in EIA in understanding

change, it is important to highlight the relative roles of internal staff and external parties on the

EIA outcomes and to supplement the perceptions about these roles which were explored in

Chapter Eight. To reiterate, Chapter Eight revealed that Transport's environmental staff were

perceived to have a high influence on EIA whereas in ETSA, their influence was perceived to be

less (but still high overall). The internal organisation and management structure for most of the

projects is presented in Appendix (17), although the focus here is on the influence of

environmental staff. In Chapter Eight, the influence of external parties such as the general

public was perceived on average to be lower than that of internal groups, yet in practice their

actual level of influence on the ETSA projects was high (see below).

9.7.1.The Influence of Internal Environment Staff

The intricacies of environmental staff involvement in the project was not as apparent as was the

case in Chapter Eight due to a lack of documented information, but the findings appear

consistent with the perceptions noted in Chapter Eight. The environment staff in Transport did

have some influence due ip part to their presence throughout the project delivery process, and

through their formal environmental clearance role in two of the projects (Expressway,

Blanchetown Bridge). Their influence was primarily related to refining the projects. For

instance:

o

a

a

in the Adelaide-Crafers project, environmental staff were involved in vegetation removal

requests (in their formal role of vegetation removal clearance), in air quality studies, and

were also present at several critical meetings in the project delivery process (eg Value

Management Study);

in the Runway Extension project, an environment officer was considered to be the project

co-ordinators' right hand perso¡z' from the beginning of the EIA process. The environment

officer was also an official member of the 'Off-Airport Control Group', and was involved in

an audit on one element of the project's construction;

in the Expressway project, there did not appear to be an environmental staff member as an

'official' member of the planning team, but the environmental unit did play a major role in

Aboriginal heritage negotiations, and at the environmental clearance stage of the project

because the project was assessed internally; and

in the Blanchetown Bridge project, the role of environmental staff was extensive and, in

addition to the formal environmental clearance role, an environmental officer was involved

early in and throughout the planning process which was indicated by their attendance at

several project meetings. Through this process, the environment unit had an evaluative role

a
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in improving the quality of planning reports and requesting further detains on environmental

management.

The main weaknesses appeared to be the lack of 'official' membership on planning teams, but

this is consistent with low numbers of staff to achieve this which was noted in Chapters Seven

and Eight. Similarly, ETSA's environment staff were not 'official' members of the planning

team and appeared to have less of an influence than the Transport staff because they were

brought into the planning and EIA process at alate stage. The lateness of their involvement was

of concern in the post-implementation review noted earlier. For instance:

'The [environmental] Branch's involvement did not start until the EIS had been prepared and

issued. Given the post EIS requirements to carry out quite detailed and sensitive environmental
work, and given the capability of the Branch to do this with success...it would seem that ETSA
in-house environmental personnel should be aware ofsuch exercises before EIS preparation, and

have the opportunity to participate in discussion with SADEP, consultants, earlier in the
project.,.This is not a claim to usurp the proprietary role of Transmission Department for the
Environmental Clearance Procedure for Transmission lines. It is rather, a proposal that in
long-running projects in-house environmental staff can (and do) supply services which cannot
cost-effectively be supplied by the main Environmental Consultants...It is also a proposal for
efficient use of ETSA in-house skills' (refer Appendix 17.

This may have been one reason why ETSA's environment staff were involved earlier in the

subsequent Ardrossan project, with involvement in the assessment of vegetation prior to the

release of the EIS, commenting on EIS quality, and negotiating with the DEP about the centre-

line of the accepted route. Fuller environmental staff involvement was also evident in the

Hummocks project, although as noted in Chapters Seven and Eight, they did not have a formal

environmental clearance role as was the case for Transport's environment staff. Their increasing

involvement was also becoming evident for current projects which were not assessed in this

research, and their influence, as was the case in Transport, was about refining projects within

the overall context of the organisation's development agenda.

9.7.2The influence of the Public

The external influence of the DEP in assessing the projects has already been briefly noted, and

the focus here is on the public's influence. As a result of controversy about most of the projects

informal opposition and political lobbying outside of the formal public consultation process

became evident which was not always successful (except in two of the ETSA projects, and a

moderate-sized change in Tranport's Runway Extension project). In summary:

informal lobbying by community groups resulted in a more expensive alternative being

adopted that was not ETSA's preferred option in the Cherry Gardens project (see also text

below);

a
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arguments between a government vegetation authority and the local agricultural community

resulted in a compromise alignment in the Ardrossan project that appeared to satisfy all

parties involved, and indicated that ETSA was responding to high levels of external

pressures;

localised controversy and lobbying in the Hummocks project (ie push for an upgrade to an

existing line rather than constructing a new line) was unsuccessful because the community

lacked political clout and 'decibel rating' (refer Chapter Eight);

a community group opposed to the preferred option in the Adelaide-Crafers project and

which supported the 'best' option (Corridor A), was also unsuccessful in getting their

preferred option;

resident groups were vocal about the noise issue in the Runway Extension project but failed

to get mitigation measures in place. However, recreational groups (which comprised a

larger number of people) were influential in getting modifications to a road re-alignment (ie

Tapleys Hill road deviation);

lobby groups (eg People Before Transport, Southern Transport Community Coalition)

which opposed to the Expressway project were unsuccessful in getting public transport

options on board because their critical mass, level of organisation, decibel rating and

resources do not appear to have been sufficient to raise any major hurdles to the

development. There was very little opposition to the project at a Public'Works Committee

hearing, and this was believed to be a result of either community apathy, acceptance of the

project's inevitability or lack of process understanding (refer Appendix 17). Continued

opposition during construction rarely made media headlines, and Transport believed that

community acceptance of the project was generally high.

a

The Tailem Bend and Blanchetown Bridge projects were relatively uncontroversial, although

some opposition was evident from parts of the community.lt The influence of the public on

minor changes to all of the projects however, was notable, as most of the project changes noted

earlier were undertaken after the community consultation period in the EIA process and

following pressure from the community (eg an amended alignment option and creation of a new

diversion road noted for the Adelaide-Crafers project; replacement of local access road in the

Runway Extension project).

ETSA's Cherry Gardens project was particularly notable in terms of external community

influence on project and EIA outcomes, because it resulted in the adoption of a more expensive

route which was not ETSA's preferred option. ETSA was keenly aware of the potential impacts

of this public controversy and noted that even '...if the proposed programme is met, outside

1 lFor 
"*u-ple, 

issues of multiple easements on properties were a concern in the Tailem Bend project; whilst
impacts on businesses and safety was of some concern in the Blanchetown Bridge project.
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a

a

a

a

a

a

a

influences from public or the Government could still ieopardise the proiect'.12 The DEP noted

that ETSA's preferred direct corridor alternative would not be supported in the Assessment

Report because of these public (and other government agency) concern.l3 The external

pressures from the public in the Cherry Gardens project were not united in their stance, and two

different pressure groups emerged for the two different alternatives (direct and parallel

corridors). Neither group wanted the alternative in their backyard, and the NIMBY (not in my

backyard) syndrome appeared strong given the lack of State-wide interest in the proposal.

Again, the effectiveness of public pressure related to the 'decibel' rating of the different groups

(eg the level of organisation and resources, the timing of formation and action, the level of

media attention, and the level of support from influential members in the community. The

'People Before Powerlines' action group which was formed in response to ETSA's preferred

direct route, clearly had the loudest decibel rating. They were:

formed early in the EIA process (shortly after the first public meeting);14

organised with representations to government over several months;15

had raised resources of $5,000 for their campaign;16

their submissions were highly detailed and well written;

organised a petition with large numbers of signatures (around 2,000);17

they received significant media attention;18

and their stance was supported by influential community members such as the then Shadow

Minister for Environment and Planning; the Mt Barker Council (the Mayor lived on ETSA's

preferred route) and other politicians.le

The group noted: 'we...have to raise...the biggest outcry possible to destroy ETSA's

confidence.'20

In contrast, local communities on the parallel route were at a disadvantage. Given the emphasis

by ETSA on the direct route in the Draft EIS, the sense of urgency was not evident and there

was significantly less response from residents in the early stages of the EIA process. Late in the

process, when the possibility of the parallel route was realised (also called the Southern Route),

a 'Southern Powerline Route Action Group' was formed and a petition was presented to the

l2Hidd"n footnote.
l3Hidd"n footnote.
l4N"*rpup"r Article (12 December 1984) 'No, no, no, to E.T.S.A. power-line plans', Mt Barker Courier: p5).
1sN"*rpup"r Article (date unknown) 'Powerline Petitions..,signed and delivered'. Courier?
16ttidd"n footnote.
17N"*prup". Article (date unknown) 'Powerline Petitions...signed and delivered'. Courier?
18ttidd"n footnote.
l9Hidd"n footnote.
20Hidd"n footnote.
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Minister for Environment and Planning.2l In a letter to the Minister for Environment and

Planning, they argued:

'...the majority, on having read the EIS has assumed the direct route would be taken and had
not been aware the Southern Route was therefore being seriously considered. Therefore we
have had little time to organise publicity to counteract the biased and uninformed press

coverage being given to'People Before Powerlines'. We trust that you sir, are far better
informed and capable of giving an objective decision without bowing to political
powermonge ring' .22

However, the People Beþre Powerlines group won the battle. Years after the EIA process,

some officers within ETSA acknowledged the value of the final alternative adopted, which

demonstrates responsiveness beyond the context of the immediate project:

'Initially, ETSA may not have been pleased with the Minister's final decision to approve the
southern route and to recommend the use of triple circuit towers. However, in retrospect it was
probably the wisest decision. I doubt whether the action groqp, People Before Powerlines,

would have ever accepted a decision to use the northern route...'23

Overall, the influence of the public was high in making major changes to ETSA projects, and

less significant changes to the Transport projects.

9.8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In Summary, Figure (9.9) compares performance in each of the four evaluation dimensions,

whilst Figure (9.10) illustrates the mean performance in each project. The overall performance

in EIA practice for both organisations was Just satisfactory' (grade of C). Figure (9.9)

illustrates that for both organisations, performance was generally better on average in terms of

EIA compliance (B grade), whilst EIS quality was the weakest area in both organisations and

below the Just satisfactory'mark. This did not, however, mean that the organisations were not

open or responsive in the EIA process, and both organisations performed between Just

satisfactory' and 'satisfactory' in both of these areas. In terms of the broader criteîia in the CCP

framework, EIS quality was deemed as 'not addressed', whilst the remaining three criteria were

considered'partly addressed'.

These broad grades do not, however, take into account the variations in detail, and in all cases,

Transport performed slightly better in the four evaluation dimensions. Figure (9,10) illustrates

that the best performance overall was evident in Transport's Expressway project and ETSA's

Ardrossan project, whilst the weakest performance was evident in Transport's Adelaide-Crafers

project and ETSA's Cherry Gardens project. This is consistent with many of the points made

about these two projects throughout this Chapter including the high levels of public and

2lHidd"n footnote.
22]Hidd"n footnote.
23ttidd"n footnote.
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government controversy. However, the project which was the weakest performer was ETSA's

Hummocks project, and the overall score was lowered due to limited compliance, particularly to

the PER guidelines.

Overall, performance in EIA varied between projects even within the same organisation, and

this relates in part to the project's location, its rationale, its public visibility, and the power of

the community (see Chapter Ten). Of interest is that high compliance did not necessarily mean

equivalent performance in proponent openness, responsiveness, or EIS quality, and this was

particularly evident in the Cherry Gardens project. In fact, ETSA's very good performance in

compliance for this project did not result in a good outcome for them, and because of strong

evaluative and public control, ETSA was forced to adopt an option that they believed was more

costly and technically inferior. Thus, compliance with the EIA requirements, and even going

beyond compliance, does not guarantee a good outcome for developers. It should also be noted

that lower compliance does not necessarily mean that the proponent will be less open or

responsive, and this was demonstrated in the Ardrossan project where compliance was lower

than most of the projects, but responsiveness was even higher. Unlike performance in the

Cherry Gardens project, ETSA appeared to be particularly good at compromising between the

different parties in this project. The main factors in understanding project outcomes related

more to public visibility of a project and prior political commitments to a project.

Relatively poor EIS quality in all of the projects also did not mean that the EIA process was

ineffective. In fact the EIA process worked in that:

a better alignment was adopted for the Cherry Gardens project as a result of the EIA process

(despite opposition from ETSA);

a compromise alignment was adopted in the Ardrossan project which satisfied all parties,

and this occurred as a result of the EIS process;

a modified alignment was adopted in the Tailem Bend project as a result of EIA;

and less significant modifications were made in the Transport projects as a result of the EIA

process (eg amended corridor in the Adelaide-Crafers project).

a

a

o

a
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Figure 9.9: Overall performance in the four evaluation dimensions
Key: 1=excellent performance (A); O.75=satisfactory performance (B); 0.5=just satisfactory performance (C);

0.25=limited performance (D); O=not attempted or very poor performance (E)

Figure 9.10: Overall performance for each proiect
Key: 1=excellent performance (A); O,75=satisfactory performance (B); 0.5=just satisfactory performance (C);

0.25=limited performance (D); 0=not attempted or very poor performance (E)
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This effectiveness was primarily a result of strong evaluative and public control, and the

organisation's reaction to this pressure. However, there were some constraints to the EIA

process (and hence organisational change), and these constraints were strong themes throughout

the evaluation of EIA petformance. That is:

the pressures on the organisations to construct a project where the objectives and scope had

already been predefined by government (for five of the projects);

the reliance of Transport on external parties to fund the 'best' alternative, which was not

forthcomin g (e g Adelaide-Crafers) ; and

broader alternatives were usually outside the organisation's missions but may have been

more appropriate solutions to the problem in the longer term.

Thus, the degree of flexibility in considering alternatives in the EIA process was limited to

corridor or route options at the planning stage (rather than broader alternatives at the project

conception stage). Overall, both organisations were open and responsive to the extent that they

had power over a decision, and where the alternative did not impose significant costs or

technical inferiority. Moreover, true 'constructive dialogue' as defined in the openness

dimension was not occurring in any of the case studies, and communities only had a moderate

level of power in the formal decision-making process (and high levels of power in informal

lobbying for some of the projects). If higher levels of consultation (eg joint planning

committees) had been used by the organisations, then a stronger two-way interaction would

have been evident.

Two other points are worth re-emphasising: the failure to comply with the final decision (in

ETSA's case), and the inflexibility of construction dates. Inflexible construction dates were a

major weakness in the EIA process which resulted in the short cutting of planning and

construction staging, and in ETSA's case, indirectly caused impacts during the construction

stage for the Cherry Gardens project. The apparent failure to comply with the final decision in

the Ardrossan project and the Tailem Bend project also highlights the weaknesses associated

with a discretionary decision-making process in EIA, and tends to challenge the utility of the

formal EIA process. A long process of environmental studies and consultation was undertaken

for these projects, yet ETSA was still able to change the final decision (although it is likely that

this was done in consultation with the DEP at a more informal level).

V/hat this highlights is a lack of public accountability and certainty. In the absence of formal

transparency mechanisms, how are the public and other parties able to find out if the proposal

was constructed as recommended in the EIA process? This problem became particularly evident

when attempting to identify the degree of decision compliance for each project. There was

simply insufficient information available to evaluate this criterion for most of the projects, and

a
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there clearly needs to be better mechanisms for public follow-up in South Australia's EIA
process. The following Chapter now endeavours to draw together the main points from all

previous Chapters in defining and explaining patterns of change in Transport SA and ETSA.
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Chapter Ten

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS

1O.O INTRODUCTION

The overriding aim of this thesis was to develop a systematic framework for evaluating

'effective' organisational change and behaviour in the EIA context, and to apply this framework

to two government organisations within South Australia. Given the lack of evaluation

frameworks at this level of analysis in EIA, a fundamental prerequisite for this research was the

identification of key factors which characterise 'effective' organisational change in the EIA

context. This was achieved from a synthesis of organisational change, policy implementation,

and EIA theories in Chapters Two, Three and Four. Three dimensions or broad indicators of

organisational change emerged from this review encapsulating an organisational capability to

implement EIA (Chapter Seven), an organisational cultureþr EIA (Chapter Eight), and the level

of EIA performance (Chapter Nine). These three indicators of change were set within the

context of the EIA system in South Australia, which was evaluated using the system-evaluation

framework (Chapter Five), and the histories and social-political contexts of both case study

organisations (Chapter Six).

This Chapter now draws together the key points from the preceding Chapters, and summarises

and evaluates the patterns and degree of organisational change achieved in both Transport and

ETSA in the three dimensions of change. Are patterns of change similar to those experienced in

the United States? Have the organisations met all or most of the criteria for 'effective'

organisational change as a result of EIA, and in particular, is there a match between the

organisation's capability and culture to implement EIA, and EIA performance in practice (ie the

CCP match)? The remainder of this Chapter analyses the reasons behind the organisational

responses to the EIA requirement. This analysis is structured around a model of 'contextual

filters' which presents four levels of context for understanding EIA and change outcomes. Also

encapsulated within this section are recommendations for improving EIA at both the
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organisational and at the legislative level. Finally, conclusions are made about the value of the

evaluation frameworks, the models of reform and change outcomes with Transport and ETSA.

1.0.1 PATTERNS OF CHANGE

As noted in Chapter One, organisational responses to EIA can take a number of forms including

complete avoidance of EIA, attempts to dampen its impact and carry on as usual, comply in a

pro forma manner, or the development of procedures which herald a complete change in

business operations. Moreover, Chapter Three indicated that there were distinct phases in the

EIA and change process in the United States, including an'awareness and interpretation'phase,

a 'compliance and procedural' phase, an 'integrated'phase and a 'programmatic'phase which

are similar to those defined in general and greening change models noted in Chapter Two.

Clearly, both of the organisations studied in this research did not avoid the EIA requirement,

and the phases of change were similar to those in the United States, although there were some

slight differences. The following summarises and discusses patterns of organisational change

in both Transport and ETSA in terms of Wichelman's (1976) four phases of change defined in

Chapter Three. Trends are comparatively illustrated in Figure (10.1), although it was difficult

to define exact boundaries for each stage. The trends are more appropriately viewed as a

continuum of change, with indistinct transitions (and relapses) between the phases.

10.L.L An Interpretation Phase (early-late 1970s)?

'When EIA was first introduced in 19J4, change was immediate in both Transport and ETSA,

but as was the case in the United States for many agencies, it was essentially an interpretation

phase, limited in scope and did not involve fundamental alterations to the organisation's existing

operational climate. As noted above, it is difficult to pinpoint an exact boundary to this phase,

but its approximate end appears to have been signalled by Transport's development of more

refined EIA procedures in 197'7, which is three years after the EIA requirement. As was also

the case in the United States, resistance to EIA was evident in South Australia both at a formal

organisational level and at a less formal cultural level. This was because EIA was a process that

was imposed by an external party, because of the heavy workloads implied by the requirement,

and because it was believed by the organisations that there would a loss of control and

autonomy and decision-making (ie EI\-related decisions would take priority over decisions

made as a part of the organisations' "legitimate" work).
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This organisational resistance to EIA was not unique to the South Australian context, and

although there has been a paucity of research on this topic in Australia, Formby (1987) found

evidence of resistance to EIA in bureaucracies around Australia at the Commonwealth and the

State level, with the main concerns about the powers of the Department of Environment to

intervene into the realms of other department's authorities (Formby 1987). Formby noted:

'Underlying some of the stated concerns of departments about [EIA] was a sense of impatience
with environmental matters and with the possible reduction in ministerial and departmental
autonomy... The strong opposition to [EIA] and avoidance of its provisions by some

departments, at times ignored or condoned by ministers, greatly retarded the process of
acceptance and implementation of [EIA] during its critical early years' (Formby 1987: p22O).

At the Commonwealth level, the 'routinisation' of EIA was thus slow, and compliance 'uneven'

(Formby 1987: p222). Few EISs were required and those EISs that were prepared were

usually of poor quality (Formby 1987).

In contrast to the Australian Commonwealth level, resistance in South Australia did not mean

non-compliance (or at least 'visible' non-compliance such as failure to prepare an EIS).

Resistance at the formal organisational level also did not appear as significant in South Australia

when compared to many government agencies in the United States. For instance, both

Transport and ETSA had immediately commenced discussions with the then Department of

Environment (DoE) and developed Memoranda of Understanding about the EIA process

requirements. Moreover, unlike many agencies in the United States, Transport developed

preliminary EIA procedures in the same year that EIA was introduced, whilst ETSA

demonstrated initiative in public consultation, and the creation of an Environment Committee for

the first EIS to be called under State EIA requirements (the Northern Power Station). Although

neither organisation developed environmental goals in response to the EIA requirement, or

employed permanent environmental staff specifically for EIA during this interpretation phase,

both were considered at the forefront of agency behaviour in South Australia, with ETSA

'leading the pack'and Transport the 'exemplar' of how an agency responded to EIA (Chapter

Seven).

This trend at the visible organisational level in South Australia differed to the less visible cultural

level. As noted in Chapter One, public agencies have a mix of attitudes with similar

constituencies of interest groups inside, to those existing outside of the organisation (Fairfax

and Andrews 1979). Following some initial resistance, both organisations were visibly

demonstrating compliance (at the 'organisational' level), but the initial perceptions and

resistance towards EIA at the individual/group cultural level varied (Chapter Eight). There were

some groups which were completely responsive and supportive of the principles of EIA (ie the

'whole-hearted supporters); there were others who were public and 'neutral administrators' or

harmless Jokers' about the process; there were other groups which were supportive of EIA
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principles, but not of the time and resources that EIA required (the 'sympathetic, but'

grouping), and then there was a minority group in both organisations which believed that EIA

was a 'nuisance' and a 'waste of time'.

These fears and resistance at the cultural level may have arisen because the notion of

'groupthink' (eg pride and illusions of invulnerability) was being challenged, which was also

the case in the United States during this interpretative phase. Because the minority and resistant

groups had a 'lot of clout' in both Transport and ETSA during the early years of EIA's

operation, EIA outcomes could be bypassed or ignored in practice within both Transport and

ETSA (Chapter Eight). Thus, EIA at a 'hidden' level was not being complied with on the

ground, and the impact of EIA at a cultural level was less than at the formal more visible

organisational level of compliance. This trend continued during the compliance phase.

10.L.2 A Compliance Phase (late L970s-mid 1990sX

As was the case in the United States, there appeared to be a procedural compliance phase in the

change process. In the United States, this was characterised by compliance to EIA, some

remnant resistance, and was facilitated by new CEQ guidelines and court action which increased

policy legitimacy, enforceability and specificity. During this phase, the process was still an

'add-on' to existing operations rather than fully integrated (ie'grafting' behaviour defined in

Chapter Two). Unlike in the United States, the compliance phase in South Australia (or

perhaps more aptly termed the'add-on'phase) lasted much longer.l There was also no court

influence in South Australia to provide incentive for compliance, and as a result, the phase was

not characterised by 'volume outweighing substance' to fulfil legal requirements and to avoid

court action. Yet similar to experience in the United States, this phase in South Australia was

characterised by a gradual increase in formal capability to implement the EIA process in both

organisations (Chapter Seven), such as the development of training courses on EIA, the

employment and expansion of permanent environment staff to support the EIA process (the first

permanent officer was employed in 1916 in ETSA and in 1919 in Transport), the creation of

environmental groups (1979 in ETSA; 1986 in Transport), the development of environmental

goals, and the continued compliance to the requirement at a'visible, organisational'level during

the late 1970s and 1980s.

Despite the expansion of organisational capability for EIA during this phase, the numbers of

environment staff were still low in both Transport and ETSA which inhibits the operation of the

internal model of reform (thus further highlighting the preconditions necessary for this model to

operate in practice) (refer Chapter Three). Low staff numbers meant that environment staff

lFrom the late 1970s to the mid-late 1990s in South Australia (approximately), compared to l97l to 1973 in the

United States.
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were unable (and are still unable) to be 'active' planning members for all projects. 'Lone

deviants' also find it difficult to facilitate change as they gradually conform to the dominant

status quo in a process of socialisation (refer Chapter Three). Although environmental officers

within Transport had more sources of power and ability to influence the planning process

because of their formal environmental clearance role during the 1980s and 1990s, they lacked

the critical mass to follow through on all projects; and although ETSA had higher numbers of

environment staff, they lacked power sources and the formal environmental clearance roles to

have major influence on the project delivery process (Chapters Seven and Eight). This is

consistent with experience in the United States, where the numbers of environment staff,

although higher than in Transport and ETSA, were considered insufficient to adequately

implement or oversee the EIA process, and were sometimes separated from the planning

process due to EIA roles and structural location (Chapter Three).

Indications that EIA was an 'add-on' to normal planning and decision-making processes

(despite EIA's increasing status at the formal capability level) was demonstrated in the

interviews (Chapter Eight) and in the project case studies (Chapter Nine). Even during the

1980s, remnants of the 1950s and 1960s 'cowboy' culture in both organisations were evident;

public participation was still limited (and indications of agenda control were evident); higher

levels of EIA could be bypassed in Transport; and EIA outcomes continued to be ignored by

construction engineers in both organisations. Thus, although visible compliance at the

organisational level for specific projects was relatively high (refer Chapter Nine), non-

compliance still continued at a'hidden'cultural level (particularly in Transport due to its reliance

on internally-based EIA procedures). EIA policy/procedural requirements were complied with,

but not to the extent that they fundamentally altered project decision-making, primarily because

compliance occurred at a late stage in the project delivery process (Chapter Eight and Nine).

This was the case for both organisations.

The 'best' project alternatives in environmental terms were also not always adopted (ie

Adelaide-Crafers, Cherry Gardens), and economic factors tended to outweigh environmental

factors in some cases. Moreover, because of the discretionary nature of the EIA decisions,

ETSA failed to comply with the final decisions on two of the project case studies (Tailem Bend

and Ardrossan projects). EIS quality was also generally poor for all of the project case studies,

and limitations were similar to those noted in Chapter Three. In short, there was no questioning

of project objectives, and EIA was more of a project refinement and management tool, or, in the

words of Ortolano and Shepherd (1995), an ex post facto rationalisation tool, which is

consistent with experience in the United States during this stage of the change process.

Moreover, even though there was a belief by many that EIA was a useful compliance tool, the

results in Chapter Nine indicate room for improvement in this area, with limited reference in the

EISs to other legislative requirements or standards, particularly in ETSA.
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Nonetheless, there was no overt resistance demonstrated in the project case studies assessed

(Chapter Nine and Appendix 17). Both organisations had pre-empted the EIS requirement for

the Adelaide-Crafers, Cherry Gardens and Tailem Bend projects, and there was opportunity for

the EIA process to at least influence the site selection stage (whereas in some cases, EIA can

have no influence at all because all important decisions including project locations are already

made; refer Ortolano 1993). In this respect, there was evidence of substantive changes to the

projects in both organisations during the 1980s,2 and both organisations demonstrated levels of

openness and responsiveness in the EIA process which were slightly above the just satisfactory

mark (although performance was relatively low for Transport's Adelaide-Crafers project, and

ETSA's Cheny Gardens project which reduced the overall aveÍage grades).

10.1.3 An Integrated Phase (late 1990s onwards)?

As was the case in the United States, there is some question about whether Transport and ETSA

entered (or are entering) an 'integrated' phase in EIA behaviour. Government organisations in

the United States were, according to V/ichelman (I976) entering the 'integrated' phase of EIA

implementation in 1973. But because full integration of EIA into organisational planning

processes was still not evident in research which postdated Wichelman's research, it may

perhaps be more appropriate to term this phase a'routinisation'phase. That is, where EIA had

become routine practice with evidence of substantive improvements to projects, but where EIA

was still not fully integrated into existing decision-making processes at an early stage (ie project

conception). The move into this phase in the United States was facilitated with increasing

experience in EIA, learning from court action, and because of the realisation that EIA would not

prevent the organisations from pursuing their original missions.

In South Australia, the project case studies which underwent EIA in the mid 1990s

(Expressway, Runway Extension, Blanchetown Bridge, Hummocks) demonstrated that EIA

was still essentially an add-on for major projects (but was now 'routine' practice). For instance:

there was no clear evidence that performance had improved in EIA practice over time in the

project case studies assessed in this research;

EIA was still focused on the alternative site selection phase rather than the project conception

stage;

there was still some minor evidence of agenda control and limited transparency in public

communication in Transport due to a residual 'arrogance' associated with being the 'experts'

(Chapter Eight), and because decisions by government prevented the release of some

2This was demonstrated in the project case studies which underwent EIA during the 1980s (Adelaide-Crafers,
Cherry Gardens, Tailem Bend, and the Ardrossan project).
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documents (eg refer Runway Extension project). However, the culture was gradually

changing in this respect. Because the public were not involved on Joint planning

committees', 'constructive dialogue' was sometimes limited despite genuine attitudes

towards the consultation process in both organisations (Chapters Eight and Nine);

the timing of public consultation \ryas good (and early in the EIA process), but still initiated

after key decisions about a project's objectives and means of achievement had been made;

the emphasis in EIA was on impact mitigation and still focused on project refinement;

and there was no evidence that a project had ever been rejected in either organisation for

environmental reasons (although projects were modified substantially in ETSA, and at a

lesser level in Transport).

Employee perceptions about environmental commitment at the organisational level also indicated

that, during the late 1990s, commitmentin practic¿ was still lower than commitment in theory at

the organisational level (ie the rhetoric) (Chapter Eight).

At the same time, there were signs at a cultural level that EIA was becoming more integrated,

and Transport in particular, was demonstrating evidence of going beyond compliance to the EIA

process. 'With experience in EIA (and other factors explored later), the organisational cultures

for EIA had changed dramatically in the 1990s relative to the 1970s, and all of those surveyed

within the organisations valued the environment at least equally with other technical and

economic issues. According to the interviews, some employees (but not all) were also

beginning to think about environmental issues upfront, rather than as an add-on which signals

entry into a more integrated phase of operation, although the exact date for this (if there is one)

is unclear. Resistance to EIA at the cultural level was also isolated to a very small minority in

both organisations, and virtually non-existent in ETSA except for continued concerns about time

frames in the EIA process. Although there were also some communication problems in the EIA

process within Transport due in part to functional group tensions and due to the presence of

groupthink (Chapter Eight), this may improve with increasing experience in the project

management approach which was adopted in the 1990s.

Marked changes at the organisational capability level had also been made in both organisations

in the late 1990s during this'integrated'or'routinisation'phase, although not directly as a

result of the EIA requirement. This was characterised by the increasing status and higher

structural locations of environment groups in both organisations, and the development of more

complex and coordinated environmental management systems. Figure (10.2) illustrates the

broadening nature of the environmental management arena in both organisations from 'reaction'

to 'compliance' to 'best practice', which tends to reflect the greening models defined in Chapter

Two (although ETSA appeared to be relapsing back to a compliance rather than a best practice

phase, due in part to its fragmentation and privatisation in the mid-late 1990s). Transport's

o
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internal EIA system had also improved since the 1970s, but as was the case in the United

States, lacked substantive goals about upfront expectations on project'acceptability' levels.

Figure L0.2: Expanding environmental focus from reaction to best practice in
Transport and ETSA (although ETSA appears to have returned to the

compliance phase despite being at the forefront in the 1980s)

L0.L.4: A Programmatic Phase?

In the United States,'Wichelman's predicted'programmatic'phase3 did not appear to occur until

the 1990s, and is still evolving. One of the main triggers for this increasing 'programmatic'

focus in the United States was a number of court cases between 1988 and 1991 which

highlighted the need for cumulative analysis (Therivel et al 1992; Therivel 1993; Webb and

Sigal 1992; NAPA 1998).4 In South Australia, however, there was no incentive for

programmatic EIA (or Strategic Environmental Assessment), and problem resolution in both

organisations remained focused on the 'quick fix' and incremental solution such as the

construction of a new road to resolve a transport problem, or of a new transmission line to

improve energy supply, efficiency and reliability. Although demand management and higher

strategies were being implemented in both organisations, they had still yet to be adequately

integrated with environmental considerations, and Strategic Environmental Assessment was all

but unheard of. The examples of quick fixes to a problem exemplified in most of the project

case studies on EIA practice is consistent with the traditional construction cultures of the

3In other words, the practice of Strategic Environmental Assessment of higher policies, plans and programmes as

opposed to the project level ofdecision-making.
4For example, in the early 1990s, public groups sued the Department of Energy to force it to prepare more
comprehensive EISs (NAPA 1998).
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organisations, and is also consistent with the way in which many cultures are socialised into

thinking. As noted by Senge, it is difficult to visualise problems in a holistic sense:

'From a very early age, we are taught to break apart problems, to fragment the world. This
apparently makes complex tasks and subjects more manageable, but we pay a hidden, enoÍnous
price. We can no longer see the consequences of our actions; we lose our intrinsic sense of
connection to a larger whole. When we then try to "see the big picture," we try to reassemble

the fragments in our minds, to list and organise all the pieces. But, as physicist, David Bohm
says, the task is futile - similar to trying to reassemble the fragments of a broken mirror to see

a true reflection. Thus, after a while we give up trying to see the whole altogether' (Senge

1990: pl).

The introduction of Strategic Environmental Assessment and seeing a more 'holistic'picture

would indicate entry into Wichelman's programmatic phase. As noted in Chapter Seven,

Transport was making a start in the right direction, with the drafting, at the time of this research,

of a systematic policy development framework which made brief reference to environmental

considerations. However, ETSA (in particular Electranet), did not have any control over the

broader policy process, because ETSA had been fragmented into different subsidiaries, each

with a different and separate role related to the supply and transmission of electricity, and the

broader picture was lost. ETSA could however, instigate programmatic EIA for such things as

programmes of vegetation control under transmission lines, or site-wide EISs to evaluate

'geographically contiguous actions', as was occurring in the United States Department of

Energy (NAPA 1998: p5). Nonetheless, the lack of SEA in Transport and ETSA was not

unique to South Australia, and SEA has been limited throughout the State and in Australia (see

McCarthy 1995;1996).

1.0.2 THE CCP MATCH & DEGREE OF CHANGE

At the time of this research, the CCP evaluation framework was particularly useful in

highlighting the ways and areas in which the organisations had changed by the late 1990s, and

where there was still room for improvement. Performance for both organisations in capability,

culture and EIA performance were summarised at the end of Chapters Seven, Eight and Nine

respectively. The combined results are summarised in Figure (10.3) which indicates that overall

performance, and the response to EIA, was very good in both organisations and slightly

stronger in Transport with 88Vo of criteria at least 'partly addressed', which compares to JTVo of

criteria at least partly addressed in ETSA.

The most important point to note, however, is the slight mismatch between capability, culture

and EIA performance in practice. Performance for both organisations was strongest in terms of

the capability or the rhetoric to implement EIA with more criteria'addressed' (55Vo in Transport

and 52Vo in ETSA). This compares to a weaker performance in the culture dimension with

28Vo and 27Vo of criteria 'addressed' for both Transport and ETSA respectively, and most of the
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criteria in the culture dimension were 'partly addressed' (64Vo for both organisations). This

was also the case for the EIA performance dimension in EIA with l5Vo of criteria 'partly

addressed' in both organisations (compliance, openness and responsiveness) and 25Vo of

criteria 'not addressed' or generally of unsatisfactory quality (EIS quality). As noted in Chapter

Nine, however, these broad scores for EIA performance do not take into account variations in

performance between the evaluation categories and between different projects, which were

evident within the supporting detail in Chapter Nine and in Appendix (17).
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Figure 10.3: Overall performance in the Capability, Culture, Performance
dimensions of change in Transport and ETSA

Although the organisational capability for EIA was initially slow to develop in the early years of

EIA (Chapter Seven), overall, the surface capability changes were faster and more pronounced

than cultural changes, and the cultural changes and perceptions about EIA outcomes were more

consistent with the realities of EIA performance.S But formal capability changes did appear to

influence cultural change. By the time that Environmental Management Systems had been

developed and the environment was 'mainstreamed' in the 1990s, the attitudes of many

5Most of those surveyed in Transport and BTSA believed that EIA was 'moderately effective', and while the
evaluation of practice in Chapter Nine indicated that overall performance on average was slightly above the Just
satisfactory' mark, the mean scores were reduced by poor EIS quality, In fact, EIA compliance, and proponent
openness and responsiveness were moderately effective (between the 'just satisfactory' and 'satisfactory' marks)
which reflects employee perceptions). It is, however, interesting to note some discrepancies between perceptions

and practice, whereby ETSA believed that the public had a relatively low influence on EIA and decision-making
(Chapter Eight), whereas in practice, the public had quite a high influence for all ofthe case studies except for the

Hummocks project (Chapter Nine).
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employees towards EIA and towards environment staff had become more supportive in both

organisations. In other words, attitudinal change appeared to follow behavioural change for

many employees, rather than the other way around. As noted in Chapter Two, attitudinal

change is often cited as the major target of change, but others believe, which is consistent with

the findings in this research, that changed roles and behaviour'forces' new attitudes (eg Beer et

aI 1990;Petts et al 1998). The notion of 'professional control'in this sense was becoming

more pronounced in both organisations. However, as indicated in Chapter Seven, EIA

performance was confounded by the realities of political, time and resource constraints which

explains the relatively low EIA performance.

Although change is a dynamic process, it was possible to gain a snapshot measurement of the

degree of change in both Transport and ETSA according to some of the categorical change

models defined in Chapter Two.6 Appendix (18) summarises four scales of change defined by

Dunphy and Stace (in Senior 1991) which included'fine tuning'(level 1), incremental'change

(level 2), 'modular transformation' (level 3), and'corporate transformation' (level 4). Between

the 1970s and 1990s, change in both organisations at a broader level (ie beyond EIA) was major

with'modular transformations'during the 1970s and 1980s, and'corporate transformations'

during the 1990s. However, changes in the EIA and environmental management arena related

more to 'fine tuning' and'incremental'change, or in other words, 'single loop' learning (refer

Chapter Two). In this respect, there were no radical or fundamental changes to values in the

organisations, and 'fine tuning' was characterised by ongoing improvements to the match

between strategy, structure, people and processes (eg creating new specialist units, refining

procedures and policies). However, the difference between 'fine tuning' and 'incremental'

change was not clear cut in this model.

The organisational approach to EIA and environmental management in Transport and ETSA was

also broadly placed within the context of Hunt and Auster's (in Hass 1996) five stage

environmental typology of corporations defined in Chapter Two (refer Table 10.1). In terms of

environmental practice (ie the degree which a programme reduces environmental risk), both

Transport and ETSA fell between the categories of 'fire fighter' (stage 2) and'concerned

citizen'(stage 3), which suggests between minimal and moderate environmental protection, and

which is consistent with the evaluation of EIA performance in Chapter Nine. Although strong

efforts were being devoted by both organisations to minimise environmental impacts,

environmental damage did occur on the ground during the construction phase for most of the

projects. V/ith the adoption of, and increasing experience with, Environmental Management

6Itwas,however,difficulttoplacethedegreeofchangeintoanyoneparticularcategory. Forinstance,thedegree
of change in both Transport and ETSA could fit into each of the four scales of change defined by Dunphy and

Stace (1993 in Senior 1997) (see Appendix 18).
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Plans and monitoring, this may change in the future with a move into 'pragmatist' or even

'proactive' stages of behaviour.

Performance was judged to be higher in Hunt and Auster's other categories relating to resource

commitment, support and involvement of top management and public relations. In these

categories, both Transport and ETSA fell between the 'concerned citil¿n' (stage 3) and

'pragmatisl' (stage 4). In terms of managerial mindsets, both organisations appeared to be in

the 'pragmatist' stage (ie environmental management is considered an important business

function), whilst in terms of integration, ETSA was in the 'concerned citizen' stage (l¿ minimal

interaction of EIA with other departments), whilst Transport was in the 'pragmatist' stage (le

moderate integration of EIA with other departments). In terms of performance objectives (the

rhetoric), Transport was again at a more advanced stage and appeared to be moving towards the

'proactivist' category (stage 5) (ie actively manage impacts), whereas ETSA was in the

'pragmatist' category of change (le minimise negative impacts). These trends in Transport

indicate moves towards 'double loop' learning (refer Chapter Two), with more extensive

changes, and review of organisational value systems.

Table 10.1: Continuum of environmental performance in Transp
modifïed version of Hunt and Auster's model (in Hass 1996: p68)

performance in Transport and ETSA)

ort and ETSA based on
(shaded boxes represents

Degree
programme
reduces
environmental
risk
General
mindset of
corporate
managers

Resource
commitment

BEGINNER FIRE FIGHTER CONCERNED
CITIZEN

PRAGMATIST PROACTIVIST

no protection minimal
protection

moderate
protection

comprehensive
protection

maxrmum
protection

Environmental
management
unnecessary

Environmental
issues should be
addressed only
as necessary

Environmental
management is
a worthwhile
f unction

Environmental
management is
an important
business
f unction

Environmental
management is
a priority item

Minimal
resource
commitment

budgets for
problems as
thev occur

consistent, yet
minimal budget

generally
suff icient
f undinq

Open-ended
f unding

Support and
involvement of
top
manaqement

No involvement Piecemeal
involvement

Commitment in
theory

Aware and
moderately
involved

Actively
involved

Performance
objectives

None Resolve
problems as
they occur

satisf y
corporate
responsibility

(ErsA)
Minimize
negative
environmental
imoacts

(Transport)
Actively manage
environmental
matters

lntegration with
company

Not integrated

None

lnvolved with
other
departments on
piecemeal basis

(ETSA)
Minimal
interaction with
other
departments

(Transport)
Moderate
integration with
other
deoartments

Actively
involved with
other
departments

lnvolvement
with public
relations

None Moderate High Daily
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Another key point to note is that the degree of change and the balance between capability,

culture and perþrmance varied over time. This was demonstrated in part by the project case

studies assessed in this research, where EIA performance for individual projects varied over a

span of two decades even within the same organisation (and the reasons for this are noted later).

According to'Wandesforde-Smith and Kerbavaz:

'...the impact assessment process is not self-sustaining and self-regulating. In the real world
that is inhabited by people involved in impact assessment, learning and improvement cannot be

taken for granted by virtue of the process used in analysing and making choices' (Wandesforde-
Smith and Kerbavaz 1988: p190).

What became apparent was that, although environment staff were socialised into the dominant

norms of the organisations (and they needed to be 'moderate' in their behaviour), the continued

prompting of environment staff in the project delivery process was necessary to ensure that

environmental factors continued to be incorporated in the midst of multiple other requirements

and pressures. The internalisation of environmental values within engineers and project

managers does not necessarily guarantee the full integration of environmental issues into project

development, nor that these attitudes will be maintained, because of the multiple demands placed

on the planning and design process. As suggested throughout this thesis, political, time and

budget constraints all place immediate pressures on those responsible for project delivery,

particularly at a time when economic factors dominate the government's concerns.

The changing CCP balance is difficult to identify, but can be visualised using a preliminary and

deliberately simple model which was developed by Petts et al (1999) to represent changing

compliance patterns to environmental requirements within private sector organisations (Figure

10.4). Figure (10.4) illustrates that a company's mean compliance to an environmental

requirement (line a) is dependent on fluctuations in an organisation's climate (ie its capability to

comply such as economic factors, people, knowledge resources, and understanding of the

requirement), and its culture (ie internal attitudes towards change and compliance). According

to Petts et aI, these factors in turn, are affected by external market and social pressures. Line (c)

in Figure (10.4), which reflects organisational climate, is open to greater variation and is more

vulnerable to non-compliance (symbol X), than when compared to an organisation's culture

(line b) which is more enduring (Petts et al1999: p26).
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c)

a)

tttttttttt

+ve

Compliance
Time

-ve

Company Climate (c)

Vulnerability Level (d)

Company Culture (b)

Mean Company
Compliance Culture (a)

Figure 10.4: Hypothetical representation of the compliance
state of Business Co. Ltd (Petts et al 1999: p26)

10.3 EXPLAINING CHANGE OUTCOMES: THE CONTEXT

What factors were particularly relevant to explaining the organisational responses to EIA in the

South Australian context? Understanding how and why change occurred, and the degree of

change in both Transport and ETSA is a highly complex process because there are so many

variables which will affect the change and policy implementation process. Chapters Two and

Three sought to provide a sound basis for understanding some of these different influences. In

an attempt to account for the multitude of influences, a 'contextual filters' model is proposed

which contains four levels through which EIA outcomes are filtered (refer Figure 10.5). From

broadest to most detailed, these filters entail:

Filter (1):

Filter (2):

Filter (3):

Filter (4):

the broader social, economic, political and environmental context;

the nature of the EIA requirement;

the organisational context; and

the project context.
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FILTER 1: BROAD CONTEXT
Political, Social, Economic
eg type of decision-making

culture

Acti

Scale/Type of
Development

Planning/
Environment
Framework

Nature of 'Controls', policy
legitimacy, validity,

resources, enforceability,
magnitude, innovativeness,

EIA Reouirement

pervastveness

State ofState of Environment

FILTER 2I EIA REQUIREMENT

Political
Pressures

Public
Attitude

Direct EIA Environment: 2 way ìnteractìnn

General
Public

Direct Organisalional Environment: 2 wa.y interact¡on

FILTER 4: PROJECT CONTEXT

Direct Project Environment: 2 way ùúeraction

FILTER 3: ORGANISATIONAL CONTEXT

Political
Pressures

Legislative,
Regulatory
Framework

Orpanís atio nal C ontext

CCP Match-Mission, Structure,

Procedures, Knowledge, S taff,
Attitudes, Resources, History,

Public Visibility
Technology
Knowledge Stakeholders

Economic

Available

Precedents

Social &
Physical

Framework
annrng

Project Context

Type, Scale, $, Benefits,
Flexibility of Alternatives,
Location, Timing, Public

Need Pu
Climate

Regulatory

Political
Support

EIA
OUTCOMES

Figure L0.5: Contextual Filters model for understanding and explaining
organisational change and EIA outcomes
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The filters are not mutually exclusive and are a simplistic representation of a complex web of

interactions. Moreover, not all of the variables will be relevant to a particular context, but they

are useful for highlighting the factors which may potentially influence EIA outcomes. Brown

(1999: p69) also refers to the potential for environmental policies to be "filtered' through

unique political systems of 'layers'.' Similarly, Marsden (1998) refers to the importance of

context in understanding EIA outcomes, in terms of social/political context,

environmental/economic context, and legal/administrative context. In particular, Marsden notes

that'contextual frameworks are necessary to enable comparisons to be made; without them it is

unrealistic to expect that what is learnt in one country may be applied in another' (Marsden

1998: p26I). This research adopts a slightly different approach to Marsden's approach, with

more contextual variables. Each contextual filter and how it has affected EIA and organisational

change is briefly discussed below.

L0.3.L Filter (1) & (2): Broad context & EIA Requirement

As noted by Marsden (1998: p263),'without a democratic government there are no

opportunities for the public to shape the passage of legislation, and the likelihood of the

environment being considered alongside the economy in decision-making will be slim.' EIAin
South Australia was set within the context of a liberal democracy and an open, consensus-based

decision-making culture, as opposed to an adversarial one which is reliant on the courts (as was

the case in the United States; refer Chapter One) (filter 1). Filter (2) in Figure (10.5) indicates a

number of factors which will influence the nature of the EIA requirement in a particular

jurisdiction including the existing planning/environment protection framework, political

pressures and support, the state of the economy and the environmont, and public attitudes

among other things. In the South Australian context:

a when EIA was introduced, it enjoyed strong political support in a time of increasing social

and 'democratic'reform in many arenas;

the state of economy was relatively good at the time of EIA's introduction, but declined over

the years during its implementation. Given the declining state of the economy and slowing

of development activity, there were strong political pressures to encourage development in

the State during the 1990s (and hence streamline the EIA process and increase State

government control over outcomes, with greater political discretion, flexibility and stronger

evaluative control in the EIA system);

at the time of EIA's introduction, public concerns and pressures were strong about the

declining state of the environment, and although conflict declined in the 1990s, public

pressures continued to be high throughout EIA's implementation which influenced

organisational responses, and which increased public accountability/control mechanisms in

the EIA system;

a

a
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the state of knowledge about the environment and EIA was initially low, but South Australia

had forewarning about EIA from experience in the United States and at the Commonwealth

level, which enabled the government to learn from experience and to adopt greater caution

about how the EIA process was going to operate in practice (ie it took nearly ten years to

enshrine EIA into legislation); and

the planning and environmental protection framework was integrated when EIA was first

introduced, but fragmented in later years with the separation of the Department of

Environment and Planning. However, environmental protection and development control

legislation became increasingly stringent and co-ordinated in the 1990s, which strengthened

the validity of the EIA process as a compliance tool, and directly linked EIA with the

environment protection system (ie the Environment Protection Act).

The key point to note, however, is that environmental awareness and environmental initiatives

were becoming stronger on all fronts from the late 1960s onwards (particularly with the

Environment Protection Act 1993). Thus, decision-making within both organisations is likely

to have improved even in the absence of EIA. But what EIA did provide was a systematic

means of incorporating and coordinating a comprehensive range of environmental issues and

requirements into the existing planning process. As noted by Bartlett:

'EIA imbeds procedural ecological rationality in political institutions. By establishing,
continuously reaffirming, and progressively legitimating environmental values and ecological
criteria as standards by which individual actions are to be structured, chosen, and evaluated, EIA
institutionalizes substantive ecological rationality... It exhibits considerable potential as a
device for negative feedback.. Its coordinative capabilities are substantial. It is modestly
robust and is proving to be surprisingly flexible... It changes patterns of relationships among
organizations. It creates power incentives, formal and informal, that thereafter force a great deal

of learning and self-regulation upon individual and organizational actors' (Bartlett 1990: p9l;
highlight added).

Without the EIA process, the integration of environmental factors into planning and decision-

making may have been more ad hoc, focused on isolated issues without coordination with other

environmental issues and requirements,T and lacking in formal and consistent provisions for

public consultation and transparency.

What were the particular features of the EIA system in South Australia which triggered

organisational change? Using the system-evaluation framework, Chapter Five evaluated the

strengths and weaknesses of the EIA requirement in South Australia in terms of 'controls' and

'principles' in EIA. It was found that the South Australian EIA system did not meet all of the

criteria associated with an 'ideal' system, particularly in terms of judicial control and formal

public-agency control. Why then did the organisations change despite the lack of judicial

TFor example, focused only on vegetation impacts in response to native vegetation regulation requirements.
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control in practice, which was so important in the United States? Moreover, why did the initial

overt resistance towards EIA appear less in South Australia than when compared to many

agencies in the United States (ieF,IA procedures were developed immediately in Transport,

public consultation initiatives were conducted in ETSA)? What factors were facilitating the

transition into integrated EIA?

Some of the differences in organisational responses between South Australia and the United

States can be explained in part by differences in the EIA system 'controls' (ie filter 2), which in

turn can be related to many of the concepts defined in Chapter Two (ie policy specificity,

magnitude). In particular, the lack of judicial control in triggering organisational change in the

early and critical years of EIA's introduction in South Australia, was balanced by a number of

other influential factors which were not present in the United States. First, although the EIA

system in South Australia lacks an upfront environmental policy, the specificity and procedural

control of the EIA requirement was much clearer than in the United States, partly because as

noted above, South Australia was forearmed with knowledge about the EIA process from the

United States' experience. This specificity and procedural control was increased in 1978 in

South Australia with the creation of a detailed handbook on EIA, although procedural control

and detailed guidance on the process did decline in later years (see Chapter Five). Nonetheless,

procedural control and specificity were strong in the critical early years of EIA, and as noted in

Chapter Two, higher policy specificity is predicted to enhance the chances of compliance to a

new policy requirement. In contrast, when EIA was first introduced in the United States, the

process was highly ambiguous, there were uncertainties about who was to oversee the process,

and the interpretation of the process was left to agency discretion (Chapter Three). Thus, the

potential for compliance was reduced. However, once more detailed guidelines were prepared in

the United States, and policy specificity improved, compliance was enhanced in the United

States.

Second, the degree of magnitude and pervasiven¿ss of the EIA requirement in South Australia

was less than in the United States. EIA was still a 'revolutionary departure' from existing

behaviour in South Australia (Evans 1916), but it did not apply to all agency actions such as

policies or programmes, whereas in the United States, EIA could encapsulate higher levels of

decision-making such as policies and programmes (ie the programmatic or SEA level). The

Australian Commonwealth EIA process, which applied to Transport, could technically

encapsulate broader policies and programmes, but this requirement has tended not to be

interpreted literally, and the focus has remained on the project level of EIA. The magnitude and

pervasiveness of change also appeared to be less in ETSA than in Transport (and this may also

explain slightly lower levels of resistance in ETSA). Unlike in Transport, ETSA's projects

were less likely to trigger the Commonwealth EIA process (eg projects did not usually require

Commonwealth funding or involvement as did many of Transport's projects), and hence the
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workload was less. The EIA process also affected lesser numbers of staff in ETSA than in

Transport, hence the EIA requirement was of lower pervasiveness, which means less potential

for resistance (Chapter Two).

Third, although EIA in South Australia initially had no legislative or court backing, the presence

of evaluative control and administrative control was much stronger in South Australia than in the

United States (and hence policy legitimacy was also strong). The EIA process could be

enforced by the then Department of Environment (DoE) (and its Minister), which had an

oversight and administering role, and, although resources were limited, the EIA Branch could

'make or break a project' (Chapter Five). Unlike in the United States, the DoE and its Minister

could control when an EIS was required, could review the quality of EISs and request further

information, and could make recommendations in the final decision. Moreover, the Transport

department was affected by the Commonwealth EIA process which had an administrative

authority with similar powers to the State's DoE. But more importantly, the Commonwealth

government had control over the funding of most of Transport's projects, and this is a form of

instrumental control (refer Chapter Two). Thus, the incentive for Transport to comply in the

early and later years of EIA was further enhanced to ensure funding was obtained. In contrast,

the CEQ as an EIA oversight body in the United States, had no enforcement or funding

authority, and the decision to prepare an EIS and the final decision based on EIA outcomes was

at the proponent agency's discretion. This greater external and evaluative control in South

Australia increased the potential for compliance, and may be another reason for explaining why

both Transport and ETSA changed, despite the lack of court enforcement. As noted by

Ortolano (1993), like judicial control, evaluative control can also increase the levels of EIA

effectiveness.

Moreover, the very lack of judicial control in South Australia may also explain (i) why there

was less 'overt' resistance at the organisational level; (ii) why there was less of a focus on

'volume' as opposed to 'substance' in EIA, and (iii) why the compliance or add-on phase

appeared to last longer in South Australia than in the United States. That is, court action in the

United States increased the opposition of some agencies to EIA (although they complied to

avoid legal attacks). The lack of delays associated with court action in South Australia (and the

DoE's attitude that they were there to 'help not to hinder') meant that there were less

impediments for agencies in South Australia to carry on with missions as usual (hence less

resistance). As suggested earlier, the lack of court action also meant that agencies in South

Australia did not have to focus as much on compliance to the letter of the law (particularly given

that EIA was not enshrined into law until 1982, and Transport was exempt from planning

legislation). As noted by Ridgway (1995), an EIA system which is more process-oriented

(such as in Victoria), results in the better integration of EIA into the engineering and design

process, as opposed to a more legalistic and prescriptive system (such as in New South V/ales).
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Finally, the court action (or threat of court action) in the United States was, according to
'Wichelman (1976) partly responsible for moving organisations into the compliance phase (refer

Wichelman l9l6). Without judicial review, Wichelman found that the transition into the

'compliance' phase would have been less rapid. As noted earlier, court action may also be

responsible for moving agencies in the United States towards the 'programmatic' phase of

change. In this respect, the lack of court action as incentives for change in South Australia may

explain why Transport and ETSA were slower to move out of the 'compliance' phase and into

the later 'integrated phase'. In essence, there was no incentive to do so, and it was not until

later in the 1990s, with the 'third wave' of environmentalism and the development of

increasingly stringent environmental legislation such as the Environment Protection Act, that

both organisations (Transport in particular) appeared to be moving towards the 'integrated'

phase of EIA.

A number of additional factors associated with the EIA system can explain organisational

responses to EIA in South Australia in terms of resistance to, and adoption of, EIA

requirements:

as was the case in the United States, the EIA policy requirement lacked resources for its

implementation (except for technical advice from the DoE). As noted in Chapter Two, a

lack of resources may hinder compliance to a new policy, and this may also partly explain

the initial resistance to EIA in South Australia;

o

a

a

the DoE as oversight authority in South Australia had less numbers of organisations to deal

with when compared to the 7O agencies which fell under NEPA's jurisdiction in the United

States. Although staff numbers were initially low in the DoE (6), the smaller numbers of

government agencies to work with meant that closer working relations could be developed,

and this may have reduced the potential for resistance. As noted in Chapter Seven, ETSA

believed that if they worked closely with the DoE, they could gain the support of the DoE in

the EIA process;

resistance to the EIA requirement was probably less that it could have been in South

Australia given that the final decisions emerging from the EIA process for Crown

developments were non-binding (and only in exceptional circumstances was a formal EIS

called in Transport);

the influence of the formal EIA system on the organisations was indicated in part by the fact

that some of the omissions in the State EIA system were reflected in both organisations,

including a lack of monitoring provisions and Strategic Environmental Assessment

a
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o

(although monitoring was developed later in the organisations at a time that was close to, but

predated, the new EIA monitoring provisions under the Development Act amendment 1996);

public-agency control was initially limited in South Australia, but this improved over

subsequent Acts which contained the EIA process. As was the case in the United States,

this improved the potential for the external model of reform to operate and influence

organisational behaviour (although at the same time, extensive informal public lobbying in

the project case studies reviewed in Chapter Nine, indicated weaknesses in theformal public

control process); and

a finally, it is highly likely that the validity of EIA (le observable links and consistency

between desired outcomes and actual outcomes) was low in the early years because there

was a lack of feedback and follow-up mechanisms in the EIA system (and hence there was a

lack of follow-up mechanisms in the organisations). Most employees involved in EIA

within Transport and ETSA did not follow through to the construction and follow-up stage

of EIA. In fact, what EIA planners in both agencies saw at an informal level, during the

1970s and 1980s, was construction engineers ignoring EIA outcomes - thus the links

between desired outcomes and practice were not there.

This latter problem is significant given that, as noted in Chapter Two, low policy validity is

expected to reduce compliance and to increase resistance to a new policy, particularly at a

cultural level. It is, however, quite possible that policy validity was becoming stronger with the

introduction of increasingly stringent environmental legislation such as the Environment

Protection Act, because there were more visible links between behavioural change and the

'desired outcome' (ieF,IA was being used as a compliance tool to other legislative requirements,

particularly in Transport). This link between EIA behaviour and effective procedural

complianc¿ is easier to identify than EIA behaviour and the degree of environment protection

achieved in practice. Moreover, follow-up control in the EIA system improved in the

Development Act Amendment Act with new provisions for monitoring, and this coincided with

the creation of EMPs in both organisations to facilitate the transfer of information from EIA to

construction, which may in the longer term further increase policy validity.

The initial resistance at the overt organisational level was also likely to have declined in

Transport given that the department managed to regain control over their decision-making

process when responsibility for the majority of EIA cases was given to them in the late 1970s

(refer Chapter Seven). This was partly because of the limited resources of the then DoE to

assess all projects of environmental significance, Transport's apparently 'sensible attitudes and

responsible approach to environmental issues' (Shepherd 1980: p27), and Transport's

exemption from normal legislative planning processes (Goodall 1982). While there was less
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evaluative control and public/agency control in Transport's EIA system relative to the State EIA

system, it was in the interests of Transport to maintain this arrangement, and this in turn,

provided an incentive for good performance. Any lapse in EIA performance could potentially

lead to a return to greater external regulation by the DoE (and its Minister) and loss of self-

regulation. Thus, the DoE and its Minister provided an indirect form of evaluative oversight

control because of the threat of extemal regulation.

Clearly, the nature of the EIA policy and system (filter 2) can have a marked affect on the way

in which organisations change and respond to the EIA requirement. But given that EIA in

South Australia still falls short of an 'ideal' system, a number of recommendations to improve

the system are made in Table (10.2) relating to legislative-administrative control, judicial

control, procedural control, public/agency control, evaluative control, and follow-up control.

The recommendations essentially encapsulate the weaknesses identified in the system-evaluation

undertaken in Chapter Five, and some may not harmonise with the government's aim to atúact

development to the State because of an unhealthy economic climate. Nonetheless, changes in

these areas may further encourage organisational responsiveness in the EIA process, because of

greater accountability and specificity in the EIA requirement.

Table 10.2: Recommendations to improve the EIA system in South Australia

RECOMMENDATION

1. Legislative Control

1 .1 incorporate provisions for Strategic Environmental Assessment of broader policies, plans, and programmes;

1.2 ensure that the central agency responsible for administering the EIA process is more independent from
government (as is the case for the EPA in Western Australia), particularly given that many infrastructure

þrojects have strong political support (and hence evaluative control may become constrained);

1.3 clarify environmental objectives to be achieved in the EIA process, with a focus on substantive
environmental outcomes rather than process.

2. Judicial Control

2.1 re-establish provisions for judicial review and create appeal mechanisms for (i) the level of assessment
undertaken, (ii) the recommendations of the administering authority, and (iii) the final decision;

2.2 if these judicial and appeal provisions are established, develop detailed guidelines about the process

requirements which are understandable to the 'layperson' and to avoid the jargon of legislation.

3. Procedural Control

3.1 improve the level of detail in generic procedural guidelines to improve the certainty for.proponents about the
expectations in the EIA process. This needs to cover existing omissions in the generic guidelines such as:

- 3.1.1 proposal need;
- 3.1.2 

'means 
of project financing and insurance (and guarantees of financial viability);

- 3.1.3 the consideration of alternative actions and sites;
- 3.1.4 reference to cumulative effects, irreversibility of impacts, indirect effects, significance of impact;
- 3.1.5 details of public consultation undertaken during document preparation;
- 3.1.6 reference to the effectiveness of mitigation measures; and
- 3.1.7 details about monitoring and contingency measures in the event mitigation fails.
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Table 10.2 Continued

4. Public-Agency Control

4. 1 create mechanisms which enable the public to refer proposals for consideration which have 'escaped the
EIA net'(as occurs in Western Australia);

4.2 creale a public scoping committee which has input into the EIS guidelines, and which is consulted
throughout the EIA process (as occurs in Victoria);

4.3 establish a mechanism which requires proponents to initiate preliminary public consultation dunngthe
preparation of their EIS or PER (which creates a sense of public 'ownership' and may reduce levels of

controversy and need for public involvement later);

4.4 increase the time period for public submissions on projects of major significance to 6-8 weeks (45 days is
required in the United States);

4.S for projects of major significance, improve public follow-through with mechanisms for the public to have

input onto a draff-asseãsment repoft before the final assessment report is submitted for decision (as

occurs in Tasmania);

4.6 where there is significant public controversy, establish discretionary provisions foJ a public panel inquiry

into the proposallafterthe proponent's response to submissions) (as occurs in Victoria);

4.7 establish a 'decision' report which clearly and publicly outlines the final decision, the conditions attached to
this decision, and the justification for this decision (as occurs in the United States);

4.8 where requested, provide public access to monitoring reports (although this is highly unlikely given

commercial conf identialitY).

5. Evaluative Control

5.1 use the existing lists of projects of environmental significance contained within the Development Act to
automatically trìgger the EIA process (with provisions for exemption where appropriate), and maintain the

discretionary criteria for triggering EIA;

5.2 establish written upf ront expectations and proposal acceptability levels at the scoping stage, including
. requirements of other relevant legislation (a 'one-stop shop');

b.3 clarify expectations about what a 'good quality' EIS is within documented guidelines, including the criteria
used by the EIA branch to assess EIS quality;

5.4 create formal and more explicit mechanisms for the EIA branch to prevent the release of inadequate ElSs
and to enforce compliance with project guidelines.

6. Follow-Up Control

6.1 create formal mechanisms which require proponents to prepare more detailed Environmental Management
Plans (EMPs) prior to construction;

6.2 establish compulsory mechanisms for the Minister to require proponents to submit regular monitoring
reports;

6.3 allocate formal monitoring roles (and resources) to officers within the EIA Branch so that involvement does
not cease once the project has been approved;

6.4 establish regular reviews of the EIA process to identify outcomes and weaknesses emerging from
padicular assessments.
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10.3.2 Filter (3): The Organisational Context

As highlighted in Chapter Two, the characteristics of the organisation implementing the policy

can also have a major bearing on the policy implementation process, and in turn, the direct

economic, social and political context can have a major bearing on the implementing

organisations (Van Meter and Van Horn 1975). This is why understanding the evolution and

the contexts of the case study organisations in Chapter Six was so important. In other words,

policy is 'filtered' through formal structures and informal perceptions of the implementing

organisation (Van Meteç and Van Horn 1975). Many of the factors which will explain

resistance to, or acceptance, of a new policy, are illustrated in Filter (3) in Figure (10.5)

including the degree of CCP match, the organisation's existing missions, structures, knowledge

levels, staff and attitudes, public visibility; and the direct organisational environment, such as

public and political pressures, legislative and regulatory framework, and the State's economic

climate. The importance of organisational context in EIA is consistent with findings by Lothian

and Walsh who noted that the range of alternatives in EIA:

'tend to be limited by the perceptions, tradition and structure of the developing agency. The

amalgamation of functionally similar departments under a single umbrella department such as

road, rail, bus and tram within a Department of Transport potentially enables broad approaches

to be reviewed. Frequently, however, the perceptions of the agencies concerned will force a
narrow traditional view to prevail'(Lothian and Walsh 1978: pl2).

The similarities in both Transport and ETSA's history, and the external social, political and

economic influences on them, were quite marked and were summarised at the end of Chapter

Six. Both organisations were dominated by engineering 'experts' (ie technocracies), both had

similar periods of decline and optimism, both initially had great autonomy from government,

both were publicly visible, and both experienced changing community and government

expectations about environmental management during the late 1960s and 1970s (the first

'wave'), the 1980s (the 'second' wave) and the 1990s (the 'third' wave) (refer also Chapter

Seven). But these similarities are not unique, and it 'has been repeatedly observed,...that many

organizations introduce the same changes at about the same time' (Brunsson and Olsen 1998:

p200).

Because Transport and ETSA were public sector organisations which provided essential

infrastructure, they believed that they were serving the 'public interest', and in the beginning,

when community and government demand for road access and electricity was high, serving the

public interest was exactly what they were doing. Their missions were clear, but this soon

changed when most of the road and electricity infrastructure had been established by the 1970s.

Much of the community had become accustomed to a way of life which was substantially

different to life in the previous century, when cars and electricity were restricted to the few.

With maturing community awareness about the 'price of progress' and increasing attempts by
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government to intervene into operations, the organisations' belief in their own traditional

expertise to serve the public was gradually eroded as they became the subject of criticism where

once they were the subject of praise. The power of the community in the MATS Plan, the

Montacute road saga and the Little Para Valley transmission line in preventing or delaying

significant development operations (refer Chapter Six), had a profound impact on the

organisations because up until that point, they could more or less do what they liked.

Henceforth, their missions became increasingly complex.

What becomes apparent is a transformation from an 'age of innocence' in the 1950s, to an 'age

of constraint' in the 1990s. What also becomes apparent is that both organisations are no

strangers to change. Each decade of change was more profound than previous decades. In

Transport for instance, the 'halcyon' 1950s and 1960s were the most progressive and optimistic

after the war and years of depression (Donovan 199I): the 1970s were described as the most

'turbulent'by one employee; the 1980s were of 'historic significance'as described by

Commissioner Payze (DRT 1989-90: pix); whilst the 1990s were probably the most

'spectacular' and 'unparalleled' times of organisational change in the Department's history

(Interview 63 1999). It was during the 'turbulent' 1970s that EIA was first introduced to

Transport and ETSA.

Expløining Resistønce

The initial resistance to EIA, particularly at a less visible cultural level, was due in part to formal

organisational aspects such as limited knowledge levels and expertise resources. Although both

organisations were operating within a healthy economic climate when EIA was introduced,

construction costs were increasing and there was less money available in the 1970s than there

was in the 1950s and 1960s. Both organisations were expected to do more with less, and

resistance to this may have been exacerbated by perceptions in both organisations that EIA was

not perceived to be effective in reducing costs in the long term (Chapter Eight). Moreover, EIA

was simply tacked on to the existing roles of engineers who had no real understanding of

environmental issues. Knowledge levels were low and the experts were now required to

become 'novices at a new trade', which increases the potential for resistance (refer Chapter

Two).

Resistance was however, primarily a result of the age of the organisations and their cultural

evolution. That is, EIA imposed on the traditional autonomy and 'free rein' of both

organisations. Both organisations were initially beyond political control and highly autonomous

because of the technical expertise that they provided. As noted by Kellow in a broader

Australian context, in electricity utilities there is:
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'a high degree of technical specialisation. This diminishes accountability because elected
politicians and the public can rarely understand the issues at stake, and we often speak of
technocracy under such circumstances. But if all organisations are monuments to past
problems, they are also embodiments of past means to deal with those problems, and they will
prefer to maintain the status quo if at all possible. A new problem requiring a new approach,

or a new means of solving an old problem, will threaten those whose position depends on the

old means' (Kellow 1996: p26).

Ministers were imposing upon the realms of the traditional 'experts', and as a result, the

'attitudinal receptivity' towards EIA in both organisations (Chapter Two) \ryas probably quite

low. The disregard for paperwork and EIA during the 1970s and 1980s, may have been one

'vvay of endeavouring to maintain and exert traditional authority and expertise, and was also a

continued reflection of tensions between construction and planning groups in Transport and the

Iack of formal mechanisms to ensure information transfer between EIA and construction (such

as EMPs). Top management commitment in the early years of EIA was also not as strong in

either organisation, due to a lack of formal organisational environmental goals, particularly

when compared to the 1990s, when environmental goals and strategic plans were created with

executive endorsement. Thus, the formal message of environmental protection to employees

was not explicit at the top management level in the early years of EIA. In this respect, the

traditional construction culture was still being informally rewarded in both organisations.

EIA was also introduced in the midst of several other change requirements during the 1970s.

While it may be true that EIA was only mechanism of change, it is also true that change in one

area is difficult to contend with. When surrounded by multiple change requirements in many

aspects of daily operations, it becomes increasingly complex for individuals to cope. EIA may

thus involve resistance, not because individuals may disagree with the principles of

environmental protection, but because it increases the complexity of a role which had been

relatively straightforward in an engineering sense: to design and construct roads, or to transmit

electricity. In reflection of the external model of reform, EIA also challenged internal power and

communication relationships, partly because it brought in external participants to the decision-

making process (the Department of Environment and the public).

Expløining Acceptønce

Yet EIA was eventually accepted at the formal organisational level, and is increasingly being

accepted at the less visible cultural level. The question is why? There are several possible

reasons for this. The increasing acceptance of EIA and other environmental protection

requirements may be a reflection of Taylor's (1984) notion of 'being judged by procedure not

otttcome'(Chapter Three). In other words, increasing experience may have demonstrated that

compliance with the EIA process did not dramatically alter the organisation's mission as was

originally feared when it was first introduced. As also noted in Chapter Three, procedures, no
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matter how 'irksome' they might be, gradually become 'accepted as one's own premises of

thought and action' (Kaufman I971). This gradual accumulation of experience is consistent

with'Wichelman's argument, that even the routine production of 'mediocre'EISs eventually

forces agencies to integrate environmental values into their actions. Resistance may also have

declined or been less than it could have been because:

Discussion and Conclusions

as noted earlier, both organisations had the advantage of forewarning and learning from

experience in the United States and at the Australian Commonwealth level. Thus, they

anticipated the EIA requirement and it was not thrust upon them without warning, as

appeared to be the case in the United States;

because of Transport's involvement in developing their own EIA procedures. As noted in

Chapter Two, participation in the development of a policy requirement reduces resistance;

because both organisations had already been under public attack prior to EIA, and both were

highly visible in the public areîa (as was the case for the Corps of Engineers in the United

States). Because of this visibility, it was in the interests of the organisations to publicly

demonstrate responsiveness and not to resist (Interview 31 1999). As a result, they had

already begun to make changes to their operations in the environmental arena prior to EIA,

albeit limited in scope; and

because advanced planning structures had already been established in both organisations

prior to EIA which made their existing decision-making structures more consistent with a

process such as EIA, and this consistency is also believed to reduce resistance (refer

Chapter Two). Moreover, in 1969 prior to the introduction of EIA, the focus in Transport,

at the behest of Commissioner Johinke, was also changing towards transport planning

rather than road construction, which again is more consistent with principles of EIA.

a

a

a

Changes in attitude and acceptance of the EIA process at the cultural level were also believed by

many of those surveyed to be a result of increasing contact with environmental staff, the

increasingly supportive attitudes and requirements of the executive, experience with the EIA

process, and the increasing community pressures. Performance was slightly stronger in the

CCP framework in Transport (despite the stronger evaluative control over ETSA and changes to

projects), but it was difficult to identify the exact reasons for this because of problems of

determining cause and effect relations. But possible influences could include the greater

experience in EIA within Transport, which according to Baker and 
'Wood (1999) has a major

bearing on EIS quality and project changes (ie all internal projects subject to some form of EIA);

the greater influence of environment staff as change agents in the EIA process in Transport, and

the fragmentation and privatisation of ETSA which may have weakened their overall

environmental management performance (refer Chapter Seven). As also noted by Glasson and

Salvador (2000: pl92), privatisation can 'cause further fragmentation of what may already be

complex procedures'.
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Nonetheless, resistance was less than it might have been because EIA was also an 'idea whose

time had comd within the organisations (refer Brunsson and Olsen 1998: p200). In this

respect, change in other areas of the organisations (even if not related to EIA) impacted on the

culture for EIA. Figure (10.6) pinpoints key features of both organisations when EIA was first

introduced in the 1970s by illustrating the status of infrastructure, the levels of road construction

and maintenance activity, the levels of accountability from government and community, and the

development of internal procedures and management systems'

Figure 10.6: The Nature of the Organisations and Context
in Transport and ETSA at the time of EIA's introduction

Instructions: The middle of the diagram contains the time-line. Read from the middle of the diagram;
pinpoint when EIA was first introduced in the middle of the box, then read outwards to each border (for instance,

EIA was introduced in the 1970s; if reading downwards, this indicates that it was introduced at a time of
increasing accountability relative to the 1950s. If reading upwards, it becomes apparent that EIA was introduced

when much of the road and electricity infrastructure was established in the State).
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Although Figure (10.6) only highlights broad trends and does not account for specific

fluctuations, it does indicate that EIA was introduced at a time when:

o much of the road and transmission infrastructure had already been established in South

Australia. In Transport, there were fewer opportunities for engineers to become involved in

construction, and when they were involved, it was on a much smaller scale (Interview 63

1999). Much of the major infrastructure had already been established, and there was

restricted 'right of way', with few major corridors left for large road developments. Given

that substantial costs were associated with acquiring built-up land, 'the days of building

your freeways and major road works [was] starting to get a bit out of...reach...trying to

squeeze a bit of road to put in' (Interview 20 1999) (thus EIA would have had less of an

impact and was of lesser magnitude than if it had been introduced in the 1950s when

development activity was high in both organisations);

as noted earlier, community and government calls for accountability were increasing in

several arenas, and government was intervening into both organisations' operations (that is,

EIA was only one accountability requirement among many);

and both organisations, particularly Transport, were establishing more complex procedures

and management systems in both the environment arena and in corporate planning in general

(thus, EIA as a procedure was suited to an increasingly bureaucratic environment, whereas

in the 1950s for instance, when procedures were minimal, it would not have sit well within

the organisations).

a

a

Missions were changing; both organisations introduced corporate planning in the 1980s (which

led to the development of formal environmental goals); both organisations were being

downsized and the traditional cultures were being eroded (many of the previously dominant and

resistant construction engineers had moved on); the roles of engineers were becoming more

publicly visible and increasingly subordinate (and hence there was less authority to resist and to

make decisions in the EIA process); there was an increasing focus on 'customer-

responsiveness' (which increases openness and responsiveness in EIA); and as noted earlier,

environmental systems were expanding in response to increasingly stringent environmental

legislation and as part of the 'mainstreaming' of the environment in the 'third wave' of

environmentalism. In this latter case, the internal environmental management systems (EMSs)

and guidelines tended to strengthen and reinforce the validity,legitimacy and specificity of the

EIA process because they provided upfront knowledge to participants in the EIA process about

environmental expectations in a range of areas such as noise impacts and heritage issues (thus

increasing specificity of knowledge for EIA), and because the requirements for compliance to

legislation increased the potential role of EIA as a compliance tool. Despite the views of some

that EMSs can be used as a'greenwashing' exercise to improve public image (Reed 1997: p5l),

the potential for liability appeared to be a real issue in further promoting change.
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Resistance to EIA was also becoming increasingly futile in the 1990s due to the transformation

of both organisations from constructors to managers, and the outsourcing of most of the

construction work to the private sector. As noted in Chapter Six, there was a declining role of

government in the provision of road infrastructure and this was a trend throughout Australia'

With the greater privatisation and outsourcing of work at the construction stage, both

organisations were adopting a'watchdog'role rather than an operational or provider role, which

introduces an element of independence consistent with the aims of the FOPP model defined in

Chapter Six. Transport in particular was becoming more akin to a regulatory body and

becoming a 'purchaser', whilst ETSA, although a 'purchaser' of private sector consultants and

contractors, was essentially still a 'provider' organisation, or in other words, a 'distributive'

type agency (Kellow 1996),

Unlike distributive type agencies which are dominated by engineering experts, regulatory

agencies are dominated by lawyers or process specialists, and as a result, behaviour is expected

to be quite different between the two organisational types (Kellow t996). Ridgway (1995:

p303) in her research on EIA, also found that agencies were becoming 'de-engineered' and

becoming 'planning and policy organisations'. The increasing emphasis in Transport on

regulation and policy may eventually lead to a move into the 'programmatic' phase of change

because of a need to control and coordinate transport networks and the way in which private

contractors provide their services (this coordinating role is less relevant to ETSA because of

their fragmentation and role as providers who are at the behest of customers requesting

transmission lines). In controlling and regulating private providers of road and transmission

developments, both organisations also need to maintain a strong body of planning, design and

environment expertise to oversee private contractors, particularly given the problems of

controlling contfactors which are already apparent due to a lack of resources.

The increasing reliance on private consultants to do the planning, EIA and design work, may

also, as suggested by Ridgway (1995: p303), 'lead to increased separation of the design and

EIA processes to the detriment of future project planning', which again highlights the

importance of SEA and maintenance of expertise. As noted in Chapter Eight, it may also be

necessary to create a form of 'competition control' in EIA (as an additional control in EIA to

those identified by Ortolano et al 1987). That is, the establishment of formal criteria for

contractor selection, where the experience and past performance of private contractors in

environmental management are used as a basis for their selection. To enhance the chances of

selection, contractors will ideally improve their environmental performance to remain

competitive. As noted by Ingram and Ullery (1980):

'Competition between units in a fragmented political structure prompts the vying units toward

commitments in areas of competitive advantage resulting in a larger policy change... When a

number of organizations operate in one policy area, competition results. Political
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organizations are naturally concerned with status, and are eager to protect and extend positions

of policy influence. Vy'hen primacy is challenged, organizations are likely to respond with
larger changes than they would otherwise find comfortable' (Ingram and Ullery 1980: p676).

If such an approach is adopted, then greater control over contractors (who will ideally make

larger changes in the environmental arena than they might otherwise have done), may eventuate.

This is a key recommendation to improve EIA at the organisational level. Given that there were

still a number of limitations in both organisations in terms of capability, culture, and EIA

performance, Table (10.3) outlines a number of additional recommendations to improve practice

relating to (i) human resources and training, (ii) policy and project delivery, (iii) control of

contractors and consultants, and (iv) Environmental Management Plans.

Table 10.3: Recommendations to improve EIA in Transport and ETSA

RECOMMENDATION

1.. Human Resources & Training

1 .1 modify the job selection criteria for new engineers to incorporate levels of environmental awareness;

'l .2 during the induction process for new employees, make the environmental requirements and systems

established within the organisation more explicit;

1.3 in Transport in particular, enhance the level of access, by all organisational elements, to in-house

environmental änd public consultation expertise s ) as to integrate this expertise more comprehensively
into internal planning Processes;

1 .4 expand the range of environmental disciplines which reflect the greater focus on 'brown' issues such as air
quâtity experts in Transport, and social science expens in ETSA;

1.5 in Transport, conduct additional educational workshops to improve the levels of knowledge about the EIA

pro""ss'and other environmental legislative/policy requirements (which appears limited in some cases);

1.6 centralise all environmental guidelines and management systems into one folder or document so that

employees have a'one-stofshop'for guidance (õurrently procedures are fragmented throughout different
sections) (this is already occurring in ETSA).

2. Policy & Project Delivery

2.1 creale direct and formal links between environmental staff and the policy

form of strategic Environmental Assessment can be established which in
development process;

2.2 improve the input of environmental staff into the project conception stage rather than leaving it to the
project planning stage;

2.3 in the project management approach, ensure that all participants are present for the life of the prgject

(inctuciinj the const-ruction siage). lf resources prohibit this, establish feedback mechanisms which

identify iõsues and problems identified at the construction stage which can be fed into the plannin_g- Process
for futúre projects (ior planners, designers, project managers, environment staff and strategic staff who

conceive the projects to begin with);

2.4 clarily the levels of authority between functional managers, project managers, and environmental staff in
the ÉlA and proiect delivery process (in Transport there are currently no clear lines of authority);

development process so that a
turn will guide the project
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2.5 in order to utilise EIA as a compliance tool, incorporate more explicit requirements in the EIA and planning
process, that all legislative requirements, thresholds, and standards are explicitly referred to in planning or
EIA reports, and the degree to which projects comply to these requirements. This information can then be
transferred to the EMPs;

2.6 in Transport, ensure that landscaping becomes a fundamental component of all major projects by directly
linking landscape requirements into the environmental clearance conditions. ln ETSA(Electranet) focus on
'active' rehabilitation rather than 'passive' regeneration in the mitigation of visual impacts;

2.7 provide greater cedainty and transparency in Transport's public consultation process, with the creation of
guidelines on the process which are publicly available;

2.8 if possible, establish more flexible construct¡on dates which can account for unforeseen events, public
controversy, or major environmental issues which are difficult to resolve.

3. ConsultanUContractor Selection & Management

3.1 establish a form of 'competition control'. This would mean the definition of clear, systematic and formal
environmental criteria for the selection of the most competitive tender for the construction stage of project
delivery. Not only will costs be important in the selection process, but so too will past environmental
pedormance and existing environmental management systems of the contraclor (eg level of environmental
knowledge, presence of EMS, previous management history and experience);

3.2 formally integrate EMP requirements within the final contract, and define clearly in the contract where the
contractor becomes criminally liable for particular activities where they fail to comply with the
organisation's environmental management requirements and conditions;

3.3 ensure the presence of environmental expert on-site at the construction stage of project delivery to
oversee contractor environmental peformance;

3.4 create additional resources to conduct environmental auditing for all major projects, and incorporate
lessons learned into a central database which is accessible to all EIA and project delivery participants.

4. Environmental Management Plans

4.1 incorporate provisions for EMIPs and auditing of new projects in ETSA (Electranet) in a similar manner to
Transport's system;

4.2 ensure that contractors' EMIPs are assessed for adequacy by environmental staff and others directly
involved in the EIA process before contracts are completed;8

4.3 be more specific about thresholds in EMPS so that they are not viewed as 'motherhood' statements, and so
that the degree of contractor discretion is reduced.

Table 10.3 Continued

L0.3.3 Filter (4): The Project Context

In addition to the EIA system and organisational context, the project context can also influence

and filter EIA outcomes, which is a point also made by Gariepy and Henault (1994). Even

though change occurred in both Transport and ETSA with strong 'compliance' to the EIA

process at the project level (Chapter Nine), this did not necessarily mean strong performance in

'openness' and'responsiveness', and low compliance did not necessarily mean low openness

SThis has often done after the contracts are signed, which results in less incentive for contractors to produce an
adequate EMIP.
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or responsiveness. So there are clearly other factors which explain the different outcomes

between projects within the same organisation. A number of these influences, many of which

emerged from the analysis of EIA practice in this research, are illustrated in Filter (4) in the

contextual filter model (refer back to Figure 10.5). EIA outcomes and the degree of

organisational change at any given point in time can be influenced by the nature of the project, in

terms of its type, scale, costs, benefits, location, timing, public visibility and flexibility of

alternatives. The nature of the project and decision outcomes are, in turn, affected by factors in

the immediate project environment, some of which overlap with those factors at the

organisational level, including the state of the economy at the time the project is proposed (and

the degree of emphasis on cost factors), project need, public visibility, public attitudes and

pressure groups, whether there have been precedents for the project, and the nature and

sensitivity of the social and physical setting.

The variables of public visibility and pressure, political support (most of the projects were

developed within the constructs of government policy because they were infrastructure

developments), flexibility of alternatives, project need, precedent, and state of the economy

were particularly important factors in explaining or understanding EIA outcomes in the project

case studies. For example:

o

a

o

Transport's Blanchetown Bridge project and EIA process was relatively straightforward due

to low public pressures, strong need,low political pressures, and the presence of precedent

because a bridge already existed in the location. As a result, there was a relatively good

performance in the four dimensions of EIA performance evaluated in this research;

in Transport's Expressway project, the existing environmenthad already been set aside as a

road corridor Qtrecedent),andpolitical support for the project aimed to win votes at an

election, hence the project was not substantially altered as a result of EIA and the process

was relatively straightforward (public pressure was not well organised or publicised);

in Transport's Runway Extension project, there was strong political support, but due to

high public visibility and pressure, the project was modified in its design, but not

fundamentally given the stronger government commitment to the project;

in ETSA's Ardrossan project, the project needwas clear, the existing environmenthad

already been substantially degraded, and the local public were generally accommodating and

willing to compromise, thus the EIA process was also relatively straightforward.

ETSA's Cherry Gardens and Transport's Adelaide-Crafers projects provide particularly good

illustrations of Filter (4) in operation. For instance:
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both projects had strong political support (and the government had already made agreements

with the Victorian government about of the interconnection programme, of which the Cherry

Gardens project was a part);

both projects had high public visibility and strong public pressures because they were

proposed within particularly sensitive social and biophysical settings;

both Transport and ETSA over-emphasised economic factors because they were proposed

shortly after an economic downturn in the State; and

both Transport and ETSA demonstrated relatively low performance in terms of 'openness'

and 'responsiveness' because of this economic emphasis (although ETSA demonstrated

strong responsiveness in terms of process rather than project changes to appease

controversy);

but only the Cherry Gardens project involved a change of significant magnitude in the final

assessment and decision stage (ie strong evaluative control), whereas changes to the

Transport project were relatively moderate.

a

o

a

a

What factors explained the difference in outcomes? Essentially, theflexibility of alterna.tives in

the Adelaide-Crafers project was more limited than in the Cherry Gardens project, because the

economic costs of the 'best' alignment were substantially higher than the Cherry Gardens 'best'

alternative (by about $50 million); and because the decision to fund the Adelaide-Crafers project

was made by an external government agency at the Commonwealth level (thus the State EIA

Branch did not have much power of evaluative control). The importance of economic

development and political factors inhibiting the effectiveness of evaluative control has also been

noted by Ortolano (1993). Indeed, a key point to note which was a strong theme in Chapters

Eight and Nine, is that most of the Transport projects were political and had strong government

commitment, whereas this was less apparent for the ETSA projects. Because projects, their

objectives and funding were sometimes predefined by groups outside of the organisations, this

explains why EIA outcomes were, as noted earlier, focused more on incremental modifications.

Evaluative control and public-agency control can thus only work in certain circumstances, and

although the public had a high influence on minor changes and refinements to all of the projects,

where economic factors and political commitment were strong, their influence was limited.

1.0.4 CONCLUSION

Clearly, there are a multitude of factors which both facilitate and constrain the organisational

change process as a result of the EIA requirement. In endeavouring to grapple with these

issues, the research process was complex and can be likened to the assembly of a jigsaw with

missing pieces, no clear edges, and an obscure pattern. It was particularly difficult to judge the

degree of change achieved as a result of EIA because of the problems of disentangling

overlapping changes associated with EIA, broader environmental management initiatives, and
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changes at the overall organisational level (not just in the environmental arena). Nonetheless,

the evaluation frameworks developed for this research are unique in that there was previously

no systematic and comprehensive method for evaluating 'effective' organisational change and

behaviour in the EIA context. This is significant given that even in the 1990s 'we have only

begun to understand with some depth how and why EIA works' (Bartlett 1990: p89).

In this respect, this research has advanced methodologies for evaluating and understanding EIA

performance at the EIA legislative system, organisational, and project levels. In particular, the

CCP framework was useful for comparatively highlighting strengths and limitations in the

organisational change process and the implementation of EIA at given points in time; the

system-evaluation framework was useful for emphasising strengths and weaknesses in the EIA

system which may explain organisational responses to EIA; whilstthe contextualfilters model

was particularly helpful in understanding what factors influenced the change process and EIA

outcomes. The frameworks developed in this research, although requiring further testing and

refinement, can also be applied as a standard for comparison between different jurisdictions in

future research projects. The system-evaluation framework in particular provides a new and

easy ,way of visualising differences and similarities in EIA between different jurisdictions, or

changes in EIA systems over time within the same jurisdiction. Not everyone will agree with

the evaluation dimensions and criteria used, but this is to be assumed given that, as noted in

Chapter Three, finding consensus on the goals to be achieved (or in this case evaluated) is

difficult. Refinement of the variables in the CCP, system and contextual filters frameworks

developed in this research will further aid in the diagnosis and prognosis of EIA performance

within and between different organisations and different jurisdictions.

The research has also highlighted the importance of historical and organisational context in

understanding EIA outcomes and organisational change. In other words, change occurred

within both Transport and ETSA, not only as a result of the EIA system and experience with the

EIA process, but also as a byproduct of change initiatives within other areas of the organisations

which were completely unrelated to the EIA requirement (eg loss of engineer autonomy and

authority, outsourcing of construction work and decline in construction staff who were the most

resistant to the EIA process). As noted in Chapter Two, change in one area will invariably have

implications for other areas within an organisation (Dawson 1996). Changes in other areas of

the organisation not only facilitated more effective EIA behaviour, but were also partly

inhibitive. In other words, fundamental organisational change could not (and cannot) occur

because of a gradual bluning of organisational boundaries.

Prior to Ministerial control, and when most construction was conducted by internal employees,

there were distinct organisations called Transport or ETSA, with 'experts' encapsulated by a

virtually impervious boundary. 'With increasing Ministerial control, this boundary later became
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permeated and stretched to encapsulate Ministers, public 'customers', and private sector

contractors, each of whom had an influence on the way in which the organisations operated.

Full decision-making authority was removed from both organisations, as demonstrated in part

by the strong political commitments to road and transmission line construction (yet limited

external funding), which precluded Transport and ETSA from considering broader and/or more

expensive options. To facilitate survival, the organisations responded to these political

pressures, via what Liroff (1912: p29) terms a 'negotiated environment' between the

organisation, interest groups and government to reduce any threats to their 'well being'. That

is,'organizations will emphasize scoring well on those criteria most visible to important

elements in their environment. When they cannot hope to show improvement on all, they seek

to emphasize those of interest to elements on which they are most dependent' (Liroff 1972:

p2e).

Despite these constraints, the most important question is: has decision-making improved in both

organisations as a result of EIA? It would be fair to say yes given the complete lack of regard

for environmental factors prior to the EIA requirement which was demonstrated in Chapter Six.

However, this research has demonstrated that progress in decision-making was characterised

more by incremental improvements, with the use of EIA as a compliance-based, project

refinement and management tool, rather than as a decision-making tool to determine the

suitability (or otherwise) of a project in the first place. Moreover, it was found in this research

that EIA procedures on their own (in reflection of the rational model of reform) were insufficient

in their capacity to induce immediate attitudinal change and full integration with planning

\ /ithout the reinforcement of supporting capability and infrastructure such as new staff and the

training and the expertise that they brought, in addition to external public pressures (ie the

internal and external models of reform).

While EIA is often criticised, the level of change in terms of outcomes achieved from EIA may

never reach an ideal (refer Chapter Three). The rational, internal and external models of reform

are still valid theories for explaining change in the EIA context twenty years after their

conception, but they do not negate the possibility of incrementalism or 'satisficing' because of

their limitations noted in Chapter Three. Because the EIA process may be characterised by

bargaining and compromise, Pfeffer (1981 : p28) suggests that decisions will 'seldom perfectly

reflect the preferences of any group or subunit within the organization.' Whether political,

rational, internal, or external models of reform are applied, it is possible that a combination of

models can apply at one time. In both Transport and ETSA, both the internal and external

models were strong (including professional control), but this research found that the external

model of reform had a more profound effect on ETSA, particularly given that ETSA relied on

the external legislative EIA process. This was indicated in part by ETSA's higher levels of

knowledge about external policy requirements (Chapter Seven), and the strong public and
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evaluative control and influence over the projects assessed in EIA (Chapter Nine). In this

respect, the influence of internal environmental officers as change agents was less pronounced

in ETSA, and was not as necessary given that only a few engineers were involved in EIA, and

given the heavy reliance on consultants to do EIA.

In contrast, the internal model of reform was more pronounced in Transport given their reliance

on internal EIA procedures, and given that greater numbers of engineers were involved, but

who still required continued prompting from environmental staff. Yet even the internal model

of reform was constrained because, although environment staff have environmental advocacy

roles within Transport, they work within the realms of engineers, budgets, time constraints and

the political realities of project development which sometimes contrasts with the 'ideal'

aspirations of environmental protection (ie this is what you should ideally be going, but this was

what we can do). Although the external model was also influential in opening up decision-

making processes in Transport and leading to project design modifications, this was not to the

extent evident in ETSA, and this may have been due to the more pronounced political nature of

road projects. Nonetheless, the external model was still important as an indirect regulator of

behaviour in Transport, given that poor performance in internal EIA processes increases the

chance of greater external control over decision-making.

Within this context, EIA could be described as a hybrid approach to decision-making, being

partly rational in that it is based on clear procedures which require the consideration of broader

alternatives, and more complex, scientific and multidisciplinary information; and partly arational

in that the final decision does not necessarily have to aim for the best option or be guided by

clear objectives, and is in reality influenced by a variety of different interests. The problem is

that if past policies do not provide adequate solutions, this incremental nature is inappropriate

(Doyle and Kellow 1995). Environmental problems require a holistic approach rather than

marginal analysis, and in order to facilitate a more integrated process, governments must seek to

'swim against the tide' of the political realities of incrementalism (Doyle and Kellow 1995).

Yet it should be recognised overall, that this does not mean decision-makers are 'irrational,

unreasonable, illogical or infficient' (Culhane et al 1981: p4), nor are they ' ..single-minded

egotists Ior] unswerving altruists...They are ordinary human beings, rational within limits,

disciplined by their calling as public servants...' (Corbett 1992: p6O)'

V/hilst not condoning the organisations'past parochial perspectives, it must be acknowledged

that in order to facilitate community transport access or energy supply, both organisations'

behaviour was often encouraged by the community and the government during the 1950s and

1960s. It was from this legitimacy that the cultures of both organisations stemmed. When

community and government attitudes changed in the mid 1960s and 1970s, the organisations

were expected to immediately embrace these challenges and to change over 50 years of history.
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Not surprisingly such unexpected opposition to a once welcomed mission may invoke

resistance, because of the loss of excitement, optimism and technical challenge which was

originally present within both organisations.

What is most ironic, however, is that the capability to implement EIA, such as money, time, and

political freedom, was evident during the 1950s and 1960s in both organisations, yet the levels

of cultural and political will were not. Today on the other hand, the cultural will is there, yet

financial, time, and political constraints inhibit fundamental organisational change and the

implementation of effective EIA. Yet while there was still some way to go for EIA and

environmental management in both organisations, the overall impression derived from the CCP

framework was that, within political and economic constraints, a genuine attempt was being

made in both organisations to push the boundaries of environmental capabilities, with

expanding goals, procedures, and management systems, in an attempt to become more

responsive to both community and government, and to facilitate their own survival.
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